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famous character Alice encounters
many seemingly impossible adventures
in an extraordinary world filled with new, curious,
and sometimes illogical situations. You will find that these
situations are not very different from those often faced by Ohio
State students. You may also feel a sense of familiarity when considering some of Alice's own soul-searching questions like "Who am I?. and
"Which way should I go?" Our years of experiences at Ohio State have armed

-- •

us with valuable knowledge and resources for facing life's challenges. For many
students, college life encompasses commitment to long-term activities or annual
events. It ranges from adjusting to new living environments to fighting for parking spaces. For seniors it is preparing for that ominous transition to "real life",
and for all of us it is choosing whether or not to participate in those events
of that "real world" which have managed to penetrate our awareness. Of
course, in addition to all of the above distractions, we attempt to re-

A

serve some of our time and concentration for our studies and
lice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the bank

our equally important study breaks. It is the MAKIO Staffs

and of having nothing to do: once or twice she had peeped into the book her
sister was reading, but it had no pictures or conversations in it, "and what is
the use of a book," thought Alice, "without pictures or conversations?"

hope that within the pages of this book you will
catch not only the familiar, realistic scenes of
Ohio State, but also the dream-like

Opening 5

TI)ENT I TFE
Just as those all-too-familiar
paths branch off through the Oval,
each leading to a different region of campus, the
choices students have consciously and unconsciously
made during their time at Ohio State have contributed to the overall
direction in which they are now heading. Many of these choices were
subtle contributions to their development. Some students spent that first
sunny weekday outside listening to one of the preachers in the Oval or playing
frisbee with roommates and pets, while others spent that same day trapped in libraries or study rooms. Movies, shooting pool and bowling in the Drake and Ohio
Unions, or trips to downtown Columbus and the surrounding areas were popular
leisure time options. Some students chose to study in another country or traveled
to far away destinations during breaks between quarters. Some were the proud
members of the OSU Marching Band, while many others simply watched the
consistently flawless execution of "Script Ohio." Consider also the more

"C

drastic decisions-- choice of major? choice of minor? involvement in

eshire-Puss," she began, rather timidly, ...."Would you tell me, please,
which way I ought to go from here?"

extracurricular activities? career goals? At a university of this size
and caliber the resources available to assist students in

"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to," said the Cat.
"I don't much care where--" said Alice.

making these choices are countless. Students

"Then it doesn't matter which way you go," said the Cat.
"--so long as I get somewhere," Alice added as an explanation.

had only to seek them out.

"Oh, you're sure to do that," said the Cat, "if you only walk long enough."
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
■1•■••••■..11;;.
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Juniors Kristin Taylor, a Public Realtions
major from Jackson, OH, and Nathan
Coffman, a Political Science major from
Marysville, OH, shop for new clothes at
the Columbus City Center.

Out On The Town
When USA Today ranked Columbus as one of the country's top
ten cities this past fall, it recognized what Ohio State and its
surrounding community have
known all along. Ohio's capital
offers a wealth of opportunity. The
fact that Ohio State is located in a
city the size of Columbus gives
students the opportunity to experience many exciting events away
from campus.
All OSU students have made
trips to the Columbus City Center
or Northland hunting for birthday
gifts or that perfect dress for the
Spring Formal.
Another favorite activity for
students is going to the movies.
Columbus crawls with movie theaters, and most of them show between six and 12 movies at the
same time, always allowing for a
diverse selection. One college
movie tradition is The Rocky
Horror Picture Show shown at
Graceland every Friday and Saturday night at midnight.
Some other common activities
include miniature golf, bowling,
spending the day at the Columbus
Zoo, or splashing around at Co-

ResidetfMorrill Tower pose on the fire
engine arCOSI.

lumbus' water park, Wyandot
rizon.
Lake.
The city of Columbus also ofWe can't forget about fers many performing and visual
everyone's favorite pastime—
arts opportunities. Students can
eating! At the lower end of the
attend the Gallery Hop on the first
financial spectrum are
Saturday of every month which is
McDonald's, Burger King,
a tour of the art galleries in the
Snapp's, and Wendy's. At the
Short North. Students can also go
opposite end of the range are One see the Columbus Symphony OrNation, Fifty-five On The Boulechestra perform or attend any of
vard, and The Peppercorn Duck the many fine performances at the
Club. Somewhere in-between are Palace Theatre.
the favorites of the college popuEvery year major musical acts
lation. They include Max & come to downtown Columbus and
Erma's, Chi-Chi's, The Olive perform at either Veteran's MeGarden, and The Spaghetti morial or The Ohio Center.
Warehouse.
For those students interested
Doug Bender, a junior from in science, there is the Center Of
Canal Winchester, Ohio said, "The Science and Industry (COSI).
Spaghetti Warehouse is nice be- Students can spend the day learncause you don't have to get really ing in a fun setting about everydressed-up, but the atmosphere is thing from electricity to space exnice and it's a great place to take a ploration.
date because their prices are reaThe city of Columbus provides
sonable."
something for everyone and helps
For the students who don't get to assure that there is never a day
their fill of athletic events from that exists when OSU students
the Buckeyes, Columbus is home can't find something to do.
to the minor league baseball team
The Columbus Clippers. Columby Cindy Mann
bus also hosts a professional basketball team, The Columbus Ho•
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Laura Cape, Lori Visnic, and Lisa Will,
juniors, spend the day at the Columbus
Zoo.
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Tim DeHart , a senior advertising major A nighttime view of Columbus' skyline as
from Franklin, OH, admires an interesting seen from the Scioto River.
jean jacket at Lazarus.
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Study Abroad
This year, over 300 Ohio State
students chose to spend a portion
of their undergraduate education
abroad. A diverse range of programs were offered through the
Office of Study Abroad, lasting
anywhere from one quarter to a
year. Nineteen of these programs
were even available directly
through Ohio State, allowing their
participants to receive graded
credit for their intercultural experiences.
For those students who wanted
to see the world yet did not want to
spend an entire year of their education doing so, study tours provided the perfect compromise. An
annual excursion to Greece, offered through the history department, provided an added bonus
this year as students played the
role of archaeologists, assisting in

an excavation close to Athens.
Likewise, the study abroad program in Mexico, popular enough
to be offered on a quarterly basis,
offered students a first hand look
at rich Indian cultures of the far
past. Visits to Indian temples
were balanced by beach trips to
Acapulco, adding an extra dimension of fun to the already interesting experience.
Meanwhile, other students had
the opportunity to see Paris in
springtime as they traveled with
Ohio State instructor Pierre Dola
from France's capital city to the
Riviera. They even took their
books to the beach, having classes
one morning on an island off the
coast of Nice. With a week's
break of free time, the group split
up to do some heavy duty site
seeing, some members racing from

Rome to Berlin and others preferring to bike ride through the
French countryside.
French major Elizabeth
Wiletsky noted that "being immersed in a different, more artoriented culture was one of the
best aspects of the program...There
was always something unusual to
do or see in Paris."
In addition to these programs
available to groups of Ohio State
students, individuals pursued
overseas experiences at universities throughout Europe. Many of
them agreed that their studies in
these countries did not feel like
learning at all, yet the wealth of
knowledge and memories that they
brought back with them were
invaluable, life long treasures.

Photo submitted.

Julie McCollum climbs to greater heights
as she explores an Indian pyramid in
Tempolzlan, Mexico.

Carol Lowe, Doug Stuart, and Holly
Christensen strike a memorable pose in
front of Notre Dame.

by Julie Knight

Members of the French study abroad
program spend Easter Sunday in transit
as they wait to board a train south to
Marseilles.

Three amigos Sara Leidtke, Julie
McCollum, and Sheri Reuter try on
sombreros in Ixtapa, Mexico.

4*
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The Pride of
The Buckeyes

Tim Grabo performs a solo on
trombone.

Cymbalists add their touch to the halftime show.

In 1879 a military marching
band was formed here at Ohio
State. Fifty-one years later, in
1930, that same band transformed
from a small military band into
what is recognized today as the
ultimate of college bands.
Auditions were held in September. When they were over, the
225 finalists stood proud.
During half-time shows, 192
members marched and 33 were
• alternates. All of these members
' marched under the direction of
• Dr. John Woods.
One of the band's famous traditions is the ritual dotting of the
"i" in Script Ohio. Dwayne Hall,
senior squad leader and tuba
player, performed this honor at
one of the home games. "It was a
s

Members of the band play to the crowd
during the game.

Plum) b1 Michelle Gaston

dream come true. It didn't seem
as though it was really happening," Hall said. "It was incredible
to have such a great honor bestowed onto me. The feeling of
90,000-plus people watching and
being on national T.V. is awesome.
It is definitely a memory to remember forever."
This year the team traveled for
their away game to Iowa. In addition to this trip to Iowa, they also
ventured to the Liberty Bowl. The
excitement of marching in a bowl
game held true for marching in the
Liberty Bowl. Even though Ohio
State was not victorious, the band
put on a spectacular half-time
show.
Marching in Ohio Stadium is
not as easy as many members make

it seem. Practice began at 4:10
p.m. and ended at 6:00 p.m every
weekday. Physical exercise for
the members included calisthenics, running the stadium steps,
swimming and more. Sacrifice
and self discipline were a must.
It is due to the hard work and
dedication of these chosen members that the Ohio State Marching
Band is "The Best Damn Band In
The Land."
by Lis Hudak

"A-row's" ramp entrance.

Drum major Dale Wagrzerperforms during
the band's half-time show.

The band dazzles the crowd during a postgame show.
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A Week of
"Coming Together"
All OSU students and faculty
were invited and encouraged to
"Come Together" and celebrate
Homecoming through a week's
worth of festive activities.
The 5K Run, Walk and Wheel
through the campus was a new
event that started off the spirited
week on Saturday, October 20th.
Sunday followed with a variety of
fun-filled Homecoming Games on
the Oval and ended with a KickOff Party at Park Alley, a popular
campus night club. A campuswide scavenger hunt was reserved
for Monday. Tuesday and
Wednesday featured new and
popular activities held in the Ohio
Union Ballroom. Tuesday night,
comedians from The Comedy
Club performed a Comedy Concert. Dr. Dre and Ed Lover from
MTV hosted YO! MTV Raps on

Wednesday.
On Thursday evening the ten
members of the Homecoming
Court, along with representatives
from the Homecoming Steering
Committee, toured the campus
residence halls. These individuals were the official judges for the
Residence Hall Lobby Decorating Contest. Drackett Tower was
chosen as the winner based on
spirit and outstanding effort in depicting this year's theme.
As game day approached, a
wide variety of bands performed
at an all evening MusicFest in
Independence Hall Thursday
night. The Ohio Union again
played host on Friday morning to
the Breakfast Club from QFM-96.
As everyone anxiously anticipated
Saturday's kick-off hour, numerous groups and organizations
',I-5

,
,..,

participated in the traditional
Homecoming Parade. Students
both in the parade and watching
from the curb, braved the cold
weather to show their OSU spirit
and pride.
After a week of fun and cheerful
preparation, the Buckeyes topped
it off with a big win of 52-23 over
the University of Minnesota. The
Homecoming Dance followed at
the Ohio Union Ballroom from
10pm-2am.
Tim DeHart, Homecoming
Court Member, concluded about
the eventful week, "Homecoming
is a great university experience. It
is a long-standing tradition that
allows students to celebrate and
boost that special feeling for the
Buckeyes."
by Amy Dawson
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Participants of the 5K Run, Walk, and
Wheel on College Drive, by the Ohio Union.
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Rappers show their stuffat Yo! MTV Raps.
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Jugglers perform during the Homecoming
Parade.

Members of the Ski Club in their hot t
float.
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is a pep talk for the
The it,
Homecoming same.

Homecoming Day
The morning of Saturday, October 27, 1990 bloomed clear and
crisp. Stadium seats from A to Z
to Block 0 were filled early with
eager cherubian faces — the excitement over Homecoming game
rang especially loud this year with
the theme "Come Together." The
89,533 fans who were present took
special pains to cheer their Buckeyes on to a rousing 53-23 victory
over another Big Ten giant, the
Minnesota Gophers.
The game was played in bril,47
:".1 t 4

liant sunlight before a jubilant
Homecoming court that included
the 1990 Homecoming King and
Queen, Bryan Selby and Diane
Straub. Also selected to be on the
prestigious court were Ed
Baddour, Willie Wong, Kathy
Trela, Karen Riordan, Tim
DeHart, Barb Kefalas, Jeff Kass,
and Lori Schmitz. It should be
noted that all members were chosen on the basis of their impeccable leadership, academic, and
personal endeavors.
•

• ..4.41*C7-%
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1990 Ho coming Court : Ed Baddour,
Queen
Straub, Willie Wong, Kathy
Trela,
yan Selby, Karen Riordan,
Tim
rb Kefalas, Jeff Kass, and
Lori Schmitz.

by Howard Dalton
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A special comment should be
made on the propriety of the
Homecoming Theme, "Come
Together." A vast majority of the
university's students felt the need
this year to tighten the bonds that
make them Buckeyes. Through a
chaotic week of activities, awards,
and general merriment, the culmination of Homecoming Game
Day can be called "The Day OSU
Came Together."
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The kick=s littart the game.
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Dealing with Those
Campus Frustrations
Do you have memories of those
frustrating experiences and all the
little hassles involved in simply
obtaining a degree? If not, you
must either lead an extremely
sheltered life, have an exceptional
tolerance level, or be at the wrong
university.
What type of frustrations might
these be? For one, The Ohio State
University might as well change
from the "Buckeyes" to the "Linewaiters." This is no joke when
you consider that on any given
day you could wait in an enormous
line to get registration materials,
pick up football, basketball, or
hockey tickets, add a class, drop a
class, get your parking sticker,
wait for an open locker at the
bookstore—you even have to
stand in a line at Fees and Deposits to pay the university for the
privilege of standing in that line.
Another infamously stressful
aspect is the parking situation. Not
withstanding the lack thereof,
chances are you have, at some
point in time, spent the entirety of
your first class simply locating a
free spot. Then, at the end of the
day after trekking the four mile
distance back to your car, you
discover that the space was open
because it was a handicapped spot
with no sign and poor pavement

markings and you now have a fifty
dollar fine to pay. Even worse
(yes, it does get worse), you may
have decided to park off campus
in what looks like a relatively safe
area near the fraternity district.
When you come back after class
don't be surprised if all the air in
your tires has been let out, there is
bird excrement two inches deep
on the windshield, someone has
written obscene messages with
soap on both sides, and the largest
variety of beer cans and bottles
you have EVER seen are set up in
the shape of a peace sign on the
hood. If you were lucky that day,
your car was just towed to some
obscure lot twelve miles away and
you have to pay some greasy man
named Bubba seventy-five dollars to find it for you.
The bookstores present a veritable potpourri of teeth grinding
situations as well. The first book
you pick up is for your Math 151
class. You glance briefly at the
flycover of this thick and intimidating book where the price has
been written in the corner in pencil. The next thing you can remember is lying on the floor and
the gargoyle type face of the
bookstore manager as he fans you
with a thin leaflet from Kinko's
and asks stupidly, "Are you okay?"
"Pt•
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The two of you argue briefly about
the price. You are sure it is a
missprint of some sort, he says no,
the book is brand new and that is
the lowest price this side of town
for a Math 151 book. After considering the possibilities (moving
to a new town, erasing the original
price and putting in what you consider fair, even breaking into a
dead run with the book and hoping
the detectors at the door won't go
off when you bust through the
crowd of people) you decide to
put it on your father's VISA and
pray he doesn't have a coronary
when he reads the bill.
Already ten minutes late for
this expensive math class, you
walk into a room packed to the
gills with mathematical groupies
holding their mechanical pencils
and graphing calculators. The
class is taught by the professor
from Hell who takes up the roster
and proceeds to shred people'
names left and right. Then you
stare in horror as he furiously fills
15 chalkboards with formulas in a
mere 48 minutes.
You think back now at how
lucky you felt to actually get into
this class. You think about the
hours you spent on the phone
calling BRUTUS some really rude
names each time he told you the
"
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An endless sea of cars in o
campus parking lots.
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call number 07156-3 was
"REJECTED...SECTION
FULL..."
Suddenly the bell rings and you
realize it is time for the appointment you made with your academic advisor in Denney Hall two
months ago. When you arrive she
is there waiting for you (no lines!).
She smiles sweetly, asks you to sit
down, then proceeds to tell you
that your plans to graduate this
spring must be postponted another
two years. You also discover that
you missed a BER here and a LAR
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there and seeing as how those
classes are only offered every other
year, you see how it is very possible that your social security
checks will be paying off those
student loans.
Totally dejected, you head to
High Street for a little relaxation
at the nearest fast food dive. Of
course the WALK/DON'T
WALK sign is taking twenty minutes to change, so you casually
saunter into slow traffic. Not more
than two feet from the opposite
curb your ears are blasted with a

three hundred decibel siren and
some pudgy police officer on a
motor bike whips out a megaphone and tells you to "Stop right
there." Now you' ye gotten a ticket
for jaywalking on the most jaywalked half a mile of road in the
midwest, and in front of half the
campus population to boot. The
only consolation is knowing exactly what you'll have to do to pay
this fine: stand in a line somewhere
off campus.
by Howard Dalton
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Work was a part of life for
many OSU students. Trying to
balance classes with a sometimes
inflexible work schedule was
headache enough, yet necessity
sometimes required cramming
two or three jobs into the week. A
large percentage of students
worked part-time at the university
within the departments or college
offices. Proximity to classes and
flexible hours were the attractive
features of these jobs, although
pay was usually frustratingly low.
Student workers were visible
all over campus, working in the
libraries, dining commons, computer labs, and unions. Larkins
employed a large number of students to monitor the many programs it offered. Student lifeguards dragged themselves out of
bed to oversee early morning swim
sessions. Others were referees for
intramural events like basketball
and water polo. And peppy
aerobics instructors led nightly
sessions of Buckeye Aerobics.
Working for Traffic and Park-

Senior Mike Vaccaro mans the
of Academic Computing Se
campus.

desk

ing entailed monitoring all the
campus parking garages and collecting ticket money. An advantageous perk to this job was the
time it allowed for homework,
listening to music, or vegetating
during slow hours. A drawback
was the weather. Coats and mittens became part of the winter
uniform, while summer heat
mandated shorts and shades.
The College of Arts and Sciences employed students to
maintain its records and degree
certification departments. Other
university departments hired undergraduates as research assistants, receptionists, or, in selected
cases, teaching assistants. The
math department, for example,
instituted a highly selective application process for math majors
interested in teaching the 104
course.
Some students chose to become resident advisors in the dormitories. In addition to being
available to fellow residents as
friends, supporters, problem solv-

ers, and conflict resolvers, this job
required weekly meetings, quarterly workshops, training updates,
and even impromptu trips to the
emergency room with sick residents. The demands made upon
RA staffs were sometimes exhausting, but these people managed to keep life in the dorms
feeling a bit more like home.
Off campus jobs tended to be
less flexible about arranging work
around class times, but better pay
was an enticement. Waiting tables
and bartending were staples in the
college job market. Some students
ventured the short commute
downtown to work at City Center,
business offices, or the state senate for various senators and representatives. While students often
bemoaned the fact that they had to
work, most agreed that the income and experience it provided
were vital parts of their college
career.
by Howard Dalton
and Julie Knight
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Swan, a sophomore aviation major
14)0110. Ohio, works as a parking
lint for Traffic and Parking.

er Howard, ci sophomore te.vtiles
()thing major, helps customer Yvette
while working at The Lodge's
v k sale.
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Campus Recreation:
Larkins Hall

give canoe tipping a try in one of
s pools.

The 1990-91 Athletic year (as
opposed to "Academic") saw an
upward swing in the popularity of
physical fitness. Large numbers
of both the faculty and students
thought exercising was well worth
their time as the aerobic classes
had record attendances, most intramural sponsored sports had nonstop agendas, and the overall boost
in interest initiated new healthoriented activities.
Larkins, otherwise known as
"The Hall of Pain,"encompassed
the majority of these athletics. At
first glance, most onlookers would
not be able to surmise it's contents.
The red brick facade actually
housed a labyrinth with each nook
and cranny chock full of
Fred D onato, a senior pharmacy major,
h Maunz, a freshman business
spots
majo
le weight room.

by Howard Dalton
4 ',11
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A black belt jumps into action in one of the
',tart ial arts classes.

cer players who fought frostbite to
make a goal. Then, as spring
warmed the air, the fields swarmed
with students practicing softball,
football and their frisbee throws.
Some universities restrict their
facilities to usage by the top athletes as a supplement to their
training. Nothing was further from
the truth on OSU' s campus this
year. The continuing boom in
health-consciousness pushed students and faculty members off their
living room couches and into the
gym. Even as spring quarter was
winding to a close, Larkins' doors
kept swinging wide open to serve
varsity athletes and amateurs alike.

unairconditioned rooms. These
rooms were packed tight with
swimming, judo, racquetball,
gymnastics, jogging, volleyball,
weight-lifting, diving, and even
yoga classes! Some of the martial
art sessions were taught on Larkins
lawn to make room inside for other
physically demanding physical
education classes.
Outside of the facility, the brave
exercise enthusiasts tested their
abilities on the tennis courts, the
platform tennis courts, the volleyball courts, or the obstacle course
which lines the perimeter of
Larkins athletic field.
Even during the coldest days
of winter the athletic fields were
kept busy under the guise of soc
44
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High Street by Day:
The Lifeline of
Campus
High Street marked the geographic boundary of campus, but
it was as much a part of student life
as the Oval or Ohio Stadium. Over
the years, it has linked the off
campus population with the heart
of campus life. Students ruled its
blocks from 9th Avenue to Lane,
pounding the road and sidewalks
by car, motorcycle, bike, roller
blades, and on foot.
Every weekday morning,
High Street's crosswalks buzzed
with the migration of off campus
students heading to class. Lunch
hour was another busy time. It
was a time when friends, who
rarely saw each other during their
busy days, met and chatted about
the football game or exchanged
complaints about their classes.
Students roamed the street in hopes
of satisfying their appetites. The
patio of Flying Tomato Pizza was
guaranteed to be packed if the

weather permitted.
For hungry students, High
Street offered an overwhelming
array of options. Every fast food
restaurant imaginable had stakes
in the campus market.
"KenTacoHut," also known as
"All 'N One" and Daddyo's, before it switched its name to
"Cheapers," were favorites. Street
Scene was a sit-down restaurant
with an entertaining theme and
menus, while Bernie's Bagels had
an atmosphere all its own.
Shop-aholics could be appeased
by the Lodge or Ruby's. Their
occasional sidewalk sales always
attracted crowds. Music lovers
frequented the likes of Magnolia
Thunderpussy and The Singing
Dog in search of good bargains.
Visits to Long's and SBX were
quarterly requirements. During
the first week of every quarter, the
lines were long and tedious. Nev-

ertheless, students were spotted
walking back and forth looking
for the last of those precious used
books. Almost every student was
seen walking on High Street toting the heavy bags. During the
last week of each quarter, students
rushed back to the bookstores in
hopes of getting the most money
for their "prized possessions."
Students queing up at the bank
machines were a familiar scene.
And the street vendors, selling their
jewelry, flowers, and hand-made
wares were also easy to spot. A
more sobering sight was the ever
growing homeless population.
High Street has made its mark
on campus life. Its growing attractions and popularity have made
it an essential part of each student's
life at Ohio State.
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High Street By Night:
Alive and Kicking
It's 10:00 p.m. Saturday night
and in residence halls and apartments all around campus students
are getting ready to "go out". Where
are they all going? - you ask. To
High Street, of course!
The bars that line High Street
are numerous, and they play a wide
variety of music. There is something for everyone located somewhere between 15th Avenue and
9th Avenue.
One of the most popular bars
this year was Park Alley/High Energy. Although the cover charge
was higher than most of the other
bars on campus ($5.00 if you were
under 21, and $3.00 if you happened to be "of legal age"), this
dual bar had more to offer than the
other bars.
Both bars were housed under
one roof, but they played different
music. High Energy, a one-story
bar, played club music, and Park
Alley, a two-story bar, played alternative rock music on their dance
floor located upstairs. Both bars
had back doors which opened up
into a shared courtyard that had
picnic tables, a sand volleyball
court, and a basketball court. Students could drink, dance, socialize, and exercise all at the same
place.
Some of the other popular bars

on campus were Purity and Mean
Mr. Mustard's, both of which
played mostly progressive tunes.
Club Fletcher's, located between Purity and Park Alley/High
Energy, played Top 40 dance music.
Across the street was Papa
Joe's, a 21 & over bar. Papa Joe's
has many traditions including The
Birthday Mug (a giant mug that
you and your friends could drink
out of to celebrate your birthday),
Sunday night Mug Night (bring
your own mug and get it filled for
a quarter), and of course, the Michigan Weekend Kegs & Eggs. (In
celebration of the Michigan football game, the bar opened at 6 a.m.
and students flocked there for a
pre-game "breakfast" of scrambled
eggs and beer).
New to the High Street scene
this year was Nuke's Atomic Club.
This "New York-Style" night club
had a chain-link fence surrounding its dance floor and played acid
rock music.
The Newport Music Hall was
the site of many concerts featuring acts such as the DiVinyls, They
Might Be Giants, the Ramones,
Chris Isaak, and Sam Kinison to
name a few.
Along with all the bars previously mentioned, there were many
'''••■ 1

other bars that lined High Street
such as Presley's, the Locker
Room, Off Campus, Jouster's,
Street Scene, and Moran 's Speakeasy. ALL of the bars on campus
did a good amount of business,
and on any weekend night (and
often on weekday nights as well)
the lines to get into the bars were
wrapped around the block.
However, the popularity of the
bars on campus ran in cycles from
year to year and even from quarter
to quarter. The chances are great
that the bars that were THE MOST
popular this year will fade into the
crowd and a few others will emerge
at the top of the list for next year.
The fast food businesses along
High Street were also packed at
night. Many places stayed open
past 2 a.m. on the weekends to
accommodate the bar crowds on
their way home. Most students
found it a ritual to stop and grab a
bite to eat on the way home from
the bars.
After they had had their fill of
food and socializing, the students
headed home to recuperate from
the night's events and get ready to
do it all again tomorrow.
by Cindy Mann
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As long as the sun is shining, students
bring their pets to Mirror Lake to play.
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A Campus Tradition
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Have you ever seen a picture of
Mirror Lake in it's earliest days?
If not, try to track down some of
the old photographs. The evolution of Mirror Lake is quite impressive. From a small grove of
trees with a naturally shallow body
of water snaking between them, it
has become the stone-encased pool
complete with fountain and memorial plaque.
Its peacefulness attracted all
types of people. Students longed
to spend quiet moments staring in
reflection into the ripples of its
water. On a hot day, they lay
around it bathing in the blazing
sun. It was where the tedious
campus life united with the comforts of nature.
Students who were looking for
the perfect study location were
attracted to its quietness. If an
available bench could be located,
the books would be brought out,
maybe headphones to add some

equally soothing music, and a serious study session would ensue.
Also a favorite with the canineowners of campus, dogs fetched
sticks and tennis balls from the
water's surface. People often
stopped to admire the adorable
creatures, better known as "man's
best friend." The water, pumped
locally from the Olentangy River,
served to cool the pets who may
have been jogging with their
owners on a blistering spring or
summer day.
In the winter, Mirror Lake was
unrecognized. The water was iced
and stood still. The trees were
adorned with icicles and topped
with snow. And most students
deserted the usually inviting place
for a warmer spot. But occasionally a daring person would be seen
skating on the solid waters. People
walked by and admired him in
their hearts, for deep down they
had wished to test their own skill

and gracefulness on the ice.
Mirror Lake was a favorite with
couples. They lined the benches
that surround the lake each evening
before dusk, often getting up to
feed the ducks who return to it
each spring. They found something in this place which differed
from any other on campus. It was
a sort of romantic mystique that
shone radiantly from the lake.
Their faces showed the contentment such a serene place offered.
At the end of the day, Mirror
Lake glistened softly in the blackness of the night. Although there
was an absence of human life,
nature spoke softly with gentle
hums and creeks. As darkness
engulfed the Mirror Lake Hollow,
hopes of another perfect day lay to
rest until the next morning. (The
MAKIO hopes you enjoyed this
romantic interlude.)
by Febe Armanios
and Howard Dalton
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The Oval:
The Place to Be
With its criss-cross paths lead- with them.
Dispersed intermittently
ing in every direction on campus,
the Oval serves as the symbolic among these prostrate bodies were
center of Ohio State. Its sprawl- people playing "life-or-death"
ing lawn stretches from the feet of volleyball, frisbee, baseball,
William Oxley Thompson to the football, or Hack-E-Sack. It was
tip of Wexner Center's jungle gym not unusual to see a sunbather get
structure. Stamped at the head of nailed with a run-away frisbee,
the long central walkway is the only to give it back to the violator
school seal, a reminder to passing for further abuse. These groups of
students of their university com- pseudo-atheletes were large and
intimidating and better off left to
mitment.
The Oval stands for tradition. themselves. Most students just
It also stands for fun and together- learned to duck.
ness. Warm weather temperatures
A less vocal, but just as visual
brought the sunworshippers out ensemble, included those people
of winter hibernation. Acre after taking their dogs for an Oval outacre of sunbathing bodies covered ing. Daily canine conventions
the grassy lawns. Those who main- were part of the Oval "atmotained a shred of discipline brought sphere."
their books to study. The less
Definitely the most memorable
idealistic simply brought suntan people seen on the Oval were
lotion, shades, and walkmen
Brother Jed and his preaching as-

sociates. Our souls were eternally
doomed ten times over. Some
students chose to argue with him.
Others only sat back and watched
in fascination.
All in all, the Oval proved to be
a place of enlightenment. Those
who weren't sunbathing, playing
a sport, or debating religious theory
were watching people do those
things. The grassy lawns were
also a place for reflection. And
with the chiming bells of Orton
Hall ringing on one side, historical University Hall on its other,
and the many students streaming
across its paths, the Oval could be
said to capture the essence of Ohio
State, both past and present.

by Howard Dalton
and Julie Knight
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Many students find The Oval allipipat
place to "catch a few rays."
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An International
Experience at OSU
What did 30 students from 16
different countries have in common
this year at Ohio State? They were
all residents in Morrison Tower's
International Living and Learning
Center (ILLC). Situated on the
fourth floor of Morrison Hall, a
graduate dormatory, ILLC residents included undergraduate students as well.
These students chose to live together because they wanted to learn
more about each other and their
native countries. The program was
coordinated by the Office of International Students and Scholars
(OISS), and the Office of Residence
and Dining Halls (RDH). Morrison
was chosen to house the program
because it was open all year round,
making it very convenient for foreign students who had no place to
stay over breaks. And as a graduate dorm, the building was (theoretically) much quieter than other
dorms, offering a quieter environment in which to reside and study.
One of the program's goals was
Ingrid Newton, a Chinese
U.S. Virgin Islands, fi
schedule for the next guar

to provide an on-campus housing
option in which U.S. and foreign
students could live together and
develop an appreciation and understanding of cultural diversity.
This cross-cultural interaction on a
daily basis also helped prepare
students to live and work in a world
of increasingly interdependent
countries.
Participating students attended
various programs throughout the
year pertaining to such issues as
current events, global issues, ethnic diversity, and intercultural communication. Some of these topics
concerned serious matters like the
events of the Middle East. Others
were more lighthearted. The Japanese Tea Ceremony, for example,
was a favorite. Another recurring
activity throughout the year was
cuisine sampling from various foreign food restaurants in Columbus.
Carole Fletcher (Guyana), a junior in civil engineering, was one of
the ILLC residents. She chose to

participate in the program because
"she wanted to meet other foreign
students and live in a quieter graduate dormitory. Through the ILLC,
I met the family of my American
roommate. She invited me to her
house just before Christmas and I
helped decorate their Christmas
tree."
Paul Stevens (U.S.) and his
roommate George Bogdanov
(Russia) learned a great deal about
cultural differences between their
native countries. Paul said it was
great living with international
students because he could compare
different things and meet new
friends.
The experiences that he and
fellow ILLC participants gained
through a year of living together
helped provide them with new
perspectives toward society and
how this world operates.
by Melissa Sullivan
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German major from Elyria, Ohio, enjoy

Kng, from Chicago, Illinois,
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feirm, ime, from Elyria, and Hisham
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the holiday lights that decorate Columbus

relations."

Paul Steven.v, an Arabic major from
Greenwich,. Ohio, and Jennifer Kime, a

homes in December.
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Mao
find Mirror Lake a peace/id
place to stiOY'.

The most popular place On campus to study
is in one of the many. libraries.

Studying at
What It's Really Like
-establish a place to
It was 9 p.m., (or closer to 10 that during this time people studwork...your
bed with a flashlight
p.m. for some of us) and you were ied other people...like that guy
or
while
watching
a basketball
ready to begin studying. First, playing frisbee with his dog...or
you reviewed the check list: biol- that girl trying to get a tan in her game.
-establish a study routine...once
ogy text, biology notebook, Span- new bikini...more than the books
a
month
for a day and the night
ish bicabulary flashcards, yellow that they brought with them. We
highliter, pen and pencil, a can of all would have received an A+ for before finals;
-take regular breaks...every 15
Cherry Coke (since the vending studying "people watching" if
machines don't sell Pepsi) and a there was a course about such a minutes break for 45 minutes; and
-take efficient notes...yes,
thing.
Snickers candy bar.
Speaking of grades, maybe a doodles do count.
Now that you had everything,
With all fun and games aside,
where would you go to study? few people might want to constudying
was a very important part
sider
taking
a
class
or
seminar
on
Was it in the library, your room,
of
our
college
life. Experts say
"How
to
Study
Effectively."
Or
outside, or in the laundry room?
that
for
every
hour
of in-class time,
better
yet,
why
not
find
that
book,
Most people prefer a quiet place
you
should
have
spent
at least 2
University
Survey
from
UVC
100
to study, but others would rather
additional
hours
studying.
Unforstudy with the TV or radio. Dur- and just review some of the study
tunately, we often ended up studying the Fall and Spring Quarters, a rules in there.
Remember the article- "Some ing for more like 5 or 6 hours.
lot of people camped out on The
Oval or Mirror Lake or sat by the Academic Common Sense"? Here
by Melissa Sullivan
Olentangy River to study. It seems are a few pointers from the article:
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This student is studying on
Campbell Hall.
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The Wexner Center
For The Visual Arts
It is unlike anything else on the
Ohio State campus. It appears to
be an unfinished castle from the
outside. The fragmented towers
that emerge from its bottom recall
the Armory, a treasured landmark
located on that site from 1897 to
1958. It is set against a lattice of
white painted steel scaffolds. It is
even more strange and bizarre from
the inside. Its structure exclaims
uniqueness and originality. It is
the Wexner Center.
Students were seen wandering
in and out of this building several
times during the year. They often
looked puzzled, mystified, and
even disturbed. No other building
on campus had offered them the
challenge of the modern world of
art. But it appeared that they had
been provoked to think beyond
the every day life they led. The
Wexner Center had accomplished
its goal.
It is located just east of the
Oval, the heart of the Ohio State
University campus. The Center
was designed by Peter Eisenman
of New York and the late Richard

This eye-catching

Perhaps the most unique thing
Trott of Columbus to be both "an
architectural event in itself' and a about the Center is its location. As
center for the presentation and you stand at the main entrance and
study of the contemporary arts. look toward High Street, you will
Its mission is "to present the see that the Wexner Center is orileading edge of the arts of our ented along the axis of the city
time... and to encourage the cre- streets. The wide walkway extendation of daring new works for the ing from 15th Avenue into the camfuture." pus expresses the Wexner Center's
The building includes four university and community congalleries where four different ex- nections. If you were to follow the
hibitions were held throughout axis west, you would find that it
the year. They were designed to crosses the open end of the OSU
encourage an adaptation to the football stadium. If you follow it
unique spaces of the Wexner east, it becomes the main runway
Center. The works presented this of Port Columbus International
year sought to engage visitors in Airport.
The Wexner Center's architects
thought and dialogue about the
cleverly succeeded in bringing the
issues of our time.
The Center has also become city and the campus together by
renowned for the performances it locating the building at the intersponsors during the year. It is section of the two areas. Thus the
responsible for many concerts and odd-looking building fits so perdance shows which are held at the fectly in its place beyond our own
Mershon and Weigel Hall Audi- puzzled and mystified imaginatoriums. The diverse group of tions.
artists scheduled offers a wide
by Febe Armanios
variety of opportunities to trace
the connections between classical
and modern works.
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this year's big events on the wet
w
of the Ohio
Union as the Nintend o

C ?pus Challenge.

students like to shoot pool at Sloopy's
in e basement ofthe Ohio Union.

The Ohio and
Drake Unions
Photo by MAK1O Stuff

Many students stop to buy snacks at the
ca v counter in the Ohio Union.

The co nputer lab in the basement of the
Ohio ion is a frequently used resource.
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What was the most popular
campus building among students?
(Here's a hint—it wasn't the library!) With an estimated 15,000
students passing through its doors
daily, the Ohio Union was an easy
winner. And because of all the
diverse services offered inside this
building, some students might
have argued that it was the most
necessary as well!
Its study lounges, meeting
rooms, and classroom-by-day/
movie theater-by-night were popular places, but the first floor's food
court was an uncontested favorite.
Wendy's, Mark Pi's, and Scarlata
and Gray were staples for commuter students and busy student
organization members whose offices were housed upstairs.
Located in the ever-busy student organization hallway on the
third floor were such groups as
Undergraduate Student Government, Student Alumni Council
(SAC), Gay and Lesbian Alliance
(GALA), Ohio Stater's, the Mountain Bike Club, and MAKIO yearbook. Another cornerstone
Many s

s rent movies from the video

stor

hio Union.

organization was Student Events
Committee (SEC), responsible for
the weekly film series, various
multicultural events, and the Renaissance Festival.
The union-sponsored Creative
Activities Programs (CAP) offered
a variety of evening classes in
subjects ranging from dance to
caving classes. An art gallery on
the second floor added a touch of
culture, while the basement pool
room/bar, S loopy' s, added a touch
of fun. The large ballrooms were
the sites of dances, conventions,
and career interview sessions.
At the other extreme of campus is the Drake Union. Unlike its
High Street counterpart, Drake
offered students a slower paced
environment. Residents in the
Olentangy dorms were its primary traffic. The River Den, a
lunch time alternative to the commons, operated during the week.
Money was conveniently available through a BancOhio branch
located within the union. Students in that area of campus could
also do souvenir shopping for

their family and friends at The
Buck Shop.
Drake was also home to Ohio
State's Crew team. Onlookers
could watch the teams' daily
practices on the Olentangy River
from the union's upstairs lounge.
Another sports oriented activity,
bowling, could be pursued by all
in Drake's lower level.
This union also housed both
Thurber Theatre and the smaller
Stadium II Theatre, sites of numerous plays produced by Ohio
State's theatre department.
Members of both the campus and
noncampus community flocked
here on weekends to see Ohio
State's professional performances.
Both Drake and Ohio Union
were constant resources for Ohio
State students. They offered the
entertainment and cultural events
needed by students to combat their
stressful academic careers.
by Melissa Sullivan,
Julie Knight, and Cindy Mann
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Living Off Campus:
The OSU Commuter
The traffic on 315 North grinds
to a halt somewhere near the Lane
Avenue exit. It is pouring rain.
There has been a two car fender
bender and all three lanes are tied
up as drivers gawk at the minor
accident. Such is the life of a
commuter student.
Driving to school each day can
be both a plus and a definite minus.
The advantages are sometimes
obscure, but think for a moment
about how those who live on
campus or in the dorms would
give an arm or a leg to be able to
leave and go to a real home to
escape the day-to-day drudgery.
It can also be ideal if the student is
older and established in an arena
that does not cater to the lifestyle
of someone still trying to obtain a
degree.
Sadly, the worst aspects of a
situation are more prominent than
the best, but with commuter students this seems to be the norm.
Horror stories of vehicles being
broken into, unfair parking tickets, and general lack of parking
circulate in the campus commu-

birds with incredible aim, and the
terror of all parking terrors—the
tow trucks who seem to go on
rampages from week to week, removing every single car within a
hundred feet of a fire hydrant.
The Commuter Student Affairs office comes to the rescue for
these commuters. If students suffer
problems with landlords,
housemates, bicycle registration,
or any of such "commuter difficulties," they may utilize the services of the office to help solve
their problems.
Most commuter students,
therefore, will tell you that they
are pleased with the way Ohio
State handles the parking. With a
university as large as we have, one
can only expect minor problems
to surface from time to time. And
most commuter students know that
working together, they can help
each other to make attending
classes a convenience, not a hindrance.

nity like a plague each quarter.
The search for a parking space can
be a vicious encounter with students just as anxious to make it to
the last hour of an already started
economics class. And this is illustrated by the scene of running
across High Street, dodging a mass
of moving vehicles also on their
way to class.
Despite what most of the
commuters say, few are actually
forced to park on West Campus
and make the long trek to "the
other side of the world." The wait
may be longer than most would
like, but if the traffic isn't too bad,
the weather cooperates, and with a
little luck, a parking space usually
opens up for those who can fake
patience.
If the commuter student decides not to purchase a forty dollar
parking sticker, he has the choice
of side streets on North or South
campus, or somewhere in the fraternity district which is on the
opposite side of High Street. This
brave move involves subjecting
your vehicle to beer balloon fights,
.s_ ..t••••
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the 0 -USC football game.
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ShaunBadertscherandJose
from Fremont, Ohio, are 1
Mershon Global Affairs Co
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once.
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students take notes at the
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The Oat Honors
Program
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Academic prestige is the ongoing goal of all great institutions.
This is no exception at Ohio State.
Over the years the Honors Program
has sought to provide a great
challenge for those who seek to
enhance their undergraduate education. The program exists in most
of the undergraduate colleges and
takes advantage of the wide resources of a large university to
provide the individual attention
generally associated with smaller
colleges.
Many students enrolled in the
Honors Program often wondered
throughout the year whether the
difficult courses they encountered
were worthwhile. Honors courses
are designed to challenge students
to assimilate and understand a
greater amount of more challenging material than is expected in
regular courses at comparable levels. At times the challenge was
frustrating and exhausting. But in
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the end there was always some
kind of reward awaiting them.
The Honors classes were small
in size. In Ohio State this is a
superb opportunity for students to
get acquainted with their professors and fellow students. The
Honors House provides a tremendous opportunity for these
classes to meet under a relaxed
atmosphere, enhancing the
knowledge of the students. Discussion is welcomed openly, and
ideas are exchanged rapidly and
prolificly. Many students find that
by the end of the quarter, their
writing and communication skills
have noticeably improved.
Students are expected to become conversant with material
through research and reading
rather than through lectures. Towards the end of their honors journey, students are usually involved
with some research experience to
help them understand the process

of creating knowledge and developing the critical skills essential
to this process.
The Honors Living-Learning
Center, better known as Taylor
Tower, grew this year in a positive
sense. It became a center for social, cultural, and intellectual interchange. Also the University
Honors Center, which was surrounded by bulldozers several
times throughout this year, has
been undergoing reconstruction to
enlarge it for years to come.
The Honors Program has
strived to become a center for
learning and teaching. The intellectual challenge, the independence, the special contacts with
students and faculty all combine
to make it a most respectable and
strong institution among many at
Ohio State.
by Febe Armanios
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Are you in need of a book?
The Ohio State Libraries have
more than four million books to
choose from. The library system
is the largest in Ohio and the 16th
largest in North America. It is
also one of the nation's most renowned research libraries.
The Ohio State University
houses several different libraries.
They include a main library, an
undergraduate library, many special collections of extraordinary
research depth, and more than
twenty departmental libraries on
the Columbus campus.
Are you looking for a place to
study? Each student on campus
seems to know where the "best
place to study" is. On the third
floor of University Hall you can
find the Philosophy library. Out
of its windows lies a clear view of
the Oval, Ohio Stadium, Larkins
Hall, and the Towers. Although it

is small in size, many students
find it to be a comfortable and
inspiring place to study.
The Main Library has a feel of
its own. Its large size is intimidating to many students, but others find a moment's peace in a
favorite chair or in a special corner.
Are you looking for a place to
sleep? Aside from thousands of
books, the Main Library has
housed several students who have
mistaken its tables and chairs for
their own beds.
The Undergraduate Library is
also very unique. Its walls are
bright orange, yellow, and green.
During a particular time of each
year, freshmen flock to Sullivant
Hall desperate to locate the library. Those who are lucky
enough to find it are able to turn in
their UVC assignments on time.
Students are most often seen in

libraries during Finals Week. It is
where they seek quietness, concentration, and intellectual
stimulation. It is where they hope
to catch up on a quarter's worth of
material. For one week, students
have faith that the studious atmosphere will miraculously improve
their grades.
For some odd reason, there is a
very fulfilling feeling that students
get when they reach their favorite
library. Perhaps it is because many
never thought that they would find
that personal study time in such a
large university. Maybe their favorite library is also a lucky library,
through which they've experienced much success. In any case,
Ohio State does not fall short in
providing such a place for its students.
Photo by MAKIO Staff
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The Lantern
was the student- Monday through Friday fall, winThe Lantern
run laboratory paper at OSU and ter, and spring quarters. During
was the third ranked college paper the summer it was only printed on
in the United States. It was also Monday and Thursday. It was
the largest laboratory on the Ohio available free of charge everyState University campus with a where on campus.
The Lantern was staffed guarcirculation of 33,000. The paper
was founded in 1881, and has been terly by roughly 100 people, half
a learning tool for motivated nov- of which were student reporters.
ice journalists ever since. It pro- Other students were photographers
vided students who planned on a or copyeditors. The editorial staff
career in journalism invaluable was comprised of students chosen
writing experience and the enjoy- by the editor. Each desk editor,
ment of seeing their own work for city, campus, sports, and arts,
published. The students gained directly oversaw a portion of the
experience that could not be taught reportering staff. The reporters
in a classroom. relied on their editor to provide
Every news-editorial and pub- them with story ideas, help find
lic relations major had to serve on sources and edit finished stories.
the paper for at least two quarters The editor-in-chief is chosen
in two of three different positions from a number of applicants by
on the paper—reporter, copyeditor the Publication Board. The board
or photographer—in order to members were journalism profesgraduate with a degree in journal- sors, the Lantern advisor and jourism from Ohio State. Students nalism school administrators. The
learned first-hand how to find the editor filled the positions of desk
news and build a coherent story editors and other paid staff with
from sources they spoke to and student applicants.
The Lantern rented space in
data they collected. Students also
learned how to copyedit stories the journalism school building to
for grammatical and typing er- run a newsroom. It was here that
rors. As well as written copy, the reporters made their calls and
Lantern relied on a strong photog- wrote their stories, photographers
raphy staff for news—as they say, developed pictures and
"a picture tells a thousand words." copyeditors correced stories. The
room was about the size of three
The Lantern came out every

classrooms. It was filled with
telephones, computers, resource
books, mailboxes and, on a good
day, a very busy staff.
The newspaper was funded, in
part, by the university. University
policy, however, has always dictated a "hands-off' approach towards the Lantern. This year's
advisor, Bill Greene, served as a
liaison between the Lantern staff
and the university. The Lantern
also received some funding from
the advertisements in the paper.
Three of the department's
Kiplinger Fellows (a special oneyear graduate program for selected
journalists) functioned as assistants to the advisor. The Fellows
graded the students' articles and
acted as mentors to many of the
reporters—they offered advice for
sources, questions, and the general development of the stories.
Even advanced students often
found the Fellows' advice, criticism and insight invaluable.
Although the Lantern is primarily a learning tool, many of the
people on staff also gained longlasting friendships and professional relationships.

A lot

is spent on the computer

getting

ready for the newspaper.

rn newsroom is always hustling
The
with aJ ti'ity.
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Valerie Frazee, a senior English major
Toro, California and Editor-infrom
e MAKIO, spends another day
Chief
the sun to finish editing the
a wa
year oo

Rex Lo t, a freshman from Akron, Ohio,
and ember of summer Orientation
Staff 'repares lunches ready for
orie latiokstudents.

Summer Quarter at
Ohio State
Summer quarter at The Ohio
State University...at first thought,
many would assume that there was
not a whole lot going on. After all,
it WAS summer and schools are
supposed to be deserted during
the summer.
At OSU, that couldn't have
been further from the truth.
Granted, the campus was not as
crowded as it was during the
"traditional" school year, but there
was still plenty of activity taking
place.
First, there were classes. Most
of the students who stayed on
campus during the summer stayed
to take classes. The university
offered a wide variety of classes in
just about any subject students
wanted to take. There weren't as
many sections offered, but for the
most part, the selection remained
the same. Roughly 10,000 students
were enrolled to take classes
summer quarter.
Not all Ohio State students
stayed on campus to take classes.
Many stayed to work, often finding it easier to hold a job on campus or downtown rather than facing the hassle of finding a temporary job in their hometown.
Other students stayed for an
entirely different reason altogether
— sports. Members of the men's

basketball team stayed in Columbus for the summer to participate
in the Worthington Summer Basketball League (a league that
brought all of the best local talent
together, including such names as
Dennis Hobson, Brad Sellers, and
many, many, more). The basketball Buckeyes also took advantage of the opportunity to hit the
weights in the off-season, and to
get involved in pick-up games with
their teammates.
Members of the OSU football
team were also in town getting
ready for their season, which was
just around the corner. Although
organized practices did not begin
until August, many of the players
stayed all summer to work out on
their own.
The Young Scholars program
which took place during the summer gave area youth the opportunity to experience college life.
These kids were housed in campus dorms for the weeks that they
were here, and they took classes
during the day to help them advance in school. The program
was set up to help assure that
many children who would not,
under normal circumstances, have
the opportunity to attend college,
would have the chance to attend
Ohio State after they graduate from
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Cindy Mann, a junior psychology major
from ter, Ohio, Don Coburn, a
engineering major from
so
Oregon, ), Kelly Grim, ajunior political
science majorfrom Medina, Ohio, and Jim
Ibinson, a sophomore engineering major
from Toledo, Ohio, take a break from work
and classes summer quarter to enjoy the
fireworks downtown at Red. White, &
BOOM!

high school. After successful
completion of the program, the
enrolled students are guaranteed
acceptance to OSU along with financial aid.
One of the most common sites
on campus during the summer
were the students walking around
with "The Red Folder." Yes, it
was the incoming freshman class
as they got used to campus during
their two-day orientation. Orientation students were housed in
Lincoln and Morrill Towers.
During their stay, the students and
their parents were given tours of
campus. Students also took
placement tests and scheduled
classes for the upcoming autumn
quarter.
Finally, there was conference
housing on North Campus. Convention parties of all different sizes
and purposes were housed in the
North Campus dorms. Whether
they were high school students
visiting for sports camps or business executives visiting for the
purpose of "retreats," the conference housing staff was busy taking care of the many people who
passed through their doors.
by Cindy Mann
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Manager J m Toombs is taking calls
and coordinating the van
iron
pick-ups.

Chr
w ind
their r

ves discovers an unlocked
chile he and his partner ',lake
nds on campus.

Escort Service
It was 2 a.m. and you were at a
friend's apartment studying for
that chemistry midterm you both
had the next day. You had planned
on leaving early since you had to
walk home, but "early" came and
went a long time ago. Now what?
The Escort Service, that's what.
The USG (Undergraduate
Student Government) Escort Service was developed five years ago,
although it has only become widely
known in the past two years.
Originally, it was a service that
would "walk" you anywhere you
wanted to go on one condition.
That condition was that you didn't
want to go anywhere outside of
the campus boundaries. You could
call the Escort Service office, and
two on-foot escorts would meet
you and walk with you to your
desired destination (on campus).
With increased funding, and
minivans that were donated by the

Ford Motor Company (actually feel comfortable walking with the
they were being leased free of escorts to their desired campus
charge from Krieger Ford), the destinations because they felt that
Escort Service extended it's conversation would be awkward
boundaries to include an area of and uncomfortable. However,
about a 3 mile radius of campus. with the minivans students didn't
Instead of walking students to their feel any differently than they
desired destination, brand new would taking a taxi.
The Escort Service also exminivans now picked students up
and drove them to their desired tended its hours this past year.
Originally, the service's hours
destination.
Although the service had al- were 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. This year the
ways been free of charge for any hours were changed to 7 p.m. to 3
students who wished to take ad- a.m. (fall, winter, and spring
vantage of it, "business" increased quarters), and 8 p.m. to 3 a.m.
remarkably once the boundaries (summer quarter). This was anwere extended and the minivans other reason more students used
were implemented. This was be- the service this year than in the
cause many students who felt they past—it ran later, and it was thereneeded the service were those stu- fore still in progress when students
dents who lived in the apartments were on their way home from
just east of High Street, which was wherever they may have been.
a
past the eastern boundary of camby Cindy Mann
pus.
;-;
Many other students did not
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Members of the Escort Service can be
easily identified by the jalikarter caps
they wear and the walkie-tal kies they carry.
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USG President Christine ten spends
another summer day hard the
USG Office.
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to them at one of the booth

locations n campus.

Undergraduate
Student Government
Many students at a school this
size have been misled into thinking that they never have individual
say in the changes that take place.
They are wrong. At Ohio State,
there is a student organization to
provide such a service.
Undergraduate Student Government, (USG), is the student
voice to campus administration.
Any time students have a problem
they wish to bring to the attention
of administrators, they need only
to take it to the president and vicepresident of USG for them to find
a resolution.
When classes began in September 1990, David Clark was the
President of USG. One of the
main things that Clark and his
administration accomplished
during his term in office was to
improve the USG Escort Service.
Under his direction, the escort

Photo by MAKIO Staff

These silents vote in USG elections on
the ti
awn of the Ohio Union.
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voting can be better recognized.
Another activitiy that Chen's
administration planned was an
event called "Into the Streets,"
chaired by USG cabinet member
Ellen Bouton. This was a coalition of OSU students, student organizations, staff, and administration that targeted ten areas such
as AIDS, the homeless, and poverty. This concept was planned as
a year-long effort which would
take place on different days
throughout the year when students
would volunteer to go "Into the
Streets" to help the cause of their
choice. Afterwards, there were
plans to have a follow-up session
to evaluate the volunteers' experiences after their workday. November 1, 1991 was slated as the
kick-off day for "Into the Streets."
by Cindy Mann
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service extended its hours, enlarged the staff, extended its jurisdiction, and acquired two minivans for transporting students to
their desired destinations.
At the beginning of spring
quarter 1991, USG held new elections. After 10 days of campaigning, Christine Chen was sworn in
as the new President and Matt
Markling became her Vice-President. Chen's most pressing
campaign was to promote USG
itself by reaching out more to students using such actions as open
forums, and instigating more diverse services so that students
would realize that USG is their
government and exists to help
serve them.
Chen would also like to see
USG become more active downtown so that the importance of
higher education and of student
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Rally By The
River '91
Every year in the recent past,
the second Saturday of May has
had significant meaning. This
year was no exception. From 127 p.m. on May Ilth, Rally by the
River '91 took place on the east
bank of the Olentangy River next
to Drake Union.
No one is really sure just how
long this annual event has been
taking place, but it is certain that
it has been around for at least five
years.
Unfortunately, the past two
years (Rally by the River '89 and
Rally by the River '90) the event
was cancelled due to rain. That
was not the case however this
year.
The crowds could not have
asked for better weather for Rally
by the River '91. With temperatures in the upper 80's, and variable cloudiness, the event went
off without a hitch.
Rally by the River '91 was
headed by Project Chairperson
David B. Clark, and was cosponsored by OASA (Olentangy

Area Student Association) and
by SEC (Student Events Committee). Clark, along with help
from Sandi Donsworth, President
of OASA, and Dan Myers, Advisor to OASA, planned a day
packed with many fun activities.
Highlights of the day's events
included:
-DJ Mark DantzerfromWNCI
FM 97.9. Dantzer emceed the
activities, hosted a Giant Co-ed
Twister game, a game of DuckDuck Goose, and gave away Tshirts and compact discs.
-A hot wings eating contest.
Sponsored by Kentucky Fried
Chicken, the contest was one of
the crowd favorites as many students crowded around to cheer
for their favorite contestants.
After the contest was over, free
food for their first time through
the line was available to those in
attendance .
-The Romeos. Live music
provided by this up-and-coming
band kept the audience rocking
throughout the afternoon.

ate ,i4iant co-ed twister game.

Thedunking machine wasacrowdfavorite.

-The games. Along with those
already mentioned, there was volleyball and frisbee. All of the
games proved to be an added enjoyment for those in attendance,
and prizes were awarded for the
various games.
-The usual "carnival stands -.
Students could purchase sno-cones
and cotton candy, and souvenir Tshirts were also available. One of
the favorite stands was the dunking machine. The Hot Seat was
occupied by Olentangy area "local celebrities" (Resident Advisors, Hall Directors, members of
hall councils, etc.,), and many
students showed up for the sole
purpose of lovingly sinking their
favorites.
For those who showed up to
Rally by the River '91, it was a day
of fun with friends. As the evening
progressed bringing an end to this
year's activities, many were already looking forward to Rally by
the River '92.
by Cindy Mann
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Sock Hop: A Return
To the Past
When he came to the Ohio State
University to become its new
president in August 1990, E.
Gordon Gee brought with him
many traditions from his past that
he wanted to make a part of this
university. One of those traditions
was the old-fashioned sock hop.
As a big fan of fifty's and sixty's
dances, President Gee loved sock
hops and at his previous position
as President of the University of
Colorado, sock hops were looked
forward to as annual events.
On Wednesday, May 15th,
President Gee's Sock Hop took
place here at Ohio State. The
event was "by invitation only,"
and was very well received.
President Gee's office extended
One of the favorite dances
was the Bunny Hop.

four open invitations to the presidents of each of the student organizations on campus and the
presidents of the organizations in
turn passed the invitations on to
those members of their groups who
had put a lot of hard work into the
organization, but had been previously overlooked for formal recognition for their dedication.
The sock hop was held in the
Brown Gym at Larkins Hall, and
the number one rule for the
evening was that as students entered the gym, they had to remove
their shoes. After all, it was a
SOCK HOP...what would a sock
hop be with shoes?!?
Along with all of the typical
dances from that era, students

performed the Mashed Potatoe,
the Monkey, the Crockadile, and
many others. Students even
formed a train around the gym
and did the Locomotion. President Gee could be seen dancing to
every song the entire evening, but
he stole the show during the Twistoff that was held. His partner and
himself "put on the moves" and
won the contest.
As the evening wore on, and
students wore out, it was obvious
that everyone involved had a great
time. The gym was packed, and it
was hot, but laughter was the most
prominant sound heard over the
music for the duration of the dance.

Photo by MAKI° Staff

StepOnk. Mok, a junior from Columbus, Studo s performing The Twist at the sock
Ohio, detiWes with President Gee.

hop:

President Gee was at the center of the
action all night long.

by Cindy Mann
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One man shows up to support the war
efforts while those around him protest in
front of - the A 177-1 y recruitment office

Mcmy:students crowded the Oval to shim.

downtown.

their support for the Guff War.

OPERATION DESERT STORM:
the Controversy in the Gulf

One of the biggest topics of
controversy on campus this year
was Operation Desert Storm. The
war between Iraq and the United
States took place in Saudi Arabia
as American forces fought to defend Saudi Arabia's independence
and protect their country from the
invading Iraqi troops.
The controversy arose over our
country's role in the war, and
whether or not we had the right to
be there in the first place. War
rallies —both pro-war and propeace — broke out all over the
country. Most of the rallies were
on college campuses nationwide,
and our campus was no different.
Almost everyone on campus
was affected by the war to the
extent that they either knew someone who was sent over to Saudi
Arabia, or they knew someone
who knew someone who was sent
over to Saudi Arabia. Some students were unfortunate enough to

have been touched so deeply that
they knew someone who was sent
over, but did not come home alive.
For the most part the students
at Ohio State were in support of
the U.S. troops in the Gulf. Patriotism was coming out of the
woodwork, and stores in Columbus (and across the country, for
that matter) could not keep
American flags in stock. Students
gathered on the Oval, waved U.S.
flags while shouting chants, and
held signs with messages such as
"We Back Bush" and "We Support
Our Troops." Enrollment soared
for the local chapters of the reserves as many students volunteered to join various branches of
the military in order to fight for
their country.
Other students were not so
much in favor of the war, or the
U.S. involvement in it. Questions
arose because many said the
United States had no business
x.

'

\Ae

, ice,,

being in Saudi Arabia. These
students felt that we should not be
getting involved in other countries'
wars. Many expressed the view
that the American soldiers who
died in the Gulf War were not
dying for their country, but for
another country.
After the war was officially
over, the United States was victorious as Iraqi troops withdrew
from Saudi Arabia. Ticker-tape
parades welcomed home our heros
from the Gulf, and no matter what
their opinion had been while the
war was in progress, everyone was
happy when it was over.
It has been said that the War in
the Gulf was one of the most controversial in history — often
comparable to the Vietnam War,
but shorter in duration.
by Cindy Mann
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Spring Break
The bronzed bodies of spring
break returned once more to
campus as the spring equinox
brought renewed interest in obtaining the ultimate tan. Tanning
parlors all over campus were
opening early and extending their
evening hours to satisfy all the
eager tan seekers. As soon as the
last final had been taken, the dorms
turned vacant and the spring break
holiday had officially begun.
Many Buckeyes found themselves
on the way to the sunny beaches of
Florida, Texas, Mexico, or the
Caribbean. These famous sun
bathing spots are more popular

than ever, as many students save
their spare change and work an
extra job to afford a spring vacation south.
Endless roles of film were used
as these sun-following tourists
aimed to capture all of the good
times on film. Friendships were
made and magnified for some during the break. Many saw regions
of the globe that they had never
before experienced, and some had
firsthand tries at snorkeling and
scuba diving.
All too quickly the time ran out
and it was time to return to the
northern country. Countless

• 1-

memories were created in the span
of a one-week period and thousands of times sounded the reiterated remark: "This was the best
spring break ever!"
Campus here at The Ohio State
University again came to life with
the return of all its inhabitants.
Classes resumed and new books
were purchased for the terrific
amount of learning that would be
done during Spring Quarter.
Spring break 1991 had come
and gone and the tans were already beginning to fade.

r•

by Glenna Fulks

Cindy inn and Valerie Frazee shopping
in Ens
la, Mexico.
Beth
yer and her hot
spring break at her house
Ohio.

Liza Vigo enjoys the sun o
the Bahamas.
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The performances like thi
highlight of the festival.

Many people tried to beat The Chess
King" at a game of chess. Although he was
playing ten games at once, he remained
undefeated. • •

The Medieval and
Renaissance Festival
Photo b., AMMO Staff

The jug lers fascinated many people with
their e a ordinary talent.

Over the years—sixteen to be
exact—the Medieval and Renaissance Festival has become a most
exciting and anticipated occasion
at Ohio State. Each spring, its
participants bring to life an era
which played a significant role in
the making of history. It has become a time where creativity,
talent, and showmanship join in
hopes of entertaining thousands
of people.
On Saturday, May 4, the "Ren
Fest" took place under warm,
overcast conditions. Luckily for
the crowd of over ten thousand,
the sky mercifully held back the
thunder and rain. The festival,
which has been held at Mirror
Lake Hollow since 1976, has
grown steadily over the years,
appealing to a wide variety of
audiences.
The day began at 11:00 A.M.
with a royal procession signaling
the formal opening of events. The
procession was naturally presided
over by the High King, Ohio State

President E. Gordon Gee. Next,
the traditional spectacle of the
Human Chessboard, a favorite
among the crowds, led off the funfilled day.
Approximately thirty groups
performed various shows and activities on fifteen different sites
for the dual purpose of entertaining and educating the audience.
One of the most popular exhibits
was the fighting demonstration,
cleverly and skillfully performed
by the Cavalier Association and
the Society for the Creative
Anachronism. The SCA, a large
nationwide group, also managed
to bring to life the popular dances
and music of the era.
The time had come for the eyecatching part of the festival. The
jugglers and magicians took stage
and wowed the crowd with their
magnificent expertise and talent.
They were followed by a beautiful
display of costumes. The period
dress was worn by the numerous
bands and dancers that entertained

the crowds throughout the
evening. The cast of characters
was rounded out by two very
amusing puppet acts.
Performers joined in from
several places around the country,
including one couple from Rochester, Mississippi, who featured
popular activities of Medieval and
Renaissance culture. An arts and
crafts sale also brought together
several merchants from Ohio and
nearby states who marketed their
crafts and foods. The joyous festivities continued nonstop for six
hours and were culminated with a
second performance of the Human
Chessboard.
This year's festival, with its
record crowds, highlighted this
wonderful tradition at Ohio State.
It reaffirmed that the Renaissance,
at any time and age, is truly the
"new birth" of ideas and creativity.

Parents' Weekend
and
Little Sibs' Weekend
Parents' Weekend at The Ohio
State University was formerly
inaugurated April 26-28, 1991.
Plans were made for just the right
way to introduce the many parents to OSU's unique campus
lifestyle and with the aid of President Gee's office, Betsy Davis,
and many others, the plans were
set into production. The traditional Scarlet and Gray football
game was played on this weekend and many parents who never
get the chance to "taste the flavor" of Block 0 and a pre-game
and halftime show were treated
in grand style. There were tailgate parties before the game and
President Gee made appearances
Richard Hollingsworth, Dean of Student
Life, gives a welcome speech to students
and their parents during Parents' Weekend.

at many of them. Campus tours
were given as well as a reception
with President Gee.
Sunday brunch wrapped up
the weekend. Many parents had
to admit that the weekend gave
them an experience which they
had long since forgotten by being
back on campus and enjoying the
camraderie of the planned festive
occasions.
One week prior to the occurrence of Parents' Weekend, the
campus experienced an invasion
of the Little Sibs. This was a
terrific way for the younger (and
sometimes older) brothers and
sisters of OSU students to get
back in touch with their siblings

and share some of the students'
experiences. Games were planned and cookouts were held on
the Oval. Endless frisbee matches
took place and numerous trips up
and down High Street were enjoyed.
Both Parents' Weekend and
Little Sibs' Weekend proved to
be a great experience for those
who took part. Parents came away
from OSU with a closer feel for
campus life and many siblings
returned home thinking of the
days when they could return to
Ohio State as students themselves.
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asbagill, a freshman from
Kris11
Delay,' , Ohio, and her parents visit the
MAKI office during Parents' Weekend.
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Graduates from the school of Veterin.
Mcclit . ine make it easy for the cmwd tosi
them by waving blown-up rubber glos,
OSI ' President E. Gordon Gee gives the
commeticement speech at spring quarter
graduatom in Ohio Stadium.

e easy to find as the graduates
ieir diplomas.

Many g duates decorate the tops of their
caps i
me fashion or another, but the
most
ar theme was gratitude toward
thei

s.

For four or five or six (or more)
years they worked as hard as they
could to reach their goal. On
Friday, June 14th, they finally
achieved it. They graduated in the
Horseshoe. Over the years a sense
of tradition has become attached
to graduating in Ohio Stadium,
and the looks on the faces of the
over 7,000 students in black gowns
radiated their pleasure of becoming part of that tradition.
Looking around Ohio Stadium,
it was hard to tell who was prouder:
the graduates themselves, or their
parents, family, and friends who
came to watch as they walked to
the front of the line to receive their
diplomas.
Many of the different colleges
within the university did something to make their group recognizable to the rest of the crowd.
For example, graduates from the
school of Veterinary Medicine all
held giant rubber gloves that they
had blown up and made balloons
out of.
Many individual students

4

an Information Systems
Jon 4
Eng ajor from Middletown, Ohio,
celebrates r eiving his diploma.

decorated the tops of their caps so
that their family and friends could
pick them out of the crowd. Some
tied balloons to the tops of their
caps, and some attached stuffed
animals to the tops of their caps,
but most wrote messages with tape
or paint. The majority of these
messages were thank-you ' s to
parents.
Upon entering The Ohio State
University, most students dream
of that day in the future when they
will graduate in Ohio Stadium.
For those students who graduated
during "off quarters" — summer
quarter, autumn quarter, or winter
quarter — that dream had to be
altered slightly. That was because
for summer, autumn, and winter
quarters Ohio State commencement exercises took place in St.
John Arena. Although the ceremony itself was relatively the
same, there were fewer graduates
during these - off quarters." Even
though the tradition that is associated with graduating in Ohio Stadium is usually not as strong as

that attached to graduating in
St. John Arena, those who graduated in the arena were no less
proud than those who graduated
spring quarter.
Following the ceremony, most
graduates, (accompanied by their
family and friends), attended
parties held in their honor to celebrate their big day. They then
went home to think about how
their life will be now that they had
become a part of "the real working-world." Since many of the
graduates had already been hired
into permanent jobs, they did not
have to worry about searching for
a job after graduation. However,
many started work Monday morning — they didn't take time out for
a vacation.
We on the MAKIO Staff would
like to wish all of the Graduating
Class of 1991 here at The Ohio
State University the best of luck in
the future. Don't ever forget your
time spent as a Buckeye.
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time or another, experienced feelings
of confusion similiar to those expressed by Alice
in the quote below. Struggling to comprehend calculus
formulas, reaching to grasp some meaning in a piece of poetry, or trying
to decipher a language that seems little more than nonsense has perplexed
and frustrated each of us. In our classroom settings we were bombarded with
concepts which sometimes evoked more questions and confusion than any sort of
crystal clear understanding. But as we explored our own thoughts, we began to find
some meaning in these ideas. More important than all the little facts we learned (and
often forgot) was our growing understanding of ourselves. We were also fortunate to
have the multiple resources offered by a large university. Our libraries and faculty provided more traditional resources, while concerts, art exhibits, and internships were equally
inspirational in generating new thoughts in our minds. Fortunately, Ohio State offers several programs to assist students in focusing on their academic pursuits. Tutorials, study
aids, and computer centers are examples of these programs. Accepting the challenge
of effectively incorporating these resources into the learning process provided
t seems very pretty," she said when she had finished it, "but it's rather hard
to understand!" (You see she didn't like to confess, even to herself that she couldn't

many students with the edge they needed to perform well. The moments of
confusion and frustration we faced in this learning process were a vital

make it out at all.) "Somehow it seems to fill my head with ideas--only I don't exactly
know what they are!"

part of the path that led to understanding and the creation of new
ideas. In our academic struggles we learned to think of
these darker moments not as obstacles but as a
necessary part of our academic
growth.

College of
Agriculture

Tradition to future
Research has taken the place
of traditional farming in the College of Agriculture. Both teaching and research now concentrate
on the non-production phases of
agriculture. Instead of just experimenting with livestock, student presentations have dealt with
the ozone layer, an obese rat
colony, and the remote sensing of
a miniature helicopter.
A very low percentage of students become involved with
farming after graduation. Instead,
many learn about waste management, water resources, and environment control. These are just a
few of the new interdisciplinary
programs established.
Most graduates use their expertise in agriculture to pursue

non-farming jobs in business and
communications and many plan
on going on to graduate school.
Natural Resources and Food
Science are the fastest growing
departments in the college. Animal Science, Dairy Science, and
Agronomy, traditionally the most
popular, are on the decline.
Faculty attention to advising
students is one of the college's
strong points. Changes in personnel have also brought younger
faculty members to the college.
The college has 30 student organizations and six honoraries.
According to Dean J. Robert
Warmbrod, some women have
become the top scholars in the
college, performing as well or
better than men. The composition

of women has risen from zero
percent to almost 45 percent of
the college.
The Department of Agricultural Education is ranked as the
most outstanding of its kind in the
United States. The college received an Imminent Scholar position in soil ecology. Many faculty
members serve as presidents for
national agricultural societies.
The School of Natural Resources and the Agricultural
Technical Institute, in Wooster,
are also part of the college. The
college is the only public university in Ohio to grant agricultural
degrees.
By Laura Briggs

The closeness of the
students and faculty
are the advantages to
the college of Agriculture.

-- Eric Leindecker
Senior

Above: Working on his agriculture
engineering project , David Atkinson seeks
advice from Professor Robert Holmes.

Center top: Many college students have
cats and dogs they look after, but Craig
Phillips, an animal science major, is
responsible for a herd of sheep.

Working in the dairy barn at Ohio State is
just another part of Brian Cargill's school
day.
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Colleges of
Arts and Sciences

Students learn about the laws of supply
and demand in an Economics 200 class.

Diversity in opportunity

I feel they (Arts and
Sciences) have a lot to
offer, especially the
honors courses.
- - Jenny Klitch
Senior
Astronomy is a popular choice among An instructorhelps students in his German
students seeking to complete science
103.01 class on their t.(1). towardfulfilling
requirements.
the liberal arts language requirement.
••••11.-
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Students in the Colleges of Arts
and Sciences comprise the largest
undergraduate population at Ohio
State. Denney Hall, headquarters
for this five college administration, is familiar territory for the
many liberal arts students who
visit advisors, the Honors office,
and the add/drop line within the
building.
The Colleges of Arts and Sciences encompass five differant
colleges: the College of Biological Sciences, College of Mathematical and Physical Sciences,
College of Social and Behavioral
Sciences, College of the Arts, and
College of Humanities. Each college has its own dean, and Joan
Huber serves as dean for the collective Colleges of Arts and Sci-

ences.
Robert Arkin, Associate Dean
of Undergraduate Studies for the
Colleges of Arts and Sciences,
listed a number of benefits for
majors within these colleges.
Strengths include a diverse course
offering, large faculty, and broad
academic base provided through
Liberal Arts Requirments (LARs)
and the newer General Educational
Curriculum (GEC).
In addition, many special programs offered through the Colleges of Arts and Sciences are
available to students. Among such
programs are Shadow for a Day,
Capstone and the Honors Program.
Shadow for a Day was designed
for students wanting to learn more
about the daily routine in careers

which interest them. Participants
in the program spend time with a
professional in the work environment.
Capstone is an option for Arts
and Sciences students desiring a
background in business. Students
actually receive the equivalent of
a minor in one of nine different
business tracks.
The Honors program is well
established, challenging participating students to pursue a rigorous course of study. Benefits include the option of some smaller
classes taught by professors and
opportunities to do an academic
Honors Contract or a senior research thesis.
by Kristin Basbagill
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The Arts

The loss of a major
After this year, the College of
the Arts will lose one of its schools.
In accordance with President Gee's
efforts to streamline the academic
offerings at Ohio State, the School
of Photography and Cinema will
be closed to all incoming students.
Upon hearing the news, many
currently enrolled students made
a mad dash to their academic advisors to secure a spot as one of the
last majors to graduate with such a
degree from OSU. Courses will
continue to be offered for a few
years, allowing majors and minors to finish their program of
study. No new students will be
accepted, however.
The College of Arts is part of
the Colleges of Arts and Sciences.
The college has seven departments
and two schools. The departments
include dance, art, theatre, art
education, art history, computer
graphics and industrial design.
Along with the School of Photography and Cinema, the School

of Music is also located within the
College of the Arts.
Donald Harris acts as both dean
for the College of Arts and director of the School of Music. Harris
has many ideas for the expansion
of the college. Several of these
ideas have to do with diversity in
population and an update in arts
curriculum university-wide. Harris would like to see an expansion
in research, international programs, multicultural diversity, and
arts requirements within the
university's general curriculum.
He would like for all undergraduates to take courses in the arts.
"There's nothing more important
than the arts," according to Harris, because he feels that the arts
play a strong role what makes humans remembered in history.
Several departments had visiting faculty this year. Winter
quarter, Steven Bradford, ceramics, and Norman Toynton, painting and drawing, taught in some of
This photographer captures a fellow artist
in action, as she puts nature On paper.
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the visual arts classrooms. Eva
Gholson and Sharon Wyrrick were
guests of the dance department,
while the department of industrial
design hosted Cynthia BusicSnyder.
Other news within the College
of Arts was the October dedication
of the Fine Arts Library and the
Library for Cartoon, Graphics, and
Photographic Arts. Both libraries
are now housed in the Wexner Center.
by Kristin Basbagill

Being an arts major
in a liberal arts setting
gives me a wellrounded education
that will also help me
achieve my career aspirations.

- -Rex Lott
Freshman
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Changes for the better
This year the change from Basic Education Requirements
(BERs) to the General Education
Curriculum (GECs) forced the
College of Biological Sciences to
revise its freshman biology curriculum.
Students were previously instructed individually in an audio
tutorial guide on West Campus.
The new courses offered students
a two quarter sequence with lecture, lab, and recitation. The new
courses centered around everyday
life, allowing for greater flexibility in class discussion. An example of this flexibility was a
discussion of chemical warfare's
biological effects, especially in
reference to threats faced during
the Persian Gulf Crisis.

Although the GECs caused the
college to alter its freshman curriculum, Dean Gary Floyd was
impressed with the change. He
said that he liked the liberal arts
approach in undergraduate study
in America. He would like to see
every student experience liberal
arts during their undergraduate
years.
The college has a continued
commitment to learning through
hands-on experiences, whether in
lab classes or research projects.
The college has several projects
currently in the research process.
Some of the projects incude Nitrogen Fixation, an ancient bacteria
connected with the origin of life,
and the evolution of green algae
and genetic fingerprinting.

The college is planning for a
new facility. The structure will
house the biological museum, a
new plant herbarium, an extensive insect collection, a collection
of mites and ticks, and an animal
sounds exhibit. These specimens
are currently located in many different areas of the university, according to Floyd. The new
building that will hold them collectively will be located between
the biological sciences building
and the College of Pharmacy on
12th avenue. The new structure
will also house a combined library
for both biological sciences and
pharmacy.
by Kristin Basbagill

The professors are
very friendly and willing to work with students in undergraduate research.

PI

- - Jenny Habour
Sophomore

Attempting to disect a cockroach in biology
114, Ketki Parekh seeks help from T.A.
Courtney Willis.

Finding organisms on slides is not alma ays
easy to do. Linda Pak gets assistance from
T.A. Jin Lee.

Probing for a gene sequence (top center),
Doug Johnson works with radioactive
material.
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Humanities

The lawn outside Denney Hall becomes a
classroom for the romantic poetry class.

Philosophy isn't like
a math or a science, but
it still challenges you to
think and that is why I
chose philosophy for
my major.

1410

,

- - Susan Corbin
Senior
The pressure is on as a German 103 student Performing a commercial "en fancais" is
gives her first oral report "auf Deutsch."
one class assignment for French 104.03,

Ai&

With a faculty that published college had a 150 percent increase
80 books, printed 150 articles, in undergraduate students majorreceived a Faculty University ing in the humanities. Riley cited
Distinguished Scholar Award, and a greater awareness of the internaawards from The National En- tional sphere among today's studowment for the Humanities, Na- dents, resulting in a desire to be
tional Science Foundation, The more globally educated.
The strengths of the college
Ford Foundation, and The Guginclude
its effective teaching staff
genheim Foundation this year, the
and
the
great
variety and diversity
College of Humanities was defiin
coursework,
Riley said.
nitely a center of progress.
The
most
popular
majors in the
The College of Humanities is a
member of the Colleges of Arts college are English, history,
and Sciences. In recent years the women studies, black studies, and
college had a dramatic increase in the foreign languages, with Japastudents taking classes in the hu- nese having the highest increase
manities, according to G. Michael in students.
Faculty members do more than
Riley, Dean of the college. The

simply teach. They also conduct
research. The linguistics department, for example, is reviewing
the relationship between the mind
and speaking/writing. The college itself is testing new ideas to
better assist students with the development of their reading and
writing.
The college is in the process of
expanding its program of international exchange for faculty and
students. The college is also expanding its coursework dealing
with gender, cultural, racial differences and similarities.
by Kristin Basbagill

conversational French.
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Working together makes chemistry 102 lab
Senior Phillip Jones , at left, works with a
classmate to heat up chemicals during easier for senior Cindy Fin Frock and
junior Roger Mengerine.
chemistry lab.

One of a kind department
The geodetic science department here in Ohio State's College
of Mathematical and Physical
Sciences is the only one in the
country, according to Associate
Dean Joseph C. Ferrar. Geodetic
sciences studies how to map the
world. Students use satellites as
resource tools in making these
maps. Ohio State has about six to
eight faculty members working
with students in geodetic science.
The college of Mathematical
and Physical Sciences, part of the
the Colleges of Arts and Sciences,
recently made changes in its course
offerings to accommodate the
newly instituted general education
curriculum. Among the new
classes planned was a statistics
class for a data analysis requirement. This class was designed to

be taught entirely on computer
with expectations of accommodating up to 950 students.
A new science sequence was
established in physics (physics 103
and 104) for non-science majors.
In addition, a separate honors geology was instituted this year.
Previously, honors students were
part of a larger class section,
having only a different lab manual.
Engineering students also experienced some changes, being
integrated into the chemistry 121
sequence rather than a separate
track that they had previously followed.
The college was strong academically, receiving three Ohio
Eminent Scholar positions in
physics, astronomy, and geodetic
science.
Another student suffers through an
interminable organic chemistry lab.

The college was also strong in
research. The much debated Mt.
Graham Telescope continued to
be a major project in the astronomy
department. If funding for the
project comes through, faculty
members in this college will have
new duties monitoring the
telescope's equipment and listening for sound in outer space.
by Kristin Basbagill
r.

p.

The accessibility of
the professors is the
biggest strength, because I called a professor at 10:30 p.m. one
night to ask about a
homework problem.
- - Kathy Ryan
Freshman
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A growing enrollment
The College of Social and Sciences.
The college is very supportive
Behavioral Sciences is one of the
of
its students, offering four
five colleges in Arts and Sciences.
scholarships
to qualifying majors.
This college includes such areas
of study as aviation, pyschology, The faculty and administration
criminology, journalism, eco- have received some grants and
nomics, political science, and recognition as well. Four departspeech and hearing science. Ma- ments earned Selective Excellence
jors study the science of how both Grants from the Ohio Board of
Regents. Many individual prosociety and individuals behave.
The College of Social and Be- fessors were awarded money or
havioral Sciences is the most acknowledgment for their repopular Arts and Sciences college. search.
Individual departments made
Enrollment in the college has
doubled in the last decade. This strides forward as well. The deyear was the ninth straight year partments of sociology, economthat its student population con- ics, and political science have intinued to climb. Approximately creased in their national ranking.
half the graduates from Arts and The department of communication
Sciences are majors from the Col- remained as one of only a few
lege of Social and Behavioral universities in the world to in-

elude a cultural track of study.
Cultural communication, as a discipline, is only a decade old.
Among other things, it examines
what elements of pop culture, such
as music and film, communicate
to society.
The college also began working in cooperation with other
campus facilities. The psychology department collaborated with
the James Cancer Center, economics worked with the College
of Business, and geography
formed a partnership with geology. Such interdisciplinary collaborations exemplified the liberal arts philosophy.
by Kristin Basbagill

I like the idea of
studying human interaction. I feel it is important in terms of
dealing with people on
both an interpersonal
and global level.

Photo by Ta l Fran k

- -Julie Knight
Junior

a
Students gains some insight into

Students and faculty of different cultural

international policies in this international

backgrounds (above center) can share d!

studies class.

their own personal experiences to help

An ecomonics class helps these students to
better understand the financial dilemmas
facing our government.

bring classroom theory to life .
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Group projects in the college are common,
as is time spent in front of a computer
te rmial.

Alutto looks to the future
In February of this year the more selective student body and porate contacts helped in placing
College of Business hired a new Alutto sees the need for a new students after graduation, offered
financial support to the school,
dean. The new dean, Joseph A. building.
The strengths of the college and gave educational opportuniAlutto came to Ohio State because
included
a very strong faculty , a ties through internships. Internof its reputation as a fine institugood
group
of students with po- ships were not required in the Coltion. Alutto said that Ohio State
tential,
and
prominent
alumni and lege of Business, but they were
had many of the pieces needed for
corporate
interaction,
according strongly recommended. The
a truly successful college and
college's career planning office
to
Alutto.
President Gordon Gee's commithelped students in finding
Alumni
and
corporate
support
ment to excellence were the new
interships before graduation and
were
important
factors
in
the
dean's reasons for coming to Ohio
permanent employment after
sucess
of
the
college.
They
made
State's College of Business.
Alutto said the College of up the college's advisory board to graduation.
Business had a good base, but he monitor the college and make it
by Kristin Basbagill
does have plans to improve the accountable for it's actions.
faculty attention directed at the Alumni helped to recuit new stuundergraduate students, a smaller dents and place graduates. Cor-

The professors are
tough, but you learn
and the professional
practice program
helped me find the job
I have had for a year.
- -

A izei Panaligan
Junior
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The advising office in the College of Researching a case study in Page Hall
Business is ready and willing to help, as Library, this student learns more about a
this student knows.
company that he may someday work for as
an employee.
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College of

Students take notes for the future as they
This education faculty member lectures to
an attentive audience.

move one class closer to obtaining their
teaching deg rec.

Education
A change in thought
This is the last year the College better educated teachers. Donald
of Education accepted under- P. Anderson, dean of the college,
graduate students in some pro- said that the GECs are very imporgram areas. Beginning next year tant to the College of Education's
certain areas will implement the curriculum and came at a good
Holmes plan. This degree pro- time, since other changes like the
gram is a five yearcurriculum that switch to the Holmes Plan were
will lead directly to a masters de- also taking place .
The college offers degrees in
gree in education instead of a
bachelor's degree. Student will elementary (kindergarten through
earn a bachelor's degree from the eighth grade) and secondary (sevcollege of their specialization be- enth through twelfth grade).
Since the college is becoming
fore applying to the College of
more focused on graduate stuEducation.
The purpose of the Holmes dents, its research and developplan, based on the concept that ment is improving. This year some
individual humans vary in their schools became "Professional
learning processes, is to promote Development Schools." These
different learning and teaching schools are used for research.
techniques.
Novice teachers learn from more
The General Education Cur- experienced teachers, while at the
riculum (GECs) has helped the same time sharing their updated
college move towards its goal of knowledge in classroom theory
These future teachers will soon know what
it is like to be on the other side of the desk.

with these veteran teaching professionals.
The goals of a professional
development school include better preparation of professional
educators, on-going growth for
school and university based professionals, the use of teamwork to
improve the school, and new
teaching strategies to better accommodate individual students'
differing learning techniques.
by Kristin Basbagill

The classes are really helpful in the pursuit of a career in education. We spend a lot
of time out in the field
learning from in service teachers.
- - Laura Galovic
Senior
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The College of Engineering
isn't all math and science. Research is an important part of the
curriculum.
The college was instrumental
in selecting the Ohio Transportation Research Center's site for off
road automotive testing, according to Robert S. Redmond, acting
dean. The undergraduate students
played an important part in the
selection process. Honda's research and design unit has a close
relationship with the school and
sponsored a 13 million dollar endowment for automotive engineering.
The National Science Foundation also consulted with the
college on projects. The diversity
of research projects gave under-

my No

Requirements (GECs) have
graduates a variety of experiences,
a chance to explore different areas caused the college some problems,
in engineering, and an edge in the because they forced the college to
reform its curriculum. The GECs
job market.
The college's research is just give freshmen a chance to experione of its strengths. The college ence more than the usual math and
has a firm belief in the value of science prerequisites.
"I think everyone (faculty in
cooperative education programs,
the
college) feels that it is trying to
and its placement office serves as
a good resource for graduating build more substance into the destudents looking for jobs. The gree programs," said Redmond.
college is also accredited, as de- This new demand presented a challenge to the engineering adminismanded by the industry.
The size of the college allows tration. The goal that they faced
for diversity. Among its 15 areas was one of adapting the new reof study are the School of Archi- quirements without watering down
tecture and computer information the curriculum while still allowscience. The college's welding ing students to finish school in
program is the only one of its kind four years.
in the country.
by Kristin Basbagill
The new General Education

Even though all
the other students
tease us, I really like
pocket protectors.
They're practical
and keep the delicate
polyester of your
shirt in fashionable
order. Engineering
allows me to wear
one and still be cool.

Teamwork pays offas engineeringmujors

These two engineering students, above

tackle a problem together.

center, learn the mechanics of lawn
mowers.
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A little extra help on a difficult concept
insures success in learning and applying

- - Don Coburn
Sophomore

the concept.
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College of

Students take a moment to jot down notes
following a food lab.

We are a very committed group of people
and a very caring group
of people and it is a
very warm environment.
- - Bonnie Short
Junior
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This student strives for precision as she
makes adjustments On a clothes pattern.

Baseball caps are part of the uniform in
this classroom, helping to keep hair out of
food being prepared.

The College of Human Ecology has a historic costume and
textile collection that "is truly a
great collection of designers from
all over the world and a wonderful
opportunity for our students to see
the great designers," according to
Lena Bailey, dean of the college.
The collection has been made possible through donations.
Each year, a visiting scholar
works with the college. This year's
designer-in-residence was Charles
Kleibacker.
In December, through a partnership with the Wexner Center,
the college exhibited part of their
costume collection.
The College of Human Ecology, formerly the College of Home
Economics, has a popular program

in hospitality management. The
second most sought after major is
child and family studies.
The department of family studies has an expert systems computer lab. Software has been developed for use in handling family
problems such as retirement
planning.
According to Dean Bailey, the
college's day-care program is outstanding and is often used as a
model throughout the country.
During Baily's tenure enrollment has increased 25 percent.
Sever! students in the college have
also participated in study abroad
tours. Another strength within the
College of Human Ecology is the
active student body. Twelve student organizations exist for un-

dergraduates.
The college has also been industrious in organizing a
fundraising campaign. The goal
is 1.5 million dollars. The university will then match the 1.5 million dollars, with proceeds being
used for additions to Campbell
Hall. The additions will include a
classroom, student center, offices,
and a storage space for the costume collection.
May 24,1991, was the college's
"Evening of Excellence." The
event was run by students and
served to award both scholarships
and recognition for members
within the college.
by Kristin Basbagill
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College of

Judy Clausal, Coordinator for Clinical
Junior Roberta Glover learns more about Education, oversees Roger Van Horn's
the spine from Jeannine Waters. practice with an I.V.

20th in the nation
The College of Nursing offers
an undergraduate program that
enables its graduates to be prepared for any nursing environment. This year, for example, the
college did research focusing on
two newer areas of interest to the
nursing profession, the homeless
population and AIDS patients.
Besides being community oriented, the college is also very
supportive of its students. Seven
different student organizations
exist. They include Alpha Tau
Delta, The Nursing Student
Council, ONSA, Sigma Theta Tau,
Torch Club, Chi Eta Phi, and
University Students Against

Homelessness.
Along with its research in the
handling of AIDS patients and the
social problem of homelessness,
the college also earned several
national study selections. Another
accomplishment for the College
of Nursing was its rank as twentieth out of 300 nursing programs in
the country.
The faculty in the college are
one of its strengths. In the past
few years, professors have sought
to increase their research efforts
to stay at the forefront of this profession.
The college also initiated a
more selective admissions proClinical Education Lab Technician
Jeannine Waters shows Holly Grote where
to inject a shot into her ''patient."

gram to better insure high quality
students.
The college underwent a recent curriculum review but had
very little trouble converting from
the Basic Education Requirements
(BERs) to the General Education
Curriculum (GECs), because the
college's requirements were already compatible with the new
GECs, said Carole A. Anderson,
dean of the college.
by Kristin Basbagill

The willingness of
the clinical instructors
to be available...They
are always stressing
(that) if you have a
problem (you can)
come to them.
- - Roger Van Horn
Sophomore
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Building for the future
The College of Pharmacy has
entered into a partnership with the
College of Biological Sciences.
The pair are building a 22 million
dollar building that will connect
Parks Hall and the Biological Sciences Building. The expansion is
funded by the State Initial Planning Commission. Occupancy of
the building is planned to start in
1991. The common library will
open in 1993.
The new building isn't the only
step forward for the college. The
undergraduate curriculum is in the
process of being revised.
A bachelor of science degree
from the College of Pharmacy is a
five year program. John M.
Cassidy, dean of the College of
Pharmacy, said the curriculum is

packed, especially with the addition of fifteen credit hours. A part
of the curriculum revision includes
the mandatory clerkship program.
A clerkship is similar to an internship.
Cassidy said the environment
where the college is set in is optimal because of the major medical
arena that surrounds it. The environment is just one strength that
Cassidy mentioned. He cited an
excellent faculty with a balance of
teaching and research talents, the
college's ability to attract very
good students, successful alumni,
and good support from the university as other assets to the college.
A part of the college's emphasis is placed on research. The

college has a selective undergraduate research program that
allows fifteen to twenty students a
year the opportunity to work with
a faculty member.
The college is involved in
cancer, neuroscience, and cardiovascular disease research. Another
research project the college is
working on is the effect of toxic
substances on humans.
The college and faculty have
earned some recognition this year.
The University Best Teaching
Award was presented to Professor
Milap C. Nahatce. The college
was awarded an Academic Challenge Grant which will be used to
study pharmeceutical biotechnology.
by Kristin Basbagill

The wide clinical
opportunities available
are a strength.
- - Zach Scott
Senior

111..Z:.7Leann Koonix makes notes on some Sifting powders to get it just right is Sheila
Floyd.
pharmaceutical concoction.
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John Cocuzza (above center) types labels
for various prescriptions.
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Byron Brown, adrisorfor undergraduates
in social work, helps map out another
schedule of classes.

Ph

A contribution to society
•

The senior thesis required of those of us in
Social Work Honor's
program has allowed
us to gain a head start
in research at the undergraduate level.

Courses in social work inform students

In the classroom social work majors gain

about everythingfrom social and economic

the knowledge that they use in the field.

The college of Social Work
has undergone a major curriculum change in the past few years.
The addition of an honors program
has been an asset to the college.
The honors program includes a
senior thesis which allows honor
students to experience research at
the undergraduate level.
In addition to a senior thesis for
honors students, all students are
required to participate in a field
practical. A field practical allows
students to have a hands-on experience while still in school. The
students work in the field three
days a week for nine months. Such
an opportunity provides them with

the chance to discover how theory
works in a practical situation, said
Richard Boettcher, dean of the
College of Social Work.
The strengths of the college
include the recent move towards
improving the undergraduate program and a well-rounded faculty.
The faculty have received recognition for their work. Dr. Elizabeth Segal received an Alumni
Distinguished Teaching Award.
Dr. Keith Kility and Professor
Charles Rauss received an award
from the Center for Teaching Excellence for their work in the retention of minority students.
The College of Social Work

has agreed to offer some undergraduate courses that will be open
to non-majors for fulfillment of
the new General Education Curriculum (GECs). The courses will
center around the relationship of
student to society and ethnic and
cultural diversity.
This year the college earned a
multidisciplinary training grant in
Mental Health. The grant will be
used to educate the students further in the area of chronic mental
illness. The grant will fund internships and field practicals.
by Kristin Basbagill

implications at the macro level to issues

- - Amy Rohling
Junior

11

within the family unit, as is being stressed
in this class lecture.
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UVC student Dion Bradley pours through Renee Osman points out a class of interest
to fellow UVC student Anyssa Miller.

a Master Schedule list for the first time.

A good place to start
The new general curriculum,
or GECs, which began this year
for freshmen, benefitted both students and university college, according to Acting Dean Mac
Stewart.
University College, the only
non degree-granting college at
Ohio State, forms the starting
point for all students in their undergraduate career. This year, six
thousand freshmen, sophomores,
and transfer students entered the
college. They received information about university procedures
and assistance from advisors in
planning their academic schedules.
Students were encouraged to
spend the necessary time in decid-

ing on a major, but were also asked
to declare a major as soon as
possible in order to continue their
college career. Spring quarter,
advisors reviewed student records
to assure continued progress.
Colleges nationwide look to
OSU as a leader in academic advising. The college has been recognized by the National Academic
Advising Association for its
Acadenic Support Program that
helps keep students who have low
college entrance test scores enrolled in school. Advisors also
play a major part in summer orientation for new Ohio State students.
One class required for all students at Ohio State is university
Cathy Pappas, Marnie Horowitz, Jody
Mitchell. and Kim Fieliniski register for
their first quarter of classes at Ohio State
during S11111171er orientation.

survey. This year students received a letter grade for their efforts in the class, rather than the
pass/fail mark that was previously
given. The survey class contined
to stress the importance of contemporary issues. Such issues
included racial and gender inequality and discussions about
AIDS. Students were asked to
look at such issues in an attempt to
make them more comfortable with
the world around them.
by Kristin Basbagill

My advisor was
helpful in my search for
a major. She helped
me to decide what interested me.
- - Dirk Williams
Sophomore
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Research plays a role
Allied Medical
Professions

Research was productive this
year within the School of Allied
Medical Professions. One project
involving saturated fats (animal)
and unsaturated fats (vegetable)
showed some startling results.
People with high cholesterol levels may not have to cut out all fats.
Instead the research indicated that
cutting saturated fats reduced
cholesterol levels significantly.
This project was only one of many
research projects in progress at
the school this year.
Such research is evidence of
the benefits the School of Allied
Medical Professions offers its
surrounding community. This
year's student council and minority student organization were also
actively involved in their cornmitment to both community and

students.
The student council performed
community services for the
homeless in Columbus. The minority student organization
concentrated on offering support
to students within the school.
Stephen L. Wilson, Director,
said that the faculty's strong background in education and the students' commitment to their majors
are also positive aspects of the
school.
The school, part of the College
of Medicine, offers students ten
different areas of study. The two
most popular majors, according to
Wilson, are occupational therapy
and physical therapy. Both programs are respected by other universities.
The school has received several

honors this year from the university. Two professors were recipients of The Ohio State University's
Distinguished Teach-ing Award.
They were Peggy Wilson and John
Chidley.
The school's interest and concern for all students was part of the
reason for establishing its Summer Health Careers Opportunity
Program. This program encourages minority and disadvantaged
students to enroll in the necessary
math and science courses for admission into the school. In the last
five years this program has helped
to double minority enrollment.
by Kristin Basbagill
and Carey Hall

It is a strong school.
You are working with
top students and they
challenge you to learn
more.
- - Julianne Nagel
Junior

Students test a patient in circulation

Veronica Maxwell (above center) runs a

This medical illustration major practices
precision as she intricate! y diagnuns a rib

therapy.

test in the laboratory.

cage.
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School Of
Architecture

The sketches this group has ► nade are only
the beginning of a long process.

IWO

The atmosphere at
Ohio State's school of
design is exciting and I
think the program has
motivated me and
helped me to explore
new theories and ideas.

A home away from home

es

,

NI MI
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After working long hours on this project ,
it was time to exibit it to the professor.

A coke can and a bottle of glue become cm
architecture student's best friends when
working on a project.

. 7/

-- Kimberly Starr ;
Junior

Ives Hall is quite a familiar
sight to architecture students. With
their own drafting tables in the
building, students often ventured
downstairs to the vending machines in order to partake in late
night munching while working on
their projects. Because of their
demanding major, future architects are prepared to work into the
wee hours of the night to properly
finish their creations.
According to Director Jerrold
R. Voss, there is much pressure
put on the School of Architecture
to excel because it is competing
for students with state schools
such as Kent State, Miami University, and the University of Cincinnati. Consequently, high
standards are set for both teachers

and students.
The School of Architecture is
experiencing a great demand for
its programs. It is the only school
in the state that offers a program in
Landscape Architecture. Other
departments include City and Regional Planning and Architecture.
The school provides the student with a broad liberal arts education which can be applied to
many careers. Students take
classes involving architectural
design, construction and building
systems, history, and theory. Students are also encouraged to get a
Master's degree in order to obtain
their professional registration as
architects.
Students apply to the college
during spring quarter and are ad-

mitted upon submitting a portfolio of their work, which is judged
on its design and creativity.
Only 100 students graduate
from the school each year. Female students have become more
predominant in recent years, but
women are still outnumbered by
men more than 4 to 1.
The school was involved with
the Art in Architecture Symposium at the Wexner Center during
fall quarter. It is also associated
with Alpha Rho Chi, a design fraternity, the American Institute of
Architect Students, and the
American Society of Landscape
Architects.
By Laura Briggs
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School of

•
Strengthening herlegs,Janct Miller works
out on the leg press.

This student l'ork.s on his biceps at Larkins.

Health & Physica
Education
A healthy curriculum
The world's leading teacher
education and physical education
program is located right here at
Ohio State, according to Dr. Dorthy
Zakrajsek, Director of the School
of Health and Physical Education.
Zakrajsek added that its strong
professional faculty, known nationally for their textbooks, is a
strength of the school.
When asked about her feelings
toward the new general education
requirements in relation to the
school, Zakrajsek pointed out that
the liberal arts approach supports
a solid foundation in education

and encourages interaction in
today's world.
A recent change in curriculum
occurred at the school, requiring a
fifth year of instruction in the
baccalaurate program to be certified in an area of study.
The school operates under a
strict admissions policy. Students
who want to enter the school must
have a set grade point average and
fulfill difficult prerequisites.
The school sponsors two organizations for the benefit of the
students. They are a health honorary fraternity and recreational
This disciplined student takes a morning
swim.

education club. The clubs allow
the students a chance to share experiences and ideas and are, therefore, vital to the students and the
school.
Zakrajsek's leadership has allowed the school to implement a
curriculum revision for the undergraduate programs. The revisions will strengthen the school's
academic program, its students,
and its alumni.
by Kristin Basbagill
and Carey Hall

The best thing about
Physical Education is
the job opportunities
that are constantly
occuring with the fitness kick of the '90's.
- - Jim Ibinson
Sophomore
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School of
Persistence pays off

Journalism

Every pre-journalism major
goes through the anxiety of journalism 201, a prerequisite for entrance into the school. It is a challenge to get into the class because
of the 20 student limit per section.
Once in the class, the students feel
the stress of their first journalism
writing course. All this pressure
may turn a few away, but enrollment continues to be strong.
Three years ago the school instituted an enrollment management
plan. The student numbers are
down because of the plan. Dr.
Walter Bunge, director of the
school, said "I think we have a
better student body than years ago."
The School of Journalism, in
the Colleges of Arts and Sciences,

has four areas of study. Students
may choose from news editorial,
broadcast news, public relations,
and advertising. The two most
popular sequences are advertising
and public relations.
During Bunge's tenure the
school experienced positve
changes. Faculty positions have
increased and facilities have undergone major renovation.
The school has a new television
studio, advertising and public relations resource lab, and a remodeled radio lab. The Lantern's computer system was also remodeled.
These upgrades have helped students to gain their hands-on experience using the most current technology.

The curriculum of the school is
an important strength. According
to Bunge, a good liberal arts degree
is important for journalism majors.
The school stresses writing and
internships in all sequences. Bunge
further emphasized the importance
of a strong background in writing
for any journalism major.
The School of Journalism has a
strong alumni association. The
alumni have enabled the school to
give more scholarships to deserving students. The increase in
scholarship funding and stronger
endowment fund have insured the
continued success of the school.
by Kristin Basbagill

Once you pick your
major, you become
close to your teachers.
If you show an interest,
they will show an interest in you.

This journalism student selects which
negatives to develop into pictures.
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Another student in the school, above center,
compares possible photo options.

This writer spends vet another hour
composing at the computer.
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A cello quartet rehearses. The quartet
includes Eric Navin, Trevor Casto,
William Conable, and Jonalvn Snyder.

Tempo is up
The Wexner Center for the Arts
celebrated its first anniversary this
year. With high caliber artists
from all of the performing arts
being drawn to this Ohio State
facility, the Wexner Center has
become a major reason for top
students from throughout the
country to consider this university. According to director of the
School of Music, Donald Harris,
the Wexner Center allows students to measure themselves
against outside professionals.
The School of Music has many
other opportunities for a student

I really liked the faculty. They really encouraged me and have
been there for me.
- - Angie Masters
Senior

Practicing her French Horn twenty
hours a rveek, Crystal Guy hopes to go to
graduate school.
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wishing to major in music or music history. The school has numerous singing groups and many
ensembles from which to choose.
The Men's Glee Club even has an
international reputation and carried away first place from a music
festival in Scotland last summer.
The group also tours nationally.
Other musical groups within
the college include Women's Glee,
University Chorus, Symphonic
Choir, Chorale, and University
Symphony Orchestra. Several
professional music organizations
also exist for students to help them

keep abreast of events in the music profession.
On May 9-15 the Ohio State
School of Music hosted a Mozart
Festival to celebrate the Bicentennial Anniversary of Mozart's
death. The festival featured a variety of Mozart's works.
The School's fourth annual golf
outing was held on Monday June
17, on the Gray course at Ohio
State. The golf tournament is a
major fundraiser each year for the
school.
by Kristin Bashagill

The concert band performs during an
outdoor performance.
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School of
Cleaning the cow dung from the dairy
barn floors is one of the less favored

This natural resources student plants a
tree as part of a project.

chores.
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Natural Resources
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Where the wilderness is
are Students for Resource Conservation, Forestry Forum, Parks
and Recreation Administration
Association, the Wildlife Society,
and Union of Natural Resources
Students Congress.
Membership in the Union of
Natural Resources Student Congress consists of two representatives from each of the other student organizations. The school
also has three honoraries--Mountain Honorary, Gamma Sigma
Delta, and Phi Kappa Phi.
The school's facilities are new
and up-to-date. A computer lab,
exhibit preparation lab, audio-vi-

sual production lab, wetland
ecology lab, aquarium research
lab, and 1,280 acres of forest are
all accessible to natural resource
students .
The Barneby Center is a 1,280
acre tract of forested land located
in Fairfield County's Clear Creek
Valley. The land has facilities for
lodging and meetings. The area is
also open for classes and research.
by Kristin Basbagill
and Laura Briggs
t.

Taking care of this rock garden is an

A strength of the
School of Natural Resources is the opportunities that are available
to you as a student.
- - Doug Stewart
Senior

opportunity for natural resource majors to
gain hands-on experience.
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Society is becoming more concerned about the environment and
the earth's natural resources. This
is opening up opportunities for
majors in the School of Natural
Resources.
Five majors are offered in the
school. These five areas of specialization include environmental
resources education, management,
fisheries and wildlife management, forestry, parks and recreation administration, and resource
information and communications
systems.
The school has several student
organizations. The organizations
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university life than Alice's bizarre
croquet game in Wonderland. No such extreme penalty as the Queen of Heart's "Off with
their heads!" was ever declared by referees, yet the Big
Ten competition was fierce. Still, the Buckeyes pulled through
with many teams climbing to the top of their conferences. Striving
to reach their personal peaks, student athletes dedicated many long hours
to improving and perfecting the crucial skills needed in their sports. For many,
this meant incorporating team or individual practice into an already hectic daily
routine. Long hours of practice and all-night bus trips to games or competitions
made it necessary for athletes to sacrifice such things as their participation in
student organizations, study time, vacations during breaks, and sleeping in on
Saturday mornings. Injuries were also a constant risk. Obviously, athletes
felt that these sacrifices were well worth the rewards. Time management,
ice thought she had never seen such a curious croquet-ground in her life:

it was all ridges and furrows: the croquet balls were live hedgehogs, and the
mallets live flamingoes, and the soldiers had to double themselves up and stand
on their hands and feet, to make the arches.
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

leadership, and sportsmanship were skills and qualities integrated into
the athletic experience. Some athletes also had the opportunity to
travel all over the country. One of the rewards universally
claimed by athletes was the use of being physically
active as an outlet for frustrations accu-
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Texas Tech
Boston College
Southern Cal
Illinois
Indiana
Purdue
Minnesota
Northwestern
Iowa
Wisconsin
Michigan

Sophomore noseguard Greg Smith gets set to make another
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overpowering tackle against the Michigan offense.

A Nail-Biting Year
Coach John Cooper stood on the sidelines, biting his
nails, as he watched Quarterback Greg Frey try to lead
the Buckeye offense in gaining a first down with 1:47
left on the clock. It was the infamous "Michigan Game"
that everyone had been anticipating. A win over the
Wolverines and an Iowa loss to Minnesota would have
meant a trip to the Rose Bowl for the Buckeyes. Minnesota won, but the Buckeye offense failed to convert on
the option play and instead lost 16-13 in a last-second
Michigan field goal.
No one had even dreamed that the OSU football team
would come this close to Pasadena. After consecutive
wins, the Buckeyes suffered two heart-breaking defeats
at home. They faced a fierce Southern California team
in tough rainy conditions and lost with minutes left after
a decision to end the game at 35-26. The team showed
great effort during the following games, but they had to
settle for a loss to the Fighting Illini and an upsetting tie
to the Indiana Hoosiers.
But the Buckeyes began to regain their confidence
and handed out crushing defeats in the Big Ten against
Purdue, Minnesota, and Northwestern. They would at
last meet an opponent at Iowa city that was eager to stop
them in perhaps the most dramatic game of the season.
The Buckeyes overcame a 26-14 deficit with 11 minutes
to play and won on a three-yard touchdown pass from
Frey to split end Bobby Olive with one second showing
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on the clock. They would see their final win of the year
during the following week at Wisconsin.
At the end of the season, the fifth-year senior Frey had
thrown just over 2000 yards making him the second
Ohio State quarterback to surpass the 6000 yard plateau.
OSU' s Bullets," flanker Jeff Graham and split
end Bobby Olive, both finished with an impressive
season for a combined 76 catches, gaining 1349 yards.
Tailback Robert Smith, who was named the Big Ten
Freshman of the Year, ended his regular season with
1064 yards rushing, breaking the previous OSU freshman record of 867 yards set by Archie Griffin in 1972.
The Ohio State defense, led by the likes of Vinnie Clark,
Steve Tovar, and Alonzo Spellman also finished the
season with great performances, especially at Iowa,
Wisconsin, and Michigan.
The loss to Michigan sent the Buckeyes, whose
hearts and minds were still in Pasadena, to the Liberty
Bowl facing the Air Force football team. Although the
Buckeyes were heavily favored by 17 points, they were
stunned by the Falcons in a 23-11 devastating loss that
disappointed all fans who watched. Robert Smith gave
a memorable moment with his 29-yard touchdown run.
But the OSU football season would come to an end in
Memphis, Tennessee on a sad note.

•

Inside linebacker Tom Lease steeps the Northwe.stern
quarterback off his feet.
41146,0000-**
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•

Tailback Robert Smith is congratulated by his teammates
after his impressive run.

by Febe Armanios
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The "Silver Bullets" Jeff Graham and Bobby Olive jump for
joy after Graham's touchdown during the Michigan game.

Freshman tailback Robert Smith slashes his way through
the Northwestern defense on his way to a touchdown.

Butler By'nore scrambles for as many yards as possible,
overcoming the tough Michigan defense.

Senior punter Jeff Bohlman prepares to fire the football
across the field as the crowd's excitement grows.

As the pressure mounts, quarterback Greg Frey hurries to
MBean, DBeatty, GBeatty, PBeckman, JBerger, JBohlman, MBonhaus, JBorchers,DBrown, RBrown, BBy'nore, MCapehart
SCarden, VClark, KColemati, BCook, ADeGraffenreid, MDully , BEdwards, JEllis, DFoster, JFrank, GFrey, RFrimel,

release the football.

JGalloway, SGmham, CGriffey, AGurd, RHarper, RHarris, PHarrison,THarrison, LHartman, Kfferbstreit, JHer ► an,
WHouston, MHuddleston, RHu ► an, Rants, CJenkins, BJohnsotz, JKacherski, AKline, JKoch, BLaurenson,TLease, DLee,
GLickovith, P Long, TLopes, TLutz, SLynch, AMahle, M McCoy, JMcLellan, JMetger, DMonnot, TMoore, TMoore, CNelson,
RNichols, BOlive, CPargo, TPatillo , FPaulk, APayne, JPell, MPelini, JPeterson, JPickens,JPrewitt, LPrice, ARodriguez,
CRoy, CSaunders, JSchilling, BSeach, SSharp, PSherrick, MShoaf, JSin onons, GSmith, RSmith, RS,nith, ASpellman,
BStablein, CStablein, GStewart, PStewart, HThompson, JThrush, STovar, TVickers, SVujevich, JWagoner, TWalton,
GWarner, MWilliams, NWilliams, JWinrow, SWoodard.
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David Cass gets ready to jump into action as a Xavier player
heads the ball.

Villanova
W Chester
Miami
Bowling Green
W Kentucky
Indiana
Xavier
Tulsa
Brooklyn College
W Virginia
Pittsburgh
Marshall
Notre Dame
W Michigan
Morehead
Butler
Drake
Cincinnati
Dayton
Wisc-Parkside
Wright State
Michigan St

OPP

OSLI
2
4
1
1

Loss or
a Gain

1

1
0
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0
8
2
1
0
3
1
0
2

4

5
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I
6
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0
1
1
0
1

1

2
I
1
2

1
3
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The home game against Indiana may have been
recorded as a loss, but to the Buckeyes, it was a great
turning point. The loss produced an angry team which
knew it could do bettter. Several changes, based on the
Indiana game, occurred during practices, along with
much sweat and hard work.
All the motivation and competitiveness gained from
the loss to Indiana brought forth a stunning 8-1 win
against Xavier. Sophomore David Cass began the
destruction by brilliantly executing a goal just 29 seconds into the game. Co-captain Angelo Catennaci and
Scott Hulme soon followed with one goal apiece. Then
the Muskateers scored their only goal for the game. The
first half did not end, however, before Buckeye John
.1- Campbell added another OSU goal.
The Buckeyes doubled their score to eight in the
second half. Sophomore Kevin Derickson stunned the
crowd by achieving his goal 25 yards out. This, with
Ryan Foley's head goal, sent an upset Xavier team home
with its seventh straight loss for the season.
When the soccer team took the field this season, they
started off on the right foot by winning ther first three
games. Things got tougher for the team mid-season
because of injuries and problems in the mid-field defense.
Patience and persistence paid off in the end. The
Buckeyes' last six games consisted of four wins and two
ties. Their final record was 10-8-3.
This year's soccer team was included in the Big Ten
conference. With Penn State's entry into the league, the
minimum number of teams required for a Big Ten
championship has been met. This may have been the
last year that the Buckeyes played a season without the
possibility of a championship at its end.

•
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Co-captain Alex Rawlings eyes the soccer ball as he evenly kicks it down the .field.

A Buckeye player.flies high as he makes contact with the hall.

by Aizel Panaligan
JAnglim, CBalster, JCampbell, DCass, ACatenacci, SChristensen, KDerickson, DDiTomasso,
RFoley, DGarcher, THowell, THowell, SHulme, TKossoudji, CLombardo, ENichols, COcasek,
ARawlings, LTorres, PTracy.
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Sophomore Fran Dorando hustles to gain possession ofa loose
ball mid-field.

In its home game against Northern Illinois, the OSU
field hockey team proved that endurance and persistence are key factors to winning. The Huskies began
strong and succeeded in scoring five minutes into the
game. The remainder of the first half did not see
anymore goals, but it was not for lack of effort. Both
teams experienced difficulty penetrating the other's
defense. This left many mad scrambles in mid-field
where most of the action took place.
The second half required more hustling as the ball
was driven closer to the goal cages. The Buckeyes
failed to score on their first penalty corner of the game
and watched with dismay as the Huskies extended their
lead to 2-0 minutes later. The OSU women did not give
up and freshman Christine Stafford succeeded in firing
a shot past the Northern Illinois goalie. The chance to
tie the score came when sophomore Danielle Dayton
was given a penalty corner. Her shot hit the Huskies'
goalie and saw its way into the top of the net, tying the
score at 2-2. The Huskies showed signs of fatigue while
the Buckeyes increased the pressure. Another goal
came from Dayton as the Buckeyes added their 6th win
of the season.
The Buckeyes achieved their best record in more
than five years by closing the season at 6-11-2. Dedication was another key factor the team possessed. Practice
was four hours a day, six days a week. During those
practices, Coach Karen Weaver received help from
graduate assistant Sannie van Dijck. Van Dijck, a
native from the Netherlands, was a member of the Dutch
National Under-18 Women's Field Hockey Team. A
fairly young team, the Lady Buckeyes wrapped it up
with a very productive season to look back upon.

Sophomore Jen Hoelbinger helps a fellow player in defending
the hall against a Toledo Rocket.
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Louisville
James Madison
VA Cmnim,v1th
Ctrl Michigan
Iowa
Michigan State
N Illinois
Northwestern
St Louis
Iowa
Michigan State
Northwestern
Ball State
Michigan
William & Mary
N Illinois
Toledo
Maine
Springfield
Michigan

This Lady Buckeye shows the crovt . d just how fast-paced field
hockey can he.

BBautista, SBurke, KBush, SCarr, DChavez., MJColeman, DCostantello, DDayton, FDorando,
TDuffs, GGuerrieri, MHess, JHoelbinger, SLoeper, MMandracchia,TA4assielo, CA4eyers,
MKO'Brien, KReed, CStafford, BTurner, SWilson.

AAchenbach, KBauer„IChellevold, ADiPronio, TEndecavageh, DMcDougall, TMiller,
HO'Leary, HPars(ms, ESchlitz, LIVissler.

Senior Audrey DiPronio prepares to set the volleyball to
Outside Hitter Holly O'Leary.

Middle Blocker Leisa VVissler fires the volleyball over the net
into lowa territory.
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Akron
Ohio Univ
Hawaii
UCLA
Nebraska
Butler
Toledo
Kansas St
Pittsburgh
Minnesota
Iowa
Kentucky
Michigan St
Michigan
Wisconsin
Northwestern
Indiana
Notre Dame
Purdue
Illinois
Michigan
Michigan St
Northwestern
Wisconsin
Indiana
Penn State
Illinios
Purdue
Iowa
Minnesota

OSU
3
3
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
2
3
1
3
3
3
3

OPP
0
0
3
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
2
3
0
2
0
1
3
0
0
2
3
1
3
1
0
2
2

Junior Erika Schlitz executes a perfect a spike to the dismay
of a Purdue Boilermaker.
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Not A Fluke
On October 19, 1990, the women's volleyball team
traveled to West Lafayette, Indiana to play the Purdue
Boilermakers. The Buckeyes were fired up and ready to
play. After falling behind in every set of the game, they
impressively won the match 15-13, 12-15, 15-11, and
15-12. This was the team's first win in 12 attempts
against Purdue in Indiana. It was also their fifth straight
Big Ten win on the road, tying a past team record.
Senior Holly O'Leary had the match high of 16 kills,
followed by junior Leisa Wissler with 15 kills, and
juniorJulie Chellevoid with 13. Junior Dawn McDougall
had a match high of six blocks.
The team ended their regular season with a second
place finish and a 15-3 record in the Big Ten behind the
University of Wisconsin, whose record was 16-2.
Head Coach Jim Stone said although the team felt
pressure to remain Big Ten champions, both he and the
players were happy with their progress. This year's

standing demonstrated that last year's Big Ten championship was not a fluke.
A key to the team's success was that each player had
a different strong point which was used effectively on
the court. The team's coaches wanted a fast-paced game
and recruited people with strong ball control and
quickness.
A new squad of cheerleaders consisting of five men
and women, was formed during the season to cheer for
the volleyball team.
In early September of 1990, the team traveled to
Hawaii to play Nebraska, UCLA, and Hawaii.
The team qualified as one of 32 teams to compete in
NCAA tournament and were seated fourth in their
region, consisting of eight teams.
By Laura Briggs
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Hard Practice Helps
It was an explosive game. Never before had a
revenge factor been so important to the OSU Men's
Volleyball team. Ball State, who had won every game
in the series for more than two years, experienced their
first loss of the season. The Buckeyes came out with fire
in their eyes, ready to send the Cardinals home emptyhanded. They succeeded in a crushing defeat. With the
help of Junior Eliot Winer's explosive serve, Ohio State
achieved their revenge in a 3-0 impressive victory.
The key to that win, according to head coach Pete
Hanson, was "hard practice." The team had two weeks
to prepare for the game, and they delivered. After a very
challenging and disappointing season last year, the

coach looked for leadership from seniors Rob Burton
and Dave Frette to make sure that the players were
playing with their best mental and physical potential.
The practice also payed off in the middle of the seaon
as the Buckeyes went on an inspiring six-game winning
streak. Their wins against the likes of Brigham Young
and Juanita College expressed their great ability at hard
spiking, tough blocking, and quick, powerful serving.
During these decisive wins the team relied greatly on
the jump-serve of sophomore John Cummings, the
Buckeyes' "secret weapon."

Ball State
Wisc-Milwaukee
Indiana-Purdue
Penn State
Rutgers-Newark
Brigham-Young
Ball State
Juniata
Tri-State
Juniata
Penn State
Indiana-Purdue
Tri-State
Michigan State
Wisc-Milwaukee
NJ Inst of Tech
Graceland College
Brigham Young
Santa Cruz
Stanford
Cal State-Northridge
Santa Barbara
Michigan State
George Mason
Wisc-Milwaukee
Ball State
Indiana-Purdue

by Febe Armanios

Setter Chuck Voss leaps to prevent an unwanted spike as
fellow teammates and opponents anxiously wait.
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Outside hitter Mike Terpstra slams the volleyball past the
opponents to end the rally.

The opponent's spike is successfully blocked by Rob Burton
Outside Hitter Rob Burton prepares to charge the ball through
the block.

TBrooks, RBurum, JCummings, JEastman, PEsko, DF rette, CGeibel, RGooden, B Kleinschmidt,
KRiley, MTerpstra, CVoss, EWiner.

and Eliot Winer.

SWIMMING"
AND
OPP
OSU
Cincinnati
50
45
Illinois
125
105
Bowling Green
160
140
Minnesota
53
60
Notre Dame
76
37
Pittsburgh
96.50
132.50
Michigan State
135.50
167.50
Purdue
127
172
Penn State
135
165
Kenyon
112
89
Big Ten Championships
5th/10 teams
Ohio U Invitational
286
174

Silence falls over the poolside as the swimmers take
their mark. At the sound of the gun, though, the
atmosphere changes. The room is suddenly filled with
cheers from teammates, coaches, and spectators. The
meet against future Big Ten competitor Penn State was
a close one for the women's swimming and diving team,
the Buckeyes winning 10 of the 16 events. Although the
meet resulted in a loss, the team came through with
many strong finishes and a few record times.
Despite the small size of the team, the women's
swimming and diving team finished a strong fifth in the

Big Ten and had an overall record of 6-5. The teams are
allowed to carry 24 members, but OSU had only 12
members this year which hurt them slightly against
teams with greater depth. The season was anything but
dissappointing for the athletes, however, with most of
the members improving on their own times. The team
has some definite strong points and Coach Jim Montrella,
along with the team, will work on these points to
become an even stronger competitor next year.
by Cheryl Hughes

The Lady Buckeyes get set to swim their best against their
Kenyon opponents.

LAmbrosius, ECottrell, KDalton, KFischer, LGaudes, SGoff, JGottlieb, SGottlieb, HHumphrey,
SLambson, JLightfoot, RMorse, A Pagilagan, LProfiono, WSchaper, HThering.

Senior Laura Profumo, a three-time NCAA All-American,
shows great of off the 10-meter platform..
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Sophomore Laura Gaudes, a returning NCAA qualifier,
plunges off the one-meter hoard.

Karen Dalton focuses on finishing her dive during a close
competition with Penn State.
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A member of the diving team reaches for the water's surface,
hoping to make a clean entry.

MEN'S
SWIMMING
AND
DIVING

Undefeated 'Til the End
The men's swimming and diving team went into
perhaps the most important meet of the season with an
undefeated record. They were fired up and as Coach
Bill Wadley said, they "swam up a storm." For the first
time since 1959, when Mike Peppe and Richard Larkins
served as OSU' s swimming coach and athletic director,
the team defeated Indiana University. The key swimmer in the meet was Freshman Bill Weaver, who placed
first in three events for the Buckeyes.
Coach Wadley's expectations for the team went
beyond improving last year's record. He said that with
"the fastest team to date, our goal is to break all the
school records." The young team, carrying 13 fresh-

men and five sophomores, showed very strong perfor.
mances in their wins against Michigan and Indiana
They set new records during the year in 12 different
events. And at the end, they succeeded in remaining
undefeated, finishing 10-0.
At the Big Ten men's swimming championship meet
the Buckeyes improved last year's finish and placec
fifth overall. The team displayed great talent with tht
Big Ten Freshman of the Year Derek DeJong and Dave
Pichter who won impressively in the 10-meter platform

4,1

OPP
OSU
82
156
Ohio Univ
64
176
Illinois
96
142
Cleveland State
99
140
Miami
80
154
Notre Dame
1st/10 teams
All Ohio Championships
107
136
Penn State
95
148
Indiana
106
137
Purdue
87
153
Kenyon
108
135
Michigan
5th/10 teams
Big Ten Championships
32
158
Ohio U Invitational
19th
NCAA Championships

by Febe Armanicy

Junior Erin Dunn takes a breath of air during the freestyle
relay event.
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KAkins, KBernard, CBrinkman, CBrown, JCrawford, DDeJong, CDiSalle, EDunn, TFischer,
RHrohak, AJacobson, JKish, TKnapp, JLewis, TLubin, DMeDaniels, SMessinger, CReich,
StRobling, DP Oder, JSmith, SSpees, Ctiondan, BVrancken, KYaggi, KWard, WWeaver, GWil son
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Swimmers push oflfrom the starting blocks with gusto, trying
A Buckeye diver takes the plunge off the diving board as fellow
athletes look On.
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to gain an early lead in the backstroke.
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OSU's synchronized swimming team gives the crowd a big
smile ale,- finishing an event at the Penn State Invitational.

Definitely
In
Synch

SYPIeFIRONIZED
SWIMMING
Maize & Blue Invitational
College Association Meet
Pennsylvania Invitational
Univ of Richmond
Stanford Invitational

OSU/OPP
1st of 8
1st of 9
1st of 4
1st of 4
2nd of 4

The Ohio State University Synchronized Swimming
Team finished Spring Quarter in a big way. They
captured the NCAA Championship in Tucson, Arizona. This is their 13th National Championship in the
last 15 years.
The team swept the first three places in the figure
events. OSU seniors lead the event with Maria Giusti
in first place, Diana Ulrich in second and Tia Harding
earning third.
In the team event, OSU's Scarlet squad finished first.
They were closely followed by their own Gray squad
who claimed second.
The OSU Team has two '88 Olympic Veterans on
the team. They are Maria Giusti of Venezuela and from
Korea, Sue Ha.
OSU Coach Mary Jo Ruggieri says the cultural
diversity on the team brings style and flair that adds to
their performance.
"The team routine is by far the most interesting and
complex. This routine uses some very difficult aerial
moves that you see in gymnastics," said Coach Ruggieri.
The team easily dominated the North Regional Championship to capture its 19th consecutive championship.
Ohio State won every event and captured the top 11
places of the figures competition. The team has much
to look forward to next year.

CDeGuerre, JDunn, MGiusti, SHa, THarding, KHazelwood, THunt, Daso ► tek, VKerscher,
KOchsner, TPierce, APryor, JSprague, STanabe, DUIrich, SValles, TWillia ► s.
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All the help from the team's dance instructor, yoga specialist.
and weights insn -uctor shines through as this swimmer enables
herself to physically jump out of the water.

The synchronized swimming team's strength, stamina, and
fierce concentration can be seen during any one of their
rigorous performances.
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by Michelle Gaston
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This trio of Buckeyes come up for air during an intense
performance.
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Mentally Intense
Watching a fencing match may not be as exciting
as a football game with all its pandamonium, but
fencing certainly does not lack the intensity. Opponents in the match skillfully dodge the other's blade and
try to score with their own. Although fencing is mostly
a mental sport, one must also possess skill and quickness to excel. The OSU men's and women's fencing
team mastered the right combination of these because
the team came out on top this year with records of 161 and 13-1. The team defeated all of the Big Ten
schools. A a promising season is expected next year as
well.
OSU has four squads on the fencing team: men's

MEPI'S
AND
WOM;-'1l'S
Fr‘NCIPIG

sabre, epee, foil, and women's foil. Foil and sabre
events use similar blades for competition, differing
only in where scoring may occur. In foil, the blade must
strike the torso, whereas in sabre the blade can strike
anywhere above the hip. Epee uses a heavier, longer
blade and striking any part of the body results in a score.
The fencing team has been very successful in the
past, winning Big Ten championships 10 of the past 12
years. Fencing is now one of the most successful varsity
sports at OSU. It may be a "stab in the dark", but it is
probably safe to say that the team will be tough again
next year.
by Chery Hughes
TBailey. KBillig, Jaark11, DEnsminger, SFronista, TGacek, VGrover, MHaas, P Haas, SHaegele,
AHeinrichs, Kflovanyi, AJacoby, SKraner, DLeviton, TLim, KMay, IMoreno, WNieberding,
KOrr, CSchneider. SStevenson, RVanLoon, VI/White, JI ,Volan

M
Cornell Team Meet
4-1
OSU Team Meet
5-0
Wayne State
4-0
Mdwst Intercollegiate

W

4-0
5-0
3-1

Coach Charlotte Remenyik, the first woman in the midwest to
coach a co-ed fencing team, empha.sizes the importance of
balance in fencing.

11

Junior Anne Lise Heinrichs practices her stances before the
USFA Colleiate Open.

Sophonzore Tim Gacek leads his fellow teammates in a
charge exercise during practice.
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180.35

181.50
182.25
180.55

184.60
183.50

186.50
184.35
181.70
186.60
183.40
187.55
185.10

OPP
182.15 Kentucky
182.10 George Washington
176.30 Radford
186.00 Penn State
181.75 Michigan State
179.00 Kentucky
184.90 U of New Hampshire
180.30 Iowa
182.50 MSU
184.15 George Washington
186.35 Michigan
178.80 Denver
183.85 West Virginia Univ
179.90 Kent State
181.25 Bowling State
191.50 Penn State
185.50 IUP
186.55 Wisconsin
186.90 Minnesota
186.40 Michigan State
186.20 IUP
185.55 Kent State

Sophomore Emily Arnold shows off her talent on the vault
during a meet against Penn State.

EArnold, LBeagley, DBlack, TButler, CChippetfield, CCIose, LDubick, THalstead, Dohnston,
SPenman, TSavage, KUnve ► erth, CWilson.

Buckeye Lori Dubick jumps with finesse during her floor
exercise routine,

Tumbling Around

Freshmen Lori Dubick performs a delicate routine on the
balance beam, one of OSU's strong events this season.
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The women's gymnastics team took 2nd place on
Feb. 10 in a five-team meet at the French Fieldhouse.
With a score of 183.50, the Buckeyes finished a close
second to WVU, who had 183.85 points. Bowling
Green came in third, followed by Kent State and Denver.
Junior Claire Wilson took first place in the uneven
bars and the balance beam, helping her win the allaround competition.
The team was plagued with injuries this year. In the
middle of the season, seven of the 10 scholarship
gymnasts were not competing. Despite having no
seniors on the team this year and competing with five

walk-ons, the Buckeyes stayed team-oriented and ended
the season with an overall record of 8-14, and 2-5 in the
Big Ten.
In his 12th year as head coach, Larry Cox ended the
season with a record of 124-38-1.
Claire Wilson led the team this year with individual
season bests in the uneven bars with a score of 9.8, a
score of 9.65 on the balance beam, a 9.7 in the floor
excercise, and an all-around score of 38.05. Emily
Arnold had the best team score this season in the vault
with a 9.5.
by Laura Briggs
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Continued Success
The men's gymnastics team won the NCAA East
Regional tournament on April 6 in St. John Arena. With
a score of 285.50, the Buckeyes beat Penn State, Iowa,
and Minnesota. The Buckeyes, along with the top four
finishers, qualified for the NCAA Nationals held at
Penn State in mid-April.
The Buckeyes placed second this season in the Big
Ten, but beat Big Ten Champion Minnesota in the
tournament.
"We finally put it all together this year. It's always
great to beat Minnesota," said team captian Chris Howard
in a Lantern article.
A crowd of 1,300 attended the meet, which featured
strong performances by the Buckeye underclassmen.
According to Head Coach Peter Kormann, Howard
was responsible for the Buckeye's first regional win.

"He really took control in the middle of the season,
said Kormann. "He's quiet and subtle, he watches wk
goes on around him. The guys really respect him. l'r
more of a screamer, it's a great contrast," he said in
Lantern article.
The team finished the season with a 10-1 overal
record and a 4-0 record in the Big Ten.
Individual season bests include a 9.8 by Tod.
Quakenbush in the floor exercise, a 9.7 by Jim Knopp oT
the pommel horse, a 9.75 by Kip Simons on the stil
rings and a 9.6 on the vault, a 9.65 by both Kevir
Crumley and Rusty Shillinger on the parallel bars, an
a 9.95 on the horizontal bar by Schillinger, along wits
a score of 57.00 in the all-around.
by Laura Briggs

GymplAsTics
PBastien,DBumbrey,ACooper,KCrumley,DDavenport,JDellert,SFoster,BFranke,
BGardner,SHarris,THenry,CHoward,JKtiopp,MMarrapese,Jazzurco,TQuakenbush,MReed,
RSchillinger,KSimons,DSpencer.

OSU
275.10
273.60

Tta
CSAINIP101111
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e
270.85
278.70
280.80
281.00
278.00

281.50

279.70

Sophomore and three-year member of the Junior National Team
Adam Cooper focuses on catching the high bar.

Junior Chris Howard demonstrates the strength and concentration
it takes to compete on the pommel horse.
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OPP
267.60 Michigan State
274.50 Iowa
270.85 Minnesota
270.55 Illinois
268.20 Wisconsin
267.35 Michigan State
267.10 Illinois
266.75 Kent State
265.55 Michigan
263.00 W Michigan
255.30 Army
248.20 Iowa State
270.45 Arizona State
275.80 Nebraska
275.75 Michigan
279.15 Penn State
271.50 Santa Barbara
278.50 Stanford
277.80 Arizona State
274.80 BYU
269.35 Cal St Fullerton
263.70 San Jose State
257.10 Calgary
249.50 Washington
284.15 Oklahoma
271.90 Kent
268.15 Pittsburgh
278.85 Wisconsin
275.70 Iowa
269.45 Army
2nd
Big Ten Chmpnshps
NCAA Eastern Finals
1st

Freshman Mike Marrapese highlights the team's talent and skill
on the rings.
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Cutting It Close

A Buckeye grappler takes the initiative and is awarded the
point for the takedown.
[

OSU
5
Iowa
18
Clarion
30
Cleveland State
Midland Championships
37
Lock Haven
27
Notre Dame
National Dual Championships
21
Northern Iowa
7
Iowa
Oklahoma
20
26
North Carolina
Nebraska
23
2
Iowa
31
Indiana
47
Delaware State
Ashland
38
Illinois
40
Purdue
20
Cowboy Classic
Michigan
20
Wisconsin
19
Northwestern
39
Ohio University
33
Michigan State
28
Big Ten Championships
NCAA Championships

"They've beaten us the last two years and it probably
shouldn't have happened either time," head coach Russ
Hellickson said to a Lantern reporter. "Bringing them
here should help and we should be able to beat them."
Hellickson was referring to the upcoming meet with
Notre Dame's wrestling team who has defeated the
Buckeyes two years straight. His claims were backed
by the Buckeyes' impressive start this season. After
losing their first meet of the year to Iowa, the team
struck back by winning the next two and capturing third
place at the Midlands Championships in Evanston,
Illinois. This was the first time OSU had finished in the
top ten at Midlands. But the wrestling team's greatest
accomplishment came when they beat Lock Haven 370 in Pennsylvania. According to Hellickson, it was the
first time Lock Haven has been shut out since 1939
when their wrestling program first began. Couple this
with the team's hard work and enduring strength and
OSU was sure to pose as a threat to the Irish.
The Buckeyes proved true as they posted a 27-6
victory against Notre Dame. Although the win was by
a large margin, most of the decisions were within three

OPP
35
16
6
3rd/56
0
6
4th
14
30
11
12
19
43
9
0
5
6
16

4, 1

points of each other, often coming down to the last
minute of play.
The closest and most exciting confrontation of the
night was between OSU freshman Kevin Randleman
and Notre Dame's Mark Gerardi. With less than one
minute left on the clock, Randleman who was behind 31 escaped from Gerardi's hold and added another point
to make the score 3-2. Seconds later the crowd was on
its feet as Randleman went for a takedown. The contest
ended with Randleman receiving two points for the
accomplished takedown and walking away from the
mat with a 4-3 win.
The Buckeyes closed out the season with an overall
record of 17-4 in regular play and 6-2 in the Big Ten.
They finished third in the Big Ten Championships and
fourth in the NCAA. Personal accomplishments include
the Big Ten Coach of the Year for Russ Hellickson, first
place in the Big Ten for Kevin Randleman, second place
for Adam DiSabato and third place for Mark Marinelli.
by Aizel Panaligan
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2nd/ 11
18
20
7
9
12
3rd/ 10
4th/87

Dan Ritchie keeps his eyes on the clock and his stance steady

MAlf, JA shmore, RBurlenski, EChanoski,TChertow, JCruze, MDagley, ADiSabato. MDiSabato,

while waiting for the referee's call.

MDoII, TDoss, TDotson, BDreger, HEddleblute, RFischenich, CGaIIi, JGauthier, BHamed,
PHeagerty, SHeleva, Wenkins, SKinley, CK night, BKruse, HLewis, NLieb, DLopez, MMarinelli,
MMarinelli, MMcCoy. CMcDaniel, JMeade, RMendoza, CMiller, FMiller, MMynster, MO'Neill,
GPardos, KRamsey, KRandleman, DRange 111 , DRitchie, M Rodriguez, TRoehlig, JScavuzzo,
ASchetter, JSchober, MSchyck, BSidon.

Senior David Range III crouches down and prepares for his
opponent's first attack.
•
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Senior Paul Rutherford and freshman Ron Peters team up
cleverly in order to trap their opponent.

Guelph
Guelph
Ferris State
Ferris State
Bowling Green
Bowling Green
Miami
Miami
Ill-Chicago
Ill-Chicago
Western Michigan
Western Michigan
Michigan
Michigan
Lake Superior
Lake Superior
Michigan State
Michigan State
Ferris State
Ferris State
Providence
Northern Michigan
Northern Michigan
Michigan State
Michigan State
Western Michigan
Western Michigan
Miami
Miami
Kent State
Michigan
Michigan
Lake Superior
Lake Superior
Ill-Chicago
Ill-Chicago
Bowling Green
Bowling Green
Michigan
Michigan

Coach Jerry Welsh was optimistic at the start that the
OSU ice hockey team would have an incredible year
ahead of them. In a critical confrontation against
Bowling Green, the Buckeyes lost any momentum in
the opening minutes of the game. Bowling Green had
control of the scoring and power plays for the rest of the
series.
The team responded with a powerful sweep of the
Miami Redskins and then an emotional-draining loss to
then last-place Illinois-Chicago, leading them on a 9game losing streak.
Left wing Paul Rutherford led the team with 41
powerful points this year along with goalie Mike Bales
who had an incredible season with 1032 saves. Right
wing Scott Walsh was an inspiring team leader, playing
in 38 games and scoring 26 points.
They finished seventh in the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association. Coach Welsh was somewhat
dissappointed, but he can only hope that things will
improve next season.

JAllen, BBaldrica, MBales, GBeaucage, MBrandt, GBurke, PCadman, EChoi, MDiamond,
JGraham, TGreen, SHartnell, SHartnell, MMerriman, DOliver, GPainter, RPeters, EReisman,
Sophomore goalie Mike Bales positions himself to ward off
the oncoming opponents.
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BRiedel, PRodgers, PRutherford, RSchriner, JSIazyk, DStnith, MTracy, SWalsh, RWhite.
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OSU
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12
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OPP
4
2
3
3
9
5
3
1
5
2
4
3
5
9
6
5
3
2
9
5
7
10

Freshman Pat Rodgers is introduced to the roughness of
college ice hockey as he gets slammed against the wall.
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After easily passing a fighting Mini. Monica Taylor heads
inward the hoop to add another two points for OSU.

WOMrPI'S
BASKETBALL
Eastern Michigan
Kentucky
Pittsburgh
Nebraska
Penn State
Akron
Georgia
Louisiana State
Tennessee
Texas
Purdue
Illinois
Indiana
Minnesota
Iowa
Michigan
Michigan State
Northwestern
Wisconsin
Indiana
Iowa
Minnesota
Michigan State
Michigan
Wisconsin
Northwestern
Illinois
Purdue

OSU
80
73
84
54
64
92
60
78
69
73
45
74
72
78
68
81
74
65
81
72
47
64
79
89
77
55
81
80

OPP
74
107
71
63
118
50
91
97
85
98
105
90
63
64
88
70
76
85
76
70
70
52
92
81
92
71
65
81

SBruce, A Mercy. CDunnigan, Erloyd, SGeary, SHonard, NKeyton, GMcGuire, CPerozek,
VPullie, ARoberts, LSebasticm, JSnavely, MTaylor, LTurner.

As the women's basketball season wound down to an
end, Head Coach Nancy Darsch decided to pull a few
lineup changes for a series of games at St. John Arena.
For the Michigan game, Coach Darsch chose to bench
senior co-captains Vicki Pullie and Stacie Bruce in
favor of juniors Sharon Geary and Jill Snavely. The
change worked wonders as the Lady Buckeyes sacked
their hated rivals from up north by an 89-81 margin.
Sophomore Averill Roberts led the Buckeyes with 20
points on a phenomenal 8 for 9 shooting outing. Four
other players scored in double figures as they tore apart
Michigan's defense and dominated the boards, never
trailing after the 6:56 mark in the first half. That was
when Cheryl Perozek scored a three pointer, putting
Ohio State ahead 25-22.
Overall, the women's basketball team experienced a
disappointing season. Consistency was a problem during the year, but improvement was evident in the latter
portion. Injuries and academic problems sidelined
several key players for various parts of the season. The
most notable improvement was seen in the area of
rebounding, which started as a weakness, but became
a strengh toward the end due to hard work in practice.
One bright spot this season was the play of Senior
Point Guard Cheryl Perozek who started every game
and moved into third place in career assists. Most
promising, however, was the play of such underclassa. men as Averill Roberts, who consistently lead the team
in scoring. Also preserving Sharon Geary and Jill
Snavely has brought assurance of a strong 1991-92
campaign.

•
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A verill Roberts falls short of a basket due to the tremendous
defensive effort of her opponent.

Staci Howard looks up refocus on the basket and outwit the
.cuard beside her.

Jill Snavely soars into the air for her lay-up after breaking
away from the pack of players.

Junior guard Chris Jent takes aim and cashes in at the Put
line.

PAriN'S
BAsKriBAt
OPP
72
67
67
54
60
73
66
60
80
67
59
57
62
60
55
85
70
75
59
64
65
71
95
64
62
64
72
80
86
61
91

OSU
111
Bethune-Cookman
116
Delaware State
112
Youngstown State
112
Chicago State
90
Wright State
American University 109
103
Tennessee State
71
Georgetown
82
Mississippi State
85
Miami
63
Iowa
67
Michigan
102
Northwestern
92
Wisconsin
89
Illinois
93
Indiana
80
Minnesota
61
Michigan State
66
Purdue
96
Northwestern
81
Michigan
73
Wisconsin
97
Indiana
73
Illinois
63
Minnesota
65
Michigan State
67
Purdue
69
Iowa
97
Towson State
65
Georgia Tech
74
St. John's

Junior point guard Mark Baker 'shakes and bakes" his way to
finish off another scoring drive.
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Senior .fonvard Treg Lee steps in for the rebound during a
close game against Purdue.
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Perry Carter. senior center. surprises his opponent as he
reaches over for the block.

A Dream Season
Everyone stood still and watched silently. The ball
was in the hands of the Big Ten Player of the Year Jim
Jackson. It was a flashback to the end of regulation
when Jackson, with seven seconds on the clock, made
the clutch shot to tie the game and send it into overtime.
But now, during the second overtime, with ten seconds
left, Jackson was trapped. It took him one second,
which to the fans in St. John Arena seemed like an
eternity, to find a wide open Treg Lee who sank the
basket that broke the silence. The OSU basketball team
beat the Indiana Hoosiers for the second time in one
season and triumphed in perhaps the most emotional
game this year.
The entire season was no less exciting than that
game. After much criticism of their "weak" preconference schedule, the Buckeyes stormed into the Big
Ten and stayed undefeated for 17 straight games. Under
the leadership of second-year coach Randy Ayers the
team played their conference games with fierce domination. Against tough Iowa, Minnesota, and Indiana
opposition, the Buckeyes demonstrated strong defense
and the ultimate success of unselfish team playing.
The team focused on only one thing this year -- to
bring home a Big Ten title -- and every member of the
team contributed to that goal. Whether it was Jamaal
Brown's 29-point career-high performance at Indiana,
Treg Lee's thundering dunks, or Perry Carter's 259
season rebounds, the Buckeyes showed clear determi-

nation with every game they played. And on March 3rd
during a nail-biting performance, they defeated Michi.
gan State to become the first Buckeye team since 1971
to bring home a Big Ten Championship.
Randy Ayers was deservingly named Big Ten and
National Coach of the Year. First-team All-America
Jim Jackson showed consistent performances throughout
the year and became only the second sophomore at
OSU to reach 1000 career points. Junior guards Chris
Jent and Jamaal Brown demonstrated the team's best
talent at 3-point shooting, and point guard Mark Baker
finished with 150 assists. Senior forward Treg Lee had
the best season of his college career, averaging
points and 5.6 rebounds per game. And Senior center
Perry Carter finished his career with 989 rebounds, 3rd
best in OSU history.
The Buckeyes' great season earned them a number
one seed in the Midwest Region of the NCAA Tour.
nament. After defeating Towson State and Georgia
Tech, they reached the Sweet 16 for the first time since
1983. But the Buckeyes fell into a deep hole during the
first half of the game and were unable to recover. The
St. John's Redmen handed them their worst loss of the
season . But the team was ranked fifth in the final wire
polls and memories of a dream season will not be
forgotten.
By Febe Armanios
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Everyone watches in amazement as Treg Lee delivers yet
another slam dunk.

Junior guard Jamaal Brown flies high above his opponent
toward the hoop.
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MBaker, TBrandewie, JBrown, PCarter, ADavis, SHall, NHodak, JJackson,
CJent, TLee, JRatliff, SReeves, JReid, JSkelton.

Sophomore Jim Jackson shows why he's the Big Ten Player
of the Year by snatching a rebound off the board.
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This Lady Buckeye gives it her best as she competes vigorously
in the long jump.

V/ OMEN' S
TRACK
A IF:)
Flab
Missouri Invitational
Lady Buckeye Invitational
Florida Invitational
Ohio Intercol Div I Champs.
Big Ten Champs., Iowa City
Washington State
Portland
Idaho
All-Ohio Championships
National Invitational
Big Ten Champs, Columbus
NCAA Championships

OSU/OPP
1st/6
1st/8
10th/21
1st/8
3rd/9
60
75
35
70
76
56
3rd/24
lst/25
4th/9
58/61

Carefidly pacing themselves, these two Buckeyes hope to
increase their lead around the bon

Junior Sherry Choate gets off to a superb start during a
challenging distance event.

Tara Miley. a sophomore from Galion, sprints across the
track, waiting fO• the chance to pass her opponent.

Going
The
Distance
The National Invitation meet in Indianapolis was the
scene of one of the women track team's finest performances of the year. Even though they were plagued by
a number of injuries, the Lady Buckeyes managed to top
the field of twenty-five teams. This meet provided a
valuable tune-up for the Big Ten Championships.
Arnita Green took first place in the 100 and the 400
meter hurdles. The 400 meter relay team consisting of
Monique Hayes, Janis Foster, Arnita Green, and Sue
Wallen also placed first. Kim Tyler won the triple jump.
Tyler continued to display dominance of this event by
setting a Big Ten meet record soon after at the Big Ten
Championships. Janice Foster also continued her winning ways at the Big Ten Championships by winning
the 400 meters.
Other outstanding performers included Iris Keith in
the long jump and heptathlete Joyce Finley. As a season
highlight, Arnita Green's strong performance qualified
her for the NCAA's in both the 100 and 400 meter
hurdle.
by Jim Finn
NBarnum, MCefalo, SChoate, SDaniels, KDunn, JFinley,
J Foster, MFra:ier, LGrabowski, AGreen, MHayes, JHerzig,
AHousman, PHozdic, YJones, !Keith, BKester, DKlemencic,
CMarshall, BJMarsic, HMartens,TMiley, KMonson, PNixon,
C0bi, BPaine, GPerkins, RRhors, KShelton, MSmith, ASusil,
Trompkins, KTvler, Mahon, RWebb, FWest, A Wheeler.

Junior KimTyler demonstrates her talent at the Big Ten Track
and Field Championships.
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MEN'S
TRACK
AND
FIELD
OSU OPP
81
36
Indiana
44
36
Manhattan
lst/10
Ohio Intercollegiate Div.I Ch.
3rd/9
Big Ten Indoor Championships
121
33
Washington State
36
59
Portland
50
65
Idaho
7th/ 17
All-Ohio Championships
5th/21
National Invitational
Big Ten Outdoor Championships 2nd/9
25th/77
NCAA Championships

MAbfall, MBailey, EBrown, BBy'nor e, MCannon, JChamberlin, MCmghcm, G Eggert, SGraham,
JGray, RHall, CHock, MHuey, PHuzyak, KJardine, ALehigh, JLittleton, JLoudner, TMcCrate,

This Buckeye runner looks down in concentration while he
waits for the sound of the gun to begin the event.

BMcLean, ANoel, APavne, WPeterman, LPrice, TSchmidt, RSmith, TTrimble, LYamini.

Junior Paul Huzyak makes the difficult appear easy as the
crowd watches him suspended in the air.
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At the beginning of this season, Russ Rogers, the
Ohio State men's track and field coach, was unsure of
how this team, carrying 20 freshmen and sophomores,
would perform in 1991. But much to his surprise and
joy, the team tied for second place in the Big Ten
tournament. The tournament showcased the ability of
this young team to be at a highly competitive level
among top schools like Indiana and Illinois. Receiving
Athlete-of-the-Meet honors was OSU sophomore
sprinter Aaron Payne. Payne won the title in the 100 and
200-meter dashes and secured Ohio State's winning 4 X
400-meter relay team.
Earlier in the year the team competed in a challenging meet against Tennessee and Pittsburgh. The meet
highlighted a week of stiff competition for the inexperienced Buckeye squad. But Rogers said that the tough
competition his team will face early in the season will
prove beneficial in the long run. Senior Mark Cannon
provided the highlight of the meet when he won the high
jump with an effort of 7 feet and 1/2 inch.
The team next emerged victorious in the Ohio
Intercollegiate Division I Championship. Although this
event did not provide fierce competition for the team, it
gave the Buckeyes the experience which would later
help them to place third in the Big Ten Indoor Track and
Field Championships. Aaron Payne, who won the 55meter dash in 6.27 seconds and the 200-meter dash in
21.64 seconds, was named the top athlete of the men's
championships. OSU senior Mark Croghan, a distance
runner and an automatic NCAA qualifier, finished fourth
in the 5000-meter run and third in the 3000-meter run.
At the end of the Big Ten Tournament, along with
Croghan, Jordan Gray qualified for the national tournament in the 400-meter intermediate hurdles. Also the 4
X 400-meter relay team of Payne, Gray, Lawrence
Yamini, and Bill Peterman provisionally qualified for
the tournament. Although Ohio State finished strongly
this year, the coaching staff said it still thinks the
a Buckeyes are a team of the future.
by Febe Armanios
Mark Croghan would have been thrilled to see howfin - behind
his opponents were in the 3000 meter run at the NCAA

Senior Mark Cannon gets the baton from a team member as he

Championships.

sets forth for his turn around the track.
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LA C ROSSE
Denison
VMI
Radford
Maryland
Mt. St. Mary's
Wittenberg
Wooster
Oberlin
Air Force
Bucknell
Ohio Wesleyan
Canisius
Marietta College
Notre Dame
Kenyon College
Michigan State

OSU
12
6
7
5
11
18
13
11
9
8
7
13
21
7
11
6

OPP
10
9
6
18
15
6
7
6
10
19
22
11
2
11
4
17

Jon Salk frees himself from his opponent and awaits his
brother-Buckeye-goalie Russ Salk's pass from the end zone.

A Heartfelt Season
When the 1991 season began, OSU lacrosse coach
Brian Salazar had "modest" goals. He wished that his
team would "make it to the NCAA's, to be more
competitive, more disciplined, and have more knowledge of the game."
The most memorable game this season, which displayed the team's competitive strength, was their comefrom-behind victory over Canisius College.
The scoreboard showed the visiting Buckeye lacrosse team down 5-4 at the half. A come-from-behind
win would even the team's record at 6-6 leading into an
important three game home stand. A win would also
keep them in the running for a birth in the NCAA
tournament. The Bucks came fired up to start the third
quarter. Led by sophomore Stephen Curtis, they traded
a series of goals with the Canisius College Golden
Griffins until they assumed a 10-8 lead to begin the final
period. OSU managed to keep the lead and finally held
off the Griffins by a 13-11 score. Coach Salazar
expressed pleasure with his team's strong, gutsy performance and saw it as one of the highlights of the season.
season.

Earlier in the season the team enjoyed a three game
winning streak over rival Ohio teams. Although the
competition was not at the level of the team, the Buckeyes found the games to be an opportunity for them to
strengthen their play both mentally and physically.
Although the team failed to qualify for the NCAA's,
their 8-8 record was their best since 1988. Coach
Salazar was pleased with the heart shown by his young
team, and pointed out that they beat several teams that
they hadn't defeated in a number of years, including
their first victory over Wittenberg in a decade. The
team expects to continue its improvement as it loses
only two players to graduation, one of whom, Mike
Avery, stands at 12th place on the Buckeye's career
scoring list. The top three scorers were all sophomores.
They were Stephen Curtis, Brian Williams, and David
Blue. Additionally, Salazar expects to have a good
recruiting season as a result of their 4-1 record against
Ohio teams.
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by Jim Finn and
Febe Armanios
r 4-7

Greg "Mr. Hustle" Pilarowski charges across the field after
catching Doug Myers' throw.

Senior Doug Gulick scrambles under his Wittenburg opponent
to scoop the ball up and head midfield.
JArchambault, JBaker, RBaker, DBlue, EBorsoni, CButas, JCarey, JChapman, SCurtis, RElia,
DFisher, JGarbo, DGulick, MHogue, THolzer, MKennedy, BLigneley, SLovell, TJMackey,
JMcConnell, JMitchell, DM yers, JN igro, TN ugent, G Pilarowski, EPozniak, JSalk, RSalk, JSauk,
MSullivan, KVogel, BWeakland, MWhiteley, BWilliams, DZecchini.
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Midfielder Stephen Curtis, the top scorerPr the Buckeyes this
season, watches as the ball makes its way toward the goal.
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Bitter But Sweet
The OSU women's tennis team began its year with
the best start in school history. Head Coach Leann
Massucci felt that this is the best year in women's
tennis at Ohio State in the last 10 to 12 years." The
maturity of the team had reached a new level and the
players understood what it takes to win. Coach Massucci
believed that the team had a good chance in having a
successful Big Ten outcome.
The odds were really in favor of a good year. The
team showed a very aggressive style, most apparent in
its doubles matches. The team also showed great
compatibility off the court, which helped everyone feel
comfortable. The team's unity was its biggest strength.
But luck would run out on the Lady Buckeyes.
The team went winless from that point to the end of
the season. Although their style and skill were at a very
high, competitive level, they were simply outplayed by
more experienced teams like Iowa and Minnesota.
Massucci felt that throughout the season, "We (the
team) had some outstanding performances and some
great performances. We did not have a poor performance."

Junior Kelly Story and sophomore Abigail Villena
were powerful and quick in doubles play throughout the
year. Freshman Stephanie Daniel was able to control
her opponents with the ease that led her to many wins,
Senior Debbie Horton finished off four great years at
Ohio State. Horton was named Most Valuable Playeras
a freshman and Most Inspirational Player as both a
freshman and a sophomore. She leaves behind 106
singles and doubles victories.
At the Big Ten Championship tournament, the Lady
Buckeyes played their best ever. The team went into the
tournament seeded ninth and finished in seventh place.
It was the highest Ohio State has ever finished in the
tournament. Their most significant win came in the first
round, where they upset eighth-seeded Minnesota.
Minnesota beat OSU during the regular season, but the
Buckeyes knew that they could play better than the first
time, and they wished to prove a point. Thus despite a
1-8 bitter finish in the Big Ten, the end was nevertheless
sweet.

Sophomore Allison Kinsey concentrates on the destination of
the ball across the court.

by Febe Armanios

womEN's
vtmmis
Bowling Green
Toledo
AL-Birmingham
Alabama
South Alabama
Bradley
Illinois State
W. Michigan
E. Michigan
W. Virginia
N. Carolina State
Illinois
Purdue
Notre Dame
S. Florida
Minnesota
Iowa
Miami (Ohio)
Michigan State
Michigan
Indiana
Wisconsin
Northwestern
Big Ten Championships
Minnesota
Wisconsin
Michigan State

OPP
1
0
0
8
3
0
1
4
1
3
2
5
3
9
8
7
6
6
5
7
8
9
7
7th/ 10
2
5
5

Freshman Stephanie Daniel gets ready to fire away another
powerful serve at her opponent.

JCraltford, SDaniel, SGreene, DHorton, AKinsey, Altlarzluff, KStory, AVillena,
JZeff.
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Sophomore Jason Katzer follows through with his forehand
((tier smashing the ball to continue

Rewarding
Finish

TEPIPIIS
OSU
2
Mississippi State
5
VA Commonwealth
3
Southern Methodist
9
Northern Illinois
7
Southern Illinois
4
West Virginia
2
South Florida
3
Indiana
1
Notre Dame
8
Miami
9
Bowling Green
5
Trinity
Rice
I
Southeast Louisiana
3
Miami
5
Florida State
Southwest Louisiana 2
4
Minnesota
4
Iowa
Murray State
6
7
Michigan State
Michigan
4
3
Wisconsin
Northwestern
6
Ball State
4
Illinois
6
Purdue
5
Big Ten Championship
Michigan
5
Northwestern
5
Minnesota
5

OPP
7
4
6
0
5
6
6
8
1
0
2
5
5
6
4
5
5
5
2
2
5
5

JBruinbaugh, EFaro, SJhaveri, JKatzer, GKoves, VMazza, ESatori, SSebastian,
DSeikel, TTucker.
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Even though they hadn't done it in the past 46
seasons, OSU's men's tennis team began its 1991 season
with the same goal it always had: to win the Big Ten
title. Head coach John Daly looked for leadership this
year from junior Ty Tucker and sophomore Gabor
Koves. After a shaky regular season, the team finished
with an uplifting win over Illinois. With help from
sophomores Jason Katzer and Sam Sebastian, Tucker
and Koves led the team into the Big Ten Championship
with a 6th place ranking.
The team began their year strongly. But plagued by
many illnesses and injuries, the team lost many close
matches in the spring. As the season progressed, they
showed more experience, but they failed to maintain a
winning streak. The team expressed frustration at being
"so close" too many times. But coach Daly reassured
them that the schedule this year "was designed to help
the team do well at the end of the season."
At the end of regular season, Ty Tucker remained
undefeated in the Big Ten with a 9-0 match record.
Gabor Koves, with a powerful serve and volley game,
posted a 31-5 overall record. Senior Enrico Sartori
finished his career at Ohio State with 23 singles wins
and 69 doubles wins. And Senior Saumil Jhaveri, a
three-time letter winner, showed the strength of his
game during the Big Ten season and at the championship.
After the win over Illinois, the Buckeyes became a
renewed team with an old goal. They entered the Big
Ten Championship ready to play, struggle with, and
beat any opponents who stood in the number three seed
Michigan and second-seeded Northwestern. The championship match placed the Buckeyes against top-seeded
Minnesota. In an emotional win by doubles' team
Koves and Sartori, the Buckeyes became the lowest
seed to ever win the tournament. Ohio State would see
its first Big Ten Championship since 1944. Ty Tucker
could not have summed up the season better: "Regardless of what happened during the season, what mattered
at the end was that we all pulled together to win."
by Febe Armanios

Sam Sebatian hussies to the sidelines in hopes of returning the
ball to his opponent.

Gabor Koves. a 1988 Hungarian Olympian, keeps his eyes
glued to the ball during a close game against Florida State.
His outstanding ground stroke is just le o juniorry Tucker's
contributions to the OSU team.
•■■•■••••■■
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Part ofbeinga good golfer is determining theproperalligmnent

A Test of Patience
"It's exciting," Tami Dougan told Lantern reporter
Steve Walker. "I've never won a tournament before and
it's pretty neat."
Dougan was referring to her close victory at the Lady
Buckeyes Spring Invitational. She won by only two
strokes over Minnesota's Sara Evens. Dougan's rounds
of 75 and 77 for an eight-over-par 152 total was achieved
with much hard work and plenty of patience.
The tournament overall was very tiring for everyone
involved. The invitational, usually a weekend event,
was shortened due to heavy rain. With Saturday
morning's round canceled, the tournament consisted of
only 36 holes rather than the planned 54. This change
of plans demanded more from the Lady Buckeyes.

of the golf ball with its intended target.

The golf team pulled through however, completing
rounds of 315 and 323 for a total of 638 which left the
women six shots behind Furman University, the tournament champions. Joining Tami Dougan in the top ten
in the tournament were Sarah Morton and Christina
Jaskolski who tied for ninth with 160. Rounding out the
638 for the Buckeyes were Alyssa Lynch with 166 and
Adriana Prieto who finished with 190.
The 1990-91 season was a rewarding one for the
women. The highlight of the year occurred at West
Lafayette when the Buckeyes succeeded in placing first
out of 12 in the Boilermaker Invitational.
by Aizel Panaligan

After taking a clean slice on herfirst stroke, this golferfollows
the hall as it makes its way to the next hole.

WOMEN'S
GOLF
Lady Northern Invit.
Spartan Fall Invitational
Lady Buckeye Fall Invit.
Beacon Woods Invitational
North/South Invitational
South Carolina Invitational
Indiana Invitational
Lady Buckeye Spring Invit.
Boilermaker Invitational
Southern Invitational
Big Ten Championships

OSU/teams
12th/ 15
5th/ 10
12th/ 19
10th/11
9th/17
10th/ 13
9th/ 17
2nd/16
1st/12
7th/ 13
7th/9

The spectators anxiously await the result of this golfer's putt
LBeuhring, TDougan, CJaskolski, ALynch, LLongini, VMoore, SMorton, APrieto, RRichling.

This Lady Buckeye demonstrates the strength and

dining the Boilermaker Invitational.

concentration it takes to be at a high competitive level.
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PAP'N'S
F
Jack Nicklaus Invitational
Golfweek Top 15 Preview
Buckeye Fall Classic
Southern Intercollegiate
Taylor Made/Doral Park Inv.
Imperia Lakes Invitational
Furman Invitational
Augusta/Forest Hills Inv.
Marshall Invitational
Bank South Invitational
Kepler Intercollegiate
Midwestern Invitational
Big Ten Championships
NCAA Central Regional
NCAA Championships

Solid Finish
OSU /Teams
4th/16
13th/15
lst/14
3rd/ 15
7th/18
1st/21
7th/24
5th/18
I st/18
2nd/13
lst/23
lst/13
2nd/ I 0
4th/21
24th/30

Senior Gary Nicklaus. an essential player on the team this
year, reflects on the direction of this game.

Gary Nicklaus awaits the fate of the golf ball after a strong
swing.

Under the leadership of Head Coach Jim Brown, in
his 18th season at Ohio State, the OSU men's golf team
kicked off another exciting season with hopes of a Big
Ten Championship. One of the most memorable tournaments this year was at the Bank South Invitational
Golf Tournament in Savannah Georgia. Led by Chris
Smith's individual medalist honors, the team finished
second overall. Smith, the returning Big Ten Player-of' the-Year, played well on the par 2. He ended with
rounds of 68,71, and 68 for a 9-under-par 207 and a 4SAnderson, LCron, CKanada, GNicklaus, VPalladino, RRittberger, CRule, SRunge, CSanders,
MSchafer, CSmith, SStone, KVanko.
stroke victory over Bill Brown of Georgia. Coach
Brown was pleased with everybody and said "this is
probably the best we've played, start to finish, all year."
The Buckeyes did not have that much success earlier
in the season. At the Furman Invitational in South
Carolina, the team treaded its way to a seventh-place
finish. But the Buckeyes were happy to see senior Gary
Nicklaus lead the team with rounds of 74 and 72 after
recovering from an illness that sidelined him for several
'4"154 months. They improved their performance by placing
fifth overall in the Augusta/Forest Hills Invitational.

But Coach Brown wished for the team to practice more
and for some of the players to work on the mental part
of their game.
The team responded by capturing Ohio State's 18th
Kepler Championship. The tournament proved to be a
record-setter for Chris Smith who fired rounds of 71, 69,
and 70 for a 6-under-par and a 210 total, a tournament
record. As a team, Ohio State had totals of 292, 282, and
293 for an 867 final score, a team scoring record.
This spring the Buckeyes aimed to win the Big Ten
Golf Championship. But their bid for a 20th title, third
in a row, fell a little short. The Buckeyes finished second
to Indiana, after leading for the first round of the tournament. Even though the Buckeyes did not win, Chris
Smith's efforts were good enough to earn him all-Big
Ten honors for the fourth consecutive year. The team
advanced to the NCAA Central Regional Championship and placed fourth which qualified them for the
NCAA Championship played in June.
by Febe Armanios

Ken Vanko marches away across the golf course to face the
ball with sheer confidence.

Freshman Ken Vanko, from St. Charles M., wonders about his
next move.
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Freshman Cece Anthony awaits her third chance at the bat
after hearing the unpire's voice ring out, "Strike two!"

SOFTEAI

Determined

OSU

Most softball games traditionally last seven innings,
maybe eight in a tough game, but the Lady Buckeyes
had to make it difficult for the Iowa Hawkeyes, playing
to ten innings in one of their games. Tough pitching and
defense on the part of both schools held the score to 11. The bottom of the tenth, however, saw the Buckeyes
score with one out and the bases loaded to win the game
2-1. This kind of determination runs deep in the
women's softball program at OSU and has paid off for
the team and Coach Gayle Davenport time and time
again.
Despite their 20-30 record, the women's softball
team placed fourth in the Big Ten and overall had a
pretty good season in terms of how the athletes performed. Shawna Bowmen and Carolyn Urse were
picked first team all Big Ten and both were awarded
Academic All Big Ten. Bowmen was also the first
softball All American at OSU. Donna Rupullo was
honored with Academic All American and was named
top Female Athlete of the Year in the conference.
Coach Davenport and the returning team members look
forward to a rewarding season next year.

CAnthony, It4KBangston, KBoettcher, SBowman, CBrook.v, BCernava, SDickins, JFredrickson,
KLapihuska. 114Pickard, ARaifsnider, DRupolo, CUrse, SVVinland.

by Cheryl Hughes

Sophomore Belinda Cernava is stretched to the limit as she
prepares to throw the ball.

Outfielder Carolyn Urse is ready to hit any ball that comes h
way.

These two Lady Buckeyes showcase their teamwork ability as
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they prepare to close the door on their opponent.
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CAmos, RAmbrozy, JAnderson, MBan, DCrwn, JCunningham, CDavis, MDurant, MEvans,
GFrey,CGranata, SG ussler, CHale, M Hayes, CH ickman, GJones, SKaczmar, CKaiser,TKhoury,
SKlingenbeck, KKlodnick, DKrock, MMesewicz, DMueller, MMulligan, DPachner, SPowers,
MRepasky, fRobinson, VI/Schulze, MSchuller. TSchwarber, TSmith, BSparma, TStone, JSweet,
MSzymkowiak, JTavlor, KTirpack, MWajda, SWalker, DWollenburg, BWorley, BYoung.

Outfielder Steve Gussler heads for home after tagging third
base on Jeff Anderson's hit,
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A disappointed Iowa Hawkeye returns to the dugout after
another one of Tom Schwarber's strikeouts.

Co-captain Matt Ban leans forward , hoping to make contact
with the ball before his Purdue opponent reaches the base.
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Outfielder Keith Klodnick adjusts his stance to prepare for the
fastball thrown by an Alabama pitcher.

A Fierce Fight

Rounding third base is Gary Jones on fellow .shortstop Doug
Wolle ► burg's grand slam.
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The wind and rain were fierce and so was the play of
the Northwestern Wildcats. The #1 seeded Buckeye
baseball team was hosting the Big Ten tournament for
the first time since 1967 on the basis of their regular
season championship, and they were in grave danger of
losing in the semifinals against a determined Wildcat
team. The bottom of the ninth inning arrived with the
Bucks down by a 9-8 deficit. They had made up several
similar gaps throughout the entire game but now the
game was at its close. A one out triple in the ninth inning
by senior first baseman Matt Ban was followed by an
intentional walk to junior centerfielder Mike Milligan.
Junior second baseman Jeff Anderson then singled
home two runs giving the team a 10-9 come-frombehind victory. Senior right fielder Matt Wajda had a
solid performance with three doubles and five RBI's.
Blase Sparma pitched 1 1/3 strong innings of relief and
was credited with the win. The Buckeyes subsequently
defeated the Minnesota Golden Gophers 3-2 to win the
Big Ten title and gain their first birth in the NCAA
playoffs since 1882.
Overall, the Buckeyes had a phenomenal season.

They qualified for the Midwest Regional in Wichita,
Kansas as the #2 seed. They won their first game against
Rider College, but lost their second game to the Golden
Bears of California. They then won their next game
against East Carolina before dropping a heartbreaker to
the Golden Bears again by a 6-5 score eliminating them
from the tournament, but not before posting a 53-13
record. Senior pitcher Tom Schwarber finished the
season with a 14-1 record which is the all-time victory
total for OSU pitchers. Scott Klingenbeck and Blase
Sparma also highlighted the pitching staff. Junior
catcher Mike Durant was the leading batter for the
Buckeyes this season, while sophomore Jamie Taylor
lead the team in homeruns and played a solid third base.
Other top players included Keith Klodnick, Matt Ban
and hard luck first baseman Ken Tirpach, who suffered
a ruptured spleen near the end of the season. Several
players received all-star honors and several were also
drafted by Major League teams.
by Jim Finn
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Senior Matt Wajda thinks twice about stealing second and
decides to return to first

Sophomore Tony Khoury hustles by first base hoping to
achieve a double du ring a double header with Eastern Illinois.

Junior Mike Mulligan rounds the bases after hitting his
second ho ► erun of the .seaso ► .
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believed in the impossible, but actually
lived it. Imagine attending four hours of class, working for six hours, rushing to an executive officer meeting, grabbing a bite to eat while you reserve rooms for
next week's meetings and return some phone calls. Next you rush
into two consecutive meetings and then hurry home at 10:30 PM to
start that paper due tomorrow. Believe it or not, this was actually a
typical day for some. Ohio State students have created and kept going
student organizations ranging in nature from the Paintball Club to the Gay
and Lesbian Alliance. Some groups formed to participate in athletic activities, while others conducted religious discussions, political campaigns, career
seminars, or community service projects. Still others undertook the planning of
campus traditions like Homecoming and MAKIO Yearbook . Many of the student leaders who breathed life into these groups were the type of go-getters
who committed themselves to every organization that interested them. Fortunately, or unfortuately for the true addicts, there were more than 500
groups to choose from. These organizations provided students with a
lice laughed. "There's no use trying," she said: "One can't believe
impossible things."
"I daresay you haven't had much practice," said the Queen. "When I was your
age, I always did it for half-an-hour a day. Why, sometimes I've believed as many
as six impossible things before breakfast."

simple means of shrinking the size of the campus population down
to a more personal 15-50 or more students with a common goal.
Their opportunities to develop marketable leadership skills were
limitless and many of the friendships they made along the
way turned out to be their most valued ones
during their time at Ohio State.
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chimes
Chimes Honorary, named after the bells of
Orton Tower, seeks to provide recognition for
outstanding members of the junior class. Founded
in 1918, the group's size has grown from its 8
original members to the current number of 35
juniors.
Chimes celebrated the 1991 academic year as
an active part of the university community. Together with the other Ohio State Honoraries,
Chimes arranged for Justice Anthony Kennedy to
come speak on campus Autumn quarter. Chimes
members also helped host President Gee's home
football luncheons by greeting guests and passing
out party favors.
A number of service projects filled the Chimes
agenda. Members dressed up and visited children
at the Heinzerling Foundation for Halloween
games and refreshments. They also participated
in the annual Swim for Diabetes campaign held at
Larkins Hall. Some members even gave up a
morning of extra sleep one Saturday to work at a
local soup kitchen.
During the first week of May, the next generation of members were initiated into the honorary.
In a 7:00 a.m. tapping ceremony, inductees agreed
to uphold the goals of leadership, scholarship, and
service. Each old member passed on a chime to
a new member as a reminder of the group's
history and the motto which it follows: "To lead
with knowledge, to follow with intelligence, and
to seek the worthwhile in life."

Sorting through M& Mftwfundraising project are
chimes members Susan Essman, Kristi Gillen and
Jenny Parks.
In the Halloween spirit are Chimes members as
they visit the Heinzerling Foundation for learning
disabled children.

Front: President Kathleen Trela, Patty Hozdic.
Middle: Lisa Caster, Doug Rickettes, Valerie
Frazee, Jonathon Shaver, David Asseff David
Keene and Bob Boyd. Back: Nicolla Ross, Lori
Meyers, Faye Thompson Mark Reynolds, Veronica
Maxwell, Patty Hickman, Teri Metcalf Gina
Stoessner, Stacy Cherry and Rita Arend.

Different honoraries partcipate in one ()faze many
competitions during the annual event, The Thing.

mortar
board

Chimes members Judy Haskins, Susan Essman,
Jenny Parks and Bethaney Fryer work on a
fimdraiser.

Front: Sandra Valles, McCristy Stallter, Bethany
Fryer, Julie Knight. Middle: Judy Haskins, Carla

;

oil

Coleman, Janet Gabel, Jennifer Kiko, Ernest, Wu,
Karen Koenig. Back: Alice Wolfe, Susan Essman,

911

Jennifer Parks, Nathen Callahan, Brian Shy, Kristi
Gillen, Kathy Osborn.
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Mortar Board Senior Class National Honor
Society was founded at the Ohio State University
in 1914. The ambition of the honorary is to
uphold ideals of scholarship, leadership and service on campus and in the community.
Mortar Board celebrates many activities and
tradtions such as a ceremonial induction on the
Oval, a specific focus chosen biannually uniting
the 200 chapters across the nation, the continuation of a strong and active alumni group and
organizing the Secretaries' Day flower sale on
campus in the Spring. Among other services, the
group also volunteers at the League Against Child
Abuse and is involved with Big Brothers and Big
Sisters.
The honorary supports academics through the
OSU Grad School Exposition and also works
with Sphinx by co-sponsoring the Faculty Recognition Reception and the leaders for the 21st
Century Speaker series with Class Honoraries.
This year the national focus of the honorary
was the environment. Mortar Board worked with
USG on an Environmental Global Affairs Conference and recycling initiatives.

New members participate in the traditional Spring
induction ceremeny in Browning Amphitheater.
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Front: Kelly Hodos, Stacey Garber, Christine
Salazar, Dianne Jones. Middle: Stephanie Mok,
Terri Lindenberger, Gayle Packer, Bathaney Frey,
Elisa Abes. Back: Matthew Randolph, Andrew
Shuman, Madeline Polonia, David Parks, John
Stewart, Scott Ruck.

The 1991-92 class of Romophos joins together
after their candlelight initiation.

Bucket and Dipper members Kathleen
Kutschenreuter, Kevin Pees and John Stewart
show their spirit of being true Buckeye Fans.

Front: Drew Horbach, Eddie Vulic, and Bernard
Schubach. Couch: Laura Lander, Betsy
4.

Stietuator, and Katie Krisimanuirthy. Back: Dr.
Tootle, Becky Conrad, Susan Lee, Brett Miller,
Sara Cook, Beth Lorenson, Craig Althauser, and
Sugat Patel.

bucket and
dipper
Bucket and Dipper Junior Honorary was
founded in 1907 by men of the junior class who
wished to recognize outstanding members of the
class who exemplified the ideals of scholarship,
leadership, service and involvement in campus
activities.
One of the most famous Bucket and Dipper
events is the Illibuck exchange with the University of Illinois. Since 1924, members have exchanged a turtle at the annual football game, with
the winning school having the honor of keeping
the turtle through the next year. This past year
was no exception as members of B & D hosted
members of Sachem, the junior class honorary
from Illinois, for the October game weekend.
Other projects this past year have been volunteering at the Community Kitchen, hosting a
Valentine's Day Carnival for the patients at
Children's Hospital and starting a new Bucket and
Dipper tradition: the Volunteer Olympics. This
year, the group challenged the other six class
honoraries to volunteer more service hours than
themselves. The result was over 30 hours a week
in a canned food drive that was a huge success. B
& D also enjoyed many other events like "The
Thing," an OSU Theatre production, cookouts,
Chimes/Bucket and Dipper Exchange Dinner,
happy hours, Mirrors/Romophos Bowling Tournament, Finals Week Stress Relievers and hosted
a Medical, Graduate and Law School Reception.

romophos

New members and their parents are greeted at the
Honor House by Sugat Patel, Kristi Moury, and
Susn Lee.
Romophos members Beth Lorenswi, Becky Conrad
and Brett Miller relax a little before the initiation
(Tremolo'.

Scott Ruck takes a break out of the Bowling,
Tournament for a snack.

ho t('

Members of Bucket and Dipper and Sachem
celebrate at their traditional Iliibuck game.

The past year was one of traditon as well as one
of new beginnings. The year began as Romophos
hosted Atius, a sophomore honorary from the
University of Illinois. It was the first year for
what should be an annual exchange between the
two honoraries. The weekend was filled with
nights on High Street, a tailgate party with Bucket
and Dipper and Sachem, and a final dinner at the
Flyning Tomato.
Their traditional activities included "The
Thing," an annual competition between the seven
class honoraries, in which they ended up finishing
third behind the two senior honoraries. This past
year also included the third annual Mirrors/
Romophos Bowling Tounament. Mortar Board
pulled out an exciting victory and then donated
the money collected to a charity.
Socially, Romophos had a few events that
were not highly attended but were definitely
exciting. These events included marching with a
sign in the Homecoming Parade, going to the
movies at the Union and a pizza social with
Mirrors.
The year was fun, but the most rewarding
experience was when the organization volunteered at the Office of Disability Services. Members helped to proctor tests, to read books onto
tape and to tutor indivual students. Everyone
learned a great deal through the experience and
the year will be forever memorable.
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Front: Lori Schmitz, Gina Wheat, Willie Wong,
Nanci Betteridge and Julie Hoover. Middle: John
Effinger, Timothy Reeder, Holly Thering, Susie
Swarts, Pete Kourlas, David Golden, Alan Dick and
Jean Hansford. Back: Talya Greathouse, Joe
Kessler, Joseph Sheaffer, Greg Frey, Spencer Schein,
Kevin Vertres and Brian Miller. Not Pictured:
Tricia Kritzler, Ed Baddour, Jessica Hudacek, Brian
Rohrs, Judy Sheets and Ted Griffith.

Mirrors' members prepare for one of their meetings at the
Ohio Union.

Front: Ed Brown, Elizabeth Ziegler, Lisa Apel,
AndreaWachtmann, Patricia Lerch and Brad Smith.
Middle: Scott Life, Jennifer Boswell, Teresa Wong,
Melissa Thomas, Amanda Rose, Monica Weber,
. 3" Lisa Wagner and Jill Jones. Back: Susan Brown,
.
Heidi Fahringer, Cherie Davis, Laura Briggs,
Michelle Ball, Christy Heckel, Janet Shininger and
t; Lynn Halley.

sphinx
Sphinx Senior Honorary celebrated its 84th
year participating in leadership and service activities for the university. Sphinx members
joined in the Homecoming festivities by constructing a float for the parade and placing four
Sphinx members on the Homecoming Court.
Members of the organization took part in many
leadership and service activities throughout the
year, including cleaning up the trophy cases in St.
John's Arena, voluteering for Swim-for-Diabetes, TAG Team Drug Prevention Program and the
Office of Disability Services, and baking cookies
and candies fora retirement home. In conjunction
with Mortar Board Senior Honor Society, Sphinx
sponsored the Sphinx/Mortar Board Faculty Recognition as a way to honor and thank members of
the University faculty who have not only excelled
in the areas of teaching, research and service, but
also those who have significantly influenced the
lives of undergraduate students.
Maintaining a long-standing tradition of Ohio
State University, Sphinx conducted its formal
linking ceremony on the Oval during the first
week of May to initiate those student leaders who
have proven themselves to be successful in the
areas of scholarship, leadership, service and character. These students that makeup the 24 members of Sphinx consisted of individuals that had
proven to be outstanding in all four of the abovementioned areas.

mirrors
in

Sphinx members display their support for each
other by creating a human pyramid.
Members of Sphinx enjoy themselves at one of
their annual picnics.

—

Members of Mirrors huddle togetherat"The Thing." an annual
competition between all of the class honoraries.

The foundation of Mirrors Sophomore Honorary is scholarship, leadership and service. Each
spring thirty to thirty-five freshmen are selected
on the basis of their achievements in these areas.
This was a busy year for Mirrors. Participation in numerous service and social activities
made it an exciting one as well. The group's
volunteerism was outstanding as its members
offered their time and help to such community
projects as the Big Brother/Big Sister fundraising
dinner, the Crop Walk and Swim for Diabetes.
Right here on campus, Mirrors worked with the
Office of Disability Services and the tutoring
program at Morrill Tower. They also co-sponsored a bowling tournament for charity with
Rhomophos, OSU's other sophomore honorary.
In the social scene, Mirrors members were
brought closer together, as they participated in an
interhonorary festivity called The Thing. The
group also got together with Rhomophos for an
afternoon of games and food. A highlight of the
year was a visit to the home of Dean and Mrs. John
Mount for an interesting chat about OSU nostalgia. Other memories which will remain in the
minds of Mirrors members were the exciting
recovery of some of Mirrors history and the guest
speakers at meetings whose words enlightened
group members.
Organizations 175
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Romophos and Mirrors compete in a game of
Trivial Pursuit.

Front: Jennifer Boswell, Melissa Thomas, Stacy
Cherry. Middle: Chris Helal, Pam Browning,
Theresa Lindenberger and Lisa Wagner. Back: :
Kathy Osborn, Waitman Gobble, Scott Ruck and
Karen Card.

Front: Kevin Vertrees, Willie Wong, Kathleen
Kutschenreuter, Melissa Thomas, Teri Metcalf ,
Pam Mooney, Jung-Ah Susan Lee, Kathleen Trela.
Back: Holly Thering , Katie Krisnamurthy,
Michael Cronin, Susan Essman, Eddie Vulic, Kathy
Osborn, Matthew Markling , Timothy Reeder.

hca

aosch
The Association of Ohio State Class Honoraries
(AOSCH) is an organization made up of representatives of each class honor society.The association strived to represent the common interests
of the honoraries and create intrahonorary activities.
Traditional events that AOSCH organized
were "The Thing"(an intrahonorary competition),
coordination of the application process for each
of the different honoraries, and helping with services around the campus area including the Office
of Disability Services, Big Brothers/Big Sisters,
and the Swim-for-Diabetes.
During the past year, AOSCH combined many
services and social events. Just a few of the
activities they incorporated were a campus-wide
blood drive, service as members on the Leaders
for the 21st Century Speakers Series, coordination of the honoraries application processes and
serving as hosts for President Gee's Football
lunches.

Jennifer Boswell enjoyed HCA's involvement with
the children at the School for the Blind.
Elisa Abes was an active member in HCA's
programs.
The freshman honoraries, Alpha Lambda Delta/ ,1
Phi Eta Sigma, relax at the annual "The Thing".

Photo Submitted

The Honors Community Association was
founded in 1975 by the College of Arts and
Sciences. Today it is affiliated with the University Honors Center. HCA was made up of an
executive committee and four other committees
for which members could serve. The main purpose of HCA is to provide its members with an
opportunity to meet and work with other honors
students and to plan programs and activities that
are geared towards the honors students at Ohio
State.
The 1990-1991 school year was a busy one for
HCA. Some activities included making Valentine cards and going on numerous trips with the
School for the Blind, volunteering at the Big
Brothers/ Big Sisters Charity Dinner, gallery hops,
intramural volleyball, and attendance at various
plays and performances at OSU and in the surrounding area. HCA also co-sponsored the Renaissance Festival, an all-day festival that included performances, art, food, and vending. HCA
also started having interesting faculty programs
following their meetings.

Chimes and Mortar Board play an intense game
of volleyball.
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New members Amy Pryor and Diana Ulrich relax
filter the inducion ceremony.

The 1991-1992 officers : Front: Jenny Strickling
(V.P.) , Laura Fouts (Treasurer). Back: Mellissa
Sterrett (Public Relations Chair) , and Kirsten
Davis (President).

golden key
Golden Key National Honor Society is an
interdisciplinary honor society which annually
honors the top 15% of college juniors and seniors
during a Winter Quarter induction ceremony.
Students are notified of their eligibility to join
Golden Key via letters sent approximately one
month before the ceremony. Nearly 400 Ohio
State students were inducted this year. After
being inducted, students have the opportunity to
get involved with the group's activities. These
include a tutoring program, an anti-drug program,
social events, and regional and national conventions.
Golden Key members were recently honored
by the campus Office for Disability Services for
the hours they spent volunteering to help OSU
students with learning disabilities in math,English,
biology, chemistry and other subjects. This
program had been quite successful since its inception in January 1990. The "Best of America
Say No!" was an anti-drug program in which
Golden Key members pair with athletes to inform
Columbus area youth about the harmful effects of
drugs and alcohol.
In August 1990, the Ohio State chapter of
Golden Key (one of 175 chapters across the
nation) was presented a "Most Improved Chapter" award at the National Convention in
Scottsdale, Arizona for its activities at Ohio State.
In March, group members had the opportunity to
visit the University of Michigan during the Great
Lakes Regional Convention.

Front: John Stacy, Christine Chudzinski, Lee-Ann
Taylor, Rachel Toy, Michelle Kelemen. Middle:

Traci Hatcher, Julie Mayne, Caren Blum, Raquel
Bladwin, Katy Etling, Sherri Li, Brian Fitzpatrick,
Amy Muzechuk. Back: Keith Ackerson, Joe
Robinson, Kevin Toepke, Jeff Ulrikson, Brian
Geniusz, John Eberhart, John Dirigman, Kristen
Shank, Kevin Kohls, Shawna Riggs.

President Gee joins the members of Alpha Phi Omega to help
ring the Victory Bell, an Alpha Phi tradition since 1954.

alpha phi
omega
Frank Reed Horton, a former Naval ensign,
saw the need for an international co-ed service
fraternity and thus founded Alpha Phi Omega on
December 16, 1925 at Lafayette College in
Easton, Pennsylvania. In 1934, Ohio State started
its own chapter and has since initiated several
additional activities.
A few of the interesting traditions the Ohio
State Alpha Phi Omega chapter has continued
include the OSU vs. Michigan Blood Battle,
Operation Feed, goul school, and ringing of the
Victory Bell following football and basketball
wins.
This past year, hours were spent working for
a soup kitchen and Habitat for Humanity. Alpha
Phi Omega members enjoyed contributing their
efforts to promoting service as a means to end
world conflict.

President Nanci Betteridge takes a moment to thank advisors
Cheryl Yeack and Rich Harrell for their assistance, at the new
member induction ceremony.

AWN 1111i ®uwga
NATIONAL SERVICE FRATERNITY

L533. Front: Jason Gelender, David Keene, Nanci
Betteridge, Gary Rogers, Dave Hostetler. Back:

Patty Reik, Melissa Goodwin, Thorn Brainard and
Jenny Strickling.
Toni Heading, John Stacy and Julie Helphrey
make a road trip to the Alpha Phi Omega National
Office in Independence, Missouri.
John Silky spends his night at the 25 hour Roll a-thon on the Oval to raise moneyfor Very Special
A rts.
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alpha lambda
delta &
phi eta sigma
Alpha Lambda Delta and Phi Eta Sigma are
two distinct freshman honor societies that have
combined into one at Ohio State and offer many
opportunities for outstanding freshmen.
PES, at one point open only to males, was
founded at the University of Illinois in 1923.
With more than 240 chapters and 400,000 members, it is the oldest and largest freshman honor
society.
ALD/PES is open to freshman who have obtained at least a 3.5 GPA in the first term of their
first year.
Besides striving to encourage superior scholastic achievement and develop leadership skills
among its members, ALD/PES was involved in a
variety of activities this past year. Members
attended national workshops in Birmingham, Alabama and at Oklahoma State University, held
fundraising events for Project Leisure Education
Participation (PLEP), resided at "fire-side" chats
with local leaders, conducted spring and autumn
initiations, helped with presidential luncheons at
the Faculty Club, and participated in "The Thing,"
a traditional get-together with the other six honor
societies.

ALD and PES get in the spirit of Halloween by
having a costume party.
ALD/PES Pesident Matt Markling and Phi Eta
Sigma National Pesident Dr. John Sagabiel meet
at the Phi Eta Sigma National Convention at
Oklahoma State University.

Members Pam Domanski, Kate Woodward and Kami Zartman
meet Kaye Lani Rae, Miss America 1988, at the National
Midyear Conference in Phoenix, Arizona.

ONSA: Donna Gibson, Nancy Fleshman, Pam
Domanski, President Andrea Wujick and Cindy
Gengler.

O

ALD and PES members compete in "The Thing" by
playing Trivial Pursuit.

ONSA and other students at the College of Nursing
get ready for the Homecoming parade.

Front: Chris Kline(Treasurer PES), Judy
Herlstreit, Kim Schock (Secretary), Melissa
Thomas (Vice-President), Julie Bell, Dana Collins,
Jason Toombs (Finance Officer). Back: Heidi
Fahringer (Initiation Chair), Carol Fisher
(Treasurer ALD), Matthew Markling (President),
Carriann Scheehle, Nate Leggett (Newsletter
Editor).
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Pam Domanski, Jody Weisgerber, Kami Zartman
and Nancy Welch relax after the 1990 State
Convention.

ohio nursing
students'
association
The Ohio State Nursing Association (ONSA)
is the Ohio State Chapter of an organization
devoted to promoting a positive image of nursing
as a profession. ONSA thrives on service activities based on the psychosocial and health care
needs of society.
ONSA had a wide range of activities this past
year. Among numerous other services, they held
trick or treating for UNICEF and Kinder Key
caroling for children' s Hospital. Their traditional
activities included the ONSA statewide convention in November and the National Student Nurses
Association national conventional held in San
Antonio, Texas in April. They increased their
membership during their annual membership drive
held in February.
ONSA' s president Pam Domanski concluded,
"Nursing is a career abundant with opportunities,
and it is ONSA' s aim to let everyone know that.
Nurses change lives!"
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sac

SAC Members Kristen Foster, Jennifer Girard,
Melanie Klancre, and David Gugliotti work on
Autumn Quarter's survival kits.

"Students serving students...past, present, and
future!" The statement sums up the ideal concept
of the Student-Alumni Council (SAC). The organization, formed in 1980 by the Ohio State University Alumni Association, was created to support and promote The Ohio State University
through student-alumni interaction.
Traditional activities of the organization have
contributed to the organization's ideal slogan.
The past was honored with annual visits to
"Golden Bucks" who had the desire to share
experiences and keep in touch with the University. Present students were helped as "Survival
Kits" were dispersed by SAC'ers to students living in the residence halls during finals week. SAC
was also looking forward to the future as they
hosted Leadership Day, an all-day skills workshop for Ohio high school juniors who demonstrated leadership.
This past year SAC offered its members the
opportunity to participate in a new event called
the Extern Program. This program allowed students to spend all or part of their Spring Break
working with and observing alumni sponsors
whose careers paralleled the student's interest or
career plans.
All undergraduate students at OSU could become members of SAC and contribute to the
organization by "Puttin' our pride to work!"

SACers Gina Wheat and Ellen Bouton work at
Leadership Day, an annual event for SAC.
Front: Carolyn Harvey, Nancy Schaffer , Carrine
Gough, Any Infante, Aleta Morford, Noelle Tony- Villanueva, Kim Schock, Carissa Brunsman. Back:
Jeanine Lohman, Jennifer Mank, Laura Schworm,
Karen Stevenson, Angie Hartley, Kendra Graf
and May Valli.

Jill Horn, Kinnett Weatherholtz, Stacy Jordan and Rebecca
Wirtz visit the University of Pittsburgh for a SWE Region G
Conference.

swe

SAC members socialize with the Alumni Association Director,
Dan Heinlan.

Front: Tristan Miller, Amanda Ashbrook, Natalie
Clippard, Christine Chen, Tim DeHart (President),
Kelly Clark, Mike Ross, Ellen Bouton, Kimberly
Zucker, Cheryl Hoot. Second Row: Laura Willey,
Dorothy Lee Wilker (Advisor), Kendra Kachelein,
Riley Bratton, Jennifer Girard, Bryan Selby, Laurie
Brown, Brenda Parent, Tricia Weckenbrock,
Jennifer Wiener, Julie Bell, Jeannine Hamilton.
Third Row: Christopher Perry, David Gugliotti,
Ana Brown, Timothy Haskett, Richard Van Meter,
Scott Ehlers, Robert Sarkisian, Beverly Uhlenhake,
Julie Allen. Back: Dawn Niese, Kathryn Unger,
Yvonne Fenik, Penelope Hiestand, Carla Coleman,
Kerri Baker, Heather Monnot, Amy Keller, Erica
Frazier, Jennifer Mank.

40.
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President of SWE, Karen Stevenson, attends the
1

New Officer Dinner in January.
Julie Grafton and Lance Larue visit the
Professional Development Laboratory sponsored

.
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Women engineering students had the chance to
learn about professional ethics, attitudes, and opportunities in the Society of Women Engineers at
OSU. These women also formed a support network within a field that is traditionally male dominated. Another part of SWE's purpose was to
educate interested young women and their parents
about the opportunities in engineering. Why
educate the parents? Some parents have a great
deal of influence over students, according to Judith
W. McDonald. "If the parent is unaware, the
student is unaware," she said.
Dinners, brainstorming sessions, SWE Tshirts and sweatshirts, resume books, and a candy
and carnation sale were among other activities
which kept members active throughout the year.
SWE students also looked for job opportunities
and interacted with various companies at the Career Fair, held Winter Quarter.
Members of SWE visited middle schools and
high schools spring quarter to discuss engineering
with the young students. They pushed for more
awareness and education about the aspects of the
field and spoke to faculty about making engineering
an option in womens' futures. "It's a long process.
It doesn't just happen," McDonald said.
SWE students also helped each other with their
classes and formed support groups to aid in
managing a major in which the women are a
minority. While most engineering classes are
almost all male, SWE helps young women feel
that "You're not the only woman there," said
Karen Stevenson, president.

3; by Corning Inc.
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Members of the OSU Centurions at a drill meet
at the University of Illinois. Front: Rob Trsek,
Brian Goldenstein, John Foxx and Phil Knoll.
Back: Warner Zeer, Gliff Moore, Mark

i0/1,

Frederickson, Rob Yochum and Jeff Cody.

rot'

Peering through their beer goggles are Ray Conley, Steve
Pelham and Bob Broko ► during a Ski Club party.
Ski Club members enjoy a day on the slopes at Copper
Mountain .

ski club
Members of team pe ►form the Sabre Arch Detail at a
wedding.

OSU Ski Club is an organization dedicated to
facilitating social interaction among those Ohio
State students who share a common passion-- the
love for skiing. The 25th anniversary of the club
was 1990 and included trips to Jackson Hole,
Wyoming and South Padre Island, Texas as well
as a trip to the New River in West Virginia for
white water rafting. The grand finale for 1990 was
a trip to Breckinridge, Colorado, where members
skied all of Summit Country.
1991, their 26th year, included a trip back to
South Padre and skiing in Park City, Utah.
Ski Club was the largest organization on campus this year, having had over 1,000 members, as
in past years. Open to all students, the club
organized parties virtually every week and, of
course, skiing throughout the winter on weekends.

centurion
drill team

Warming up after a day of skiing are Michelle Bolus, Ray
Conley and Deb Darnell.

Front: Michelle Butas, Randy Malloy and Jodi
Zuchauski. Back: Ray Conley, Jeff Lindberg, Brian
Quinn and Martin Susec.

re Centurions with the crew of the Elwin Gay, who
ombed Hiroshima in 1945, at Rickenbacker's Air Show.
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The Centurion Drill Team was started in the
1940's as the Army Air Corps ROTC drill team.
When, in 1947, the Air Force became a seperate
branch in the military, the team changed its name
to become the Arnold Air Society drill team in the
AFROTC program.
Sometime in the sixties, the team adopted the
name "Centurions." The mascot (Martin T. Martian) and motto "FUJIMO" were chosen in following years. In 1975, the first woman became a
Centurion.
This year the team, under the command of
Jeanne Wadzinski, had 28 members. The group
participated in many activities and events, including numerous drill meets at the University of
Maryland, Bowling Green State University, University of Illinois and the OSU tri-service drill
meet.
The team has won outstanding awards in the
past, competing against rivals USAF Academy,
Notre Dame, and Illinois, while performing their
drill and exhibition routines. They continued the
tradition of using antique 1903 A-3 weapons in
their routines. Other activities this year included
weddings (Sabre Arch ceremonies), parades,
Veteran's Day events, flag raisings at OSU football games and performances at half-time for the
OSU men's basketball games.
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Members boost their spirits before their carwash
held in the summer.
Sue McKenna, Sherry Johnson, and Eva Meil
celebrate at the FCS Christmas party.
Members of the Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
play an intense game of volleyball.

New to Ohio State in September, 1988, the
Fellowship of Christian Students quickly established itself among the university area's numerous Christian organizations.
A non-denominational group, FCS was
founded in 1979 at Bowling Green State University by Pastor Gregory Weis. It expanded to seven
campuses in Ohio and Florida and new branches
are set to begin in the near future.
The members of FCS come from a multitude
of backgrounds. This year they were joined by
several students from Lebanon and Puerto Rico.
Most of the members were full-time undergraduate, graduate, and professional students, but no
age or status limitations exist.
This year FCS was involved extensively in
campus awareness. They sponsored several guest
speakers, assisted freshmen move into north campus residence halls, provided temporary housing
for foreign students, and held many barbecues
and parties. In addition there were several weekly
meetings for worship, Bible study, and growing
in the faith. Above all, FCS emphasized fellowship and an earnest interest in helping others
come to a deeper understanding of and commitment to the Christian faith and lifestyle.

Front: Steven J. Geis, Angela Peji, Jill D. Woods,
Paula Jo Hughes, Brian Thomas. Middle..
Jennifer Hughes, A rthur Carr, Paul Hassell, Drew
Harbach. Back: Tammy S Hicks and Chris
Collins.

intervarsity
christian
fellowship
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Julene Saway, Tim Sahr, and Fred Roberts get into
the spirit of worship at the annual Fall Retreat.

Large group meetings are also an important
function of the organization.

Front: Brian Porter, Therese Adkins, Yizhi bang,
Harrison Craig. Middle: Michele Lingvai, Karl

Intervarsity Christian Fellowship Organizes Bible
studies for it members to participate in.

v nis fl

The Ohio State University offered several organizations which students and faculty could join
based on religious preferences. One of these
organizations is the Intervarsity Christian Fellowship.
The Intervarsity Christian Fellowship was incorporated in 1941 from Intervarsity Canada. The
hope of the founders was to create a fellowship of
Christian students at The Ohio State University
who felt that Jesus Christ is God incarnated.
Membership was opened to all students who share
this belief and those who participated also joined
in weekly large group meetings, training events,
social events, Bible study and Prayer meetings.
The fellowship organized numerous activities
and events this past year. Just a few of their
Projects were MannaFest '91, Urbana '90, Chapter Camp and The Week of Out Reach held April
5-12.

fellowship of
christian
students

Gangloff, Anwar Sawaya, Julene Sawaya, Sherry
Johnson, Yvette Rosario, Elizabeth Aragon. Back:
Bill Lay, Tim Sahr, Eva Meil, Dan Traux, Jack
Papin, and Matt Schroeder.
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osu 4-h
Front: Diane Rowles, Amy Myerholtz, Kimberly
Guice, Heather Krause, Tammy Beuch , Paige
Taylor, Bonnie Short, Connie Lewis, Angela Foresi,
Krista Hagelberger. Back: Penny Rieghart,
Leslie Chapman, Victor Ferrini, Michael Eicher,
Julia Burnham, and Julie Hoover.

IA,,
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Dave Punier creeps into the Olentangy River to
retrive a .stray volleyball during a picnic.
Members of 4-H meet President Gee in front of
their float at the Homecoming Parade.

The College of Human Ecology Council discusses
upcoming events over dinner.

human
ecology
council
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Front: JeffDick , Hope Gruenbaum, Paige Taylor,
Michelle Boyer, Kim Baker, Krista Albers. Middle:
Tracee Swank, Shelley Collins, Joy Zeigler, Dave
Paumier, Kelly McFadden, Lori Martin, Shawn
Sachs. Back: Julia Nob', Jeff Wolf, Dana Snyder,
Jim Barton, Atka Wolfe ,Tom Anton, Beth Biery,
Tammy Randall, Nancy Badenhop.

OSU Collegiate 4-H'ers enjoy Spring Quarter's
cookout.

Human Ecology Council Inembers Diane Rol
and Julie Hoover work at the Community B1
Drive.

4111
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The College of Human Ecology Council was
founded in 1954 by the School of Home Economics
at The Ohio State University. The Council is the
central link in communication for all organizations in the College of Human Ecology and one of
its primary goals was to bring all of the organizations together to act as liasons between the faculty
and students.
A few of the activities The College of Human
Ecology Council continued this past year included
a Community Blood Drive, sponsoring collegewide gatherings, and the Evening of Excellence
in which members voted on co-chairs and gave
out scholarships and awards. Their main ambition, though, was work on community service
projects. The Council organized a clothing drive
for the Homeless Family Foundation and a food
drive around Christmas for the Mid-Ohio Food
Bank.
Senior Leslie Chapman concluded, "The College of Human Ecology Council strives to benefit
the students of Human Ecology but also to be a
service to the University at large and also the city
of Columbus."

The OSU Collegiate 4-H Club was established
in 1923 with the intention of giving college students a chance to give back a little of what 4-H
gave to them. They "bridge the gap" by participating in community service projects and providing resources to Extension Agents. The
organization's objectives were to develop leadership skills, maintain interest in 4-H and establishing new friendships.
This year, the organization was involved with
service projects such as the Carving New Ideas
Workshop, Camp Ohio Clean-up, hosting the
Valentine's Dance for the Ohio State School for
the Blind, sending Christmas cards to Meals on
Wheels participants, a Church Sunday workshop
service and Plowboy Prom.
But the organization wasn't all work and no
play. The fun times began with their social events
which included a Pumpkin Party, a finals fling,
exchange trips with other 4-H clubs, a summer
get-together, ice skating and a cookout/volleyball
tournament.
The Collegiate 4-H offered the college student
a chance to continue their interest and have some
fun during their stay at The Ohio State University.
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Sandy Morgan and Scott Carter capture the beauty
of Hockings Hills with a photograph.
Members of L.A.F.F. explore Hocking Hills park.

laff
The Floriculture Forum originally began in the
Fall of 1929. Later as more members had an
interest in Landscape Horticulture, the club's name
was changed to L.A.F.F. (Landscape and Floriculture Forum). L.A.F.F. members shared the
desires of promoting social interaction between
students and faculty and creating an interest in
horticulture.
L.A.F.F. participates in a variety of fundraisers
throughout the year. One could look forward in
the fall to their football mum sale for the Homecoming football game and a plant sale. In the
winter, the club helped set up the ONA Cents
Show at the Ohio Center. Spring Quarter was
completed with a plant sale and mulch sale.
L.A.F.F. members raised money from
fundraisers to use for trips to Chicago, Hocking
Hills, Cincinnati, and Pennsylvania. Organization and involvement with the Abortown Tree
Planting and the Child Dazon Center was enjoyed
in the autumn and spring by L.A.F.F. members,
also.
* Group Photograph Unavailable

Jeff Pearcy feeds a tree into the bailer in
preparation for the Forum's treesale.

Front: Jay Kimbrell, Maureen Kelley, Marianne
Stacklin, Louis Emory, Jeff Pearcy. Back: Todd
Mers, Ubaldo Soto, Dean Barbo, Eric A. Bednar,
and Perry Brannan.

Marianne Stacklin and Mary Mason prepare to
cut off a "cookie" as Cece Knippen looks on during
AutumnFest.

forestry forum
The Forestry Forum is an organization that not
only offered its members a chance to participate
in activities and events, but several exciting social
functions, also. First, the organization was
known for its annual Christmas tree sale. The
preparation behind the event often went unnoticed, but all of it (cutting down of the trees,
trimming of the trees, set up of the sale, etc.) was
all done by the club. The money they raised
throughout the year was donated to charity and
the Forum offered a $200 Leadership and Ecology Scholarship.
The Forestry Forum gave its participants
chances to explore and travel to many exciting
parks and beautiful outdoor locations. The club
spent their Spring Break taking a trip to Charleston, South Carolina. They also took a few trips
close to Columbus including a visit to Maple
Syrup Farm and a spring party on Apple Valley
Lake.
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Don Rostofer shows off at the Forum's spring
part), on Apple Valley Lake.

LASS. visits a Tropical Foliage Plants
greenhouse in Chicago during Winter Quarter.

Members of L.A. F. F. absorb the beautiful scenary
of Hocking Hills.
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The Officers of the OSU Mountain Bike Club: Van
Schiff (Treasurer), Joe McAfee (V.P.) and Dean
Necco (President).

mountain
bike club
The rules are explained to all players before anything else
takes place.

In the spring of 1989, John Gair and Debbie
Tibb formed the Ohio State University Mountain
Bike Club. The organization invited cyclists of
all abilities to join. Members participated in
rides, attended weekly meetings and received
discounts from various local bike shops.
The club could afford to take three trips per
quarter (every ten weeks) to various state forest
areas throughout the Eastern United States with
the money from a grant from the University and
club dues. During their trips members took a
challenging ride in the wilderness or spent time
by the campfire.
This past year, members trained and traveled
together to cities such as Durango, Colorado,
where they participated in the World Mountain
Biking Championships.

Members of the 1990-1991 Paintball Club.

paintball
club

*Group Photo Unavailable
The Club sets up their campsight in West Virginia.

•

Founder of the organization, John Gair, shows his
enthusiasm and expertise in cycling.

Strategy as an important technique in "staying
alive" during a game of paintball.

Members of Ohio State's Mounatian Bike Club
ride the trails of West Virginia during a sunny day.
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.",-; Members choose their teams before the games
begin.

During the Fall Quarter of 1990 Randy Daub
and Rob Lukens founded The Paintball Club at
The Ohio State University in hopes of establishing a fellowship of athletes with a common interest in the sport of paintball.
The sport of paintball is played with carbon
dioxide powered airguns which shoot non-toxic
biodegradable gelatinized paint capsules with a
vegetable oil base.
The group held weekly meetings to discuss
safety, equipment, and upcoming events. Then
they spent their weekends playing games open to
all members and friends. Some exciting and
special events included a club trip enhancing the
fundamentals of the game with a weekend of
camping and observation of state and national
tournaments.
The new organization was open to all students
interested. The Paintball Club has hopes to promote the sport with paperwork and public discussion.
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Karate Club members Mike Grouse and Rather
Aldo practice a drill.

karate club
The Karate Club at Ohio State meets three
times per week to practice Matsubayashi Shorunryu Karate. During these sessions, kata (forms),
drills, self defense and kumite (sparring) are practiced.
Kata are used by students to improve balance,
power and focus- the art of delivering one's full
energy to one purpose. A kata consists of a series
of prearranged movements. Each movement may
have several practical interpretations, but it is
either a defensive movement or a counter attack.
Drills are sets of these movements consisiting
of attacks, defenses and counters carrried out by
two students together. These are used to assist
students in applying the skills learned in kata.
Self-defense is the practice of avoiding or
escaping a potentially dangerous situation. Methods used to avoid threatening situations are taught,
as well as release techniques applicable to holds.
While sparring students practice fighting techniques, they work with combinations of different
maneuvers. Protective gear is always worn and
safety is the first priority. In this fashion, students
learn to apply their knowledge of karate to defense without injury.
Advanced students also learn techniques used
with ancient Okinawan weaponry.

Karate Club members practice outside of Larkins.

Front: Sondra Oyarzun, Ann Burley, Jennifer
Reville, Marcia Reyes, Heather Anquillare, Aimee
Worley, Betsie Condon, and Megan McLean.

Middle: Alison Moore, Paige Tudas, Cynthia
0 10
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Guyon, Kerry Nester, Julie Murray, Tabatha
Franklin, Laurie Powell, Julie DeCarlo, and
O'Toole. Back: Jim Stevens, Kristen Liederbach,
Andrea Schweitzer, Rachel Leier, Michelle Hier,
Michelle Hiernaux, Karla Trombetti (Captain),
Laura Daumeyer, Nan Ladow, and John Lawter.

Member Julie DeCarlo displays her skills on a
through pass.

women's
soccer club

‘,1

Nalellow

Annabelle Chern and Megumi Harada practicing
a drill.

The women gather around Coach Stevens for his

Front: Jo Hall, Rothe r Alda, Mike Grouse, Richard
Mcculty. Middle: Jean Lee, Blake Cetnar, Any

input during halftime.

Slater, Chris Gebby, Dan Long.

Back: Loay
Khatabil, Annabelle Chern, Dave Youngerman,
Megumi Harada and Glenn Tuan Kuangjye.

1
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Goalee Nan Ladow shows her coinage as she

The 1990 Women's Soccer Club team
achieved a winning season of 8 wins, 2 losses, and
3 ties with notable victories over Bowling Green
University, the California University of Pennsylvania Varsity, Kentucky, Evansville, Denison
University JV, Wooster JV, and Kent State. The
Club hosted the 15th Annual Buckeye Tournament
the weekend of October 20-21, 1991; with Michigan claiming the championship by beating Purdue
in overtime 3-2. Participating schools were Ohio
State, Kent State, Ohio University, Evansville,
Denison, Michigan, Purdue, and Miami. Award
winners for the 1990 season were Tabatha
Franklin, Top Scorer; Julie Decarlo, Best Offensive Player; Rachel Leier, Best Defensive Player;
Laura Daumeyer, MVP; and Karla Trombetti,
Team Captain.
The Club also played an indoor season and
finished out the year with a spring season that
included matches against varsities from Notre
Dame, Michigan State, Wright State, Denison,
Wooster, Wittenburg, and Ohio University's club
team.

makes a save.

V
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AED offers a chance to make many friends as
shown here by Nicole Williams, Sahar Hassani
and Steve Santangelo.
;`-, Members of AED organized several social events
including a formal dance.

AIESEC participates in events in which they offer students
experience in marketing, fundraising, public relations, and
reception.
Interaction among peers and mentors is also an advantage for
members of AIESEC.

aiesec
AIESEC, the International Association of
Students in Economics and Business Management, is a worldwide association of students
bringing people together to increase international
understanding and cooperation. AIESEC worked
to be a positive force in global development
through an international work exchange program,
a worldwide student travel network, training
seminars and projects.
AIESEC- Ohio State offered students the
opportunity to work in one of 71 different countries for a period ranging from 6 to 78 weeks. In
addition it offered students experience in marketing, fundraising, public relations and reception.
As the largest non-profit, non-politcal, student-run organization in the world (50,000+ members), AIESEC offers a means of networking and
partying with professionals from around the world.

aed
On April 28, 1926, Dr. Jack P. Montgomery,
chairman of the Premedical Committee and Professor of Organic Chemistry, founded the Alpha
Epsilon Delta Premedical Honor Society at the
University of Alabama. His motive was to promote excellence in premedical education.
This past year, members were able to combine academics with fun. A few of the activities
they enjoyed this year were a ski trip, a Spring
Formal, a Post MCAT/ Hot Tub/Toga Party,
intramurals, a hayride, a CPR certification
workshop, visits to Children's Hospitals and
various road trips to Ohio medical schools.
Though there were numerous new events
this past year, AED PreMed Honor Society also
participated in a number of traditional activities.
Such activities included All Ohio PreMed Day,
Extern Program with area physicians, American
Cancer Society volunteer program, mock MCAT,
AMCAS information workshop, Walk America,
various speakers at general meetings, and Cystic
Fibrosis Camp.
AED found a way of integrating the intense
studies of the premedical program and the need
for social interaction to relieve the stress and
pressure in the students' lives.
Medical students don't study all the time because they need
to take time out to TOGA!

Front:

Geetika Gupta, Amy Bashforth, Eva

Nguyen, David Asseff, Teri Metcalf Julie Hoover,
Diane Straub, Luiza Miron. Middle: Stephen
Vargo, Chrissy Straub, Rita Arend, Kristine

*Group Photo Unavailable

Gehring, Jenn Schroeder, Ernest Wu, Kathleen
Trela, Chitin Kim, Mahsa Mossadegh, Randall
Hughes, Pete Kourlas, John Register. Back: Ted

1 C

Manning, Nicole Williams, Kandi Valentine, Leslee
Ruszkowski, Carole Rosenbaum, Patrick Kan, Tina
Drouhard, Christopher Boyd, Leroy Eberly, Glenn
R. Williams Jr. and Tom Davenport.

AIESEC offers students many chances to social
with others.
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hbh

These members of the Morrill Tower Council and Resident
Advisor staff coordinated the Casino Night.

Hall Director Mary Atkinson gets ready for the
festivities.
Members of HBH prepare for their barbecue.
These residents concentrate intently cis they play a game of
poker.

morrill
tower
council
This year, the councils of Conaway House and
Ross House merged to form a single Morrill
Tower Council to preside over the 800-plus students living in Morrill Tower. The council was
comprised of one representative, generally the
floor president, from each of the 18 floors (two
additional floors were closed this year for reconstruction). These 18 senators were lead by an
energenic five member executive board, and
together worked to plan a variety of educational,
social, and athletic programs, in addition to solve
hall-related problems, build hall spirit, and vote
on funding.
Because the council was an all-volunteer group,
as are all other hall councils, the executive board
experienced a few changes in presidency early in
the year. This was due mostly to the great time
demand that accompanies a president. However,
these setbacks were overcome and the council
sponsored numerous programs including an areawide Talent Show, the Tri-BSA Annual Fashion
Show, The Morrill Tower Winter Olympics, a
hall volleyball league, and the 'Morrill Support'
tutoring program. The biggest event of the year
was the second annual Morrill Tower Casino
Night held at the Drake Union River Den.

I
Treasurer Kevin Patterson and President Shawn
Steen prepare to begin a general meeting.

Craig Parter played chef at their Spring Quarter
picnic.

by Don Coburn
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HBH was the hall government for Barrett
Complex on north campus. The buildings included Halloran House, Barrett House, and Houck
House. The hall government was established to
give residents a voice in their living environment.
The council had a budget for the year that could be
spent any way the residents saw fit.
This year's council purchased a new television
for Halloran House to replace the broken one.
The purchase of magazine subscriptions for several popular magazines is hoped to be a legacy of
this year's council.
Finals week is always a stressful time. During
Winter Quarter the council sponsored a study
break for the residents. The food was from many
popular eateries on campus. This gave residents
a chance to break from studying and meet with
friends new and old.
During Spring Quarter a barbecue was organized to give residents a break from the commons
food. The barbecue was held outside of Houck
and people came all day to eat, chat with friends,
and tie-dye t-shirts and assorted other pieces of
cloth.
This year's executive board had many changes
in members throughout the year.

Jill Foster, Nancy Riley, and Melissa Sulli
have finished last minute preparations and a
ready to enjoy a fun evening.

Debbie Halloran and Al Cline tie-dyed t-shirts at
a HBH party.
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Front: Marc Conte, Robert Rolwing, Wayne
Tolliver, Michael Scarce, Phil Martin. Back: Bion
Niederkohr, Steve Collingsworth, Scott Steyer and
Jon Jordan.

cbsa
The Council of Black Students in Administration (CBSA) was initiated in 1972 by a group
of Black undergraduate and graduate students.
These students felt that a cohesive unity was
needed among Blacks in the College of Administration. The goals of the organization were the
sharing of relevant information pertaining to the
college and development of channels of communication between the community and the organization. More specifically, they tried to relay
scheduling advice to students interested in administrative sciences, promote interaction with
other Black organizations, and to establish a line
of communication with the deans of administrative science. On top of all this, they tried to
provide a way for students to gather socially.
Since its beginning, these goals have been the
guiding light for the organization.
To accomplish their goals, they aided the
Black student in attaining scholarships to help
alleviate the high cost of textbooks. They also
provided an opportunity for Black students interested in administration to discover more about
interactions within the corporate environment
through panels featuring successful Black administrators and invited speakers from both the
public and private sector. CBSA even sponsored
social events that were designed to increase communication.
In addition, full-time career opportunities
and internships were actively sought to provide
members with pre- and post-graduation work
experience.

p1
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CBSA has several events throughout the year
where they have guest speakers and interaction -z

'■

with members of administration.
CBSA offers not only academic influenced
activities, but also many social activities.
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GALA received a Distinguihed Affirmative Action
Award recognizing its twenty years of service.

Front: Tonya Jessup (Treasurer), Tanya Ptr llic
(V.P. Operations), Judith Farrell (Presidia),
Cassandra Martin (V.P. Membership), Jennifer
Chamber (Secretary), and the members of CBSA.

Members of GALA dispersed pink triangles on the
Oval on National Coming Out Day.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance (GALA), a
student organization for gay, lesbian, and bisexual students, celebrated its twentieth anniversary this year along with numerous other events.
On October 11, GALA celebrated National
Coming Out Day by passing out pink triangles on
the Oval. Gays sent to concentration camps in
Nazi Germany were required to wear a pink
triangle, and it has since become a symbol of the
Gay movement. Students were encouraged to
"take their next step" out of the closet and to wear
pink triangles in solidarity with gay students.
GALA's activities were covered by the local
papers and even by CNN.
In February they celebrated Gay, Lesbian and
Bisexual Awareness Week by highlighting the
diversity in the community. Program topics included coming out, spirituality, bisexuality, and
the wide range of artists in the community.
GALA was awarded a Distinguished Affirmative Action Award recognizing the twenty years
of service. GALA is the first student organization
to win such an award. Marc Conte and Mike
Scarce, two officers of the organization were
recognized by President Gee as outstanding student leaders. Mike Scarce was also one of two
recipients of the 1991 Kaplan Award for Human
Dignity Programming.
Throughout the year, GALA has helped to
educate the campus as well as calling the
university's attention to its nondiscrimination
policy. Their office in the Ohio Union provided
a roommate board, an employment board, referrals to organizations and support groups, and gay
and lesbian newspapers and literature. Staffers
also provided peer counseling and referrals over
the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Information Line.

ALA celebrated National Coining Out Day on
e Oval.
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Front: Darren George, Amy Weston, Ben Smith,
Marcy Hudson and Michelle DeFranco. Middle:
James L. Vander Hooven, Lisa Phillips(Director),
Steve Anderson and Todd Stuart. Back: Michael

Tint Haskell falls into deep thought at the
.;.1: Homecoming Steering Committee'sjirsi meeting.

Ravagnani, Phil Bisesi, Carrie Hopkins and
Christopher Anderson.

homecoming
steering
committee

Members work at their first meeting, a jive hour
mini-retreat.

The Homecoming Steering Committee is a
group of students selected to coordinate and raise
funds for all events associated with Homecoming
Week. The committee members for next fall's
Homecoming began weekly meetings spring
quarter of 1991. They were working to plan
various special events, the new parade route, pep
rally/dance locations, court application process,
grand marshall selection, and corporate sponsorship solicitations.
The committee's first meeting was a five hour
mini-retreat one April Saturday. This "get-toknow each other" session created a sense of
teamwork as well as some definite goals the
group sought to achieve for Homecoming 1991.
Another spring quarter activity was the group's
first fundraiser for the project. Committee members worked in various local grocery stores one
weekend, promoting a drink called "Nestea
Plunge."
When the committee formally adjourned for
the summer, members were well on their way
towards planning a memorable Homecoming
exemplifying the theme they had chosen, "Imagination Unlimited."

forensics
The 1990-1991 Ohio State Forensics team
started the year with some major changes. Under
the leadership of new head coach Lisa Phillips, a
former Ohio State Forensics team member, many
new goals were achieved. The team wanted to
return to the top ten in the nation—and they did,
placing ninth at the national championships held at
Marshall University.
Ten new speakers joined the team to accompany returning seniors, Ben Smith, Tracy Shario,
Phil Bisesi, and Chris Anderson. The team had a
very challenging schedule which took them to
numerous universities across the Midwest. They
had competitions at such universities as Morehead
and Ohio University.
Ohio State hosted this year's State Varsity
Championship on February 22-23. The tournament proved to be a very successful one for Ohio
State. Taking first place in "After Dinner Speaking" was Phil Bisesi, in "Prose" was Tracy Schario,
and in "Duo Interpretation" was Todd Stuart and
Michelle Defranco.
The team was very happy with their accomplishments this year and are looking forward to
working harder and doing better in years to come.

The Special Events Co-coordinator for
Homecoming, Willie Wong, delivers a few of his
ideas.

Members relax after their state novice tournamant
at Bowling Green University.
Todd Stuart shows his award after the state novice
tournament.

Front: Cindy Mann, Bonnie Haws, Cyndi Buffum,
Kelly Clark, Monica Wines, Erika Colosimo and
Julie Knight. Back: Willie Wong, Karri Catello,
Valerie Frazee, Mike Ross, Natalie Clippard, Tim
DeHart, Tim Haskett, Ted Coon, Debbie Morgan
and Matt Markling.
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Anly Breslin and Dove Cotrill control the grill
during o

Petra, Nathan(' Gauteron and Deb Cottrill
celebrate at a International Cuisine and Fellowship
gathering.

international
studies
club

Front: Michael Pasierb, Ann Wilkins, Beth
Watkins, Susan Bythewood, Paul Soppe. Back:
Brad Shaw, Brenda Glasgo, Jenny Heinlein. Tracy
Moran, Sandra Valle s, Bob Movsan.

Leading the way in international awareness
and friendship is The International Studies Club!
Through interaction and friendship with OSU
foreign students, the organization works to increase their own cultural awarenesss.
Club events range from discussion, lectures,
films and symposiums to picnics, parties, local
trips and festivals. Membership is open to all
students (not just International Studies Majors or
foreign students.) ISC activities are an exciting
way to increase understanding about culture, politics, international careers and world events. As
the world becomes a smaller place, the International Studies Club gives students a chance to
interact with different people before heading out
into the real world.

communication
club
The Communication Club has come a long
way since its beginnings as a class project in the
Fall of 1988. Boasting 50 members it is an
undergraduate club designed to help undergraduate communication students with classes and careers. Every week the club has speakers from
various professions, including public
relations,telecommunications, organizational
communication and rhetoric.
The club has been actively involved with the
Red Cross on various blood drives and in the
Swim for Diabetes. Fun times this year included
the annual Kings Island trip, Drexel movie nights
and various parties. The Communication Club is
looking forward to growing and expanding as a
worthwhile organization in the future.

Petra, Nathalie Gauteron and Deb Cottrill
celebrate at a International Cuisine and Fellowship
gathering.

A guest speaker addresses the club.

President Jennifer Heinlein speaks to the group
about upcoming events.
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Front: Lynette Ellis, Laura Centrone, Linda
Cooper, Mirofum Susimuka, Toni ► Kim. Back:

Hisam Najib, Lee Cohen, Chrissy Farrell, Ivan del
Castillo and Gregory Bouton.
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Joseph Sheaffer, Tint DeHart, and William Wong
review the applications during a 'fleeting.

beanie drake

Front: Tracy Schindley, Latita ran Horn, Kim
Shoemaker, Michelle Taylor, Beth VVasick, Laura
Prybylo, Kara Burge, Shannon. Middle.. Maggie
Mochring, Stacy Wolf, Jill Egan, Christine
Burkons, Holly Estes, Jen Mahoning, Bethany
Fryer, Amy Sherman. Back: Debbie Storm,
Joeselyn Elwood, Chris Gorman. Stacey Baker,
Rich Biedleschies, and Dawn Zipp.
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Member Bethany, Fryer shows her enjoyment and
expertise for horseback riding.

equestrian
club
The Equestrian Club was a fairly large organization comprised of students who love horses. It
was beneficial to a variety of people for several
reasons. First, you do NOT need to own a horse
to ride. You don't even need to know HOW to
ride. The club had a stock seat-style coach, 011ie
Griffith, who taught at Autumn Rose Farm, and a
hunt seat coach, Leah Wilson, who managed The
Crossing Equestrian Sports Center, who provided
horses and training. Their coaches worked with
all levels of riders, from those who had not ridden
previously to those who grew up on horseback.
They had weekly lessons which led to
intercollegiate competitions with as many as 20
other schools in Ohio, Michigan, and West Virginia.
The team's hard work this past year culminated
not only in a regional, but also a national championship for the stock seat riders. They also had
the strongest hunt seat competitors, who reigned
at a show during the spring that they co-sponsored
with Otterbein College. Another plus to riding
with the team was that you competed only against
others at the same level as yourself. Therefore,
beginners won just as often as the more experienced riders.
Showing horses is only part of what this organization is about. They had speakers, sponsored
clinics and participate in other educational activities and fundraisers, also.
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Edward S. Drake, also known as "Beanie" to
his many friends and acquaintances, gave much
of himself to students during his career at Ohio
State. Intensely interested in students, Mr. Drake
served as advisor to numerous student organizations and campus honoraries in addition to serving as manager of the Ohio Union for over twentyfive years. For his enduring service to the University community, Mr. Drake received the
Unversity's Distinguished Service Award in 1958,
The Alumni Association's Citizenship Award in
1963, and on June 2, 1970, a resolution was
passed naming the newly constructed Drake Union
in his honor. For his accomplishments in supporting and serving students, the University and the
friends of Beanie Drake established The Beanie
Drake Endowment Fund in his honor.
The Edward S. "Beanie" Drake Student Leader
Endowment Fund originated in 1950 to enable
those deserving students to participate in campus
activities when financial need might otherwise
prohibit them from involvement. Recipients of
the Beanie Drake Scholarship were selected by
the elected Board of Directors of the Edward S.
"Beanie" Drake Student Leader Endowment Fund
based on current participation in campus activities, leadership potential, academic promise,
service to the community and financial need.
Alike Hamilton and Joseph Sheaffer discuss the
application process.

INTERCOLLEGIATE

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

-

41*

Rir
members
Club
Equestrian
Biedleschies, Coach 011ie Griffith, Cart ,
Baumann, Chris Gorman, and Tracy Schindlt
display their winning ribbons at the Intercollegio
National Championship.

The 1990-91 Board of Directors: William Wong,
Chair of Committee; Michael Hamilton, Director
of Interviewing; Joseph Sheaffer, Vice Chair/
Treasurer; (Cardboard cutout of Beanie Drake),
Timothy DeHart, Director of Public Relations;
Nicole Rosen, Member-at-Large; Linda Choi,
Executive Secretary. Missing from picture: Craig
Althauser and Philip Farmer, Co-Directors of
Solicitations.
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Academics Section Editor Kristin Basbagill crosses
out her final completed pages on the progress
planner.
Editor-in-Chief Valerie Frazee and Managing
Editor Julie Knight show that all the stress,
problems and chaos of completing a yearbook can
be overcome by laughter.
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Eva Meil, the Senior Section Editor, draws out

Auge

layouts for her section.
Student Life Editor Cindy Mann makes a few
phone calls to get information in order to write
copy for her section.

a.

At

ons:

makio
The MAKIO opened its doors to anyone who
wished to contribute their time, effort, and talents
to the making of Ohio State University's yearbook. The staff was split into two departments,
business and production, and then members from
both sides combined to form the executive board.
The 1990-91 production staff was headed by
Julie Knight and consisted of section editors,
copy writers, and photographers. The business
side was led by Lisa Will and contributed to the
advertising, marketing, and bookkeeping for the
yearbook. The correspondent of these two groups,
major contributor, and leader of the Makio was
Editor-in-Chief Valerie Frazee.
This past year, the MAKIO staff had several
objectives. For one, the five returning members,
Valerie, Julie, Lisa, Aizel Panaligan and Tim
DeHart, focused on recuiting more members.
They were successful in this and they also managed to accomplish the second goal, to rekindle
the spirit and participation in the organization.
Lastly, the business side stepped foward in stabilizing and developing their staff. The use of
Macintosh computers was also a big change and
advantage for the staff.
Next year the staff hopes to expand its membership and, as always, create a better and more
exciting book.

Front: Amy Dawson, Julie Knight, Cecile Bishara,
Karen Hirschauer. Second: Kristen Harris, Cindy
Mann, Jennifer Wiener, Michelle Gaston, Jen
Fehnrich, Lis Hudak, Stacy Bush, Febe Armanios,
Gina Miserocco. Third: Kristin Basbagill, Beth
Kiey, Jennifer Majzik, Cheryl Danby, Melissa
Sullivan, Azel Panaligan, Sandra Burt, Lisa Will,
Tim DeHart, Bill White. Back: Pat Vines, Eva
Meil, Damon Taylor, Monica Martin, Valerie
Organizations Editor Amy Dawson works on the
Macintosh computers which the MAKIO staff
started using this year.

Frazee, Charlie Bobosh, Glenna Fulks, Laura
Briggs, Trisha Ingraham, Kris Reddy, Beth
Schnornak.

Members of the business staff Stephanie Mok,
Beth Schnornak, and Lisa Will celebrate the end of
Spring Quarter at a MAKIO dinner at
BW-3.
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be right when she imagines that the
"looking-glass house" she sees through
her drawing-room mirror could be very different from
her own home. Similiarly, life in the residence halls may have,
at first glance, appeared to be life as usual for a bunch of high-schoolseniors-turned-college-kids. Actually, there was a tremendous adjustment
being made before this community of strangers turned their dorm into a home
-away-from-home. Living in the halls during the first year was mandatory for
most students. For many, this was their first experience living on their own and,
although they rarely realized it at the time, this requirement contributed a great deal
to their development of independence and interpersonal communication skills. The
strengthening of these qualities was often the result of things as different as roommate conflicts and floor government planning sessions. Bouts of homesickness
became less and less common as students formed "families" out of supportive
neighbors. Home-cooked meals, true privacy and no-wait access to laundry
machines temporarily joined the ranks of those things sacrificed in the

//
w would you like to live in Looking-glass House Kitty? I wonder if they'd
give you milk in there? Perhaps Looking-glass milk isn't good to drink-but oh,

name of "growing up." Living close to classes, experiencing the
2am fire evacuations, not having to worry about meals, and

Kitty! Now we come to the passage. You can just see a little peep of the passage
in Looking-glass House, if you leave the door of our drawing-room wide open: and

sitting up all night talking with other residents

it's very like our passage as far as you can see, only you know it may be quite

doubtlessly contributedx to some of those

different on beyond."

Earnestine Gallaway, Sonia Stover, and
Juli Walker and Kelley Mack are the new Nichole Hoskins are visiting in the TV
AT officers for 1991-1992. room.

South Campus
Ann Tweedale provided a different living and learning environment than the other residence halls. It was located on campus,
but it is a house that houses only about 20 female residents. To
be able to live in Ann Tweedale you must have financial need, and
academic excellence. The ASH program was designed to give
women the opportunity to live in a positive learning and living
environment.
This house was run differently from the other halls. Here the
residents did everything to keep the house running and in good
order. They cleaned the house, prepared the meals ordered by the
house dietitian, and on top of this, they had to do well in their
classes. This house is the most challenging of all residence halls.
In the fall, President E. Gordon Gee came to visit the women
and see how well the residents kept the house running. Ann
Tweedale also held their annual Holiday Dinner in December.
The residents were able to invite their families to come and join
them in a Thanksgiving-like feast. The women prepared the
whole meal and decorations themselves. The annual Woman of
the Year banquet was held this spring. This banquet included the
women living in the Stadium Scholarship Dormitory.
Overall, Ann Tweedale is the hall most similar to "home."
They get to live in a house with only 20 other students, eat home
cooked meals, and of course do all of the chores. In this
environment the women developed lasting friendships and learned
how far a little hard work could take them.
by Stacy Bush

Mary Hibbard and Phuong Pham are
special guests at the Woman of the Year
Banquet.
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These AT women are ready for their party
with Evans Scholars.

Lisa Lieske, Phuong Pham, Kerri Kirtz
and Linda Lieske visit with President E.
Gordon Gee.
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South Campus
A long night ahead of her, this Baker resident
Kerrie Lee prepares for a big test. takes her studying seriously.

Baker is the largest residence hall located on South Campus.
Because of its large size, many activities take place here. Baker
residents organized many programs for the students including
one in which members of the faculty came in to answer the
residents' questions.
The biggest event of the year was Spring Fever '91. It was a
party held in the east recreation room sponsored by: MAKIO,
South Campus Student Association, Student-Alumni Council,
Glemby's, and Everything But Water. For five hours any student
attending Ohio State could come in and enjoy the live band, free
prizes, and eat free food. The main objective of this event was for
the students to get their picture taken for the yearbook. This trial
run event proved pretty successful for the first year.
Many residents were very upset this year by the number of fire
alarms that went off. This was a year of, "Who pulled the fire
alarm today?" Students and staff became very disturbed and
eventually very angry because the alarms were going off in the
morning, afternoon, and in the middle of the night. Each time one
went off every resident had to leave the building immediately.
No one knew if it was one person pulling it every time or if one
person started a chain reaction and everyone wanted to try it. The
mystery remains, but you can be sure that every resident of Baker
would like it solved.

11111111110—

by Stacy Bush

Junior Elizabeth Schornak answers the
phone while working in the front office.
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Sitting snug and smiling. this group offriends
gathers together to discuss the events of the
day.
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BARRETT HOUSE
A

North Campus
Barret is one of the three all-female residence halls located on
campus. It is also the heart of the Halloran-Barrett-Houck complex.
The office for this complex is located in Barrett's lobby, contributing
to a lot of traffic in and out of the hall. But with this exception, the
four floors of this dormitory maintain a quiet study environment.
Residents considered this factor to be one of the advantages over
co-ed halls. There seemed to be more time to study without being
disturbed. Yet although it may have been quieter than the other halls,
there was still a lot of fun to be found.
Barrett took part in the Columbus School for the Blind trick-ortreat night. About 40 kids were led room to room by volunteer
student guides. Around Halloween time, two of the floors were
involved in the Secret Pumpkin Gift Exchange. For four days the
girls gave and received gifts from a secret friend in Halloran or
Houck. It all ended with a pizza and wings party at Houck where the
secret identities were revealed. Many floors had study break parties
during the week of final exams and participated in the blood drive.
"I didn't choose to live in an all-girls hall but now that I do, I like
it. People think that because it's all girls, it's not fun. Really it's
even more fun because we all get along," claimed Hollie Powell, one
of Barrett's residents.
Once it gets warm this hall is known as " Barrett Beach " where
students can lay out between classes or take one of those extended
study breaks to play volleyball. This advantage, plus the dorm's
friendly atmosphere and good study environment, make Barrett a
pretty good home away from home.
by Stacy Bush

Beth Kiey strikes a pretty pose for the
camera.

Lisa Sally and Barb Gruenling relax in
those contfy dorm chairs.

Roommates Emily Brumfield and Amy
Crothers do some interior decorating.
Amy Fenton and Marijean 6Vallace try. to
recuperate from the weekend.
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BLACKBURN HOUSE
North Campus

Stopping on their Way back from the

Doug Sweeney and Creed Peters try to

Commons are Kristen McDaniel,

pretend that they don 't notice the illegal

Jennifer Leonard, Cliff Elliot, and Amy

bike in their room.

Skobrak.

Blackburn House is a part of the Blackburn-HaverfieldNosker Complex, or BHN. Blackburn is the main center for
this complex because the office is located here. This hall has
a lobby, video games, a study room, and laundry room for any
BHN resident to use. Every week the BHN council meeting
was held in the lobby for the residents.
This residence hall was very active in North Campus
activities and BHN events. Movie nights were held at Royer
Activity Center for any North Campus resident who wanted to
attend. Blackburn also participated in intramural sports on
campus. Many floors had volleyball, football, or baseball
teams for the students who wanted to play. The complex also
had a special Halloween as the residents got to give out treats
to the children who came through the hall.
The spring was the most active for most residence halls and
Blackburn was no exception. Many programs were held to
help the students become aware of problems on campus and
to help them become more responsible college students.
Many floors had picnics and cookouts. Near the end of spring
quarter the complex held a big cookout for all the residents.
They got free food and the chance to get great tans while
playing volleyball.
by Stacy Bush

Dan Rich and John Katsares leave
Blackburn to go to High Street for the
night.

Anthony Hyams checks his mail on the Climbing jour flights of stairs every
m
-E-
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back from (lass.

day can get tough for Tammy Beuchetand Jennifer Williams.
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These two Bradley residents relax after a

Eric Greene pretends that he doesn'tno

great dining commons dinner.

Fang climbing up his neck.

These Bradley residents, Eric Kvarda, John
Tibaldi and Doug Davis, show us what
true friendship looks like.

!Pis ()am ecq oloyd

Bradley Hall is a coed residence hall that is half of the BradleyPaterson Complex. This is the first year that Siebert Hall was not
a part of this complex. Many of the activities that residents
participated in were ones that had been successful in the past.
In conjunction with Paterson Hall, Bradley had a Valentine's
Day Dance, a volleyball tournament, and a hot tub party. An
international week program also took place for the residents.
During this week the students had an opportunity to taste foods
from different cultures and the resident advisors (RA's) led
discussion on the different countries. The RA's also provided
study breaks for their residents during finals weeks. This gave a
chance for the students to relax from the finals tension.
Many students felt that the biggest drawback of living on
south campus was that there was no air conditioning. In the spring
this became a study hazard. "In the spring it gets so hot that it's
so hard to concentrate on studying," says Walter Lawrence,
Bradley resident. Aside from the air conditioning problem many
students think that the halls on south campus have a more casual,
friendly atmosphere. Bradley Hall is definitely a great place to
live.
by Stacy Bush

Nicole Bellamy, Chris Stanek, Kenny
Sheppard, and Erin Ivers enjoy each other's
company.
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CANFIELD HALL
411

South Campus
Canfield Hall was an all-female residence hall located on
South Campus. Canfield is one of the oldest halls on campus and
is joined with Mack Hall both physically and administratively. In
other words, these two halls have one combined residence hall
government, one office staff, one night staff, and one paraprofessional staff of resident advisors and directors.
Many feel that living specifically in an all-female type of
living environment had a lot of advantages. Since it seemed that
crime was more prevalent on South Campus, living in an allfemale hall gave Canfield residents protection that a coed hall
could not. Visitation hours were more restricted than in coed
buildings, and they were also carefully enforced. In an all-female
atmosphere, male intruders were easily spotted and escorted
from the building after hours.
Many programs were given throughout the year to help the
residents become aware of certain problems in society or to help
them overcome them. Some of these programs included self
defense, depression, self-awareness and a program for Hispanic
Awareness Week.
During Spring Quarter a picnic in the courtyard for all the
hall's residents was the biggest event. Some floors held picnics
just for their own residents. During finals week to cut the study
tension, an ice cream social was held. This gave the students a
very well-deserved study break and a chance to celebrate that
classes were almost out for the summer.

These residents are intent on watching
their soaps.
R.A. Molly Salver stops by to check in with
Christin Fenton.

by Stacy Bush and
Valerie Frazee

Nichole Gagnet and Krista Howard give
each other one last hug before they have to
say goodbye for the summer.
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Christina Brown, Jim lbinson and Don
Coburn "rest" Pr a minute on their way
back from Larkins.

Conaway students enjoy a free meal as
they participate in an eating contest at
Morrill Toltvr.

Olentangy Area
By the west side of campus near the Olentangy River, one can
always see in the night, the sparkling Morrill Tower, whose upper
9 floors make up Conaway House. The seclusion of the Towers
create an almost exclusive neighborhood for the residents of this
area.
Conaway House was a significant example of how coordination and participation in resident hall activities create successful
and enjoyable events. Residents in Conaway worked to incorporate the interests of all students. Floor governments organized
several trips and parties. Such activities included a trip to COSI,
the zoo, a Halloween costume party, and a spring picnic which
was unfortunately interrupted by a tornado warning!
But for students who have some rather different and diverse
interests, the Conaway House was always one step ahead. A few
of the programs ranged from a speaker on Paganism (dispelling
the myths of witchcraft) to a massage workshop.
During the cold days of winter quarter, students warmed up
with the Winter Olympics in which each floor competed as a
team. Columbus Zoo animals also came to visit the strange
species found in Morrill Tower.
Conaway House proudly organized and actively participated
in a recycling campaign as well.
Though residents of Conaway may have first felt geographically isolated from the other students of Ohio State, they
found their own "little neighborhood" and place to call home.
by Stacy Bush

These students take the "don't wait" position
in the "Why Wait" debate about premarital
sex.
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Drenched RA's Valerie Frazee, Cindy
Mann, and Kelly Grim show their
excitement about a coming tornado.
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DRACKETT TOWER
North Area
Drackett Tower is a 12 story "model residence hall." For
many, moving into Drackett was quite an experience. Not many
students, especially freshman were used to living with about 800
other students. This thought alone would make new students
nervous, so the RA's tried to make the the atmosphere friendly
and family-like. They accomplished this by programs, competitive tournaments, and numerous contests between the 12 floors.
Because it is much larger than many of the other residence halls,
Drackett offered the opportunity to meet more people and to feel
like a part of a community.
The hall had it's own student government consisting of four
executive board members, a representative from each floor and
three committees. ACTION, the first of these student committees, dealt with making the students proud to be living in Drackett
. FIESTA tried to plan fun activities for the residents, as an
alternative to alcohol. UP GRADE focused on the students'
academic standards and acheivements.
Drackett Tower residents held their own blood drive and
were big contributors in theMichigan/OSU Blood Drive. When
the weather was nice residents liked to go outside. You could
always catch the Drackett students playing Hack-E-Sack, frisbee,
laying out, or just having fun.
by Stacy Bush

This resident takes advantage of the good
weather to play Hack-E-Sack.
Are these ladies really studying, or just
writing letters to home?
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Jeff Hinchcliffe, RA on Drackett 8, and
his residents head out for some tennis.

This Drackett resilient channels his
homework frustration into a game of
baseball.
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North Campus

Megan Hill, Debra Arnold , and Brutus
display their Buckeye spirit during
"Beat MichiganWeek".

Duane Martinelle and Boyd Search take
a quick break from their tennis match.

Halloran House is a co-ed by floor hall that is part of the
Halloran-Barrett-Houck complex. There are two all-male floors
and two all-female floors that participate in activities apart from
the others. During autumn quarter some floors had a door
decorating contest in anticipation of the Ohio State-Michigan
football game, with the winners receiving a free pizza. Surprisingly, the contest ended in a five-way tie.
Halloween provided some memorable events, beginning with
the Beggars' Night for the Columbus School for the Blind.
Children went through each floor, receiving candy from participating rooms. Residents also received the names of other
residents from the complex to be their Secret Pumpkins. Secret
trades of various Halloween tricks and treats were made during
a four day period. On the last day, a party was held to declare the
name of the pumpkins.
Winter Quarter activities included a winter resume writing
contest and t-shirts were made for each floor during spring
quarter.
Aside from these numerous activities throughout the year,
there were many programs held in the lobby to help students
become aware of what was happening on campus and around the
world, such as a discussion on good nutrition. Most of the
residents feel that this is a good learning and living environment.
Laura Galovic, a resident advisor, saw this hall as " a very
positive living experience. Everyone supports everyone. "
by Cecile Bishara

Brian Aden is buried in finals'week
preparation.

Jonathan Alpers cleans up that five
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o'clock shadow.
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North Campus

Giant Hatfield, Pat Wallenhorst. Wayne
Eric Bartholomew and Pete Be•kmeyer Davis, Jason Kornaker and Craig Natorp
get ready to hit the slopes. show what they love best about college.

Haverfield House, many of the residents have claimed, is
definitely the loudest residence hall on campus. This isn't much
of a surprise considering that it is also the only all-male residence
hall. " It's impossible to study on the weekends because it's so
loud, and there is always something to distract you," says resident
Neil Stanford. Most of the distractions are provided by residents
in the building, but some are from students who are walking by
the hall on the way to class.
Located at the rear of Blackburn Complex, Haverfield is on
Woody Hayes Drive, where there is always something happening. Many of this year's floors chose to do activities on their own.
These activities included intermural sports, like softball, as well
as floor dinners and pizza parties for finals week. Some floors
even went to King's Island in the spring. During Halloween they
participated in the Secret Pumpkin activity along with some of
the floors from Barrett House. In January, the 3rd floor had a
Super Bowl party at Royer. The whole building also held a
Euchre tournament for residents.
There are many advantages to living in an all-male hall, but
there are also a few disadvantages. Besides the problems with
noise, many of the residents felt that their hall was the least
maintained of all of the residence halls. But many of the residents
really enjoyed living in an all-male dorm without the hassle of coed living arrangements.
by Stacy Bush
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Andy Casto deals himself a great hand.
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Josh Mathias is caught vatching TV in the
lobby.
Kevin McCann gives Blanc' Langanke a
ride down the hall.
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HOUCK HOUSE
North Campus
William Romano displays his large
drinking capacity.

Sean Sellers takes a blow to the head from
friend (?) Mike Maloy.

This residence hall, named after the Houck brothers who died
in World War II, was the home to as many as 240 students and
resident advisors this year. Often referred to as the " engineering
hall " for it's large percentage of students in this major, Houck has
many residents from unrelated majors as well.
Houck is part of the Halloran-Barrett-Houck complex and,
like Halloran, is co-ed. The three halls work together to arrange
scholastic and social events each quarter. This year, for example,
residents from the three halls linked up to enjoy such activities as
attending an OSU volleyball game or participating in the " Secret
Pumpkin " event at Halloween.
Houck itself was responsible for hosting the mobile blood
drive as part of the Ohio State-Michigan rivalry during Spirit
Week in November. In addition, Houck's resident advisors
scheduled guest speakers and seminars on subjects related to
engineering and similar majors. In fall and spring, Houck hosted
a day for prospective engineering students to visit the campus as
part of an invitation to attend OSU.
This year Houck received new carpeting, windows, and curtains to enhance it's appearance. And after a vote throughout the
three halls, Houck was selected to house the complex's new pool
table in its lobby.
Life in any residence hall has its ups and downs, but Houck
House residents had a highly positive attitude toward their hall
and Ohio State. They agreed that a bathroom in each room and
the co-ed aspect were definite advantages. They were happy to
live among many other engineering students. As freshman
Michele Duffill, an architecture major from Pittsburgh, expressed, " I like (Ohio State) because it's big enough to meet lots
of people, yet it can be as small as you want to make it."
by Eva Meil

Brian Walker brushes up on his musical
skills.

Dave Pulliam puts up his feet after a hard Laura Bales and Rob Braun are havingfitn
working at the blood drive.
day of classes.
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Olentangy Area
Lincoln Tower, named after the famous US President and
a "twin" tower with Morrill, stood out easily as an OSU
landmark. It's 23 floors served two functions: the first 14 held
university offices, and the top eight housed a maximum of 376
students and resident advisors, many of whom returned after their
first year.
The towers have, to a large extent, shed a common belief
that they are an undesirable place to live. This boost in image is
due to several improvements that have been made recently. The
rooms became less cramped when policy changed them from
quads to doubles in 1989. Also, the spotlights which shine upon
each side of the two towers became a standard feature in 1990,
after an initial controversial rejection. The extra light increases
safety and generally did not shine into students' rooms. Last
winter, the study rooms on floor 15 were repainted and redecorated. The biggest improvement to Lincoln is scheduled to
happen within the next few years, when each floor will be
renovated.
In addition to all of these changes, the Lincoln Hall Council,
led by President Di Anna Luzar, and the RA's were busy yearround coordinating projects and events. Some of the activities
included "Casino Night" at Drake Union for Olentangy's halfserious gamblers, a blood drive, the "Buckeye Buddies" match up
with Creative Living Center residents, and "Lincolnfest," which
provided days of activities spring quarter.
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These Olentangy residents play a casual
game of volleyball during the Rally By The
River festivities.
These ladies soak up the sun on the bank of
the Olentangy River.

by Eva Meil

The dunking booth was the most popular
Rally attraction.
Lincoln and Morrill Towers now shine
brightly at night.
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MACK HALL
South Campus
Watching soap operas between dm
It's "home sweet home" for Holly Tucker. was common for Mack residents.

Mack was an all-female hall, physically joined with Canfield
Hall. They kicked off the year in the fall with a 'Dating Game'
with Drackett Tower. At Halloween time they held a beggars
night for the Battered Women's Shelter. Along with these two
big events, the hall sponsored many programs. Some of the
programs included: "how to study," "self esteem awareness," and
during Sexual Awareness Week, they had programs on "safety
and rape prevention."
In the spring many of the floors had cookouts and the entire
hall participated in a Hawaiian Luau. The residents also had a
Mock Tails night. During this time each floor made a different
nonalcoholic drink for the other residents to come and try. This
was a great way for the residents to experience socializing nonalcoholically and also meet new people.
During African American Week they hosted many activities
for the residents to attend in order to become more culturally
aware. Performances by a gospel choir and an African dance
team were just a couple of the things that took place. Mack did
many of these activities in conjunction with Canfield Hall since
both halls shared one hall government.

Who better but Mom to help move out?

by Stacy Bush and
Cecile Bishara

Kathy Fenton is content by the piano in
the lobby.
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Norton Hall is a part of the Norton-Scott Complex located on
North Campus. Norton residents are mainly agriculture, natural
resources, or human ecology majors. This makes it easier to
adjust to moving away from home for the first time. Because of
the common majors the residents were very close friends. They
also acted as a support group for each other. This was the main
advantage over the other residence halls on campus.
Norton participated with Scott in many of the activities they
planned. They had a banquet at Raney's Place at the end of the
year to celebrate a year of hard work and close friendships. They
held their annual Hot Tub Party for the residents. The theme for
this party was a Hawaiian Luau. Students dressed accordingly.
Jay Herron was president of the hall government. Many of the
activities were hall government sponsored. They had Welcome
Week activities, Secret Pumpkins and Winter Olympics. It was
definitely a successful year for Norton and its complex.
by Stacy Bush

This office worker sorts the long awaited

This student takes advantage of the

mail for the residents.

comfortable room fiirniture to study.

These residents- show their pet cow.

These residents take a break from studying.
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NOSKER HALL
South Campus
Daytime drama is a relaxing pasttime
This .ctudent indulges in academia. for these residents.

It looks like it's time to call BRUTUS
again.

Nosker Hall was made up of coed floors and was part of the
Blackburn-Nosker-Haverfield Complex. It had four floors and
a very festive atmosphere. Residents just left their doors open for
anyone who wanted to come in and visit. " It's because the hall
is co-ed by room that everyone is so close," says resident Terri
Phillips.
The hall had a lot of programs throughout the year to keep the
residents aware of what was happening in the world. AIDS was
a big scare, so Jane the Condom Lady came and talked about safe
sex. To make her point she passed out free condoms to any
student who wanted some. Drinking and driving was another big
social problem that needs to stop. The police came in and talked
about responsible drinking and the consequences of drinking too
much. They also had a debate on premarital sex: right or wrong?
To show their Nosker spirit some floors bought floor t-shirts
and had picnics. Many floors had food brought in during finals
week for a study break. During the spring the entire complex had
a huge cookout in front of Blackburn for any residents who
wanted free food, games, and fun.
Nosker residents were very disappointed with their weight
room located in the basement. They felt it was inadequate and
needed to be refurbished. So they received permission to have the
weight room remodeled in hopes of enjoying their work outs
more.
Nosker had many events this year but the thing that stands out
the most is their close friendship with each other.
by Stacy Bush

Let 's "vege 'for a minute.
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PARK HALL
South Campus
Playing euchre is a relaxation technique
for Michael Doll, Ray Fischenich,

Park Hall was a part of the Park/Stradley complex and is
located on South Campus. While Stradley Hall housed only
female residents, the floors in Park Hall alternated between male
and female living environments. Most residents felt this coeducational living arrangement was to their advantage. Residents
did not have to live right next door to members of the opposite
sex, however they could live close enough to each other that they
could learn to get along and appreciate one another. This was the
undisputed best quality about Park life—having the opportunity
to get to know representatives of the opposite sex by living
directly under or above them.
Park Hall had many successful events and activities this year.
The biggest event was the semi-formal dance at the Hyatt. The
dance turned out to be a major focus of discussion during the hall
council meetings of both halls. As a result of this careful
planning, the residents ended up with an event they could be very
proud of.
Park was supposed to have a big barbeque for its residents but,
unfortunately for its disappointed residents, it was rained out.
Students consoled themselves by ordering pizza and relocating
the festivities indoors.
Park Hall displayed its awareness of environmental problems
and other current issues of public concern. Many floors chose to
start recycling programs. Pleasantly, participation turned out to
be quite high. For this reason, students this year began to realize
the seriousness of wasting valuable resources and their own
responsibilities when it comes to trying to improve problem
situations when they arise.
by Stacy Bush and
Valerie Frazee

Dave W ea rer shows his true feelings
about roomate Jeff Davis.
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Bill Pitts, Bob Pitts, and Eddie Laycox.

Chris Spade shows his affection for his
pet iguana, Ghattja.

Pat Florence hits the books.
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PATERSON HALL
South Area

Paterson residents have no lack of school
spirit, as shown by residents who are
actively preparing decorations for the
Michigan game.
Floors would get together to enjoy a private

•
Located on 12th Ave. by the serene edge of the South Oval,
some students found fun, excitement and numerous friendships
in the old halls of Patterson. Because of strong relationships
between resident advisors and their residents, planned activities
were both successful and enjoyable. RA's provided fun by
arranging an International Week program for students to participate in. This week included discussions on cultures, styles, and
politics about various countries as well as the opportunity to take
a delicious sample of different types of food in each country.
Paterson RA's also provided a guiding hand and a shoulder to
lean on as they provided study breaks to ease the tension of the
students and help them relax during finals week.
As part of the Bradley-Paterson Complex, coed students
joined with the other residents of Bradley Hall to organize and
participate in many entertaining activities and events this past
year. Besides having the chance to establish more acquaintances,
residents were also offered twice the fun. Together, the two halls
combined to have a crazy hot tub party, a romantic Valentine's
Day Dance, and a competitive volleyball tournament.
In the beginning, students had their different reasons for
choosing south campus as their residence, but in the end their
reasons mostly coincided. It seemed unanimous that south
campus offered both a close location to High Street as well as the
campus. Though the old buildings had no air-conditioning and
lacked modern decor, they provided the rooms where undergraduates discovered life long friends, unforgettable memories,
and irreplaceable experiences.

floor dinner.
Resident Advisors find pizza an effective
way to complete a meeting.
The cooperation of students' help vvith the
making of homemade decorations for a
Christmas tree.
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ROSS HOUSE
Olentangy Campus
Due to cramped living conditions, assignment to one of "the
Towers" was once considered to be very undesirable. Because of
the improvements that have been made, many students are now
not only preferencing Morrill over other halls when contracting,
but some are even choosing to stay two or three years instead of
just the required one. The main improvement is that each suite
now has eight students instead of 16, giving each resident more
living space.
The noise level drastically decreased and less tension resulted,
making it easier for people to interact. Resident Advisor Christina
Brown explained, "They have room to personalize....which is
important to an environment that you're trying to make like
home."
Ross House consists of floors four through 14 and is made up
of seven all-male floors and four all-female floors. Ross is set
apart from the other residence halls because of the floor plan's
circular shape. This format allows for open space where constant
interaction is not only feasible, but unavoidable.
The numerous activities offered at Ross this year created an
environment in which residents became acquainted with each
other and formed long lasting friendships. Ice skating parties,
group aerobics, pizza eating contests, and card games were just
a few of the opportunities for involvement. Several quarterly AllHall Programs focused on encouraging residents to attend the
various activities. During Autumn Quarter a Vietnam video
followed by an informal discussion gave residents the chance to
learn and discuss the war conflict. Also in an open discussion,
students met and spoke with the new Ohio State President
Gordon Gee.
The gathering of numerous people from diverse backgrounds
and cultures helped Ross students grow together and become a
unified community. Dave Mare explained that it is easiest to
adapt to college life if, "you don't go home and you come here
with a positive attitude to make friends." The fact that a positive
attitude, cooperation, involvement, and support existed among
everyone in this community may help define why the residents
did not go home-- there were too many reasons to stay.

Jennifer Pevec, Christy Lepkowski and
Maura Haas, three residents of the 1410
suite, make themselves comfortable after a
hard day of classes.

Tom Sullivan, the Resident Advisor on
Ross 8, poses with some of his residents
and their friends during his Skate Night
program.

Residents of Ross 14 Rose Uhmo, Susan
Hall, Heather Butterbaugh and Shadonne
Baldwin, take a study break to talk about
the day's events.

by Cecile Bishara

Ted Fischer and Mike Stankovich, both
freshmen residents of Ross 13, clown
around in the 100's suite.
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SCOTT HOUSE
North Area
Scott House, along with Norton House, forms the Norton/
Scott Complex which housed students of agriculture, natural
resources, and human ecology. These were the only two residence halls on campus composed of students with these majors.
This was a tremendous advantage for the students, because they
were living in a community of others who had the same interests
and classes.
Many of this year's activities were planned for the complex as
a whole. At the end of spring quarter, the complex held a banquet
at Raney's Place. This gave the residents time for a special dinner
to say goodbye for the summer. Also, a hot tub party was held
with the theme of a Hawaiian Luau. During Disability Awareness Week the complex took part in the wheelchair races on the
Oval.
Scott residents also participated in activities that were formed
just for their hall. Floors competed against each other to see who
could gather the most pennies for the American Heart & Lung
Association. The program was called " Pennies from the Heart."
On Halloween a haunted house of sorts was organized for the
residents.
Scott House provided a great learning experience for those
who lived there. Not only did they learn how to live with four full
floors of people, but they also got the chance to find out about
others who shared their majors. The friendships they formed will
be all that much stronger and closer.

Hall Director Mary Ann Short gathers
with the resident advisors and office
coordinators for Norton and Scott.
Beth Steele, Shawn Davis, Leslie Urban,
and Patti Carmany are dorm buddies.

by Stacy Bush
a.
Trisha Ansley, Rebecca Bradley, Care) ,
Condon, and Karen Hommerbocker (above
center), sit On Norton's lawn.
Chad McCarthy, Cheryl Detlefsen, and
Jeff Musser exhibit new fashion trends.

Photo Subm itted
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SMITH HALL
South Campus

Bernard Bandy, Mike Lakotish, Adam
Lewis Roedzer, and Tom Conti kick
back and relax.

Smith Hall is a part of the Smith/Steeb complex. It is twelve
floors of energetic and outgoing students. You could always
catch residents outside playing baseball, volleyball or just sitting
around talking.
This hall sponsored many programs throughout the year to
keep the students aware of current events and social problems.
Some of the programs focused on drunk driving, racial tensions,
and AIDS. The floors had many activities to become better
acquainted with each other. They held pizza parties, formed
softball teams, and they held picnics during Spring Quarter.
Together with Steeb Hall they had the Bash during Winter
Quarter. This was a huge party to try to help students get over the
winter blahs. This was the second year in a row for this event.
One thing that can be said for Smith residents is that they were
very active. They spent their time outside enjoying the weather
or they were going through the halls visiting other residents. The
one thing that the students complained about was that Smith Hall
had no air conditioning. It's quite an achievement that a "toasty"
environment was the only thing residents could find wrong with
Smith. Maybe we should all move there-and bring fans.

Geoff Ford serenades Derek Blazo with
his guitar.

Jim Schober eras one of the many who
practiced their favorite hobby in the
court yard near Smith.

by Stacy Bush

Kellie Nash, Cindy Keller, and Megan
Cunze ask, "What better way to relax?"
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STADIUM DORM
These two residents look like the annual
semi-formal is a big hit.

Eddie Jerez. and Lisa McCane seem to be
having a terrific time at the annual semiformal.

Olentangy Campus
•',\•

I

Wendy Overs and Jennifer Harrold were
the waitresses al ' Escapade.'

One of the most unique places to live on campus had to be in
the Ohio Stadium Scholarship Dormitory. This residence hall
housed about 275 undergraduate students who ran the stadium
with their own elected student government. Students who lived
here had many advantages. They had their own library, music
room, computer room, chess tournaments, euchre tournaments,
stadium records book, their own newspaper, and their own
yearbook.
With all of these benefits it may seem surprising that not
everyone tried to live there. This is probably because you needed
to apply to be recognized for financial need. Also, students
needed to maintain a 2.7 grade point average to live in the
Stadium Dorm. Not only must they keep their grades up, but
residents must also work in the hall, which is why living there is
cheaper than at any other residence hall.
The stadium held many mixers and spent $1800 on a formal
dance for all the residents. Because there were so few students
who lived here, everyone knew everyone else and the group was
sort of like one big family. The living area of the stadium was
divided into sections and each section was all-male or allfemale. Dane Soski, a freshman from Put-in-Bay, puts living in
the stadium this way, "The stadium is the best place on campus
to live. Everyone here has to keep their grades high so it's easy
to study, but its also easy to find someone who just wants to have
fun."

Aly deAngelo, Todd Ross, Kate Eley stand
atop the stadium bleachers where residents

by Stacy Bush

could relax during the dance, eating, and
gambling.

Brad Smith, Stadium President, displays
his gambling knowledge by volunteering
to man the roulette wheel.
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STEEB HALL
South Campus
Steeb Hall was a very active coed residence hall. It is joined
with Smith Hall to form the complex. It is located on South
Campus which many residents felt was an advantage. Resident
J.C. Benton felt that it was a central place on campus because it
is close to the bars on High Street. "Most of the students go to the
bars on the weekends and because it's so close it's a great way to
meet people," says Benton. The other residents felt that besides
being close to the bars, meeting new people and being coed were
its best advantages.
The students were very active in the programs and activities
that the RA's put together. These programs included: self
awareness, sexual awareness, and many other cultural awareness
programs. For the second year in a row the BASH was held in the
Smith/Steeb Complex. It was a huge party offered for all of the
residents. It was such a success that this complex plans to have
this activity every year. Mardi Gras was held during Little Sibs
weekend for all South Campus residents to participate.
by Stacy Bush
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J.C. Benton calls Brutus and hears the
familiar "Rejected, section full."

Michael Beirne plays floor hockey with
our photographer.

Geoff Stober, Greg Cotter, Paul Liebezeit,
and Kevin Grubb enjoy a quick game of
eucher.

Jeremy Adelman serenades his roommate
Dave Carpenter.
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• South Campus

These residents, Cynthia Dunnigan, Nicole
This Stradley resident faces the unexciting Leathbury, and Nicola Cheeks, take time
demands of laundry day. Out to talk together during a hectic day.

Stradley Hall was an all-women hall on campus. Located on
South Campus, it was a part of the Park/Stadley complex. Many
of the residents really enjoyed living in the all-female atmosphere
and have made plans to come back for another year. The women
remained active all year long by participating in activities by
floors or as a whole hall.
In Fall Quarter some of the floors planned an ice cream party
as a way to meet the people they would be living with for the next
year. The Resident Advisors of Stradley put on a two-day
Women's Health Fair. They had speakers come in and talk about
such things as stress management and women in the work force.
This event was a huge success and many of the residents attended.
The hall beat the winter blues by having floor dinners and
movie nights. Like many other residence halls, they had fun
participating in the mystery of Secret Snowflakes. This gave
them a chance to become acquainted with students from other
halls. They had a clothes drive competition where the floors
competed against each other to see who could give the most. The
clothes went to a church and the winning floor received a pizza
party.
Spring Quarter started with the Alcohol Awareness Program.
Policemen came in and spoke to the students about the effects of
alcohol abuse. Many floors planned activities separately from
the others. Some of these activities included: a semi-formal at the
Hyatt, softball games, picnics, and cookouts on the Olentangy
River by Drake Union.
Living in an all-women's hall is definitely a change from coed
halls. It seemed that the women became closer to one another and
always had someone to talk to who understood. The ladies of
Stradley Hall had a very successful year together. Many of the
girls may choose to move out on their own into an apartment but
the three quarters spent at Stradley will definitely be remembered.
by Stacy Bush

Its hard to believe that Scarlet Grassel
actually hates this piano from the intense
way she's playing it.

Photo by Febe

Jason Neptune tries to catch up on some
paperwork at the front desk.
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TAYLOR TOWER
North Campus
Scott Hupp secures his bike the LEGAL Coffee Haus participant Faith Voelkel
Way outside of Taylor Tower.
sings her favorite song for the crowd.

_ Taylor Tower, named after Jacob Tower, a former vicepresident and treasurer of Ohio State, was built in 1966 and
established as the honors residence hall of OSU. In order to live
here students had to fill out a special application and submit an
essay. To be allowed to stay in the student must maintain a 3.0
grade point average.
Taylor is recognized for its high academic standards and
achievements. Students had access to a computer lab and
recreation center. The rec center contained pool tables, ping
pong tables, a lounge, a television, and a weight room. The
residents have been involved with many worthwhile activities
this year. Coffee Haus was a talent show for anyone in the hall
who wanted to participate. Many self-help workshops were
given that stressed how to solve roommate conflicts, how to
manage stress, and AIDS prevention.
The most popular of all the activities was the Winter Olympics.
Each floor competed against the others in activities such as pie
throwing, euchre, volleyball, basketball, and limbo. The hall
sponsored two bloodmobiles during the year and free movies in
the rec center. The spring formal dance was a great chance for
everyone to dress up and have a good time.
Many upperclassmen are choosing to stay year after year
because of its convenience. Freshman Chris Ward said, "Trying
to adjust to living in a cramped room with three other roommates
is tough, but it's better in the long run because there is less of a
hassle." Next year the hall will begin changing its rooms to
doubles, so many more students might decide to stay. With all of
these advantages, who wouldn't want to live here?

The second and third floor of Taylor camp
out for cootie night.

by Stacy Bush

Nikolas Jones baffles audience members
at the Coffee Haus.
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OASA/OBSA
Olentangy Area
These modelspetfonnforthe OBSAfashion
show.

The models take a break.

The Olentangy Area Student Association was comprised of
any student living in the Olentangy Area of campus who wanted
to be involved. This year's officers were: President Sandi
Dunsworth, Secretary Rene Thompson, and Treasurer Alex
Nemeth.
The group remained active throughout the year with a series
of forums which gave the students a chance to meet the faculty
and discuss with them any questions or concerns they had.
During Welcome Week the group had a picnic by the Olentangy
River. The turnout was large and it helped all the students moving
in to get to know each other.
They also sponsored a Super Bowl Party at Drake Union in
January. In the spring they had their biggest event of the year,
commonly known as Rally By the River. The activities included
bands, free food, a hot wings contest and volleyball.
The Olentangy Black Student Association is a support group
for the African Americans in the Olentangy Area. The officers
of 1990-91 were Acting President and Vice President Antonio
Caffey, Secretary Mia Betton, Treasurer Adriane Lacky, Historian Joe Wynn, Student Advisors Regina Brooks and Sheron
Smith and Program Chairperson Kim Lewis.
They participated in many cultural, academic and social
programs to help everyone become aware of the African American way of life. They held the Annual African American Fashion
Show in conjunction with BANCS and SABSA. Also with these
two black student associations they held a recognition banquet to
honor those who were active all year long.
by Stacy Bush

Students participate in the hot wings contest
at Rally By the River.

Students prepare the food for Rally By the
River.

Having some fun at the fashion show, ,these
models show us some leg.
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North Area
NCSA started out the year with the largest Welcome Week
event on campus: the North Star Dance. NCSA continued it's
successful programming throughout the year with a series of
movie nights, aerobics, North Campus night with the Columbus
Clippers, and a zoo trip with participants from all areas of the
campus. In the areas of cultural and educational programming,
NCSA co-sponsored many diversity awareness weeks including
Handicapped Awareness Week, Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual
Awareness Week, and AIDS Awareness Week.
Sejal Parikh served as President for the 1990-91 academic
year. Jack D. Miner and James Miller were recipients of the
Richard A. Hudson award for dedication to North Campus.
The Black Association of North Campus Students had a very
active and productive year. The officers of the 1990-91 year
were: President Mike Owens, Vice-President Shana Lee,
Secretary Erika Crawley, Treasurer Tithany Douglas. The
advisor was Chris Washington. BANCS was formed as a social
and educational support group for African-Americans, but you
didn't have to be African-American to be a member.
The group began the year by participating in a food drive for
the New Salem Baptist Church. They sponsored a non-Greek
step show at Independence Hall and took a trip to Kings Island.
Many of their activities were in conjunction with the other two
area black associations. The three associations held the first
Egyptian Madness Week to glorify their culture by activities.
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Picnics are a popular study break.

by Jack D. Miner
These students enjoy hamburgers cooked
outside on the grill.
These students cheer on their peers in a hot
wings contest.

Movie nights provide a comfortable
atmosphere for relaxing with friends.
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SCSA members pose fora picture at one of Gavin Renner looks like he is more than a
their meetings.

SCSA/SABSA

little camera shy.
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The South Campus Student Association was open to all
students who lived in a South Area residence hall. This year's
officers were: President Lynn Banks, Vice President Gavin
Renner, Secretary Linda Freeman, and Treasurer Kevin Healey.
The group sponsored the annual Mardi Gras and worked with
the MAKIO Yearbook in coordinating Spring Fever '91 for the
South Campus residents. For Little Sibs Weekend SCSA
sponsored movies, donuts, free ice skating and many other
activities to keep the little sisters and brothers entertained.
SCSA held many diversity programs including one in which
they fixed Hispanic foods for the residents to try. During Gay,
Lesbian and Bisexual Awareness Week they placed pink triangles with the names of famous gay, lesbian and bisexual people
around campus.
They also took part in the Baker Hall Chocolate Festival on
Valentine's Day. One of the main focuses of this group was
boosting the membership. At the beginning of the year there
were only a few members, but by the end of the year membership
had greatly increased.
The South Area Black Student Association was open to any
student who wanted to be a part of this social support group. The
officers were: President Tracey Thomas, Vice President and
Secretary Raquel Powell, and Treasurer Rachman Smith.
They hosted many activities this year. They sponsored the
South Campus Movie Night. The group also had many activities
as a group such as going to the movies, study breaks, rap sessions,
and visiting other universities like Bowling Green and Central
State.
They also participated in activities with the other two black
associations on campus. The three black student associations
held their annual fashion show and also had a bowling competition. The big event of the year was the Black Student Association
Madness Week with sporting competitions throughout the week
and a picnic on the last day to celebrate. The last event on the
agenda for this group was their annual banquet to honor their
outstanding members.
by Stacy Bush
SCSA President, Lynn Banks, gets the
group readyforone of their many activities.

These SCSA members take a snack break Many students watch for the latest fashion
trends at the annual fashion show.

during their meeting.
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RHAC
North, South & Olentangy
The Residence Hall Advisory Council represented every student
living in a residence hall. All students benefited from RHAC
activities, but those who benefited the most were students who chose
to become actively involved. The voting membership of RHAC was
made up of the presidents of each of the hall councils on campus.
The officers of this year's group were: President Ron Spencer,
Vice President of Administration Melissa Lang, Vice President of
Programmi ng Jeff Norton, Secretary Kecia Hicks, Treasurer Charlotte
Tyler, National Communication Coordinator Jenna Cronin, and
National Residence Hall Honorary Representative Kelly Hodos.
President Ron Spencer felt that the main aim of the group was to give
students the chance to become more involved and acquire leadership
qualities.
The group became more involved both regionally and nationally
than it had been in previous years. The Ohio State RHAC captured
the National Residence Hall Honorary Chapter of the Year Award
for the North Atlantic Region. Because of this prestigous award,
next year Ohio State will be hosting the North Atlantic affiliate of the
Association of College and University Residence Halls (commonly
known as NAACURH).
Some of the activities they have hosted include a Mock Car
Wreck on the Oval for Alcohol Awareness Week, SHADES Week
activities such as Mardi Gras and a drive for the Homeless Shelter,
and educational programming for Drug and Alcohol Awareness
Week. RHAC finished off the year with a leadership retreat in
Arizona during Memorial Day Weekend. This was a very productive year for RHAC.
by Stacy Bush
(

Kathy Pankavich and President Ron
Spencer look like they're enjoying the plane

1111

trip to Arizona.

All dressed up and nowhere to go are the
men of RHAC at the reteat in Arizona.

These RHAC members arrive at the retreat
in Arizona where colleges from all over the
country met.

.4115,7 1q MOM

The women of RHAC get together before
dinner to take a group shot.
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North, South & Olentangy

,
Brian Schad prepares a peanut butter and .'11101
jelly sandwich for a nutritious breakfast. "4- 11,

Almost every student living in a residence hall ate in one of the
six dining halls located on campus. On North Campus Raney
Commons and North Commons were frequented by students
from the north side. Baker Hall and Kennedy Commons were the
South Area eating locations. The residents of the Towers
(Lincoln and Morrill) ate at one of the dining halls located on the
second floor of Morrill Tower. The Stadium Dormitory occupants ran their own food service for Stadium residents.
Students could buy meal plans for 19, 14 or 12 meals each
week. Off campus students who still wanted to eat in the dining
halls could buy a plan for six meals a week. Students gained
access to any one of the commons by presenting their OSU id
card. Each student had a magnetic strip across their card which
kept track of the number of meals consumed each week as it was
put through a machine at the entrance to the commons.
Raney's Place and Kennedy Commons provided many students
with the chance to eat a special meal with their friends. Decidedly
Different Dining offered a quiet atmosphere and different food
than served at the regular commons. To participate in this
students had to call ahead and make reservations. Many times
they were booked full by the second hour of scheduling for the
week.
Commons food may not taste quite like homemade, and many
students felt that it wasn't worth the price. But one undisputable
advantage the dining halls had for residents was the convenience ,
of food prepared for them and knowing that there was no time
wasted on dishes and cleaning up after meals.
by Stacy Bush

These students look over their lunch
choices.
Pete Euchre puts his books away before
going to lunch.
These students wail in line at Raney
Commons.
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that nobody loses, or rather that everybody
wins, is one that was shared by members of the
Greek system. Although individual sororities and fraternities
felt a special allegiance to their particular chapters, the 60-plus houses in
existence on campus also combined to form a close-knit support unit that could
be considered a family in its own right. Friendships were formed across house
boundaries. A feeling of inclusiveness was created for all members who
committed themselves to the Greek system. The competitieve spirit of Homecoming and Greek Week was balanced by unified philanthropic efforts
throughout the Greek community. Each house was responsible for organizing
some type of annual fund-raising event for a charity of their choice. Frequently,
other sororities and fraternities came to the event to show support. Members
of Greek houses were also given the opportunity to develop their leadership skills. Planning formal dances and date parties, designing the Homecoming float, coordinating fundraisers, blood drives, and Formal Rush,
do suddenly called out "The race is over!" and they all crowded around it,
panting, and asking "But who has won?"

and collecting dues were just a few of the items on the agendas
of house presidents and their executive officers.

This question the Dodo could not answer without a great deal of thought,
and it stood for a long time with one finger pressed upon its forehead...while the
rest waited in silence. At last the Dodo said "Everybody has won, and all must
Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

In these ways everybody wins, both within

Acacia
Acacia was founded on May
12, 1904 at the University of
Michigan. The OSU chapter is
located on 166 East Woodruff
Avenue.
Throughout the year, Acacia
was involved in many activities.
In the Homecoming parade, Acacia joined together with Zeta Tau
Alpha to make a float reflecting
the theme "Come Together." The
float included Brutus Buckeye
and other OSU characters.
A fall date party was held at
Jackson Lake in Canal Winchester, Ohio. Members attended
dressed in their favorite sports
paraphernalia.

"Black and Gold Formal Nite"
was the theme of this year's winter dance. The formal was held at
Eckles Lake Party Lodge in
Delaware on February 2.
Acacia's philanthropy project
was the "Acacia Crunch Course."
This spring quarter, as in past
years, a car was donated by a member and placed on the South Oval.
For a small fee, passers-by could
take a sledge-hammer to the car.
All proceeds benfitted the Shriner's
Burn-Victim Unit. Acacia members viewed it as a good way to
vent out end-of-the-year frustrations while supporting a good
cause.
Alpha Gamma Rho brothers toast to Santa
Claus at their December Christmas Dance.
Troy Hampton, Rick Slitters and Denton
Bowman take time out from dancing at z=
their "Black and Gold" formal.

Alpha
Gamma Rho
Acacia members Doug Congrove ( Brutus)
and Chad Reeves (tuba player) have that
Buckeye football spirit.
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The men of Alpha Gamma Rho salute as
they kick back at their"Boar "party.

Alpha Gamma Rho was
founded on April 4, 1908 at the
Ohio State University. The house
is located on 1979 Iuka Avenue.
For Homecoming, Alpha
Gamma Rho joined with Delta
Omega Kappa to enter a float in
the parade.
Instead of just one date party,
the men of Alpha Gamma Rho
lived it up with two. During autumn quarter, they gathered at
Spring Lake for their "Boar" party,

following it up with a " Moose"
party in Lancaster spring quarter.
"The Pink Rose" was the theme
of this year's formal. It was held
at Villa Milano's on February 16,
1991.
Alpha Gamma Rho showed
community support by working
for the Arthritis Foundation. For
their philanthropy project, members answered phones at the foundation.
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Alpha
Kappa Lambda

Members of Alpha Gamma Sigma, in one
of their more serious moments, pose for
posterity.

Alpha Kappa Lambda was
founded in 1914 at the University
of California, Berkeley. The OSU
Chapter is located on 1996
Indianola Avenue.
During the 1991 year Alpha
Kappa Lambda was very busy.
For their fall date party they went
on a hay ride at Murphy's Party
Barn and then had a Halloween
party.

"Yellow Rose Spring Formal"
was the 1991 theme of the dance
held at Da Vinci's.
The fraternity also did community service. For their philanthropy project, they volunteered
at the University Hospital's annual
Fun, Run, and Roll." The brothers
gave water, kept times, and served
as pace bicyclists for wheel chair
participants.
-

Bill Miller and Jim Slitherly practice their
modeling poses poolside at the Alpha
Gamma Sigma house.

Alpha
Gamma Sigma
Founded on October 23, 1922
at the Ohio State University, Alpha Gamma Sigma is located on
1918 Indianola Avenue.
For Homecoming week, Alpha
Gamma Sigma made a replica of
the Ohio Stadium as their entry in
the Homecoming parade.
The theme of Alpha Gamma
Sigma's fall date party was
"Sports," with people dressing up
like sports figures for the occa-

Shelton Rose and friends enjoy a moment
of "togetherness."

sion.
The fraternity's formal took
place at Eckell Lake's Adrian
Lodge. The theme was the "Spring
Red Rose Formal."
Designed to support Easter
Seals, Alpha Gamma Sigma's
philanthropy project raised over
$6000 by selling newsletters.
Dedication was easy when charity
was the purpose.

Randy Gibson, Dave Schimpfand Mickey
Mouse share a patriotic bonding session.

Todd Boss, Wes Davis, Aaron Spiess,
Huhn, Barry Ward, Greg Tennani ,
Wilson, Tom Sailors and friends enjo
autumn cookout.
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Alpha Zeta
Alpha Zeta was founded on
November 4, 1897 at Ohio State
University. The house is located
at 153 East 14th Avenue. Alpha
Zeta is an agricultural professional
fraternity dedicated to high
scholarship, fine fellowship, and
sound character.
This year, as for the past seven
years, Alpha Zeta's float placed
first in the Homecoming parade.
The theme of this award winning

Alpha Rho Chi's Wallace Perkins, Social
Chair, and girlfriend Dawn Paul enjoy
the party.

float was "AZ—Breaking Barriers."
The fraternity also held a formal in May. Traditional AZ activities included participation in
the Agricultural Olympics, casual
date parties, a pig roast, alumni/
parents' day, and a summer picnic.
Also planned for this year were
wood cutting workshops, squirtgun water games, and a Christmas
dinner.

Ken Meier, Outstanding Big Brother, finds
himself surrounded by the agreeable
company of his AZ little sisters at the
spring formal.

Alpha
Rho Chi
Located at 214 East 16th Avenue, Alpha Rho Chi was founded
on April 11, 1914 at the Universities of Illinois and Michigan.
Alpha Rho Chi is a professional/social fraternity of both men
and women students majoring in
architecture, landscape architecture, engineering, urban and regional planning, art, art history
and other related majors.
The fraternity corresponds with
Ohio State alumni and others in
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the professional world. Through
such networking, APX members
have a headstart in their career

interests.
On the social side this year,
members celebrated togetherness
with frequent parties. Alpha Rho
Chi held its April 13 "White Rose"
formal at the Villa La Scala Banquet Hall. The fraternity also organized a car wash as their philanthropy project to help in the battle
against leukemia.

Members gl Alpha Rho Chi pause to digest
a delicious spaghetti dinner.

Alpha Zeta's award winning float, "i
Breaking Barriers" rolls toward the
rally site for Homecoming 1990.
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The men of Pi Kappa Alpha and the women
of Pi Beta Phi enjoy pre-game festivities
on a football Saturday.

Delta Chi
Delta Chi was founded in 1890
at Cornell University. The Ohio
State chapter is located at 191 East
15th Avenue.
Their Homecoming partner this
year was Phi Mu sorority. The
pair entered a float in the parade
with the Homecoming 1990
theme, "Come Together," as its
title.
For their fall date party, the
men of Delta Chi traveled to
Jackson Lake for a party with a

Vikings theme. Delta Chi's formal
was held at Villa Milano on February 22, and the theme was the
"White Carnation Ball."
Delta Chi also selects an annual
Sorority Woman of the Year, interviewing candidates from each
house. This year's winner of the
award was Doris Cah from Kappa
Delta.
As a philanthropy project,
members played games of Earth
Ball for Juvenile Diabetes.

Vine Ellerbrock and this rear's President
Doyle Bausch share a toast to Pi Kappa
Alpha.

Pi Kappa Alpha
Pi Kappa Alpha was founded
on March 1, 1868 at the University
of Virginia. The OSU chapter is
located at 43 East 15th Street.
Past members of this fraternity
include current OSU President Gee
and Wes Fesler, Ohio State's
second three time football AllAmerican.
For this year's fall date party,
the PKE's had a Barnyard Bash.
This combination hayride/dance
was held at Jackson Lake. The
winter formal's theme was the
"Fireman's Ball." The black-tie
affair took place at Inn on the
Lane, March 9, 1991.

Members of Delta Chi celebrate spring
quarter's Greek Week festivities.
The men of Delta Chi relax a little after
their autumn initiation ceremony.

Pi Kappa Alpha donated approximately 250 man hours to their
philanthropy service projects
during the 1990/91 year. Most
interestingly, they renovated and
cleaned up a Tibetan monk's Columbus home and donated a priceless bell to him that a PKE alumnus had brought back from a trip
in Asia.
The Ohio State chapter of Pi
Kappa Alpha was commended for
its service projects, receiving an
award for outstanding community
service for the 1990 year by its
national headquarters.

Some of Pi Kappa Alpha's brothers
"support° each other at their Founder's
Da)* banquet.
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Phi Kappa Psi
Jefferson college was the
founding place of Phi Kappa Psi
in 1852. Its location is 124 East
14th Avenue.
The members of Phi Kappa Psi
were visible participants within
the Greek system. Their fall date
party carried an "Inspector
Clouseau" theme. Members
jumped in limos and followed
clues to a secret party location.
The group was paired with Delta
Zeta for Homecoming and they
also entered a team in intramural
football.
Phi Kappa Psi's annual

Christmas formal in the winter
was held at their fraternity house.
The evening included a formal
dinner accompanied by a concert
pianist, secret gift exchange, and
entertainment by Arnett Howard
and the Creole Funk Band. For
their second date party, they
headed south to Cincinnati where
they enjoyed a river boat cruise.
Phi Kappa Psi's members ended
the year by going on a "Jamaican
Rum" canoeing excursion in
Hocking Hills near the end of
spring quarter.

Alipp
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Marcus Joseph, Matthew Coomb, Teresa
Poling, Thomas Finkel ► eier, Robert
Golden and Franklin Peterson hang out
On Sigma Pi's stairway.

—

The gentlemen of Phi Kappa Psi present
their nest university president with a
reminder of the fraternity as Dr. Gee tours
their house.

Sigma Pi

Members (#. Phi Kappa Psi gather around
their house mother, Cheri Flasher, at their
Christmas formal.
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Sigma Pi members Craig Leslie, Lee

Founded at Indiana University
in February of 1897, Sigma Pi is
located at 48 East 15th Avenue.
This year, fraternity members
continued working to remodel
their house, an ongoing project of
several years.
Sigma Pi also worked hard to
increase its membership and
proved very successful in bettering its academic standing.
Members represented the fraternity in all the major intramural

sports events and Greek Week
activities. And for the first time in
many years, Sigma Pi entered a
float in the Homecoming parade.
The float, a train, symbolized the
theme "Pulling Together."
The group also organized a
masquerade party on Halloween.
For service projects they participated in the "High Street Cleanup"
and visited St. Raphael's retirement home.

Branford, President Andrew Shuman and
Bill Simon "bond."
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Darren Blatt holds back fellow Tau Epsilon
Phi pledges Keith Levitt, Dave Bedol,
Drew Gabreski, Steve Green and Todd
Delman.
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Theta Tau
Theta Tau was founded on
October 15, 1904 at the University
of Minnesota. The Ohio State
chapter is located on 1946
Indianola Avenue.
This year Theta Tau constructed a float titled "Send Purdue
to the Darkside of the Moon" for
its Homecoming parade entry.
Their second annual "Drunkin
Pumpkin" fall date party was held
at Jackson Lake.

On February 28, Theta Tau held
its winter formal at Da Vinci's
restaurant. The fraternity also
joined in Greek Week activities,
pairing up with Zeta Tau Alpha
for the events.
Theta Tau spent the year reorganizing and making improvements in the organization. This
problem-solving paid off, for the
house increased its membership
by fifty percent spring quarter.

The brothers of Tau Epsilon Phi test their
strength on the house lawn as they salute —
"Founding Fathers Day."

Tau
Epsilon Phi
included a bonfire, a live comedian, and a hay ride.
Rags to Riches" was the theme
of the formal, which took place on
April 13 at Da Vinci's.
This year's philanthropy
project, known as "Kickball
Klassic," was a tournament which
supported The American Cancer
Society. The winner of this year's
tournament was Sigma Delta Tau.

These Theta Tau boys smile with
satisfaction as they quench their thirst.

-

Pito!

Tau Epsilon Phi was founded
on October 10, 1910 at Columbia
University. The OSU chapter is
located at 1989 Iuka Avenue.
This year the fraternity involved itself in the many traditional activities offered in the
Greek system. They embarked on
a mystery bus tour for their fall
date party that made several stops
throughout the evening. The stops

Three dapper-looking Theta Tau brothers
dress for formal night.

....001111
Members ofTau Epsilon Phi's pledge do
pose for posterity on this year's pled/'
trip.
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Alpha
Delta Pi

4 4 11

From top left, Stacy Spencer, Heather
Burks, Denise Zobrist and Melanie Seaton
celebrate Alpha Chi Omega's pledge day.

Alpha Delta Pi was founded
on May 15, 1851 at Wesleyan
Female College. The OSU chapter
is located at 94 East 15th Avenue.
Alpha Delta Pi showed their
spirit by participating in all the
Greek events sponsored throughout the year. For Homecoming
they paired up with the Sammies
(Sigma Alpha Mu.) During Greek
week they joined Alpha Gamma
Sigma.
In November the women of
Alpha Delta Pi had their fall date
party. The theme was "Date Party
of Champions."
"Black Diamond Formal" was
the theme of this year's formal

which was held on February 2,
1991. The setting was Confluence
Park Restaurant and Banquet Hall.
Alpha Delta Pi's philanthropy
project was a Bowling Tournament at the Drake Union. Participants in this tournament included members from various
fraternities and sororities around
campus. The tournament, which
took place during winter quarter,
consisted of fraternity and sorority divisions. Trophies were
awarded to the top three individuals in each division. All
proceeds benefitted the Ronald
McDonald House.

Kristin Weber, Jane Hanby and Shawna
Machaskee share a moment of
togetherness during Pledge Day fall
quarter.

Alpha
Chi Omega
Founded on October 15, 1985
at DePaw University, the Ohio
State University chapter of Alpha
Chi Omega is located at 103 East
15th Avenue.
This year, Alpha Chi Omega
was involved in many activities.
For Homecoming, they entered a
float in the parade. Based on the
theme "Come Together," their
float was a globe representing all
the different nationalities existing
on our earth.
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A river boat cruise in Cincinnati
formed the setting for the traditional date party. During winter
quarter the sorority held its formal,
the "Carnation Ball," at Adrian
Parth Lodge.
Alpha Chi Omega was also
involved with various activities to
help the community. Their philanthropy project was a game of
Ultimate Frisbee to benefit Easter
Seals.

The women ofAlpha Chi Omega give their
new 1991 pledges a warm welcome into
the sorority.

Kristin Weber, Doug Eggeman, Kim
Weber, Jerry Ersham, Shawna
Machaskee and Dan Kerner enjoy Alplw
Delta Pi's "Black Diamond" formal.
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Marin McFarland, Amy Von g an ten,
Jennifer Hvden, Tina 1.Vomer and Kelly

Alpha
Epsilon Phi
Alpha Epsilon Phi was founded
on October 24, 1909 at Barnard
College. The OSU chapter is located on 200 East 17th Avenue.
This sorority participated in
several activities over the course
of the year. During autumn quarter
the house had a date party at Jackson Lake. The theme of the party
was "Back to Bedrock," and a

Glassburn are "in uniform" for a
"commando" T.G.

beach bonfire was one of the
special effects.
Alpha Epsilon Phi's annual
formal was held at the Villa
Milano. The sorority's philanthropy project was a basketball
tournament called "Phi Trotters."
This tournament was organized to
aid in the fight against juvenile
diabetes.

Alpha Xi Delta sisters share lunch at
Daddyo's.

Alpha
Xi Delta

Alpha Epsilon Phi's newest members
already feel close to each other as they
gather togetheron Bid Day autumn quarter.

Located on 76 East 15th Avenue is Alpha Xi Delta. This sorority was founded on April 17,
1893 at Lombard College.
The woman of Alpha Xi Delta
were kept busy with the various
activities filling their agenda this
year. Autumn quarter, they had
their fall date party with a "Jailbreak" theme. For Homecoming
they entered a float in the parade
entitled "Come Together" which
exhibited replicas of the controversial plywood "art structures"
found all over campus during the

This year's senior sisters of Alpha Epsilon
Phi come together for a record of their last
Bid Day with each other.

111

Marin MacFarland, Ann Vongunten and
Kel ly Glassburn are in
a
at their
annual philanthropy project, the "Fazzie
Football Classic'."
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fall.
The winter formal was held at
DaVinci's. It was entitled "The
Rose Formal."
Alpha Xi Delta organized two
different philanthropy projects,
one occurring in the fall, and the
other in the spring. The fall event,
called "The Fuzzie Football Classic," was a football game played
by teams of eight fraternity men,
coached by two women. Spring
quarter, sorority members volunteered to stuff envelopes for the
Central Ohio Lung Association.
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Delta
Delta Delta
Delta Delta Delta was founded
on Thanksgiving Eve, 1888 at
Boston University. The OSU
chapter is located at 229 East 15th
Avenue.
The women of Delta Delta
Delta enjoyed a great rush this
year with a strong pledge class of
33. They also had the highest
percentage of members to return
on the campus.
The Tri-Delts and Fijis paired
up for Homecoming this year.
Cookouts and new friendships
were highlights of the week.
Delta Delta Delta's activities
also included a fall date party. A

Bonfire Bash was held at Hickory
Lakes. Along with the bonfire
was a great deal of food and
dancing.
"Stars and Crescent Formal"
was the theme of this year's winter dance. The formal was held at
The Old Grandview Inn on February 16, 1991.
Delta Delta Delta's philanthropy was a fall soccer tournament called "Just for Kicks." Five
sororities and eighteen fraternities
participated in the event. Proceeds
benefitted Children's Cancer Research.

The crew ofDelta Gamma welcome aboard
prospective pledges during Rush week
cumuli,' quarter.

Susan Hathaway, Trista Moe ► es and
Janeen Burleigh look on as Tri Deli
Dawn Coronis reacts to "hair stylist"
Nicole Zinman's unique hair creation.

Delta
Gamma

The women of Delta Delta Delta "line up"
Members- of Delta Gamma go formal for
at their winter "Stars and Crescent Round Ii offal! Rush.
Formal."

Located on 131 East 15th Avenue is the OSU chapter of Delta
Gamma. Delta Gamma was
founded in December 1873 at
Lewis School.
For Homecoming the women
5., of Delta Gamma followed tradi11- tion and entered a float in the
parade. Their Homecoming partner was Lambda Chi Alpha.
In October the sorority had its
fall date party. The theme for this
year was "Monopoly" with par-

ticipants dressing up like figures
from the board game.
The name of their philanthropy
project was "Anchor Splash." For
this activity each fraternity was
assigned two or three Delta
Gamma coaches. The fraternities
participated in a synchronized
swimming contest, swim races,
and a body building contest. "Anchor Splash" was the largest sorority philanthropy on Ohio State's
campus.
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Kappa
Alpha Theta

Delta Zetas Leslie Morgan, Sandi
Moscioni, Jodi Cook, Annette Bode,
Elizabeth Reed and Barbara Bakovinsky
show their friendship on Pledge Day.

Kappa Alpha Theta is located
at 1861 Indianola Avenue. The
sorority was founded on January
27, 1870 at DePaw University.
The OSU chapter of KAT was
involved in many activities during the 1990-91 school year. For
Homecoming they made a float
entitled "Come Together and Save
the World." Kappa Alpha Theta's
fall date party was a "Jail-Break
Party" at Camp Mary Orton.
Their formal was held on
Febuary 2 at Da Vinci's in Upper

Arlington.
In addition to these social activities, Kappa Alpha Theta also
contributed to the community.
One of their philanthropy projects
was a Christmas party for the
Hannah-Neil Center for Abused
Children. The party included
dinner, games, gifts, and Santa
Claus. Another project was a
softball tournament, co-sponsored
with TKE, for the fraternities and
sororities. The money from these
projects was donated to CASA.

Seniors Peggy Partenfelder, Kristi Knight
and Sharon Weldon enjoy Delta Zeta's —
"Show Boat" date party.

Delta
Zeta
"Mardi Gras," was the theme
of this year's March formal. The
formal was held at the Holiday Inn
West.
Delta Zeta's philanthropy
project benefitted the deaf. They
held a comedy night at Hitchcock
Hall. The evening included professional comedians as well as
amateurs from the Greek system.
All proceeds went to the national
philanthropy of speech and hearing.

The women of Kappa Alpha Theta show
that sisterhood spirit on Pledge Day
autumn quarter.
Jenny Nims, Mary Ham -cilia? and Shelly
Oxermyer give a Kappa Alpha Theta
greeting On Pledge Day.

Amy Barnette and Kerri Plunk charm lM
camera andfellow attendees at their "Crus

p.01

Delta Zeta was originally
founded on October 24, 1902 at
Miami University. The OSU
chapter is located at 212 East 12th
Avenue.
Activities for this year included
a fall date party, Homecoming,
and a spring formal. For the
Homecoming parade the women
of Delta Zeta entered a float entitled "Come Together." "A
Riverboat Saloon" was the theme
of the house's fall date party which
was held at Jackson Lake.

Party" printer quarter.
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Kappa
Kappa Gamma
Kappa Kappa Gamma is located on 55 East 15th Avenue.
The organization was founded on
October 13, 1870 at Monmouth
College.
During fall quarter the house
had a fall date party called the
"Fall Fiasco." The party included
a bonfire and hayrides. Attendees
came dressed for a hoedown.

Dressed in jungle attire, members of Kappa
Delta are set for safari AND for fall Rush
Open House.

"Sapphire Ball - was the theme
of the spring formal. This blacktie affair was held at the Villa
Milano on February 9,1991.
The house also held its annual
"Kappa Kappa Gamma Golf
Klassic." Members from the
Greek system signed up in teams
of four, and caddys were Kappa
Kappa Gamma sisters.

Amy Mutinies, Stacy Allen, Mind) Minting
and Sarah Schumaker are together for
lat Kappa Kappa Gamma's Bid Day.

Kappa Delta
Founded on October 23, 1897
at Longwood College, the OSU
chapter of Kappa Delta is located
on 116 East 15th Avenue.
For their fall date party Kappa
Delta organized an October hayride complete with costumes.
During the party green plaid,
flannel shorts were distributed to
all attendees.
"The Emerald Ball" was the
theme of the sorority's formal.
The high class affair was held at
the Olde Grandview Inn on February 8,1991.
Kappa Delta's philanthropy
project was a Slapshot Ice Hockey
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Tournament. This tournament
supported the National Committee for the League Against Child
Abuse. Held on March 14th &
15th, the event received support
from 16 of the fraternities.
The women of Kappa Delta
were winners in many ways.
Member Angie Johnson won FIGI
fraternity's "Queen of Hearts"
pageant, and Kim Newhart was
named Miss Greek Ohio State.
Diane Berke became champion of
the Lambda Chi Alpha/Delta Zeta
sponsored Comedy night. The
group as a whole placed fourth in
academic standing.

Kappa Delta sisters cuddle teddy hears
one more time before giving them to the
Columbus Police Department for

The castfm- Kappa Kappa Gmlit ►i► 'A "Alio
in Wonderland" rush skit take a Greg'
from rehearsal.

distribution 10 homeless children.
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Desiree Segui, Beth Morrison and Niki

Phi Mu
Phi Mu was founded on January 4,1852 at Wesleyan College.
The OSU chapter is located on 93
East 15th Avenue.
Phi Mu's activities for this year
included constructing a float for
the Homecoming Parade, a fall
date party, a formal dance, and a
philanthropy project.
For the Homecoming parade,
the house built a float entitled
"People Coming Together." The
fall date party was held at Hickory
Lakes. The theme of the party was

Kosnik share a moment together at the Phi
Mu house.

"Western."
"Pink Carnation Ball" was the
theme of the spring formal. It was
held at Confluence Park on February 9,1991.
For their philanthropy project
Phi Mu sponsored a spaghetti
dinner, an event they have organized annually for the past 14
years. The dinner raised over
$6,200, and served over 850
people. The proceeds benefitted
Project Hope and Children's
Miracle Network.

Members of Phi Sigma Rho relax for a
moment during Rush autumn quarter.

Photo su bm ittal

Phi
Sigma Rho

Kim Abt (a.k.a. Donald Duck) is ready for
Halloween visitors at the Phi Mu house's
service project forneighborhood children.

Phi Sigma Rho, the sorority for
women in engineering and engineering technology, was founded
at Purdue University in 1984. On
January 19, 1991, Phi Sigma Rho
was installed as the Beta chapter
at Ohio State.
During fall quarter, Phi Sigma
Rho was paired with Chi Phi for
Homecoming. After the new year,
members of the sorority kicked
off the quarter with a TG at Aca-

Michelle Johnson and Angie Wallace
sample their sorority's cooking at Phi Mu's
annual spaghetti dinner.

cia. On January 17, the initiation
of their Zeta class was celebrated,
along with the induction of the Eta
class.
Other social events included
Happy Hours with Sigma Pi and
Triangle as well as TG's with Phi
Kappa Sigma and Chi Phi. In
March, the sorority held their second annual "Orchid Ball" at Holiday Inn on the Lane.

Some Phi Sigma Rho sisters enjoy their first
annual

"Orchid Ball" at the Ramada Inn.
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Greek Life

Sigma
Delta Tau
Sigma Delta Tau was founded
at Cornell University in 1917. The
Ohio State University became the
home of the third chapter on February 26, 1921.
Throughout the past seventy
years, Sigma Delta Tau has worked
to its fullest potential in both the
Greek system and the community.
Over the past few years, the chapter
has made some beneficial changes
to create an extremely successful
rush. It has also instituted three
new philanthropy events
benefitting the national preven-

tion of child abuse and has
implemented a scholarship program within its own chapter.
This year the sorority teamed
up with Phi Delta Theta fraternity
for the week of Homecoming and
celebrated Greek Week with Alpha Tau Omega as their partner.
They also held their annual philanthropy fund-raiser "Kick Ball
Classic" in which all the fraternities and sororities participated in a
kick ball tournament. The proceeds went to benefit the
LeagueAgainst Child Abuse.

■
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Delta Gamma's Laura Simonian, Erin
Pound, Darby O'Rourke, Erin Deviney
and Susan Shreiber are ready for one of
their date parties.
Pi Kappa Alpha brother Nicholas Reese
suffers the consequences of lavaliering his
girlfriend. After being covered with shaving
cream, he is taken to her sorority house for
a serenade.

From top left, Lisa Sustin, Jill Braverman,
Stacey Glick, Alison Brodnick, Jenny
Meyers and Michelle Hollander prepare
for Sigma Delta Tau's first round of Rush.

Sigma Delta Tau's executive ba
members gather round for a quick pic

296 Greeks

Stuart Parsons takes his turn on Santa
David Grimes' lap at Alpha Zeta's
Christmas Gift Exchange.
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a time of self discovery. Alice's surprise over having changed very much in a short
period of time is an experience with which graduates
in the following pages of this book can identify. The years
spent at Ohio State seem almost to have happened overnight, and
yet the multitude of experiences at this campus have both challenged and altered some of the values, beliefs, and dreams that these students
brought with them as freshmen. Living in the residence halls developed a growing sense of independence and challenged students to fine-tune those "people skills"
so necessary in their lives ahead. And learning new ideas and perspectives in the classroom influenced their thoughts about our world. The path that they followed throughout the college process continually branched off, offering choices of new directions.
As they made these decisions in preparation for the transition from academia
to the "real world," they slowly created the individuals they have become.
The majors they chose, the friends they made, and the activities they
joined took each of them down a unique path, unduplicated
ar, dear! How queer everything is to-day! And yesterday things went on
just as usual. I wonder if I've changed in the night? Let me think: was I the same
when I got up this morning? I almost think I can remember feeling a little different.
But if I'm not the same, the next question is 'Who in the world am IT Ah, that's the
great puzzle!"

by any other person at any other time. The development
of so many thousands of students with their personal
aspirations into a graduating class of individuals with newly defined identities

Alice's Adventure's in Wonderland
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Biology

Jennifer Adams

Determination & Faith

Child and Family Studies

Scott Adams
Biology

Patience Finally Pays Off
Many people make jokes or serious complaints about
the amount of time it takes to get through college, saying
that five or six years here is becoming the standard. A
lot of students take time away to earn money, travel, reexamine their purposes, or pursue other interests, but
how many would have the patience to wait 16 years
before obtaining a degree? Bridgette Sloan, a devoted
wife and mother of three daughters, is a testimony to
will-power and determination as she graduated this year
after many interruptions in the education process.
Having children, moving to another state for a couple
of years, and similar complications continued to postpone her education. She did not get discouraged, however, because her family is very important to her. "My
husband and I are a team. I just tell people if I didn't
have God and my husband's support, I couldn't have

Todd Adams
Engineering

David Adkins

done it." Bridgette found out after her first daughter was
born that she wasn't supposed to be able to have
children, and that her eldest was a "miracle" baby.
Laser surgery corrected the problem, and she had two
daughters afterwards. A larger family did not stop her
desire to finish school. "Society tells you that a homemaker with three kids can't go to school." Bridgette did
not want to be another statistic in the ranks of people
who start and never finish. "When I came back in the
fall of '90, I found out I only had two quarters left. That
was motivation enough. - Looking back at the last 16
years, Bridgette said, "I'm definitely not the traditional
student. I'm not the traditional parent either!"

Civil Engineering

Tareq Ahmad
Communication

Kathy Aitchison
Secondary English Education

Matthew Alban
Journalism

Allison Alberty
Business

Sean Alexander
Accounting

by Eva Meil

Stephanie Alexander
Communication

Lorie Altvater
Cinema/Video

Melissa Ames

Bridgette
Sloan

Communication

Robert Ammon II
Aeronautical Engineering

Jeffrey Anderson
English/Political Science

Traci Anderson
Journalism

Rita Arend
Biology

Pat Arnold

Major:
Textiles & Clothing

Journalism

Julie Aylies
Physical Therapy

Erin Babbitt
Physical Therapy

Hometown:
Columbus, OH

Dorothy Baker
Secondary Education

Todd Baker
Communication

Age:
Thirty- Three
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Mark Barnes
Audio Recording
Mary Barth
Psychology/Sociology
Jeanne Bartholomew
Chinese
Rudy Basile
Restaurant Management
Susan Basista
Psychology

Lynn Battista
Computer and Information Sciences
Ann Bauer
Psychology
Diane Baxter
Occupational Therapy
Samantha Bayless
Communication
Barbara Bazzoli
International Studies
Thomas Bedan
Aviation
Maryam Beheshti
Psychology
Todd Bello
Engineering
Tracy Bellomo
Industrial Design
Pamela Bellush
Psychology

A Brave New World

R.A. Experiences the Towers
The "Twin Towers" of past years were not known for
being praised by their inhabitants, but Jon Revelos, a
resident advisor who braved three years in Morrill
Tower, said that their poor image is slowly disappearing
as recent changes have greatly increased their popularity. "The towers went from being the smallest rooms on
campus to the largest," said Jon. "The reputation
changed from that of a zoo to having a 42 percent resign-up rate of residents." Jon did not initially plan to
live there as long as he did. "I figured I'd do my year's
stay and leave," he explained, but then the rooms
starting changing to doubles, and Jon got to live on a
newly-refurbished floor, so an R.A. position in Morrill
became "a lot more livable."
His job provided Jon with many enjoyable memories. "One spring quarter, all the R.A.'s were patting

changed at the last minute. On the Wednesday of finals
week, someone put a lighter under one of the sprinklers
and arranged a nightmare for Jon and many others,
including the police. "For 45 minutes the water poured
out and went all the way down 15 flights of stairs. It was

literally up to our ankles in the stairwell. The police
didn't know where the valve was, so finally somebody
just stuck something in the sprinkler head to get it to
stop." Jon recovered from such late-night antics easily,
however. "I had an eight o'clock final the next morning,
but I got an 'A' in the class!"
by Eva Meil

Jonathan
Revelos

Kimberly Bennett
Human Resources
Steve Berens
Aviation
MaryJane Bergh
Social Work
Bonni Berman
Occupational Therapy
Edward Bermea
Industrial Engineering
Jeffrey Bernstein
Political Science
Julie Bero
Spanish
Mark Berry
Journalism
Nanci Betteridge
English/ English Education
Todd Bickel
Political Science

each other on the back because we had gotten all the way
through the year without a major problem happening.
We thought we must have done a good job." Their luck

Major:
Industrial & Systems
Engineering
Hometown:
Middletown, OH

Photo by Eva Meil

Age:
Twenty-Two
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Social Work

Buckeye Mania Thrives
There's No Place Like Stadium
Brenda Glasgo's favorite memories of college are
comprised in two words: football games. She has been
attending them for all four years and said that when she
visits OSU in the future, she will be sure to go to the
games then, too.
"Getting in the Stadium just gives me the chills. It is
such a big school, so a lot of people feel lost, but at the
games you never feel that way — you'll be hugging
strangers!"
She recalls a game in which she and her friends sat
through a rainstorm while the majority of spectators
left, and their loyalty paid off. "It was absolutely
pouring; the score was horrible. Everyone left, and in
the last two minutes we just scored a whole bunch and
won the game. The goal post was almost bent over
because everyone was hanging on it."

The Michigan games were a different story, however. She could not remember if they had ever won any
while she was in college. After this year's disappointing loss in the final seconds of the sensational game, she
felt especially let down as it was the last game she would
witness as a Buckeye. "I was very upset that we lost.
We hung our heads all the way home." Nevertheless, in
the midst of the excitement, it did not matter to her
whether Ohio State was winning or losing. Surrounded
by 90,000 other half-crazy fans made it easy to experience
the spirit of school pride. "You always think, 'We've
got a great football team!' even if we don't. You just feel
like, 'Yeah, this is Ohio State and I go here.' "
by Eva Meil

Sherry Bidwell
Human Nutrition

Susan Bilsky
Social Work

Craig Birkhold
Aviation

John Bizic
Agricultural Economics

Ronda Blevins
Communication

Shani Blond
Communication

Christopher Boddie
Business

Mary Beth Bolkovac
Journalism

Marci Bonello
Aero- & Astronautical Engineering

Stephen Borghese
Criminology

Maria Bouboulis
English

Julie Bower

Brenda
Glasgo

Nursing

Stacy Bowersock
Human Resources

Shauna Bowman
Exercise Science

Robert Boyd

LU

Accounting/ Business Law

Michelle Boyer

Major:

Child Development

Tim Bracken

LU
LU
LLJ

OS U
LLJ

Communication
(Interpersonal)

Theresa Brandon
Production Operations Management

Hallie Braun
International Business Marketing

Hometown:
Perrysburg, OH

Michael Brill
Mechanical Engineering

Darrell Bunkley

Age:
Twenty-Two
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Marketing
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David Burns
Operations Management

Grady Burrows
Engineering

Diana Burton
Marketing

Jennifer Burton
Nursing

Georgette Cabacungan
Psychology

Richard Cade, Jr.
Special Education

James Calabrese
CIS Engineering

Michael Campanale
Transportation cc: Logistics
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0 is For Opportunities
She Put Knowledge to Use
Most people who come to Ohio State talk about the
advantage a school this big has in the size and variety of
its curriculum. To Diana Kenworthy, a scholarship
recipient, the quality of OSU's academic programs was
a pertinent factor in her decision to come here. "They
did a really good job of recruiting me. They brought me
in, introduced me to professors, and made me feel
welcome. Plus they had a really good women's studies

Peggy Campbell

program." That was important to Diana, who acquired

Business Education

a double major in political science and women's studies.
Diana found practical uses for these two interests
outside of the classroom. Junior year, she worked as a
resident advisor in Stradley Hall, an all-female dormitory. "I really felt like I made an impact on the women.
They came in at the beginning of the year and didn't
question things, and in the end, they knew to question

Patrick Carlin, Jr.
Electrical Engineering

Timothy Carr
Recreation Education

Hamilton Carter

things and not just accept the status quo." Although she
found the experience very rewarding, she discovered
that being an RA demanded an extensive time commitment. "Learning how to balance everything was a
challenge."
In addition to honors classes and her year as a
resident advisor, Diana volunteered for the Women
Against Rape network, operating phone lines to help
victims. It taught her practical knowledge of both
politics and women's problems. "I've gone to the
hospital with people, and I've gone to court. This work
is a really emotionally draining thing to do," she said.
Nevertheless, her experiences as an undergrad should
pave an easier way through law school, where she is
next headed.
by Eva Meil

Engineering Physics

Patricia Casey
Family Rel. /Human Delpint.

Lisa Caster
Occupational Therapy

Jeannette Cataland
Speech and Hearing Science

Diana
Kenworthy

Edith Kay Cermak
Business

Stacy Cherry
Spanish

Rachel Chodock
Psychology

Betty Chu
Business

Saundrea Cika

Major:

Political Science/
Women's Studies

Graphic Design

Mark Clapper
Mechanical Engineering

Hometown:
Bexley, OH

Jeffrey Clawson
Finance

Candace Cline
Marketing

Stephanie Cloud

Age:
Twenty-Two
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Music

Michele Combs
Marketing
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Joan Conroy
English

Fraternity Leadership

House Strives to Serve Campus
The Greek system plays a significant role in just
about every state college, and Ohio State is no exception, as Fifteenth Avenue alone testifies. Besides offering
students the chance to "party it up" on the weekends, as
the system is usually perceived, fraternities and sororities
provide many ways to get involved with campus and
community services and events.
As a senior, Joe Sheaffer was president of Alpha
Zeta, a professional and social fraternity primarily for
agriculture majors. Joe believes that the Greek system
should be one that benefits the university. "If it weren't
for the university, the rest of this wouldn't be here." The
reason he decided to join AZ was that it appealed to his
desire to serve the campus area. "I liked the guys. They
pushed the university, not just the Greek system."
Senior year, Joe was elected president of his house,

and that gave him a better chance to make a difference.
"Everything comes through and rests on the president.
You're the name on the roster that everyone sees." That
made him realize the importance and responsibility of
being a capable, hard-working front man. "The guys
take the election pretty seriously. A house can get
through one term with a bad president, but two terms
and you begin to see bad attitudes." Coming up with
ideas, dealing with problems, and coordinating a multitude of weekly events got hectic for him sometimes, but
Joe found the whole experience to be very worthwhile.
"I've always been trying to give something back.
Hopefully, the next set through can enjoy the same
benefits that I had."
by Eva Meil

Rebecca Coomer
Hospitality Management

Melissa Cope
NIL

Fashion Merchandising

Donald Cordle
Regional & Urban Analysis

Jacqueline Cordonnier
Materials Science Engineering

Lori Coufal
Marketing

Alia Cove!
History of Art

Sheri Crahalla
Fashion Merchandising

John Cross
Advertising

Denise Crouse
Transportation & Logistics

Kelli Cummings
Social Work

Dan Curtis
Geography

Richard Dana
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Joe
Shaeffer

Economics

Zeina Daoud
Electrical Engineering

David Dargatz
Accounting

Carolyn Daulton

Major:

Psychology

Mary Davidson

Agricultural
Engineering

Communication

Kimberly Davis
Communication

Mark Davis
Industrial Design

Hometown:

Martin Davis
Visual Communication

Upper Sandusky,
OH

Polly Davis
Welding Ellgineering

Scott Davis
Accounting

Age:

Shirley Davis
English

Twenty-Two

Tim DeHart
Advertising
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Don Dennis
Electrical Engineering
Rhonda Denton
Accounting/ Finance
Denise DePalma
English
Mitchell Dickerson
History
Anthony Digiovanni
International Business
Mark Dilley
Environmental Science
Gabriella DiNardo
Psychology
Elizabeth Diver
Not Available
Pam Domanski
Nursing
Steven Donahue
Industrial Technology
Maureen Donnelly
Psychology
Robert Dorado
Economics
Karen Dorsey
Veterinary Medicine
Robin Downing
Psychology
Kevin Draper
Aeronautical Engineering
Wendi Dretzka
Political Science
Joy Drummond
Elementary Education
Susana Duarte
Political Science
Mark Due11
Physics
Kathleen Duffy
Health Education
Denise Duncan
Education
Valerie Dussich
Engineering
Deborah Eakin
English
Dawn Ebe
Psychology
Christopher Ecker
Computer and Information Science

A Story of Success
Tragedy Did Not Defeat Her
Ohio State has a reputation for being a school of naive freshman who never thought about big issues,"
diversity and ample opportunities for involvement. she said. Instead, she chose to become a premed major
Diane Straub knows what "involvement" means. A and looks forward to medical school at John Hopkins in
premed major, Diane held positions in several organi- the fall. Medicine seemed relevant to her new outlook
zations, was this year's Homecoming Queen, and pur- on life. "Now I can empathize with patients in a way I
sued her fervent love for recreation and athletics while never would have before."
a student here. Incredibly, Diane remained involved
Diane was upset to sacrifice participation in the crew
despite a tragic motorcycle accident two days after her team, which she had been a member of for two years
twentieth birthday in June, 1988. The accident was very before the accident. Nevertheless, her enthusiasm for
serious: Diane lost a leg and wears a false one in its rowing and other sports did not dwindle. She accepted
place, yet her attitude about it is positive. "I was sitting the change in her abilities. "I don't look at it as if I've
behind my friend on the bike. The car hit my leg; it lost my leg. I look at it that I've saved my life. Of
probably saved both our lives." course, there are days I have trouble with that opinion,"
Diane said many of her acquaintances do not know she said.
about the trauma she experienced, but it has impacted
her life tremendously. "People take a lot of things for
by Eva Meil
granted. This changed my priorities. I'm no longer that
W.!

Diane
Straub
LU

Major:

LU

Nutrition/Biology
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Caring Community
Her Career is a Labor of Love
The daughter of a certified pediatric nurse practitioner, Pam Domanski found her niche at Ohio State in the
nursing environment. Originally a premed student,
Pam observed nurses and decided she liked the fact that
they seemed to spend more time with their patients than
doctors did. Her area of specialty, midwifery, is one in
which she will be certain to work closely with her
clients. "Unlike doctors, the midwife stays with the
patient all through labor and delivery." A profession
that has its roots in ancient times, midwifery is making
a comeback in several regions of the United States.
"It's the latest thing in pregnancy," she said with a
laugh. Pam plans to further her studies, and despite
midwifery's relative uncommonness, she feels confident about her choice of study. "I've really read into it,
and I've heard so much positive feedback."

In addition to her studies and practical experience,
Pam's involvement in the Ohio Nursing Students' Association proved to be very beneficial. "I've sacrificed
the 4.0 for being involved. ONSA teaches you all about
the profession, and it has supplemented my education
amazingly."
She does not have many complaints about OSU' s
school of nursing, either. "It's a great program. It's
among the top twenty in the country." In the past, she
was a little skeptical about the faculty's support of
ONSA. "Sometimes they've given us a hard time-no
financial support. But this year they've been very
supportive. They must be realizing how important it is
to our career."
by Eva Meil

Pam
Domanski

Hometown:
Amherst, OH
Age:
Twenty-Three
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Debra Emerman
English
Timothy Enwright
Physical Therapy
Matthew Eppley
Education
Katherine Evans
Family Resource Management
Kelly Evans
Agriculture
Sharon Evans
Aviation
Patrice Ezzo
Physical Therapy
Michelle Feichtner
Not Available
Paula Ferguson
Art Education
Sheila Ferguson
Elementary Education
Melissa Fienga
Marketing
James Finefrock II
Finance
Berita Fleshman
Family Resource Management
Diana Flounders
Journalism
John Foley
Architecture

Major:
Nursing
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Hospitality Management
Elizabeth Eichwald
Family Resource Management
Shelly Elder
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Ryan Forche
Secondary Education
Jill Ford
Psychology
Steven Ford
Finance
Kimberly Fordham
Special Education
David Fowler
Agricultural Education/ Animal Science
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Tiffany Fox
Communication

Lynne Frank
Political Science

Rebecca Frank
Not Available

Elizabeth Franklin
English/ Education

Jeremy Freeman
Hotel Administration

Michael French
Civil Engineering

Randal French
Business

James Frisbie
Chemistry

Sonja Frison
Psychology

Glenna Fulks
English Literature

Michael Funge
CIS Engineering

Michael Gall

Welcome Aboard!

OSU: The Midwest Melting Pot
For many students, coming to Ohio State is the first could understand what I said." A.J. became involved
time to be surrounded by people and influences from quickly, however, by taking on the responsibility of
foreign countries. Indeed, OSU's openness to interna- floor president his first year, assisting at Morrill's front
tional students is what attracts people from both the U.S. desk, and working as a resident office manager in
and abroad. Anjan "A.J." Batra said that Ohio State has Norton and Barrett Halls. He discovered that "it's a very
a good reputation in his home in India. A.J. moved to impressive, thrilling experience to see how much emColumbus in autumn, 1988,
just before starting classes. phasis OSU puts on diversity."
"I had really no idea what to expect when I came here,"
One thing A.J. did not catch onto as quickly was
he admitted. Even more than other new freshman, A.J. football. "I didn't even know what football was. I had
was in for some new experiences when he moved into his a different definition of it." By his second year, however,
residence hall: Morrill Tower. "It was more of a culture A.J. had watched most of the Buckeye games on teleshock to other people. There aren't that many people vision, and in his third (final) year, he purchased a ticket.
walking around with a turban on their head." He had And what did the premed student from India think of his
virtually no trouble making himself at home, except for first football game? "Crazy — Wild!"
a slight amount of trouble with the language barrier. "I
had a very different accent when I first got here. Nobody
by Eva Meil

Physical Therapy

Todd Gallagher
Aero- & Astronautical Engineering
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Antonio Gallardo, Jr.
.

Art Education

Christina Gallo
Not Available
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Anjan
Batra

Scott Galloway
Finance

Michelle Gang
Mathematics

Maria Garcia
Speech & Hearing Science

Major:
Biochemistry

Thomas Gates
Architecture

Tammy Gatrell
Elementan. Education

Hometown:
New Delhi, India

Steven Geis
Jewish Studies

James Gemelas
Political Science

John Gerhart
History

Beth Germane
Not Available

Denise Gerstenmaier
Family Resource Management
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The Final Countdown
Graduate Faces Her Future

Students typically spend each passing year accumulating not only credit hours, but also complaints about
remaining in college any longer and impatience to get
that diploma and move on to better things. By the time
the true date of graduation gets marked on the calendar,
however, the past four or more years start to look
increasingly pleasant in comparison to the uncertain
future. Tricia Gibson did not escape such a dilemma
upon approaching that final day. "I realize that Ohio
State is not the real world. It's like a big amusement
park. I sit down at Mirror Lake — it's like a day at the
beach." That area of campus, sunk down below buildings
and streets, can seem like an isolated stretch of serenity
in contrast to the university. It became one of her
favorite places to study or relax when she needed a
change of scenery.

Tricia was not relaxing much in her final quarter,
however, as she went on a "suicidal mission" taking 21
credit hours of classes. She said she felt panic, and then
total relief when it dawned on her just how close she was
to receiving her diploma. "I thought, 'Oh no, I've got to
go out into the cruel world and carry a briefcase. Just
when things start getting fun, it's time to go."
Tricia discovered several ways of having fun while
in school. After one year at Bowling Green, she got
involved in the Student Alumni Association, which led
her to many activities. Indeed, with all that college
students find to keep them busy, the years can seem to
have passed very quickly when all is said and done,
despite the wait for the Big Day.
by Eva Meil

Doreen Gilbert
Education

Jill Gillespie
Communication

Brenda Glasgo
Communication

Julie Glueck
Psychology

William Goebel
Production Design

David Golden
Philosophy

Jon Goldhamer
Psychology

Pamela Goldschmidt
Nursing

Anthony Goodwin
Spanish

Melissa Goodwin
Not Available
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Advertising
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Gibson

English

Catherine Grantham
German/ International Studies

Jennifer Gravlin
English Education

Elizabeth Gray
Accounting
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Journalism
(Public Relations)

Robert Gray
Finance

Janet Griffith
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Accounting

Thomas Griffith
Agricultural Economics

Steven Grinnell
Computer Science

Hometown:
London, OH
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George Alan Gummer II
Production Operations Mgt.

Joseph Gundler
Microbiology
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Judy Halak
Sociology
Douglas Halm
Education
Michael Hamilton
Agricultural Economics
Lori Hamrock
Social Work
Patricia Handschumacher
Elementary Education
Andrea Hankle
Clothing
Ronald Hansen
Journalism
James Harb
Aero- & Astronautical Engineering
Maureen Harbaugh
Marketing
James Harmon
Computer & Information Science
Beth Harrington
Agriculture
Gary Harris
Dance Theater
Chris Hartle
Consumer Services
Daniel Hartzell
Finance
Staci Hartzler
Human Ecology

Palace of Dreams

Fan Sentimental For Arena
Most Buckeye sports fans have a particular place on
campus, such as the Stadium, that reminds them of
exciting and enjoyable past moments spent watching
their team push towards victory or defeat. For Staci
Hartzler, a big lover of sports at OSU, that place of
special attachment is St. John's Arena.
She and her husband, Al, a staff member at the OSU
hospital, spent many hours in St. John's being entertained
by a variety of sporting events: men's and women's
gymnastics, volleyball, and of course, basketball.
This year, Staci and Al witnessed the men's basketball team's sensational winning spree. "With front-row
floor seats, you can really appreciate the dunk shots,"
she said. Her favorite game was this year's breathless
battle between OSU and Indiana, in which the Buckeyes
netted the game in the last second. "I'll probably never

.

David Hayes
Zoology
Mark Hayman
Math Education
Lisa Haynes
Sociology
Lisa Hebenstreit
Business
Jennifer Heinlein

see that great of a Big Ten game again in my life," Staci
said. "There were some older people in the audience
near us, and even they were saying it was the best game
they'd ever seen."
In addition to the many exciting times she spent
watching sporting events in St. John's, Staci spent her
last moments as a student there. Having graduated in
March, Staci celebrated one more triumphant finish
when she received her diploma in the arena. Looking
back at her years here, she advised current and future
students to take advantage of the many opportunities at
such a dynamic school. Sporting events alone offer a
great way to enjoy being a student, as Staci easily proved
by her strong attachment to them.
by Eva Meil
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Todd Henry
Communication

The Size Thing

Albert Hepp
Business

Brenda Herbert
Spanish

Tours Make Campus Cozier
Ohio State usually appears large and overwhelming
to the average visitor, and someone has to be responsible
for making guests feel welcome and informed. The
solution, of course, is to provide tour guides, individuals
who have committed to memory hundreds of trivial
facts and have mastered the art of talking rapidly into a
PA system while driving a van and telling age-old jokes.
Rich Van Meter understands how to win a crowd, which
made him the perfect candidate for a tour guide. "It's a
really fun job. It's something I definitely enjoy."
Rich seems to have gotten as much out of the duty as
he put into it. "I get to meet people from all walks of life.
I've given tours to some kids who may never go to
college, as well as dignitaries like ambassadors from
other countries. As a tour guide, you get the chance to
influence the lives of people, and you set the tone and

impression of how they will see the university." Tour
guides also learn some strange facts. "There are people
buried on this campus. There's a man buried — his
ashes are between two rooms on the second floor of
Bricker Hall. He was on the Board of Trustees and he
loved Ohio State very much."
The chance to serve as a guide did not come easily,
he said, and that was another reason for appreciating the
opportunity. "I was just very persistent in trying to get
the job and finally I got in." Rich's talent for talking to
crowds was put to full use by the time he was a senior.
As the chairman of the Senior Class Gift Steering
Committee, Rich had the rare honor of addressing his
classmates in a speech at graduation in the Stadium.
by Eva Meil
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Jennifer Hyder
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Kristi Jackson
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Advertising
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Jennifer Jevack
English

Anita Johnson

Big City Life
Fights, Fires, and Fun
One of the most frequent comments made by outsiders of Ohio State is how its immense size must present
difficulties and alienation to students here. When
talking with real OSU students, however, rarely does
one hear a complaint of loneliness or boredom. Jenny
Heinlein, a transfer student from Bowling Green State
University, said she is pleased with her decision to
come to Ohio State. She did not feel as sheltered here
due to the worldliness of the big city atmosphere and
diversity of the campus. "It's more like the real world.
I've definitely grown up a lot."
Indeed, one hair-raising experience virtually matured
Jenny "overnight" when more than half of the duplex
she was living in burned down. "The fire went up the
whole side that the guys were living in and half of our
side, too." She and her roommates lost a lot of property

as a result of the fire, smoke, and water damage. "I used
to take my wet notes to class in plastic baggies, " she
recalled, laughing.
Most people familiar with campus will admit that
living here can be dangerous. Living in the "real world"
exposed Jenny to the uglier side of city life. She said she
would like to see the OSU police take on a bigger role
in crime prevention. "The crime on campus is disgusting. I don't know someone who doesn't know someone
who's gotten beat up." Overall, however, Jenny enjoyed
her four years here, taking in the college scene while
laying out on the roof of her house or rocking on the
porch swing in summer. "We had a nice neighborhood
until the house burned down," she said with a wry grin.
by Eva Meil
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Deborah Kendig
Arts

Diana Kenworthy

Strutting Her Stuff

Political Science/ Women's Stds.

Molly Kessler
Not Available

Majorette Gained Confidence
Football games are an essential aspect of many
students' college days, but few students have the opportunity to get as involved in the Saturday spectacle as
Glenna Fulks, who performed for two years with "The
Best Damn Band In the Land" — our own scarlet and
gray marchers. Having an older brother who had
marched in the band, she got the idea to try out on "the
spur of the moment," she said. "I just thought, 'Wow,
I'd like to pursue that and see what I could do with it."
Although she did not have high school experience,
Glenna drew upon childhood skills to earn a position on
the drum major squad as a majorette. never really
thought I wouldn't make the band because I thought,
'Who's going to outwork me?' Hard work pays off.
Some people perceive that as cocky and arrogant, but
it's really just a work ethic." Hard work it was, too. "It

is physically grueling more than anything else. The
mind and body is just shot after it all."
Participation in many things has shown Glenna that
much of a college education is received outside of the
classroom. "Before, I was so shy. I used to be the person
who would come into a room and just sit down." By the
time she was a senior, however, Glenna was praising the
university and local area for all the interesting things of
which to be a part. Most of all, she loved visiting Lee
Ross dry cleaners on High Street after she became fast
friends with the owner. "How many places in this life
are you going to be able to have orange juice with your
dry cleaner?" she asked fondly.
by Eva Meil
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Katherine LaRue
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Karen Latvala
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Sang-In Lee
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Finance
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Strategy For Success

Fair Balance o f
Because Ohio State offers so many majors, the
students here obtain drastically different impressions of
college life. While some students got their degree in
four years, during which time they worked part-time,
played an intramural sport, and took on the position of
chairperson for a university organization, other students
devoted themselves to the books nearly full-time, pushing through five or more years for that pharmacy or
engineering degree. Mark Visconti, a CIS engineering
major, discovered the greatest satisfaction when he
graduated from OSU and finally had the degree. "It's
been a really long last year," he said. "I feel relieved to
he graduating."
Despite the difficult grind of getting that engineering
degree, Mark did not sacrifice the chance to enjoy
college. He made time to become a part of the Eques-

trian Team at Ohio State, fulfilling a lifetime desire to
learn to ride a horse. He also found time to have many
good times, as well —maybe too much time, he said. "If
I did it over, I might not spend so much time having fun
and become involved instead in career experience,
perhaps set up a business. I don't know if it would have
been feasible as a freshman, though," he said, thinking
back to the chaos of dormitory life. Ideally, Mark would
have preferred 48 hours in a day because there were so
many things he hoped to do but was not able to.
Most important to Mark after numerous hours of
classes, however, is that he has his degree and some
solid plans for after graduation. "I've got a job and
that's made me happy," he said with a satisfied smile.
by Eva Meil
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An 'A' For Effort
Float Towers Above the Rest
School spirit is customarily celebrated during a
particular time of the year in every school: Homecoming Week. "In the fall, everybody starts to get excited
about Homecoming. It's a good way for new students
to be introduced to the university," said Kathy Pankavich,
who helped with Homecoming all five years that she
was here.
This past year, she coordinated Drackett's participation in the week-long event. "We held big brainstorming
sessions. There were about ten people on the committee, but over one hundred people participated in organizing it. We had people even come back from last
year." One of their largest projects was the annual
parade float which is newly designed every year. Each
Greek house, student organization, and residence hall
that participates usually tries to submit a float for the

Kathy
Pankavich
Major:
Elementary
Education
Hometown:
Hamilton Square, NJ
Age:
Twenty-Two
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Friday-night parade. Drackett's float won first place
last year, an honor which made up for the complications
that arose in creating it. "We had to spray paint the top
of the float, but we didn't realize that during construction," Kathy explained. "So after it was built, I had to
climb onto a high voltage area to spray paint the top."
The finished result? "It looked like a huge Lego Drackett
Tower."
After five years of planning, organizing, and completing different Homecoming weeks, Kathy knew it
was one of her favorite things about Ohio State. Her
only advice to others is to "plan on having fun. If you get
involved with that attitude, it will be great."
by Eva Mei!
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Though Changed, OSU is Best
Judy Halak is a veteran of college life, having spent
at least a year in three universities since graduating from
high school. She says, however, that if she were to do
it over again, she would either have come straight to
OSU after high school or as soon as she had graduated
from Vincennes University in Indiana with an associate
degree rather than go to a branch of Indiana University
in Indianapolis for one and a half years.
Before she went to IU, Judy attended Ohio State for
two quarters in 1985, and that has given her an unusual
perspective on changes that have transpired since then.
For instance, she and her parents are disappointed with
the Wexner center, largely because its location severs
the Oval from High Street. "That wall that extends off
the Wexner center doesn't serve any purpose. You used
to be able to see through the Oval, (all the way to the

Main Library) from High Street." She also notices differences in students today - the music, pastimes, and
certain behaviors - which makes her feel a generation
older. The volleyball games, lying out — they do more
of that now on the Oval than they used to. I remember
the South Oval as being more popular."
After nine years of switching between schools, Judy
was anxious to graduate. "It's meant so much for me to
get my degree. It doesn't seem like it's going to
happen." All the same, Judy retains a great fondness for
her alma mater. "When people ask me if I'd stay in
Columbus, I tell them the only way I'd stay is if I got a
job at Ohio State. There's just something about this
place — I don't know what it is."
by Eva Meil
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Ring Those Chimes!
He Was Linked to Tradition
Traditions usually become more meaningful to an
individual when he or she becomes a part of one, which
is what Ed Baddour discovered upon being "linked into"
the senior honorary, Sphinx. The process of initiation is
a traditional ceremony that occurs every spring on the
Oval. On the morning of the linking, the current
members go to the residences of the new initiates and
take them to the ceremony. Last year, Ed was one of the
first to be nabbed. "They set up a fake meeting with my
hall director at 8:30 a.m. I went to the meeting in my
pajamas because I thought it would just be really informal," he explained. In front of peers, family, and
faculty, Ed appeared in his pajamas to join hands with
twenty-three others as they became the next generation
of Sphinx members. "They played Carmen Ohio over
the chimes in Orton Hall, and Ed Jennings and all of our

parents were there. It was incredible."
This year Sphinx and Mortar Board, the "rival"
senior honorary (recognized as superior by MAKIO),
created what they hope will be a new tradition by
recognizing outstanding faculty members. "We each
chose one to honor and had a really enjoyable time in the
Faculty Club," Ed said. His choice was Dr. Mary Ellen
Clay, his professor for Honors Biology H115. "She's
very down-to-earth and in tune with students' needs.
She really challenged me both in the classroom and
outside of it." Certainly, any student in an honorary
would have to know by experience how to take on
difficult challenges. Ed's next one is just around the
corner as he leaves Buckeye country for medical school.
by Eva Meil
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Business
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One Last Deadline
Get to Graduation Alive
Staying on-the-go is an essential commitment for all unaware nor unaffected by this. "The students that work
journalism aspirants, as Sherry Li found out in her four on the paper really care. When you see the mistakes, you
years here. Although she was a public relations major, feel badly," said Sherry. "The only sad thing about the
Sherry spent several quarters working on the Lantern Lantern is that it tries to cover everything; sometimes it
staff, reporting, editing, and managing to stay sane. She forgets about the little things." Therein lies one of the
devoted a lot of time to it, taking advantage of the chance problems: "People think that the Lantern is really into test herself. "It's your first real experience— a time sensitive because we just can't cover everything."
for experimenting, seeing what you're good at. It's like
Of course, the newspaper is also appreciated by
a jump between classes and the real world," she said.
many, not least of all the people who work for it. As a
The newspaper is an item of controversy to many at "student laboratory" with no one watching over them,
Ohio State. Because it covers such a large domain the staff receives more practice there than any classroom
(circulation for last year was estimated to be around could offer. For Sherry Li, that will be significant as the
35,000 per day!), there is no shortage in the amount of time to cross over into the real world of journalism has
flak its staff receives for their product. Nicknamed "the finally arrived.
Latrine" by its more severe critics, the Lantern does not
have the most glamourous image, and the staff is not
by Eva Meil
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More Than a Landmark
Stadium is Image of Pride
Lori Schmitz was like many OSU students in that she
was attracted to this university by its "strong sense of
tradition and pride." Lori received a full dosage of
school spirit by attending every home football game and
taking part in the Homecoming Court as a senior. For
those reasons, the Stadium represents one of the best
things about her alma mater. Having lived in the
Stadium dormitory as a freshman, she said, "It seems
fitting that I started my college life in the Stadium and
I'll be ending it there with graduation." For a while Lori

was concerned that she would not see that hope fulfilled.
"I planned all four years that I would graduate in the
Stadium, so I was really bummed when I thought I was
going to be a summer graduate." Instead, she celebrated
her twenty-second birthday, June 14, by standing among
the other thousands dressed in black caps and gowns.

"That is the biggest birthday present I ever received."
As for football games, Lori experimented with different seating assignments, trying the South Stands her
first year, Block-0 sophomore year, and C-deck ever
after. Despite her school enthusiasm, Lori did not prefer
Block-O, explaining, "Personally, I like to watch the
game, and I couldn't see the game well from there. Lori's favorite game was this year's Homecoming
game against Minnesota, which is appropriate since
Lori was a member of the Court. "That was one of the
proudest moments: standing on the field and looking up
at 90,000 fans all dressed in scarlet and gray while
Carmen Ohio was playing. It was incredible; I was just
Glad to be holding onto someone's hand through it."
by Eva Meil
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Lifetime Love
Athlete Pushes Toward Goal
Some things in life are worth hard work and sacrifice,
which is what star gymnast Michael Racanelli decided
when he came to Ohio State from New York to be a part
of this university's promising gymnastics program.
Michael followed in his older brothers' footsteps, all
three of whom were active in gymnastics at one time. "It
was just sort of natural for me to be involved. My
brothers' coach opened a gym one block from our
house. I just took to it and really loved it." One brother
even came to OSU, which helped Michael make the
same decision. "My brother knew the program here and
I felt that here I would get a fair deal." Michael is
pleased with the way things turned out, and he has
reason to be: among his many honors, he was named
Academic All-American his junior year, won a total of
eleven All-American awards at Ohio State, won the
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Elizabeth Scheub
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NCAA Championships in his senior year, and was one
of six American gymnasts to perform at the 1989 World
Championships in Stuttgart, West Germany.
At the same time, however, Michael discovered
other areas of interest. He majored in history and
eventually hopes to go to law school, yet he also
developed a love for geography. "I'm not sure why it
intrigues me so much," he admitted. "It probably has to
do with my parents taking me to the Adirondack
Mountains when I was young. I'd much rather go to
Hawaii and look at the volcanoes than sit on a beach."
Although he hopes to apply his love for nature to
whatever he does later in life, right now his first love still
takes priority as he trains for the 1992 Olympics.
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History
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West Babylon, NY
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Majoring in Maturity
Diversity Provided Direction
This being the Information Age, there are probably
more areas in which to study and work than ever before.
Therefore, it is more common these days for young
people to arrive at college with little idea of what they
want to do four or five years later and of what to study
in the meantime. In addition, it is no longer demeaning
to be labeled "Undecided" or to change your major.
Carolyn Daulton was one who had to rethink her original plans, and after wading through an assortment of
majors, decided that psychology was the best path. "I
started out in Aeronautical Engineering, and I got slapped
in the face. It was like a big culture shock coming here."
Compared to high school and a local college which
she attended for a quarter, Carolyn found Ohio State
more challenging, outside of the classroom as well as
within it. "My first quarter here I could have been more

q
rig

open. I went home a lot and had trouble adjusting to
roommates." By spring, however, Carolyn found it
easier to enjoy herself, joining some friends in an
intermural softball team.
After nearly four years, Carolyn felt at home here,
and was happy with her choice in majors. "I like being
in Arts and Sciences because you get a choice, not like
in Engineering." With the opportunity she had to take
a variety of classes, Carolyn discovered interests that
she had not known growing up in a small town. "I'm
interested in Black Studies. I' m a lot more open-minded
and liberal now than I was before. In my high school
there were very few blacks, and now I am really interested in studying racial issues," she said.
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Twenty-One
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Ariel Silva
International Business
Ben Simons
Finance
Raquel Singleton
Not Available
Stacey Sipes
Psychology
Jennifer Sizer
Recreation Education
Samantha Skutnik
English
Bridgette Sloan
Textiles & Clothing
Dustin Smith
Marketing
Jean Smith
Communication
John Smith
Psychology
Valerie Smith
Industrial & Systems Engineering
Rodney Snavely
Mechanical Engineering
Jose Sola
Political Science
Michael Soliday
Production & Operations Mgt.
Aimee Solitaria
Microbiology

1
:

1

Just a Kid at Heart
Always a New Adventure Ahead
A self-proclaimed thrill-seeker, Michelle Boyer is
ready to begin new adventures now that her six years at
Ohio State have drawn to a close.
After two years of indecision and an insightful
suggestion from her best friend, Michelle decided she
wanted to work with children. She plans to apply her
knowledge and skills from what she studied here to the
youngsters she works with at camps. "Camp is all I
think about when winter quarter hits," she says, alluding
to Columbus' long, dreary months of winter. Michelle
has worked at two camps for the past several summers,
and although she works directly with the girls all season,
she said she does not suffer from burn-out, a common
syndrome among counselors.
Her resistance to burn-out is a result of her indefatigable spirit for adventure. "I don't want to look back

342 Seniors

By Eva Meil

Michelle
Boyer

Jeffrey Solomon
Not Available
Susan Solze
Dental Hygiene
Dawn Marie Somerlot
Zoology
Eric Souder
Animal Science
John Spader
Transportation & Logistics
Karen Spain
Elementary Education
Suzanne Sperber
Elementary Education
Hindi Spivak
Communication
Robert Spracklen
Agricultural Economics
Richard St. Clair
Transportation & Logistics

later and say, 'I really wish I had done that!" Instead,
she has taken many classes at Ohio State in recreational
activities like hot-air ballooning and white-water rafting. "I've never been in an airplane or on a train, but I've
done these other strange things," she said with a laugh.
For the future, Michelle looks forward to working
with the kids at camp. After six years of school, she feels
good about her decision to major in child development.
"I never realized how good I was with kids until I got
into this major. I used to think, 'well this person's good
at basketball, but to say someone is good with kids, it
was like lah-dee-dah.' I always thought everybody was
like that."

Major:
Child Development
Hometown:
Mendon, OH
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Paul Stahara
Electrical Engineering

Stars in His Eyes

Jon Stahl
Economics/ Comp. & Info. Sci.

Gina Stoessner

Vision Got Clearer Each Year
When a person has a big vision in mind for the future,
it can serve as a great motivator. Since he was in third
grade, Mark Edward Heuck has nurtured a desire to
make movies, and it has proved to be an "irreversible"
idea throughout the years. "I was the AV guy who
always ran the projector in grade school," he said. In
fourth grade, he went so far as to send a film idea to
Paramount. Although they did not take it seriously,
Mark was pleased just to get a letter in return. "To get
a letter from a studio to a "Mr."— that was a big kick.
I've still got that letter to this day."
His dream of film-making urged him to go to Ohio
State as quickly as possible. needed to get out of
Cincinnati and get a feel for living on my own. I wanted
to go to a good film school, and I wanted to get started
right away." When he arrived, he spent a lot of his time

touring the theater sites near campus. "Since I didn't
have a car then, I always went to the Roxy Theater,
which was where the Student Body health club is now.
When the Roxy closed, it was like losing a friend."
Mark has had many years to develop his goals.
"Ultimately, I want to make a large number of movies.
Film is such an influential thing in our lifetime. Mainly
I want to entertain, bring enjoyment to people, and
occasionally, I would like to educate with my movies."
As one of the last graduates in the Photography and
Cinema department, which is being phased out after this
year, Mark left with his hopes still intact and a considerably more competent edge in the field since his grade
school days.
by Eva Meil

Zoology

Danette Stolic
Nursing

David Stover
Agricultural Economics

Linda Strait
Accounting

Diane Straub
Nutrition/ Biology

Brian Strobel
Not Available

Mike Sturm
Ceramic Engineering

Anne Sunico
Advertising

Sharon Sutherland
Management & Human Res.

Daniel Sutherly
Accounting

Brian Swadner

Mark
Edward
Heuck

Not Available

Ann Swearingen
Fashion Merchandising

Brett Swingle
Business

Raya Tabrah
Marketing

Matthew Tallarico

Major:
Photography
& Cinema

Aviation

Silvester Tan
Management Information Science

Matthew Tangeman
Ceramic Engineering

James Taylor II
Accounting

Hometown:
Cincinnati, OH

Kevin Taylor
Electrical Engineering

Sayoko Terashima
Actuarial Science

Age:
Twenty-One

Catherine Terry
Hospitality Management

Sharon Thayer
Agricultural Economics
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Tawnya Theilman
Communication
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Andrew Thomas
Marketing
Andrew Thomas
English/ Philosophy
Andy Thomas
Accounting
Denise Thomas
Animal Science
Pamela Thompson
Journalism
Robert Thompson
Animal Science
Candace Tidyman
Landscape Architecture
Chihiro Tomida
Not Available
Vance Tope
Trans. & Log./ Aviation Mgt.
June Traicoff
Microbiology
Kathleen Trela
Molecular Genetics
Sandra Truax
Communication
David Tucker
Advertising
Leigh Turner
Mathematics
Stephen Tweed
Architecture

Fun and Games

Sorority Satisfied Her Hopes
For new students, the lure of Greek letters, rush-week from residents and police to block off Fifteenth Avenue
and weekend parties can be very strong and steer them between Indianola and Summit. We also had to use the
into joining a fraternity or sorority. Also, some arrive Woody Hayes facility, and the people in charge of that
with one house already in their mind, perhaps because an were very specific in what they wanted," she said.
older sibling or friend is a member. Either way, the Overall, they probably controlled about 1,000 people,
Greek system attracts a significant portion of students at but the games were a success. "The Amoeba is really
OSU. Kelly Childers, a member of the sorority Alpha fun. You tie up 16 people in a garden hose and make
Delta Pi since her first year, remembers the early days. them run - if one person falls, they all fall.
"When I first came to school, I was pretty overwhelmed.
Kelly credits the sorority for the development of her
My sophomore year, I moved into the house and got to confidence and happiness in college. "I think being in a
know people, and it just took off from there."
sorority is wonderful. I don't think I would have been as
Kelly put three years of experience in the sorority to involved in the university." Thinking it over, Kelly
work for her this last year as she took on the task of added, "College in general has made me a bolder person.
coordinating activities for Greek Week. "I was in charge At Ohio State, you've got to fight for everything."
of games, along with a partner. That looks stupid on
paper, but it was a lot of work. We had to get permission
by Eva Meil

Kelly
Childers

Charles Underhill
Hospitality Management
Mike Vaccaro
Political Science
Mark Valentine
Respiratory Therapy
Scott Van Bramer
Physical Therapy
Richard Van Meter
Psychology
James Van Tilburgh
Communication
Leigh Vanhandel
Music Theory
Jeanette Vela
Child & Family Development
Sandi Venetta
Italian
Maria Vetter
Microbiology
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Major:
Political Science
Hometown:
Fairborn, OH
Age:
Twenty-Two
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Margaret Violette
History

Tobias Vogel

Taking the Reins

Fine Arts

Mark Volcheck
History

Ambition Fueled Leader's Role
Maybe because she is slightly older than the average
student, Cassandra Martin returned to Ohio State after a
three-year diversion with plenty of ambition. A double
major in business, Cassandra stood out for her involvement in such organizations as OSU INROADS
Association, which takes minority students from the
time they are freshmen and guides them into career
development and internships. Another function of
OSUIA is to provide several volunteer services each
year. One that Cassandra took part in this year was
teaching people to read through the literary council.
Her area of greatest participation, however, was in
the Council of Black Students in Administration, in
which she served as correspondent secretary as a junior
and as vice-president during her senior year. Despite the
group's title, she said it is not exclusive to black students,

and anyone is welcome to attend their meetings. The
group's purpose is one that Cassandra fully supports: to
promote networking between students and corporations
and between older and younger students. Cassandra
herself benefited from getting to know more people. "I
left school for three years to learn court reporting, and
when I came back, (the student body) was bigger than
ever. It's been nice to see people I know on campus."
She also learned a secret to managing a team of people
well: "Having a leadership role where people are
depending on you makes you more dedicated to the
group. If you show people that you appreciate them,
they're willing to work harder."
by Eva Meil

Steve Volpe
Physical Therapy

Harry Wagner
Aviation
Chien-Hsing Wang
Restaurant Management

Frank Wang
Accounting/ Mgt. & Info Science

John Wang
Not Available

Laura Ward
Elementary Education

Mark Warner
Chemistry

Jeffrey Watkins
Economics

Richard Watkins
Political Science

VAr.;

Cassandra
Martin

Melissa Weaver
Dairy Science

Keith Weber
Management & Info. Science

Todd Weber
Hotel & Restaurant Mgt.

Mindy Weinstein
History of Art

Beth Wener

LU

Major:
Transportation &
Logistics/Marketing

LU
U-I

a_
X

Sociology

Jack Wensits
Management & Human Res.

Wilbert West
Mechanical Engineering

Deborah Whitaker
Marketing

Hometown:
Columbus, OH

LU

OS U

Theodore White
Zoology

Douglas Wickline
Agricultural Economics

Age:
Twenty-Six

UJ

Greg Widener
Agricultural Education

Cheryl Wilder
Sociology

PROFILE

Melissa Wiley
Psychology
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Chris Will
Mechanical Engineering

Christine Williams

Edified by Enthusiasm

Fashion Merchandising

Jason Williams
Finance

Jennette Williams
Communication
Lori Wills

Med Student Got Buckeye Fever

Physical Therapy

It takes a really sincere love for your university to
work as hard as a select handful of student leaders do
each year. The work they put in also tends to nurture
that love and make it stronger. As Kathy Trela got
more involved in the campus community, her pride in
Ohio State really began to show. "My brother and
uncle are OSU alums. My choice of schools came
down to school spirit —I wanted to come someplace
where there was pride and enthusiasm." She knows
her decision was the right one. "When you say
`Buckeye' it carries so much with it."
Although she is now an alumnus herself, Kathy is
still tied to Ohio State in many significant ways. She
served as president of Mortar Board, a senior honorary, was vice-chairperson of the Senior Class Gift
Steering Committee, and she was on the Homecom-

Richard Winning
Business

Faith Winocur
Physical Therapy

Joseph Witalec
Finance

Craig Witker
Agricultural Mech. & Sys.

Lois Wong
Journalism

Julianne Woods
Communication

ing Court. "When I was deciding if I should apply (to
be on the Court), I reflected back on why I chose Ohio
State. Becoming a part of a tradition at Ohio State
meant the world to me. I felt like I had a link."
More than anything else, Kathy felt Mortar Board
defined her senior year. "It taught me perseverance
and challenged me to make some difficult decisions,
to deal with frustrations and pressures. I saw that
other people have different perceptions of what cornmitment means." Kathy hopes to carry commitment
with her into Ohio State medical school, not only
towards her studies, but also toward her favorite
school. "I hope I can share this contagion" —hopefully
the only kind she will as a doctor.
by Eva Meil

Kenneth Worthy
Mechanical Engineering

Kathleen
Trela

Brian Wozniak
Engineering

Ann Wright
Elementary Education

Rod Wrobbel
Accounting

Jane Wrobleski
Economics

Nelson Yang

Major:

Marketing

Rebecca Yates

Molecular
Genetics

International Business

Roger Yee
Mechanical Engineering

Kevin Yoder
Music Education

Hometown:
Chesterland, OH
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Leila Young
English

Jeffry Zimovan
Business

Jodi Zuchowski
International Studies

Carl Woff Studio

OS U

Age:
Twenty-Two

for the senior portraits
included in this section.
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Patrons
Jennifer Adam
Todd J. Adams
Jeffrey S. Anderson
Brenda L. Barbe
Todd Michael Bello
Shani Blond
Christopher Anthony Boddie
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Emmanual Can Sr.
Candace Cline
Karen A. Conroy
Polly Ann Davis
Karen E. Dorsey
Eugene J. Dussich
Stephen M. Egli
James L. Finefrock II
Valerie Ellen Frazee
Randal French
Antonio Gallardo, Jr.
Jim & Nancy Gaston
The John Gritzer Family
Nelle Harris
John & Hilda Hayes
Eric T. Jacobs
Christina Jones
Douglas & Mary Pat Knight
Kendra S. LePage
Linda & Dan Mahoney

352 Patrons

Cindy Mann
Steven M. Mapes
Martin McMichael
Gregory Louis Messerian
Brian G. Miller
Nick Moran
Lou Ann Morgan
Dr. & Mrs. John A. Pankavich
Lisa M. Pomarico
Deron S. Ponn
Deborah Jill Portnoy
Doyle Eric Rausch
Roger Roffe
Stephanie Schneider
Cathi Sharp
Byron Keith Shaw
Judith I. Sheets
Suzanne Sheppard
Maria Aimee A. Solitaria
Jeffrey Solomon
Richard D. St. Clair
Tawnyer Theilmon
Vance H. Tope
Jerry & Dorthy Volcheck
Frank Wang
Leo & Catherine Wilkins & Family

SpeciatThanks to...
David Mucci, Director of the Ohio Union
The Ohio Union Staff
Tom Chaffee, Herff Jones
Richard Diana, Herff Jones
Rob Taylor, Herff Jones
Brian O'Brien, Advisor
Evelyn Gonzales, Office of Student Organizations
Carl Wolf Studios
Sports, News and Information at Ohio State
University Communications
Chris Brinkman
David Clark
Don Coburn
Cheryl Detlefsen
Audrey Dipronio
Peter Dohm
Ryan Foley
Kelly Grim
Mary Hibbard
Jim Ibinson
Barb Kefalas
D.C. Koehl
Carol Lapp
Rex Lott
Steve Messinger
The Panaligan sisters
Steve Snapp
All the deans and directors at Ohio State
Student organizations and Greek houses who supported this project
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Arnold, Pat 301
Ashbrook, Amanda 182
Ashmore, Jay 138
Asseff, David 171, 197
Atkinson, David 70
Atkinson, Mary 198
Avery, Mike 152
Aylies, Julie 301
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Abes, Elisa 42, 172
Abfall, Michael 150
Abt, Kim 294
Acampado, Nancy 301
Achenbach, Aimee 122
Ackerson, Keith 178
Adams, Eileen 60
Adams, Jennifer 301
Adams, Scott 301
Adelman, Jeremy 254
Aden, Brian 228
Adkins, David 301
Adkins, Therese 187
Ahmad, Tareq 301
Aitchison, Kathy 301
Akins, Kristian 128
Alban, Matthew 301
Albers, Krista 189
Alberty, Allison 301
Alda, Rother 194
Alexander, Sean 301
Alexander, Stephanie 301
Alf, Mike 138
Allen, Julie 182
Allen, Justin 140
Allen, Stacy 293
Alpers, Jonathan 228
Althauser, Craig 173, 207
Altvater, Lone301
Alutto, Joseph 84
Ambrosius, Laura 126
Ambrozy, Ron 165
Ames, Melissa 301
Ammon, Robert II 301
Amos, Chad 165
Anderson, Christopher 202
Anderson, Donald 86
Anderson, Jeff 164, 165
Anderson, Jeffrey 301
Anderson, Steve 160, 202
Anderson, Traci 301
Anglim, Joe 119
Anquillare, Heather 195
Ansley, Trisha 248
Anthony, Cece 162, 163
Anton, Tom 1849
Apel, Lisa 175
Aragon, Elizabeth 187
Archambault, Jeff 152
Arend, Rita 171, 197, 301
Arkin, Robert 72
Armanios, Febe 209
Arnold, Debra 228
Arnold, Emily 134, 135
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Babbitt, Erin 301

Baddour, Ed 16, 174, 332
Badenhop, Nancy 189
Badertscher, Shaun 42
Bailey, Lena 90
Bailey, Matthew 150
Bailey, Tony 133
Baker, Dorothy 301
Baker, John 152
Baker, Kerni 182
Baker, Kim 189
Baker, Mark 144, 146
Baker, Randy 152
Baker, Stacey 206
Baker, Todd 301
Bakovinsky, Barbara 290
Baldrica, Brian 140
Baldwin, Raquel 178
Baldwin, Shadonne 246
Bales, Laura 232
Bales, Matt 140
Ball, Michelle 175
Balraj, Leela 301
Balster, Craig 119
Ban, Matt 165, 167
Bandy, Bernard 250
Bangston, Mary Kay 163
Banks, Lynn 264
Barbe, Brenda 301
Barber, David 301
Barbo, Dean 190
Barnes, Mark 302
Barnum, Nancy 149
Barth, Mary 302
Bartholomew, Eric 230
Bartholomew, Jeanne 302
Basbagill, Kristin 64, 208, 383
Bashforth, Amy 197
Basile, Rudy 302
Basista, Susan 302
Bastian, Peter 137
Batra, Anjan 315
Battista, Lynn 302
Bauer, Ann 302
Bauer, Kristen 122
Baumann, Carrie 206
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Cabacungan, Georgette 306
Cade, Richard Jr. 306
Cadman, Phil 140
Caffey, Antonio 260
Calabrese, James 306
Callahan, Nathen 170
Campanale, Michael 306
Campbell, John 119
Campbell, Peggy 306
Cannon, Mark 150, 151
Cape, Laura 8
Capehart, Mark 116
Card, Karen 176
Carden, Sean 116
Carey, Jason 152
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Browii, Randall 116
Brown, Susan 175
Browning, Pam 176
Bruce, Stacy 143
Brumbaugh, John 157
Brumfield, Emily 216
Brunsman, Carissa 183
Buckeye, Brutus 228
Buffman, Cyndi 203
Bumbrey, Dana 137
Bunge, Walter 106
Bunkley, Darrell 305
Burcy, Audrey 143
Burford, Lori 305
Burge, Kara 206
Burke, Greg 140
Burke, Robert 305
Burke, Sheila 121
Burkons, Christine 206
Burks, Heather 284
Burleigh, Janeen 288
Burley, Ann 195
Burlenski, Rick 138
Burnham, Julia 188, 305
Bums, David 306
Burrows, Grady 306
Burt, Sandra 209
Burton, Diana 306
Burton, Jennifer 306
Burton, Rob 122
Bush, Kim 121
Bush, Stacy 209, 383
Butas, Craig 152
Butas, Michelle 184
Butler, Tricia 135
Butterbaugh, Heather 246
By'not'e, Butler 116,117, 150
Bythewood, Susan 204
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Bode, Annette 290
Bautista, Becky 121
Boettcher, Richard 96
Baxter, Diane 302
Boettcher, Kathy 163
Bayless, Samantha 302
Bogdanov, George 32
Bazzoli, Barbara 302
Bohlman, Jeff 116, 117
Beagley, Lynn 135
Bolkovac, Mary Beth 305
Bean, Mark 116
Bomhaus, Matt 116
Beatty, Dan 116
Bonello, Marci 305
Beatty, Greg 116
Bonnette, Amy 290
Beaucage, Greg 140
Borchers, Jim 116
Beckman, Pete 116
Borghese, Stephen 305
Beckmeyer, Pete 230
Borsoni, Eric 152
Bedan, Thomas 302
Borton, Jim 189
Bednar, Eric 190
Boss, Todd 274
Bedol, Dave 282
Boswell, Jennifer 175, 176
Beheshti, Maryam 302
Bouboulis, Maria 305
Beirne, Michael 254
Bouton, Ellen 53, 182
Bell, Julie 180, 182
Bellamy, Nicole 220
Bouton, Gregory 205
Bower, Julie 305
Bello, Todd 302
Bellomo, Tracy 302
Bowersock, Stacy 305
Bowman, Denton 272
Bellush, Pamela 302
Bowman, Shauna 305
Bender, Doug 8
Bowmen, Shawna 162, 163
Bennett, Kimberly 302
Boyd, Christopher 197
Benton, J.C. 254
Boyd, Robert 171, 305
Berens, Steve 302
Boyer, Michelle 189, 343
Berger, Jon 116
Bracken, Tim 305
Bergh, Maryjane 302
Bradley, Dion 98
Berke, Diane 292
Bradley, Rebecca 249
Berman, Bonni 302
Brainard, Thom 179
Bermea, Edward 302
Brandewie, Tom 146
Bernard, Kevin 128
Brandon, Theresa 305
Bernstein, Jeffrey 302
Brandt, Matt 140
Bero, Julie 302
Branford, Lee 281
Berry, Mark 302
Betteridge, Nanci 174, 179, 302 Brannan, Perry 190
Bratton, Riley 182
Betton, Mia 260
Braun, Hallie 305
Beucher, Tammy 188, 218
Braun, Rob 232
Beuhring, Laura 158
Braverman, Jill 296
Bickel, Todd 302
Breslin, Amy 205
Biddle, Linda 305
Briggs, Laura 175, 209
Bidwell, Sherry 305
Brill, Michael 305
Biedleschies, Rich 206
Brinkman, Chris 128
Biery, Beth 189
Brodnick, Alison 296
Billig, Ken 133
Brokow, Bob 184
Bilsky, Susan 305
Brooks, Chris 163
Birkhold, Craig 305
Brooks, Regina 260
Bisesi, Phil 202
Brooks, Todd 124
Bishara, Cecile 208, 383
Brown, Ana 182
Bizic, John 305
Brown, Byron 96
Black, Debbie 135
Brown, Clint 128
Blatt, Darren 282
Brown, Christina 224, 246
Blazo, Derek 250
Brown, Deron 116
Blevins, Ronda 305
Brown, Ed 175
Blond, Shani 305
Blue, David 152
Brown, Eric 150
Brown, Jamaal 146
Blum, Caren 178
Brown, Jim 161
Bobosh, Charles 209
Boddie, Christopher 305
Brown, Laurie 182
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Cargill, Brian 70
Carlin, Patrick Jr. 306
Carmany, Patti 248
Carpenter, Dave 254
Can- , Arthur 186
Carr, Sue 121
Can, Timothy 306
Carter, Hamilton 306
Carter, Perry 146, 147
Carter, Scott 191
Casey, Patricia 306
Cass, Il5avid 119
Cassidy, John 94
Caster, Lisa 171, 306
Castillo, Ivandel 205
Casto, Andy 230
Casto, Trevor 108
Cataland, Jeannette 306
Catello, Karri 203
Catennaci, Angelo 119
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Sartori, Enrico 157
Roedzer, Adam Lewis 250
Saunders, Cedric 116
Roffe, Natalie 337
Saurer, Craig 338
Rogers, Gary 179
Savage, Tammy 135
Rogers, Pat 140, 141
Sawaya, Anwar 187
Rogers, Russ 150
Sawaya, Julene 187
Roggow, Michael 337

Sawaya, Stephanie 12
Scarborough, Sharon 338
Scarce, Mike 201
Scavuzzo, Jim 138
Schad, Brian 268
Schaefer, Joseph 338
Schafer, Mike 160
Schaffer, Nancy 183
Schaffner, Jorn 338
Schalk, Cynthia 338
Schaper, Wende 126
Scheehle, Carriann 180
Schein, Spencer 174
Schetter, Aaron 138
Scheub, Elizabeth 338
Schieler, Michelle 338
Schilling, John 116
Schillinger, Rusty 136,137
Schimpt, Dave 275
Schindley, Tracy 206
Schlitz, Erika 122
Schlueb, Matthew 338
Schmersal, Gregory 341
Schmidt, Tim 150
Schmitz, Lori 16, 174, 336, 341
Schneider, Christopher 133
Schneider, Stephanie 341
Schnipke, Kenneth 341
Schnipke, Kristi 341
Schnornak, Beth 209
Schober, Jim 138, 250
Schock, Kim 180, 183
Schornak, Beth 208
Schornak, Elizabeth 214, 383
Schriner, Rob 140
Schroeder, Jenn 197
Schroeder, Matt 187
Schubach, Bernard 173
Schuerman, Kent 341
Schuff, Van 192
Schuller, Mark 165
Schulze, Will 165
Schumaker, Sarah 293
Schwarber, Tom 165, 167
Schwartz, Cathy 341
Schwartz, Jonathon 341
Schweitzer, Andrea 195
Schworm, Laura 183
Schyck, Mike 138
Scott, Doug 341
Scott, Kristie 341
Scott, Rachel 341
Scott, Zach 94
Seach, Bill 116
Search, Boyd 228
Sebastian, Joseph 341
Sebastian, Lisa 143
Sebastian, Sam 156, 157

Segui, Desiree 295
Seikel, Dan 157
Selby, Bryan 16, 182
Selders, Thaddeus 341
Sellers, Brad 49
Sellers, Julie 341
Sellers, Sean 232
Shannon, Tom 341
Shardy, Barbara Anne 341
Sharp, Cathi 341
Sharp, Scott 116
Shaver, Jonathan 171
Shaw, Brad 204
Shaw, Byron 341
Shaw, Gina 341
Sheaffer, Joseph 174, 207, 308,
341
Sheets, Judy 174
Shelby, Meghan 341
Shelton, Kim 149
Sheppard, Kenny 220
Sheppard, Suzanne 341
Sherman, Amy 206
Sherrick, Paul 116
Shininger, Janet 175
Shipley, Beth 341
Shirk, Dennese 341
Shmarak, Michael 341
Shoaf, Mike 116
Shoemaker, Kim 206
Shonk, Kristen 178
Short, Bonnie 90, 188
Short, Mary Ann 248
Shreiber, Susan 297
Shuman, Andrew 172, 281
Sichel, Joanne 40
Sidon, Babe 138
Silva, Ariel 342
Simmons, Jason 116
Simon, Bill 281
Simonian, Laura 297
Simons, Ben 342
Simons, Kip 136, 137
Singleton, Raquel 342
Sipes, Stacey 342
Sivy, Brian 170
Sizer, Jennifer 342
Skelton, Jamie 146
Skobrak, Amy 218
Skutnik, Samantha 342
Slater, Amy 194
Slazyk, Jim 140
Sloan, Bridgette 300, 342
Smith, Ben 202
Smith, Brad 175, 252
Smith, Chris 160, 161
Smith, David 140
Smith, Dustin 342

Smith, Greg 114, 116
Smith, Jean 342
Smith, Justin 128
Smith, Melissa 149
Smith, Rachman 264
Smith, Robert 114, I 15, 116,
150
Smith, Rod 116
Smith, Sheron 260
Smith, Tim 165
Smith, Valerie 342
Snavely, Jill 143
Snavely, Rodney 342
Snyder, Dana 189
Snyder, Jonalyn 108
Sola, Jose 342
Soliday, Michael 342
Solitaria, Aimee 342
Soloman, Jeffrey 342
Solze, Susan 342
Somerlot, Dawn Marie 342
Soppe, Paul 204
Soto, Ubaldo 190
Souder, Eric 342
Spade, Chris 242
Spader, John 342
Spain, Karen 342
Sparma, Blase 15, 167
Spellman, Alonzo 114, 116
Spencer, Drew 137
Spencer, Ron 266
Spencer, Stacy 284
Sperber, Suzanne 342
Spiess, Aaron 274
Spivak, Hindi 342
Spracklen, Robert 342
Sprague, Jennifer 130
Srivastava, Renu 60
St. Clair, Richard 342
Stablein, Brian 116

Stablein, Chris 116
Stacklin, Marianne 190
Stacy, John 178
Stafford, Christine 120, 121
Stahara, Paul 345
Stahl, Jon 345
Stallter, McCristy 170
Stanek, Chris 220
Stankovich, Mike 246
Starr, Kimberly 102
Steele, Beth 248
Steen, Shawn 198
Sterrett, Melissa 179
Stevens, Jim 195
Stevens, Paul 32, 33
Stevenson, Karen 183
Stevenson, Shaun 133
Stewart, Doug 110

Stewart, Geoff 116
Stewart, John 172
Stewart, Patrice 116
Steyer, Scott 201
Stietuator, Betsy 173
Stober, Geoff 254
Stoessner, Gina 171, 345
Stolic, Danette 345
Stone, Jim 123
Stone, Steve 160
Stone, Terry 165
Storm, Debbie 206
Story, Kelly 154
Stover, David 345
Stover, Sonia 212
Strait, Linda 345
Straub, Chrissy 197
Straub, Diane 16, 197, 311, 345
Strickling, Jenny 179
Strobel, Brian 345
Stuart, Todd 202
Sturm, Mike 345
Sullivan, Melissa 198, 209
Sullivan, Tom 246
Sunico, Anne 345
Susec, Martin 184
Susil, Andrea 149
Susimuka, Mirofum
Sustin, Lisa 296
Sutherland, Sharon 345
Sutherly, Daniel 345
Sutherly, Jim 274
Sutters, Rick 272
Swadner, Brian 345
Swan, Andrea 20
Swank, Tracee 189
Swarts, Susie 174
Swearingen, Ann 345
Sweeney, Doug 218
Sweet, Jonathan 165
Swingle, Brett 345
Szymkowiak, Mark

Tabrah, Raya 345
Tallarico, Matthew 345
Tan, Silvester 345
Tanabe, M. Shea 130
Tangeman, Matthew 345
Taylor, Damon 209
Taylor, James II 345
Taylor, Jaime 165
Taylor, Kevin 345
Taylor, Kristin 8
Taylor, Lee-Ann 178

Taylor, Michelle 206
Taylor, Monica 142
Taylor, Paige 188, 189
Tennant, Greg 274
Terashima, Sayoko 345
Terpstra, Mike 124, 125
Terry, Catherine 345
Thayer, Sharon 345
Theilman, Tawnya 345
Thering, Holly 126, 174,
Thimmes, Amy 293
Thomas, Andrew 346
Thomas, Brian 186
Thomas, Dinese 346
Thomas, Melissa 175, 176,
Thomas, Tracey 264
Thompson, Faye 171
Thompson, Homer 116
Thompson, Pamela 346
Thompson, Rene 260
Thompson, Robert 346
Thrush, Jack 116
Tibaldi, John 220
Tidyman, Candace 346
Tirpack, Ken 165
Toepke, Kevin 178
Tolliver, Wayne 201
Tomida, Chihiro 346
Tompkins, Tameko 149
Tony-Villanueva, Noelle
Toombs, Jason 51, 180
Tootle, James 173
Tope, Vance 346
Torres, Lane 119
Tovar, Steve 114, 116
Toy, Rachel 178
Tracy, Mike 140
Tracy, Pat 119
Traifcoff, June 346
Traux, Dan 187
Trela, Kathleen 16, 171,
197, 346, 351
Trimble, Todd 150
Trombetti, Karla 195
Trsek, Rob 185
Truax, Sandra 346
Tschuchira, Taiko 33
Tucker, David 346
Tucker, Holly 236
Tucker, Ty 156, 157
Tudas, Paige 195
Turner, Bonnie 121
Turner, Leigh 346
Tweed, Stephen 346
Tyler, Charlotte 266
Tyler, Kimberly 149

Uhlenhake, Beverly 182
Uhmo, Rose 246
Ulrich, Diana 130, 131, 179
Ulrikson, Jeff 178
Underhill, Charles 346
Unger, Kathryn 182
Unverferth, Kristin 135
Urban, Leslie 248
Urse, Carolyn 162, 163

Vaccaro, Mike 20, 346
Valentine, Kandi 197
Valentine, Mark 346
Valles, Sandra 130, 170, 204
Valli, May 183
Van Bramer, Scott 346
Van Dijck, Sannie 120
Van Horn, Roger 92
Van Loon, Robyn 133
Van Meter, Richard 182, 320,
346
Van Tilburgh, James 346
Van Horn, Latita 206
VanBodegraven, Elizabeth 24
Vander Hooven, James 202
Vanhandel, Leigh 346
Vanko, Ken 161
Vargo, Stephen 197
Vela, Jeanette 346
Venetta, Sandi 346
Vertrees, Kevin 174, 176
Vetter, Maria 346
Vickers, Tim 116
Vigo, Liza 60
Villena, Abigail 154
Vines, Pat 209
Violette, Margaret 349
Visconti, Mark 327
Visnic, Lori 8
Voelkel, Faith 258
Vogel, Kevin 152
Vogel, Tobias 349
Volcheck, Mark 349
Volpe, Steve 349
Vondran, Chris 128
Vongunten, Amy 287
Voss, Chuck 124
Voss, Jerrold 102
Vujevich, Steve 116

Wachtmann, Andrea 175
Wadzinski, Jeanne 185
Wagner, Dale 12
Wagner, Harry 349
Wagner, Lisa 175, 177
Wagoner, John 116
Wajda, Matt 165
Walker, Brian 232
Walker, Juli 212
Walker, Scott 165
Walker, Steve 158
Wallace, Angie 294
Wallace, Marijean 216
Wallen, Sue 149
Wallenhorst, Pat 230
Walsh, Scott 140
Walton, Kenya 149
Walton, Tim 1 16
Wang, John 349
Ward, Barry 274
Ward, Laura 349
Warner, Geoff 116
Warner, Mark 349
Washington, Chris 262
Wasick, Beth 206
Waters, Jeannine 92
Watkins, Beth 204
Watkins, Jeffrey 349
Watkins, Richard 349
Weakland, Bill 152
Weatherholtz, Kinnett 183
Weaver, Dave 242
Weaver, Karen 120
Weaver, Melissa 349
Wenn, Regina 149
Weber, Keith 349
Weber, Kim 284
Weber, Kristin 284, 285
Weber, Monica 175
Weckenbrock, Tricia 182
Weinstein, Mindy 349
Weisgerber, Jody 181
Welch, Nancy 181
Weldon, Sharon 290
Welsh, Jerry 140
Wener, Beth 349
Wensits, Jack 349
West, Felicia 149
West, Wilbert 349
Weston, Amy 202
Wheat, Gina 174, 182
Wheeler, Amy 149

Whitaker, Deborah 349
White, Bill 209
White, Ron 140
White, Theodore 349
White, William 133
Whiteley, Matt 152
Whiting, Ed 32
Wickline, Douglas 349
Widener, Greg 349
Wiener, Jennifer 182, 209
Wilder, Cheryl 349
Wiletsky, Elizabeth 10
Wiley, Melissa 349
Wilker, Dorothy Lee 182
Wilkins, Ann 204
Wilkinson, Sean 119
Will, Chris 350
Will, Lisa 8, 209, 383
Willey, Laura 182
Williams, Brian 152
Williams, Christine 350
Williams, Dirk 98
Williams, Glenn Jr. 197
Williams, Jason 350
Williams, Jennette 350
Williams, Jennifer 218
Williams, Mark 116
Williams, Nicole 197
Williams, Norman 116
Williams, Tiffany 130
Williams, Tim 116
Wills, Lori 350
Willson, Sue 121
Wilson, Andy 274
Wilson, Claire 135

Wilson, Stephen 100
Winer, Eliot 124, 125
Winland, Sheri 63
Winning, Richard 350
Winocur, Faith 350
Winrow, Jason 116
Wirtz, Rebecca 183
Wissler, Leisa 122, 123
Witalec, Joseph 350
Witker, Craig 350
Wotan, James 133
Wolf, Jeff 189
Wolf, Stacy 206
Wolfe, Alice 170
Wolfe, Alicia 189
Wollenburg, Doug 165, 166
Wong, Lois 350
Wong, Teresa 175
Wong, William 16, 42, 174,
176, 203, 207
Woodard, Shawn 116
Woods, Jill 186
Woods, Julianne 350
Woodward, Kate 181
Worley, Aimee 195
Worley, Bob 165
Worner, Tina 287
Worthy, Kenneth 350
Wozniak, Brian 350
Wright, Ann 350
Wrobbel, Rod 350
Wrobleski, Jane 350
Wu, Ernest 170, 197
Wujick, Andrea 181
Wynn, Joe 260

Yaggi, Kenneth 128
Yamini, Lawrence 150, 151
Yang, Nelson 350
Yates, Rebecca 350
Yee, Roger 350
Yochum, Rob 185
Yoder, Kevin 350
Young, Brad 165
Young, Leila 350
Youngerman, Dave 194

Zakrajsek, Dorthy 104
Zanville, Dana 154
Zartman, Kami 181
Zecchini, Dan 152
Zeer, Warner 185
Zeff, Jennifer 154
Zeigler, Joy 189
Ziegler, Elizabeth 175
Zimovan, Jeffrey 350
Zinman, Nicole 288
Zipp, Dawn 206
Zobrist, Denise 284
Zuchauski, Jodi 184, 350
Zucker, Kimberly 182

Volume 109 of Ohio State's
Makio yearbook was created by a
staff of volunteer undergraduate
students in a non-profit endeavor.
No portion of this book may be
copied or reprinted without permission from the MAKIO staff.
Written requests to do so may be
mailed to Editor of the Makio, Box
110, 1739 North High Street, Columbus, Ohio, 43210.
The book was printed by Herff
Jones Company at its plant in
Shawnee Mission, Kansas. Senior
portraits and some of the student
organization group pictures were
taken by Carl Wolf Studios of
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Sitting fees for senior portraits were
$5.
1 he book's cover is antique
blue, with ivory lettering. The
Ohio State University and MAKI°
logos are embossed.
Paper stock was 100 lb. Bordeaux gloss. All body copy was
10 point Times Roman. Captions
were 8 point Times Roman italicized. Copy was submitted for
publication on disk using PageMaker 4.0.
Book prices were $40, or $45
for the patron option. An additional $3 shipping/handling fee
was included.
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CONGRATULATIONS
AND
GOOD LUCK

TO THE NEXT GENERATION OF THE

a
OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY GRADUATES

FROM THE ARTHUR

G.

JAMES CANCER

We at The Ohio State University Hospitals are pleased
to take this opportunity to congratulate you on earning your degree.

HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE.

Our best wishes to each of you for a successful career
and for the opportunity to make significant contributions to our country.
We hope you will carry on the Ohio State tradition of
leadership and pride.

Congratulations!
The Administration and Medical Staff
The Ohio State University Hospitals
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ARTHUR G. JAMES
CANCER HOSPITAL
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THE NEXT GENERATION OF HOPE.
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THE COMPANY
Ameritrust Company N.A., is a regional bank holding
company headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio. With assets of
over $10 billion and over 6,000 employees, we have offices
throughout Ohio, Indiana and Texas. As financial services
continue to evolve, Ameritrust will meet customers' needs
by offering a variety of products to individuals and
corporations. This evolution means opportunity for our
employees.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Ameritrust is committed to providing career opportunities
which offer challenge and satisfaction and which give
people the chance to demonstrate their talents in a variety
of situations. We seek undergraduate business and liberal
arts majors for our training programs in Corporate Banking,
Retail Banking, and Corporate Trust. Undergraduates and
MBA candidates with strong analytical and quantitative
skills may join our financial management and operations
areas as analysts.
If you are a highly motivated problem solver who enjoys
working in a service environment, we invite you to contact
us.

Genius is just an accident
waiting to happen.
Vou never know when a
lucky accident and an
educated mind will get
together and change what
we know about the world.
That's why AT&T is involved
in so many programs to
educate young minds all
over the country By pro.
viding scholarships,
computers, laboratory
equipment and visiting
professors to the nation's
students,we're helping
to ensure that the next
Sir Isaac Newton is capable
of turning a coincidence
into a major contribution.
At AT&T, we know that the
quality of life tomorrow
depends on the quality of
education today So you can
rest assured that our commitment to education is
no accident.

Ameritrust Company, N.A.
Attn: College Recruiter
900 Euclid Avenue
P.O. Box 5937
Cleveland, OH 44101
1-800-468-2558

NEW GRADS
You Can Play A Key Role
With Our Fortune 100 Team!

At Borden,
we respect people
who know where
they headed.
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never been shy about stating our goals
That'sTas
what
vepursuing them.
We
and
made us what
. a multibion dollar Fortune 60 producer
roducts.
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we
are . packaging, and consumer
regional
of floods,
p market
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ter
Our strengths are well known
in leadership, clear business definition, in
of we built them with the
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University community.

The right choice.
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floe themselves and bring creative energy
they do. We provide excellent salaries, benefits,
and career development programs, and we are
proud to be a participant In -The Ohio State
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Highly successful and future directed, Ashland Chemical is recognized internationally as a progressive and innovative leader within
the chemical industry. An organization that prides itself on professionalism, we manufacture, market and distribute a diverse range
of in-demand basic and specialty products for a broad range of client applications.

An Equal Oppo(tunay ErnPloyet t110-11V
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The Columbus Division of Police invites you to put
your college degree to work. Join a Police Division
that's making a difference today and growing to
meet the needs of tomorrow.
We offer a challenging career
with opportunity, recognition,
excellent salary, benefits, and
security. We are looking for
Go
vs
special people. If you have
what it takes to qualify, please
call a Columbus Police recruiter
at 645-4642 or 1-800-837-4642.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Congratulations Graduates !
From The Ohio State
University Bookstores

Class of 1991

Currently, we're seeking creative, enthusiastic individuals capable
of independent thinking for a variety of challenging opportunities
within our organization. Here, you'll find a supportive environment
that provides a very comprehensive training program that will fully
prepare you for your new position. Regardless of your field, Ashland
Chemical has an opportunity that's right for you!
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STATE

As an acknowledged leader in our field, we offer a very competitive
compensation and benefits package, a stimulating career environment and ample opportunity for professional development. Send
your resume to:

UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

College Relations Administrator

ASHLAND CHEMICAL INC.
P.O. Box 2219
Columbus, OH 43216

Main Bookstore - Central Classroom Bldg.
2009 Millikin Rd. (614)-292-2991
Medical Bookstore -1634 Neil Avenue
(614)-292-5731

Ashland Chemical
■••
LOCATED AT THE GATEWAY TO THE CAMPUS
An Equal Opportunity Employer

••• •

•

1836 N. High St. • Columbus, OH 43201 • 614-294-4674 • FAX 614-294-166 1

Columbus, Ohio
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Rewarding Careers In Nursing, Medical Technology, Physical and
Occupational Therapy, Pharmacy, Radiology and Other Related Fields

Doft center

Located in a progressive metropolitan area that offers excellent cultural and recreational activities,
affordable housing and a moderate cost of living, the Dayton area is a great place to start or continue
your career in the medical arts.
We offer the opportunity for professional growth in an active acute and extended care environment
with multiple affiliations. Our professionals share a commitment to excellence.

• LUMBER • MILLWORK • WINDOWS • ROOFING • SIDING
• INSULATION • DOORS • STORM SASH • PLYWOOD
• NAILS • WALLBOARD • WOLMAN TREATED LUMBER

Send Resume To:

Benefits:
•

Career Advancement Opportunities

•

Job Security

•

Competitive Salary - Commensurate with Education
and Experience

•

10 Paid Holidays Each Year

•

13-26 Days Vacation

•

Tax Deferred Savings With Government Contribution

•

Tuition Support

•

Free Parking

Personnel Service (05)
Dept. Of Veterans Affairs
Medical Center
4100 West Third St.
Dayton, Ohio 45428

VISIT OUR NEW HARDWARE CENTER
ELECTRICAL - PLUMBING - HARDWARE - SUPPLIES CALL NOW - NO TOLL CHARGE

(513) 262-2107 to contact a
recruitment specialist

HEBRON 0., REYNOLDSBURG TEL NO.

861-4620

IF NO ANS.
CALL HEBRON 0.
rIMINN4E4
nsi

An Equal Opportunity Employer

riffi

BUCKEYE
LAKE

TAKE 1-70 E. TO RT 37 - NOW RT 37 TO RT 40

I VI
HI'

928-ii6W-"
928-4601

411411.
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NORTH
SOUTH
3251 Westerville Rd. 1887 Parsons Ave.
471.4711
443.0171

...at Mount Carmel Medical Center, a 479-bed teaching and referral
hospital.
Beginning your career as a partner in "the spirit of caring", you become
a vital member of our experienced team of professionals. We expect a
lot. And in return, you'll receive real opportunity for advancement, educational programs, an attractive salary, a generous benefits package
and an active role in fostering excellent patient care. Don't settle for less.
Send resume to the Human Resource Department, Mount Carmel
Medical Center, 793 West State Street, Columbus,
Ohio 43222, (614) 225-5288. We promote the
At.
hiring of non-smokers. An equal opportunity emMOUNT CARMEL ployer.
MEDICAL CENTER
"The Spin! of Life"

EAST
WEST
Main & McNaughten Broad & Wilson
755.9200
278.6000

SHOP SCHOTTENSTEIN'S FOR
ALL YOUR FASHION NEEDS

Whatever your style-whatever the
occasion, you will find a fashion that fits
your budget. For over 73 years, we've
been serving the Central Ohio area with
great savings on brand names.
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SHOP AT SCHOTTENSTEIN'S

MAIN ,1) STREET
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..COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE

NORTH
3251 Westerville Rd.
PH: 471-4711
EAST
E. Main & McNaughten
PH: 755-9200

CLOSED SATURDAY-OPEN SUNDAY

10 to 8 -MON,.THURS, 10.9-FR1, 10.SUNDOWN

4

EAST

SOUTH

-,

SOUTH
1887 Parsons Ave.
PH: 443-0171
WEST
Great Western
PH: 278-6000
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Comparable
Retail Prices
Everyday
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Schottenstein's

Nursing and Allied Health Graduates:
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CHEMICAL ABSTRACTS SERVICE

C

phone connections to the nearest of
three service centers — Columbus,
Karlsruhe in the Federal Republic of
Germany, or Tokyo. All computers in
the STN network operate on Messenger
software developed by CAS for the
network so that the same command
language can be used to search files
loaded at any of the service center
locations.
CAS has changed greatly over the
years. But one thing has not changed:
A total commitment to providing the
most comprehensive and accurate
secondary' information on chemical
science and technology in the most
useful and convenient form to support
the continuing progress of scientific
research and development.

SERVICES

SINCE 1946

436-1234
6465 BUSCH BLVD. • COLUMBUS, OHIO 43229
Your complete food service company.
1.270
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• VENDING SERVICE
• MANUAL CAFETERIAS
• BANQUET ROOMS
• CATERING
• OFFICE COFFEE SERVICE

.. ., ,....

CAS is located at 2540 Olentangy River
Road, P.O. Box 3012, Columbus, Ohio
43210, (614) 447-3600.

search languages, and delivery mechanisms to provide even faster and better
access to that information.
While CAS began as an American
information service, today it is global in
the primary sources it covers, the
database it creates, the audience it
serves, and the reach of its printed and
electronic services. To better serve the
worldwide scientific community, CAS
works closely with scientific and
technical organizations in Europe and
Japan to form an international online
computer network for scientific and
technical information — STN International: The Scientific and Technical
Information Network. Through STN
International, several nations are
sharing electronically linked computer
systems and other resources to reduce
costly duplication of effort while
providing convenient online access to
national and international databases in
science and engineering. Scientific
information searchers in most of the
world can conveniently access the CAS
databases and more than 70 other
scientific and technical computer files
through STN International via tele-

,r■ ■IS HVIN

hemical Abstracts Service (CAS)
is over 1400 people dedicated
to making the world's knowledge of chemistry accessible to those
who need it, worldwide.
Since the American Chemical Society
first published Chemical Abstracts in
1907, CAS has had one purpose — to
guide scientists and engineers to the
chemical information they need.
Toward this end, weekly issues of
Chemical Abstracts have carried more
than 12 million abstracts of reports of
chemical research and development
since 1907, all thoroughly and precisely
indexed.
Today at CAS, delivering information
means delivering it in a variety of
ways, including electronically. In the
1960s and 1970s, CAS pioneered many
of the methods now used to process
and store chemical and chemical
engineering information by computer.
Now, CAS is developing new software,

2.1

Chemical Abstracts
Service
A Division of the American Chemical Society
OUR MODERN FACILITIES ARE ALWAYS OPEN FOR YOUR INSPECTION

Founded in 1968 by Alumni
of The Ohio State University,
Management Horizons'
record as the premier
managment consulting firm
to retailers and consumer
goods manufacturers,
includes promoting growth,
recognizing excellence, and
forecasting future successes.
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We congratulate the
graduating seniors of the
class of 1990 and predict
that their contributions to
the future will be significant.

/All

Management Horizons
Division of

Price Waterhouse

ft

HEALTH CARE GRADUATES

The
road t
ment
takes only
a couple
hours.

*AKRON

ATTENTION:
FUTURE PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS
OF OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

THE PRICE OF FREEDOM IS VISIBLE HERE

PHONE 231-2752
23 4200

SALVAGE BROKERS

WIRTHMAN BROS. INC.

If you are looking for a position that offers you the opportunity to be innovative, that stimulates professional growth, consider Aultman Hospital's FT., 0.T.,
and Athletic Medicine Departments. Aultman is a 700-bed community hospital, and a major teaching affiliate of the Northeastern Ohio Universities College of Medicine. Due to expansion of services, we are seeking registered
physical therapists and occupational therapists.

,

NEW & USED AUTO PARTS

3515 E. MAIN STREET
COLUMBUS. OHIO 43213

Educational development is very important at Aultman ranging from research
investigation to practical training in several different specialties. Professional
growth is encouraged through the hospital's commitment to continuing education resources as well as its current physical expansion of 6,000 square feet
to improve the quality of services.
If you are interested in developing your clinical skills in a position that will
provide:
• variety of therapeutic procedures with both in-patient and
out-patient programming
• progressive academic and training assistance
• progressive salary and benefit package
• $3,000 graduate sign-on bonus
• $5.000 senior year loan/scholarship program

Capital
City
Awning

Contact the Department of Employee Services at 216-438-7415, or send your
resume in complete confidence to: Aultman Hospital, Department of Employee Services, 2600 Sixth Street S.W., Canton, Ohio 44710. An Equal
Opportunity Employer.

For a great career in health care...and
the best in culture, entertainment, recreation, pro sports, fine dining, higher
education and more...take a two-hour
ride north on I-71...to Akron.

4IMAultman

For more information about a nursing or
other health care career, call COLLECT or
write the Human Resources Department at
Akron General Medical Center, 400 Wabash
Road, Akron, OH 44307; (216) 384-6090
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COLUMBUS

CAPITAL CITY AWNING CO.
577 N Fourth St • Columbus, OH 43215

Phone
(614) 221-5404

Laboratory Technician
Radiology Technician
Medical Technologist
Pharmacy Technician
Physical Therapist
Respiratory Therapist
Occupational Therapist
Kinesiotherapist
Nuc. Med. Technologist
Pharmacist
Registered Nurse
For further information please contact:
Personnel Service (05)
VA Medical Center
17273 State Route 104
Chillicothe, Ohio 45601
Phone: (614) 773-1141, Ext. 7538
Recognizing the Greatest

.Hospital

There you'll find Akron General
Medical Center, a teaching, research
and referral facility, recognized as a
north east Ohio leader in acute care.
Affiliated with a northeastern Ohio
university's college of medicine, Akron
General is a regional referral center for
cardiac care, cancer treatment, orthopedics and psychiatry/behavioral science. Challenge and opportunities for
personal contribution await you at our
growing, 507-bed medical center. In
greater Akron (about 33 minutes from
Cleveland) you'll find an unusual blending
of big-city advantages and small-town
flavor.

on
DO

CANVAS PRODUCTS

Opportunities exist to join as a full member of our
health care team at this modern, active affiliated
psychiatric and medical facility comprised of 753
operating beds and a 172 bed Nursing Home Care
Unit. Located 45 minutes from Columbus, Ohio; 60
minutes from Dayton, Ohio; and an hour and a half
from Cincinnati, Ohio, this center of excellence in
health care for our nation's veterans is actively
recruiting for the following:

EOE

MetroHealth
At Metrollealth Medical Center, we believe
that personal care is still the best medicine.
While employing the latest technological
advances in a 742-bed environment, we
are deeply committed to the patients we
serve and to the growth and development
of our employees who serve them. Exceptional opportunities are available in the following areas of our growing facility.

• PHYSICAL THERAPY
• OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
• PHARMACY
• NURSING

AKRON GENERAL
AIIEMCCU. cikqv-Na
Equal Opportunity Employer

• PATHOLOGY
• RADIOLOGY
• DIETETICS
• SOCIAL SERVICES
Take your place with one of Cleveland's
most prestigious and growing healthcare
providers. For more information, please
submit your resume to: Human

Resources Department, Metrotlealth
Medical Center, 3395 Scranton Road,
Cleveland, OH 44109. An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/FI.

St Vincent Medical Center addresses the dynamic
realities
of health care in the 1990s by providing aggressive, high quality services and programs for our patients.
Existing systems are continually being evaluated, while
essential new ones are introduced in response to the region's growing needs. The distinctive services currently
offered by St. Vincent are:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Life Flight
Northwest Ohio Heart Center
Behavioral Services
Regional Burn Care and Reconstructive Center
Cancer Care Program
Retina Unit
Sleep Disorders Center
Surgical Specialties
Health Care Connection
Trauma Program

St. Vincent has earned its excellent reputation through
135 years of quality service to the Toledo area. Today,
as the health care field continues to grow and change,
St. Vincent looks to the future with confidence and enthusiasm. We are preparing to meet the health care
needs of tomorrow.
Although the range of services available at St. Vincent has
expanded dramatically over the years, our original mission has never changed. Providing the highest quality
health care to the sick and the poor remains the dedication of the Grey Nuns and the staff of St. Vincent.
If you share our commitment, please contact our recruitment office at (419) 321-4232 for more information on career opportunities at St. Vincent Medical Center.

L/M...the finest
line of Complete Quality
products for birds
and small animals.
•rip

L/M Animal Farms
yze,ft
Pleasant Plain. Ohio 45162
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You and Amoco
Challenging Tomorrow
..

.

Finding Better Ways to Serue,,,,

ST. ELIZABETH
MEDICAL CENTER
601 Edwin C. Moses Blvd.
Dayton; Ohio 45408

Franciscan I lealth System
of Dayton, Inc.
Member Franciscan Sisters of the Poor
Health System, Inc.

Discover the Opportunities of a Career
in Nursing or Allied Health
St. Elizabeth Medical Center, a 63 1 bed acute care facility located in
Dayton, Ohio, has many challenging and exciting opportunities for the
nursing or allied health graduate. St. Elizabeth is part of a multihospital system with facilities in six states throughout the country. We
are noted for our outstanding Rehabilitation Center, Sports Medicine
Center, Heartcare Center and Regional Cancer Center. Scholarships
for Nursing, Physical Therapy and Occupational Therapy students are
available through St. Elizabeth. To inquire about opportunities, please
contact Pam Hollingshead RN, Nurse Recruiter or Liz Alexander,
Employment Coordinator at (513) 229-6527.
.

An equal opportunity employer

Amoco Production Company

Amoco Chemical Company

Congratulations
from

.Inns
roof

0

Now You Can
Sleep In Class.
Amoco Technology Company

Amoco is an equal opportunity employer (M/F/H)

Amoco Oil Company

For Reservations Call:
1-800-THE-ROOF
For Career Opportunities Call:
1-614-876-3200

BPS

BITUMINOUS PAVING SYSTEMS, INC
1=====

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 1990!

_t

\c

4984 Scioto Darby Road • Hilliard, Ohio 43026 • 614/876-9971
(513) 276-6412
(5131 276-6400
Fax No.: (5111 276-6414

bw-3, "Home of the $\
Real Wing"

Ansel! International
MODERN INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS, INC
MEN

Corporation of America

3337 Norifi Dixic Pri,c
l)avon. Ohl, 45414.5697

2500 Corporate Exchange Drive
Suite 200
Columbus, Ohio 43231 USA

Ohio Bell
Communications
A Division of
Ameritech Information Systems

YOU CAN GIVE YOURSELF
A HEART ATTACK.
BUT TRY GIVING YOURSELF CPR.

WILLIAM E. RODENBERG
Vice-President-Sales

RAMONA FICKLE
Executive Director

Office: (614) 239-WISH
Evening: (614) 837-5376
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United Way

It brings out the best
in all of us:

tit

tCIAL
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cr

Your heart suddenly gives out. You have no
pulse. You can no longer breathe.
Even if you know CPR, there's one person
you can't give it to. Yourself.
This man got help from someone at work
who learned CPR at the Red Cross. They got
help from the United Way. Thank God the
United Way got help from you.
Your single contribution helps provide therapy for a handicapped child, a warm coat for a
homeless man, counseling for a rape victim,
job training for a former drug abuser.
Or, in this case, CPR training for this man's
co-workers. Otherwise, he might have ended
up somewhere other than a hospital.

3401 Park Center Drive
Suite 290
Dayton, Ohio 45414
513/454-6060

"v/

13ATIO
1415 S. Hamilton Rd.

Columbus, OH 43227

Arr Al RCO/MiNEwELD
a/EOM EQUIREVT g GEAR
RARE g SPECIALTY GASES
CRYXENIC EQUIREVF
IWOUSTRIAL GASES

1699 FEDDERN AVE.
GROVE CITY, OH 43123
(COLUMBUS)
PHONE (614) 871-2292
FAX
(614) 871-8124

7

—

E. Woodruff 1608 N. Hie'

TOSOil
TOSOH SMD
intends to be
the world's
leading supplier
of
thin film
materials.

S

That's why
we want
The Ohio State University
student body
to recognize
our name.

Co.

COLUMBUS, OHIO 43204
OFFICE AND SHOP
3360 VALLEYVIEW DR.
Installation & Service
PHONE 279.9448
Emergancy Phone 866-3842
1-800.932-1824
P.O. BOX 44013

Wishes OSU grads a
great life.
Si Remember those Tuesday
Wing days.
Stop in at Homecoming.
NORTH SOUTH
291-2362 291-2500 ,
BUFFALO WILD WINGS E. WIEC‘k

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER
SYSTEMS FOR FIRE
PROTECTION

Capital give 9votcctio,z

SZ
\„„

TOSOH

TOSOH SMD, Inc.
3515 Grove City Road
Grove City, Ohio 43123
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H

BANK ONE, COLUMBUS, NA Member FDIC.

'"was briffig, and the sfithy toves
"Did gyre and gimbfe in the wade:
Aff mitnsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.
'Beware the gabderwock, my son!
The jaws that bite, the claws that catch!
Beware the Yubjub bird, and shun
The frumious Bandersnatch!'
He tookhis votpaf sword in hand:
Long time the manxome foe he sought-So rested he by the Tumtum tree,
And stood awhile in thought.
And, as in uffish thought he stood,
'The 9abberwock with eyes of frame,
Came whiffling through the tufgey wood,
And burbled as it came!

The Future is
Electric at
American Electric Power
If you would like more information
about engineering career opportunities in the AEP
family of companies. send a request c o the
Personnel Department to any of the AEP subsidiaries below:
Appalachian Power Company

Kingsport Power Company

40 Franklin Road. S.W.
Roanoke. Virginia 24009

422 Broad Street
Kingsport. Tennessee 37662

Columbus Southern Power Company

Michigan Power Company

215 N. Front Street
Columbus. Ohio 43215

100 S. Main Street
Three Rivers, Michigan 49093

Indiana Michigan Power Company

Ohio Power Company

One Summit Square
Fort Wayne. Indiana 46801

301 Cleveland Avenue, S.W.
Canton. Ohio 44701

Kentucky Power Company

Wheeling Power Company

1701 Central Avenue
Ashland. Kentucky 41101

Fifty One 16th Street
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003

American Electric Power

1 Riverside Plaza
Columbus. Ohio 43215

An Equal Opportunity Employer

One, two! One, two! And through and through
'e vorpaf blade went snicker-snack'
.9-fe left it dead, and with its head
He went galumphing back
And past thou slain the 9abberwock?
Come to my arms, my beamil.sh boy!
0 frabjous day! Caffooh! Caffayr
He chortled in his joy.
`Twos briffig, and the sfithy toves
Did gyre and nimble in the wade:
Aff mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe.

No tribute to the works of Lewis Carroll would be complete without this famous
poem. Carroll's own Alice discovers it in a "looking glass book" which must be held
up to a mirror to reverse its letters and make it readable. We have printed it here
already in its "reversed" form to make things easier for you.
This poem is very significant to me as I remember a time when my old friend
Tyrone Miller dramatically presented it to Kris Reddy, Emily Hall and I during an
impromptu, candlelit poetry reading session more than a year ago. I also have happy
memories of Julie Knight and I stumbling across this poem as we read through our
two versions of The Complete Works of Lewis Carroll to facilitate our discussion
about theme ideas at her home in San Diego last winter break.
In a recent discussion with Jul, she and I made up our minds to dedicate this work to
the third member of our summer-editing trio: Jim Ibinson. Not even an "official member"
of MAKIO, he spent just as much time in 325 Ohio Union during these past few months
as the rest of us. In addition to banishing many of our computer-related anxieties, he
helped Jul and I catch up on editing, and was very often our calming influence at times
when we felt reality slipping away from us. Thanks Jim! --Val

chapter of her Wonderland experiences,
so this year's edition of the MAKIO comes to
a conclusion. There were so many stories, events,
and memories--both those common to all of us, and many
more individual ones with which we can sometimes personally
identify. Alice traveled in a world of fantasy, but the links between
our university and the outside world were real and strong. A war in the
Gulf, economic recession, and soaring crime rates in Columbus made an
impact on OSU students' lives. Likewise, E. Gordon Gee--our new university
president, the cancer hospital, and research discoveries on Ohio State's campus influenced both the local community and the world beyond. This book
could not hope to record every event and emotion experienced here
throughout the year, but MAKIO has sought to symbolize the broadness, diversity, uniqueness, and spirit of what was The Ohio
State University in 1990-91. This story was really written
that all?" Alice timidly asked.

by the thousands of students who called OSU

"That's all," said Humpty Dumpty. "Good-bye."
This was rather sudden, Alice thought: but, after such a very strong hint that

"home" during these past 12 months. We mere-

she ought to be going, she felt that it would hardly be civil to stay. So she got up,

ly attempted to etch the images we saw

and held out her hand. "Good-bye, till we meet again!" she said as cheerfully as she
could.

into the reflective surface of this

1880 Yohn Ward, Harwood Poor,

Willis _Imes and George Dun
1882 Charles C. Miller
1883 Yohn y. Dun
1884 Charles B. Whitey
1885 William H Hannum
1886 Yoseph S. Myers
1887 Edgar W. Mix
1888 George Smith
1889 9urius Floto
1890 9esse _loner
18.91 E.B. Hatcher
1892 Guy R Williams
1894 Lowry F. Sater
1895 William 9. Kappes
1896 Red 9-1: Game
1897 Roy E. Layton
18.98 T.C. Doan
1899 Leslie M. Lisle
1900 Robert E. McClure
1901 Bert S. Stephenson
1902 Ferdinand P. Schoedinger
1903 Lucius A. Wing
1904 Herbert M. Myers
1905 John A. Smith
1906 Cart S. Shoemaker
1907 Howard E. Critchfield
1908 9.E. Kinney
1909 _lames C. Lawrence
1910 Stanley G. Backman
1911 I. Newton Jenkins
1912 Earnest S. dodges
1913 Albert 9. Roush
1914 Lawrence C. 7erges
1915 Carl T. Colt
1916 Ralph W. Laughlin
1917 Alien 91. Hoskins
1918 Kenyon S. Campbell
1919 grwmas B. Meek, and
Helen D. Dustman
1920 W. Gordon Wheeler

1921 Robert T. Mason
1.922 Howard Dewees
1923 Henry H Metters
1924 Charles 91. Huts1925 William S. Cunningham
1926 Fred E. Huts
1.927 Charles Reynolds
1928 Donald Hyde
1929 Ferdinand Stone
1930 Luther Lalendorf
1.931 Everette B. Laybourrte
1932 _games W. Zuber
1933 Lawrence E. Laybourne
1934 Nathan Stern
1935 FrederickR Dinsmore
1.936 Harvey Lederman
1937 Louis y. Krakoff
1938 Robert 9. Priest
1939 Amon Gross
1940 Bernard . Rosenson
1941 Herbert Roberts
1.942 Irvin Levine
1943 Ralph S. Paffenbarger and
Martha Baker
1944 Eleanor M. Floyd
1945 Helen "Honey" 9-laeckl
1946 Pauline E. Marcus
194 7 Maryellen Haddon,
1948 Howard K Byer
1949 William Jaynes
1950 Beryl- Covill
1951 Gene A. Siaymaker
1952 Howard Marowitz
1953 Kenneth 9. Langhout
1954 Richard I. Wefts
1955 erry Wish
1956 Marianne Seth
1957 Carolyn Cranmer
1958 _lean Walters
1959 Cherry Steihoff
1960 _lean Ann McQuirkin

FrankMilier
Dorothy Spira
Karen L. Groezinger
Angela Parks and
Karl B. Raaek
eanne M. Mailett
Virginia A. Kunert
oyce Winnett
C. Kay Moore
_lane L. Miller and
Stephen E. Viahovich
Leland W Bard
Carolyn S. Goodman
Deborah L. 9-fomzak
Catherine A. Collier and
Clifford F. Mott Yr.
Edward Sonner
Renate Burgyan
Robert y. Rossi and
_loan Haskins-Pirarczyk
ohn D. Bollas and
Cindy A. Beattie
Cindy A. Beattie
Steve Nash
Shelley Orr
Shelley Orr
Tom Popoff and
Leslie yohnson
Rob Goldberg
Rob Goldberg and
Denise Clark
Denise Clark,
Kristine Kunkle
Kris tine Kunkle
Valerie E. Frazee

Pictured above are the editors and advisory board members for the 1991 MAKIO Yearbook. Seated in front are Tal Frank, Photography Editor, Julie
Knight, Managing Editor, Valerie Frazee, Editor-in-Chief Kris Reddy, Advertising, Tim DeHart, Public Relations, and Glenna Fulks, Secretary. Behind
them are Eva Meil, Seniors, Cindy Mann, Student Life, Meaghan Smith, Greeks, Stacy Bush, Residence Halls, Kristin Basbagill,
Academics, Aizel
Panaligan, Sports, Amy Dawson, Organizations, Cecile Bishara, Asst. Managing Editor, Stephanie Mok, Asst. Business Editor, Beth Schornak,
Marketing,
and Lisa Will, Business Editor.

These people dedicated thousands of hours to the creation of this book. Section editors spent vacation time finishing production, and the
business staff provided invaluable creative input for new marketing ideas and advertising strategies. Unlike other university yearbook staffs,
all positions were unpaid. This book was literally a labor of love. Every staff member, at one time or another, stepped beyond the call of
duty to do an emergency photography assignment, rush to meet a deadline during Finals Week, commute into Columbus (more than once!)
during summer break to finish a section, or deal professionally with not-so-professional delivery companies and advertising agencies.
All lost a little sanity and a great deal of sleep over this project. Few will forget the endless hours spent in front of a computer terminal
to see some obscure message flash "Fatal Error! or System Bombed!" One has to ask "What kept them going?" Certainly, no visible
incentive—not even a free copy of the book—was able to be offered. A partial answer may be found in the unusually gifted leader who refused
at all costs to give up. Her energy and shining personality were tremendously inspiring. But the full answer will forever remain a mystery,
for something unexplainable inside the personality of every individual involved in this project helped see it to its completion. Their integrity
and dedication carried them on, even when no end seemed in sight. It is because of this handful of people that the MAKIO tradition at Ohio
State was able to continue for another year. Their extraordinary effort deserves applause.

The Last Word:
It's a sunny July day and here I am - no big surprise - sitting within the walls
of the Ohio Union. Aizel and Eva and Kristin and Amy are in the MAKIO office
finishing up their sections. Cindy's at work- hopefully she'll be here tonight,
and Stacy's making phone calls from home. Meaghan- Bless her! - is done with
"Greeks." Cecile is on a family vacation, and Julie is teaching ballet in
Connecticut. That pretty much accounts for the editors. Having again received
special permission to be in the Union on a Saturday, and having met the staffers
at the door to let them in, I am now sitting in seclusion in Stecker Lounge quietly flipping through the pages of past MAKIO's trying to restore that
reflective kind of mood I'd wanted to have as I wrote these final words.
A university that's been around as long as this one has, is bound to have
more than a few traditions. Some are fairly shortlived, but others, more sacred,
span more than a century. The sad thing about traditions on a college campus
is that as soon as they have been allowed to slip away they are barely, if at all,
missed by the busy throngs of students blindly scurrying through their years
here. Some traditions, like the four-years-until-graduation plan and the
multiple campus beauty pageants are casualties to a new era in which things like
educational standards and women's liberation have been redefined. Others,
like Mortar Board (oh yeah, and Sphinx), the Marching Band, football games,
Homecoming, the Lantern, "Carmen Ohio," and the MAKIO Yearbook have
managed to survive and adapt to fit the new needs of today's students.
The MAKIO was first published in 1880 and has maintained its high
quality ever since, ceasing publication on only two occasions. Its first
disappearance was during the depression of 1893, and the second was between
1979 and 1981 when lack of university support and student interest plunged the
MAKIO into insurrmountable debt. Loyal supporters resurrected this longstanding campus tradition in 1982, and a handful of students have kept it going
ever since. Unfortunately, once again, we are on shaky ground.
Kris Kunkle, Editor of the previous MAKIO and someone I considered a
good friend, once told me that nobody can ever understand exactly what it feels
like to be ultimately in charge of such a huge task until they have experienced
it themselves. Let me state now that I can fully appreciate the meaning of those
words.
A great deal of the stress of my position comes from facing the reality that
sales are not as high as they should be. Production costs for a yearbook of this
size cannot be covered without good contracts with outside agencies and strong
public support. Through phone surveys we came to the realization that the
yearbooks of many universities of similar size not only receive financial
support from their school, but course credit is often offered to the members of
their staffs. In view of recent budget problems here at OSU, I am hoping to
persuade the administration to lend us a hand in ways other than monetary
contributions. Including the option "OSU Yearbook?" during the class
registration process, offering elective credit for working on the MAKIO staff,
and providing a list of OSU vendors for use by MAKIO's advertising staff are
a few forms of support the university is capable of offering us.
In past years, I have been told that the MAKIO is just a student organization
like the 500 other student organizations on this campus - and therefore, not
deserving of any special assistance. I beg to differ. Our group is an efficiently
run business in which all workers are dedicated volunteers. We provide a
service to OSU students and this university by creating a historical record of this
year. It seems to me that this particular student organization would be a sad loss
(as was the loss of The Sundial , our sister publication). If you agree- wish us
luck with the red tape ahead!
It would be easiest to say that this one experience gave me many of my
happiest moments during the past 10 months. But that wouldn't present a very
honest picture without also mentioning it challenged me with some of my most

In Defens e of Traditions
disappointing defeats, exhausting problems and exasperating people. The
positives and the negatives together allowed me to have one of the most
valuable learning experiences of my life.
Although I don't have room enough to individually thank each person who
has contributed to the making of this book- there are a few people without whom
I don't think I could have survived. Brian O'Brien, our advisor, believed in
me from the start- even before I knew what I had gotten myself into. Lisa Will,
our Business Editor, has been a good friend for three years now- she was a wiz
when it came to managing our book orders. Cecile Bishara, our Assistant
Managing Editor, jumped into her new position with such zeal, that she restored
my belief that this task really was do-able. Kris Reddy, our Advertising
Director, has weathered three years in the residence halls with me and an
equally stormy fourth year managing a sticky advertising campaign. Tim
DeHart, our Public Relations Director, was one of the first people I met here.
Tim's steadfast support and his knack for knowing when I was just about to give
up, along with all those de-stressing sessions at Brazilia, made him an
invaluable friend. Cindy Mann, Missy Mowinski, Kelly Grim, Monica
Martin and "My Precious Little Hundred's Suite" were some of the best
listeners when all I needed was to talk myself out of a crisis state. Jim Ibinson,
our unofficial computer-expert/assistant editor/guy-who-helped-us-carryheavy-things, was one of the two people I leaned on the most. The other was
Julie Knight, our Managing Editor. Not only did she do her job more
thoroughly than I thought was humanly possible, but she and I became so in tune
with each other that tag-team copy writing became a breeze, only interrupted
when we fell into a fit of stress-related hysterics.
Every section editor who finished out the year with us is deserving of a
fantastic rest-of-the-summer. I hope they'll enjoy their break from room 325
and return refreshed and ready to begin the journey again. Thanks to every
member of our business staff for not giving up on us when things looked a
little dark. Congratulations to our photographers and copy writers! You were
the heart of this project.
Please accept the 1991 MAKIO with the realization that it is the culmination of hundreds of hours of hard work. I hope that you will treasure this
memory book and recommend it to future students of this university. Thank
you for your patronage.
Sincerely,
Valerie E. Frazee - Editor 1991 MAKIO
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